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Wordss of Thank
Justt like any other text, this book embodies many hidden stories. It
combiness various different worlds and contexts, and contains the help and
effortss of many colleagues and friends. Although writing involves solitary
journeys,, I could not have realised that the key to getting a Ph.D. research
donee lies in collective work. In a sense this book produced its networks of
intellectuall exchange, it taught me many things about work and life in
academia,, and it had gifted me a number of very good friends. It got written,
butt it has also written my life.
Onee day in 1996 I called Annemarie Mol. I told her that I had been to
thee lab, had gathered all that material, but did not have a clue what to do with
it.. She suggested that I would come and visit her in Utrecht. We had a long
walkk in the woods nearby. She made me talk about the lab and the material I
had,, and as we came out of the woods many hours later we had a structure
forr the book. From that day on Annemarie Mol had become the most crucial
adviserr for this thesis. Her voice is unmistakably in the chapters that follow,
butt I want to thank her for the process that led to this thesis. While giving me
thee feeling that we were heading somewhere, Annemarie was strict, critical
andd indeed "supervising" the project. I appreciated her professional way of
working,, which consists of a fine balance between tutoring and caring,
thoughh never taking over or taking the responsibility out of my hands. Her
enthusiasm,, her wit and support made working together real fun. Although it
seemss to me now that it could not have been otherwise, I am extremely
happyy (and lucky) that I dared to pick up the receiver that day in '96.
Nextt to Annemarie Mol, this thesis has three other advisors, Gert-Jan
vann Ommen, Ruth Oldenziel en Selma Leydesdorff. Although not formally,
Gert-Jann was involved in my research from the beginning. I thank him for
longg and insightful discussions, and for opening the doors to the community
off geneticists, which was crucial for my research. Gert-Jan turned out to be a
veryy careful reader of my work, providing me with comments and
suggestions.. I thank him for that, but especially for thinking along with my
argumentss and my specific ways of looking at genetic practices. Ruth
Oldenziell was responsible for taking me into the Belle van Zuylen Institute.
Shee encouraged me to apply and to do a Ph.D. within her group. I very much
thankk her for this opportunity. We had our ups and downs along the way, but
II am content that we managed to sort out our differences and similarities, and
appreciatee her enthusiasm once the manuscript was there. Selma, I first of all
thankk for providing the space and the infrastructure for my research, and for
willingg to take two advisors on board from outside of the Institute. I
especiallyy thank her for moral support during the finishing job and for
providingg practical means to do so.

Thee Belle van Zuylen Institute is one of a kind. It houses different
interdisciplinaryy research and an incredible number of very talented and
wonderfull colleagues. These are the ingredients that make me sometimes
longg back to it. I want to thank my colleagues for being mates, for good fun
andd for intellectual and moral support: Tineke Jansen, Yvette Kopijn,
Monicaa Scholten, Wendy Janssen, Gerjan Sterk, Ellis Jonker, Irene Ciraad,
Christienn Brouwer, Judith Metz, Carianne van Dorst en Hanne Drogendijk.
Duringg the couple of month that Ruth was on leave, Gertrud Blauwhof was
chargedd with supervising my research. This was not an easy task, since it was
justt after I had started. It was pleasant working together. The "Promotie
Club"" is a gathering within the Belle van Zuylen where those who are
workingg on a Ph.D. thesis can present and discuss their work. My work has
benefitedd a lot from these gatherings. I also thank colleagues from outside of
thee Belle van Zuylen for their feedback, especially Odille Jansen, Annemie
Halsema,, Sandra Veen and Susan van Velzen. Two members of the "Belle"
weree crucial during the period I was there: Barbara van Balen (former office
manager)) and Wil ma Cohen (former secretary). Barbara has a talent for
communityy building and she gave me the feeling that I belonged there. I
appreciatedd her support and enthusiasm, and her unorthodox ways of solving
problems.. Wilma was the centre of the institute. She made the secretary
officee into a place of coming together, where stories, coffee and cake was
shared.. I thank Wilma not only for endless practical help, whenever I needed
it,, but especially for a warm friendship.
Marionn de Zanger is an inspiring colleague from which I learned a lot.
Herr work and distinct way of looking at things has grown valuable to me.
Marion'ss comradeship, engagement and great humour make me long for our
nextt dinner party. In her own way Inge Boer has always been a supportive
andd inspiring member of the institute. It was pleasant having her around. On
myy leaving the institute many new members entered. Francis Gouda is a new
professorr at the "Belle". In a very short period of time I learned to appreciate
herr company and contribution to the institute at large. I very much thank her
forr her support and positive approach. Astrit Blommestijn, Ingrid Helsloot,
andd Patricia Lulof are thanked for practical support. Astrit's professional
wayy of taking work out of my hand, when I was rounding up, and her
wonderfull spirit always produced moments of ease even when the pressure
wass high.
Sybillee Lammes and Catherine Lord have fulfilled my human
conditionn of being among friends on a daily basis. I am indebted to them.
Sybille,, Catherine and I shared the same room, and every other thing that
comess with doing a Ph.D. We exchanged ideas about our work and our lives,
sharedd our dreams and our anxieties, and advised and supported each other.
Wee became a join of three, The Spice Warriors. Catherine's brilliance and
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interestt in the spaces in between; between art and science, between gossip
andd academic life, between film and improvisation, made virtually every late
afternoonn into an event. In daily life, Sybille's methodological "cut the crap"
approachh goes hand in hand with an enormous space were there are dreams,
interconnectionss and joint efforts. Her broad interests, creativity and wit
madee our joint intellectual journeys into adventures.
Thee Amsterdam School for Cultural Analysis (Asca) was my partial
home.. The Theory Seminar was an exceptional occasion for learning about
thee intersections between philosophy, cultural studies and narratology. I
wouldd like to thank a number of colleagues that I met there for intellectual
exchange,, good company, and for making the seminar so extraordinary:
Patriciaa Pisters, Murat Aydimir, Edit Zsadanyi, Peter Verstraten, Sasha
Vojkovic,, Markha Valenta, and Frangoise Lucas. Asca conferences were
alwayss great events, and I especially thank Mieke Bal and Eloe Kingma not
onlyy for creating these opportunities, but also for warmly adopting me into
theirr tribe. My friendship with Frans Willem Korten is a precious "spin off'
off participating in Asca. He has been an intellectual mate and a coach at
cruciall moments of my research.
Robb Hagendijk introduced me to the WTMC-school. Rob's
panchromaticc academic interests make him into a surprising person to work
with.. Working together was not only fun, but resulted in interesting hybrids.
Participatingg in the WTMC summer and winter schools I met some valuable
colleaguess whose effects on my work are more than can be traced in the
writtenn text: Ruud Hendriks, Ruth Benschop, Paul Wouter, Els Rommes,
Irmaa van der Ploeg, Jessika van Kammen, Brenda Diergaarden, Anne
Beaulieu,, Ruud Dael and Roland Bal.
Havingg conducted field work I am very much indebted to the people
whoo work there, whom's work I have been studying. Peter de Knijff is the
headd of the Forensic Laboratory for DNA Research. Because of those who
populatee it, his lab is a great place to be. I want to thank them all: Patrick
Dieltjes,, René Mieremet, Claus van Leeuwen, Els Voorhoeve, Marion Blom
andd Bert Bakker. It was a pleasure working together. I thank Peter for
reservingg time and space for my research, for his engagement, and for
countlesss discussions. After the manuscript was handed in, I returned to the
labb to work there. The lab has changed, some had left others came. Peter
Hennemann is among the latter. Peter's humour and fascination with new
technologiess made working together into an interesting adventure. Jacqueline
Koremann is also thanked for various practical assistance.
Svantee Paabo has facilitated my second field study. His Laboratory for
Humann Genetics and Evolution houses so many talents, and I feel privileged
too have been there. I want to thank Svante for this chance and for the many
thingss I learned in his lab. I also want to thank all lab members, for it seemed
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thatt there was always somebody around, whenever needed I help or advice.
Alexx Greenwood, Michael Kaser, Andreas Kindmark, Matthias Krings and
Abdell Halim Salem are also thanked for being such good company. I
especiallyy want to thank Valentin Börner and Maris Laan for their generosity
andd friendship.
Beingg in Munich I participated in the Hauptseminar: Natur,
Geselschaft,, Technik, supervised by Ulrich Beck. I thank him for these
interestingg gatherings, and especially Cordula Kropp, Gerhalt Beck, Marcus
Holzinger,, and Olaf Posselt for cutting edge after seminar discussion, which
off course went hand in hand with the drinks.
Hans-Jörgg Rheinberger I met on a train journey between Salzburg and
Munich.. We had planned that. After this encounter he became a careful
readerr of my work. I want to thank him for generous comment and
suggestions,, as well as for giving me a living example of how to combine
workingg in different fields. The Postgraduate Forum on Genetics and Society
iss an international network of young academics conducting research on
genetics.. 1 thank Richard Tutton, Andreas Steiner, Ruth McNally, Iina
Hellsten,, Niel Scot, Sandra Parsons, Wan Ching Yee, Shaun Pattinson, Sarah
Gibbonss and Adam Hedgecoe for important feedback and wonderful
gatherings. .
Inn the course of finishing my Ph.D. I moved between institutes. My
colleaguess at the Department of Science Dynamics and at the Biology
Departmentt of this university, were thus faced with such a stormy phase. I
wantt to thank them for being considered and for their collegiality: Leen
Dresen,, Willem Halffman, Olga Amsterdamsca, Nelly Oudshoorn, Stuart
Blume,, Loet Leydesdorff, Chunglin Kwa, Anja Hiddinga, Sylvia Manuputy
andd Thea van den Valkenhoef. I also thank my colleagues at the Biology
Departmentt and especially Antje van der Does-Bianchi and Belinda Oude
Essink.. It is through my involvement at these departments that I started
teachingg Maatschappelijke Biologic My students, especially the "class of
'99"" are thanked for a great experience. One of the guest teachers in this
coursee is John Grin. He became a colleague and a mate, and was always
theree when I needed advice.
II thank Michael Collins and Gary Price for polishing my English.
Gary,, who in a short period of time grew to be a friend, I thank particularly
forr instructive comments, insightful discussions and comradship.
Myy friends had to bear me over last couple of years. I have seen too
littlee of them and in most cases when we did meet, it often involved work. I
thankk them for having been there during the minute time we had: Carla van
El,, Ernst van Velzen, Adrienne van den Bogaard, Marc de Leeuw Edith
Kuiper,, Margreth Hoek, Manon Oostdijk, Ayfer Tandogan, Debbie de Rooy
andd Erik den Dobbelaere. The evening I was writing my research proposal
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forr the Belle van Zuylen I had a phone call with my best friend, Marianne
Dijkstra.. She was having her birthday party and I couldn't be there. Although
shee did encourage me to apply for the position, I am sure that on occasions
shee regretted that. I want to thank her for insisting on meeting each other
despitee the lack of time (on both sides), for her care and company, and for
herr understanding when things just went different.
Myy parents Mohamed and Miriam M'charek I thank for many things,
butt especially for their imagination and flexibility. Just like many parents
theyy had difficulties to understand what I was doing. For example, sitting
behindd a computer all day long, is just not easy to communicate in terms of
whatt is being done. But they surprised me so now and then when they would
findd their own metaphors or analogies for making what I was doing tangible.
Myy sisters Besma and Mouflda and my brother Adel are crucial to me. I
thankk them for their encouragement and support, and for bringing in irony
wheneverr I grew too one sighted. My sister Houda is no longer here, but she
knowss that she is a precious one and a continuous source of inspiration for
me. .
Last,, but certainly not least, there is Olaf Posselt. He is intellectually,
conceptually,, emotionally my sparring partner. It is difficult to imagine work
andd life without him. This book is with/for him.
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Chapterr 1
Byy Way of Introduction
Thee Researcher in the Field:

OnOn the 15' of December 1996 I went to Munich Airport to pick up a
well-knownwell-known professor in population genetics. She had travelled from Tel Aviv
toto visit the laboratory where I was conducting my research. After we had
trackedtracked each other down in the crowd we took the train back into the city.
ProfessorProfessor B-T turned out to be a very pleasant person and quite soon we
foundfound ourselves in animated conversation. She told me about the rare DNA
samplessamples that she had brought along and where she had collected them. The
LabLab was looking forward to the samples, specifically because it was running
shortshort of male samples from these populations. She had heard that I too was
goinggoing to use the samples for my research project. I told her about my study
andand what I had uncovered thus far. At the same time I started to feel a bit
uncomfortable.uncomfortable. I felt the urge to "reveal" my "identity" to her. Because
waswas not just a member of the lab: I was also studying the Lab. But before I
couldcould do so, professor B-T was eager to learn where I came from. I told her
thatthat I lived in Amsterdam but that I am originally from Tunisia. A bit shy but
curious,curious, she asked me whether I was also from "one of those interesting
populations."populations." I had to disappoint her there, but I told her about the
genealogicalgenealogical history of my family, which dates back over a couple of
hundredhundred years and goes back into Lebanon.
TwoTwo years later I was visiting professor B-T in Tel Aviv. She invited
meme to her laboratory and introduced me to her group. I learned that her lab
housedhoused one of the consortia of the Human Genome Diversity Project, where
theythey were growing cell lines of various population samples. Also when she
introducedintroduced me to her colleagues I was surprised that I was not introduced as
aa social scientist but as a member of the Laboratory in Munich.

Thee Stakes and the Argument:
Inn 1991 a group of population geneticists embarked on an international
projectt designed to map human genetic diversity. The initiators of this
Humann Genome Diversity Project were interested not only in mapping
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contemporaryy genetic diversity as such but also in studying how the current
diversityy had evolved and how genes had spread over the world. Knowledge
off the origins of populations, as one of the initiators of the Project has stated,
wouldd have "enormous potential for illuminating our understanding of
humann history and identity."1 By tracing similarities and differences in the
DNAA of various groups of people, geneticists aim at reconstructing where
humanss come from, how they migrated and how different groups of people
relatee to one another. To do so a special emphasis is placed on the study of
"indigenouss peoples" and "isolated populations." They are deemed the
"treasuree keepers" of original information which, in the course of history,
hadd gradually been obscured in other large groups because of migration and
admixture.. Isolated populations are held to be conservative in this respect by
geneticists// As distinct populations their DNA is considered to be
representativee of all human genetic diversity and therefore convenient for
attainingg the goals of the Human Genome Diversity Project (hereafter, the
Diversityy Project).
Thee Diversity Project was launched with a rhetoric of preservation,
timee pressure, and alarm. In June 1991 the journal Science published an
articlee headed: "A Genetic Survey of Vanishing Peoples," which opened:
"Racingg the clock, two leaders in genetics and evolution are calling for an
urgentt effort to collect DNA from rapidly disappearing populations."3 One of
them,, the population geneticist Luca Cavalli-Sforza argued that "if sampling
iss too long delayed, some human groups may disappear as discrete
populationss [...]. At a time when we are increasingly concerned with
preservingg information about diversity of the many species with which we
sharee the Earth, surely we cannot ignore the diversity of our own species."4
Howeverr the Diversity Project soon ran into trouble. It was faced with
aa variety of criticisms, especially from indigenous and environmental
organisations.. It was soon dubbed "The Vampire Project," referring to the
collectingg of blood samples.5 Furthermore this naming suggested that the
groupss from which the samples were taken were ill-informed and misled by
geneticistss and that the samples were collected for interests other than those
off the sampled groups. In the television documentary The Gene Hunters, the
professorr of medical ethics George Annas (MIT) put it as follow: "We're
takingg from them their DNA, which we now consider like gold. It's even
worsee than standard colonialism and exploitation, because we are taking the
onee thing that we value, and after we take that, we have no real interest in
whetherr they live or die." In that same documentary the spokesperson for the
Arhuacoo People, Leonora Zalabata, stated: "Our land, our culture, our
subsoil,, our ideology, and our traditions have all been exploited. This [the
Diversityy Project] could be another form of exploitation. Only this time, they
aree using us as raw material."6 The criticism led to a debate about the social
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andd ethical aspects of the Project. In 1993 the Rural Advancement
Foundationn International (RAFI) as well as other political agents urged
geneticistss to incorporate indigenous organisations in every step of the
Projectt and to reassess its scientific and ethical implications. And by the
mid-1990ss many other organisations, including the Bioethics Committee of
UNESCO,, were calling for strict regulations of how to sample and handle the
informationn obtained. The project had also become part of a debate about
commerciall revenues in science, such as the patenting of human genes and
thee development of drugs for specific diseases. Geneticists, however, have
emphasisedd that their initiative had no commercial interests, nor will they
acceptt funding from commercial agents.7 They argued that the knowledge
resultingg from the Project may contribute to the understanding of genetically
inheritedd diseases but its major goal is an investigation of genetic diversity
andd the history of human migration. This "pure science" approach has also
beenn looked at with suspicion, for example by Ray Apodaca, a spokesman of
thee "National Congress of American Indians". Countering the "pure science"
claimss he stated: "We know where we came from, and we know who we are,
andd we think we know where we are going. Why do we need to know
anythingg else? I mean, is this for their benefit? It certainly isn't for ours."8
Inn the face of this criticism the Diversity Project has met initial
problemss finding financial or other support within the scientific community
andd institutions.9 Yet in Europe the Human Genome Organisation (HUGO)
provedd at an early stage to be willing to finance a series of workshops in
orderr to assess the project's scientific values, whereas in the US the project
wass put on hold for several years. Only by the end of 1997 had a committee
off the US National Research Council (NRC) evaluated the project and found
thatt it should receive financial support within American national borders,
providedd that it met ethical and legal restrictions placed on genetic research
fundedd by federal agents.10 While few research projects receive financial
support,, some Diversity Consortia for the storage of samples and the growing
off cell lines have been established, such as the one we encountered in Tel
Aviv.. Thus, although haltingly, the Diversity Project has started.
Thiss book is about the Diversity Project. More specifically it deals
withh genetic diversity in scientific practice. Prompted by the issue of
"conservedd genes" and the mapping of similarities and differences between
populations,, it focuses on what genetic diversity is made to be in scientific
practice.. The brief review of the controversy shows some of the political
stakess in the Diversity Project. Rather than a study of that controversy and of
thee different politics involved in the debate outlined above - however
importantt and interesting in its own right - this book aims at tracing the
politicss of genetic diversity in laboratory routines. Thus it investigates the
dailyy practice in which humans, samples and technology are aligned to
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producee the stuff of which the power and prestige of science is made. The
argumentt carried on throughout this book is that genetic diversity is not an
objectt that lies waiting for the scientist to discover, nor that it can be treated
ass a construct of scientists. Genetic diversity involves a complex scientific
practice.. It is not only dependent on the scientist and the DNA but on various
technologiess applied to produce it.
Lett me briefly illustrate the relevance of technologies for the Diversity
Project.. For instance, the haste with which geneticists aimed at "conserving"
humann diversity before "isolated populations" ceased to exist as such cannot
bee explained exclusively in social terms. What is at stake is not so much the
factt that the lives of these groups of people are endangered or that their
integrityy is threatened because they nowadays tend to migrate and mix more
frequentlyy with other groups than in previous times; nor is it that these
groupss only drew the attention of geneticists in the late 1980s. Many of the
geneticistss participating in the Diversity Project had already been studying
andd comparing these populations previously and had even stopped doing so
inn the 1970s because they "ran out of data."" With the technology available
thesee scientists could acquire no more information from the samples they
had.. What did change by the end of the 1980s was the availability of new
technologies.. The introduction of revolutionary technologies to the field of
geneticss had made it not only possible to produce new "data" based on the
sampless already collected but also brought within reach a study of diversity
onn a much larger scale. What these technologies are and how they affect
whatt genetic diversity is made to be, is therefore at the centre of this book.
Consequentlyy rather than whether or not in our genes,12 the question
addressedd is how in whose genes? Before going into the details and the
organisationn of this book, let us first go back to the Diversity Project to have
aa second look at how it is organised.

Thee Diversity Project:
Thee Diversity Project did not emerge in isolation. Many more genome
projectss were launched in the 1990s and before. Most powerful and well
underr way is the Human Genome Project. Since the Diversity Project was
presentedd by its initiators as a response to the Human Genome Project
(HGP),, let me elaborate on the latter. The aim of the HGP is to map and
sequencee the complete human genome.13 The sequence map will function as
aa reference genome by which all human individuals can be located and
compared.. As the reference, it will provide the genetic terms in which all
individualss will be expressed.14 One of the initiators, the geneticist Walter
Gilbert,, presented the HGP as the ultimate means to know oneself. He
insistedd most strongly that molecular biologists would have the final answer
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too what it is that makes us human, namely the DNA. One of his most quoted
statementss is that: "one will be able to pull a CD out of one's pocket and say,
'Heree is a human being; it's me!'"15
Thee CD metaphor is obviously a pregnant one, not only because it
allowss Gilbert to make his argument tangible during his presentations by
actuallyy pulling a CD out of his pocket but also because it underlines the
technicall aspects of genomes and genetics. However, riding on that
metaphor,, the political stakes are not only in knowing what the CD is, but
alsoo how and where the CD is produced. What kinds of polymerised
substance,, stencil-plate and printing technologies contribute to the CD? How
cann it be played and what kind of equipment is necessary? How can it be
readd and who will be able to read it? Who will have a CD? What about the
possibilityy of copying it? And will the result be a copy or a clone? But, also,
whatt kind of place will the CD-of-life take in the collections of those who
havee many different CDs? Will it be able to compete with a CD containing a
familyy photo album, with one bearing a game called Doom or with that of a
singerr called Fairouz, and what kind of practices make the one CD more
importantt than the other? And since the goal of the HGP is to produce one
CD,, a question raised within the confines of genetics as well as outside is,
whosee CD is it going to be?
Thee first complete human sequence was expected to be that of a composite
person:: it would have both an X and a Y sex chromosome, which will
formallyy make it a male, but this "he" would comprise autosomes [non-sex
chromosomes]] taken from men and women of several nations - the United
States,, the European countries, and Japan. He would be a multinational
andd multiracial melange, a kind of Adam II, his encoded essence revealed
forr the twenty-first century and beyond.16
Thuss states Daniel Kevies, half ironically, in The Code of Codes, an
interdisciplinaryy book about the HGP. However some geneticists outside the
realmm of the HGP claimed that "[t]he Human Genome Project aims to
sequencee "the" human genome with DNA taken mainly from individuals
likelyy to be of European ancestry in North America and Europe. But, like all
brotherss and sisters, all humans have slightly different genomes."17 They
thereforee suggested another genome project, the Human Genome Diversity
Project,, which "wants to explore the full range of genome diversity within
thee human family."18
Studiess of human genetic diversity among are not new and go back to
thee beginning of the twentieth century, when they were based on blood
groups.. In addition DNA-based genetic research has had its heyday from the
mid-1970ss onwards.19 Hence the initiative of the Diversity Project takes up
fromm ongoing research. Yet every project has a myth of origin.20 There is a
datee of birth and there are great men involved; there is a vision and there are
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alliess inside and outside the field; there is a world to be gained and ghosts to
bee exorcised. What follows is the origin myth of the Diversity Project.
Thee Diversity Project was initiated in 1991 by the late Allan Wilson
(professorr of biochemistry at Berkeley) and Luigi Luca Cavalli-Sforza
(professorr of population genetics at Stanford). Together they found more
colleaguess welcoming their plan to map genetic diversity among human
populationss on a worldwide basis.21 The values of this initiative (referred to
inn the quote as the HGD Project) were summarised as follows:
The main value of the HGD Project lies in its enormous potential for
illuminatingg our understanding of human history and identity
The resource created by the HGD Project will also provide valuable
informationn on the role played by genetic factors in predisposition or
resistancee to disease
The HGD Project will bring together people from many countries and
disciplines.. The work of geneticists will be linked in an unprecedented
wayy with that of anthropologists, archaeologists, biologists, linguists
andd historians, creating a unique bridge between science and the
humanities s
By leading to a greater understanding of the nature of differences
betweenn individuals and between human populations, the HGD Project
willl help to combat the widespread popular fear and ignorance of
humann genetics and will make a significant contribution to the
eliminationn of racism.22
AA central question of population genetics is: how did humans migrate out of
Africaa to colonise other regions in the world and when did these events take
place?2?? The idea is that human genetic makeup is indicative of historical
eventss and vice-versa, that the contingency of human history is reflected in
thee DNA. By tracing similarities and differences in the DNA fragments of
variouss populations, geneticists aim to provide another account of human
history.. Culture and nature are thus levelled in the Diversity Project.
Theree is a cultural imperative for us to respond to that opportunity and use
thee extraordinary scientific power that has been created through the
developmentt of DNA technology to generate - for the benefit of all people
-- information about the history and evolution of our own species.
Too reach this goal the initiators aimed at an internationally organised
project,, a project based on technologies and knowledge developed within the
realmm of the Human Genome Project (HGP) and capable of redirecting the
workk conducted in the field of population genetics. As early as 1991 the
Diversityy Project was "adopted" by HUGO, the Human Genome
Organisation,, established in 1989 within the HGP. To assess the potentials of
thee project in Europe, HUGO set up an ad hoc committee in the autumn of
1991.. This committee was charged with organising a series of workshops
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wheree various aspects of the project were to be discussed and evaluated, such
ass the methods of sampling and the storage of the samples, the technologies
too be applied and the processing of the information, as well as the social and
ethicall aspects of the project. The committee was also asked to conduct a
pilott study, using already existing samples, to show the relevance of the
projectt and to adjust the protocols for the forthcoming research.25 In the first
fivefive years the project as a whole was estimated to cost 25-30 million
Americann dollars. HUGO provided 1.2 million to organise the workshops
andd to conduct a pilot study. Additionally HUGO helped create a more
friendlyy political climate for the project to get started. The Diversity Project
iss now organised in a number of regional committees responsible for their
ownn initiatives.26 Whereas the European regional committee was receiving
EECC support as early as 1992, the North American regional committee had to
waitt until 1997 for federal support and funding.27

Makingg a Genetic Map of the World:
Howw to make a map of the world, one that shows genetic relief and
contours,, is obviously the major goal of the Diversity Project. Aimed at
reconstructingg human-migration out of Africa and the spread of humans and
theirr genes around the world, the effort is to assign different populations to
differentt loci on that map. Yet its two initiators, Cavalli-Sforza and Wilson,
alreadyy had conflicting ideas about the sampling strategy, i.e. about what a
populationpopulation is. Whereas Cavalli-Sforza had strong ideas about how to define a
population,, namely on the basis of linguistic criteria, Wilson argued against
anyy presupposition about what it is. In an interview with Science Wilson
stated:: "We should abandon previous concepts of what populations are and
goo by geography. We need to be explorers, finding out what is there, rather
thann presuming we know what a population is." Hence his idea was that what
populationn is should be the outcome of genetic research and not the start. He
thereforee suggested a grid sampling based on geographical distances (100
miles).288 The grid approach, however, was considered too costly in terms of
timee and money, and categorisation according to linguistic criteria was
regardedd to be the most appropriate.29
Usingg linguistic criteria, geneticists were faced with 5,000 different
populations.. But, as in the case of a geographical grid, sampling, storing
andd studying all their cell material did not seem feasible either. Geneticists
havee therefore decided to focus on a number of 500 populations. The
criterionn for the selection of populations was that they should be
representativee of overall human diversity. Additionally priority should be
givenn to obtaining samples from "isolated populations," "anthropologically
uniquee populations," "populations that can give clues about genetic diseases
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orr about contemporary ethnic, language or cultural groups," and "populations
inn danger of losing their identity as genetic units." These qualities do not
onlyy give clues about what it means to be genetically representative. They
alsoo suggest that the linguistic criterion is highly invested with various
social,, cultural and biological qualities and features.
Inn an article published in the Scientific American, Cavalli-Sforza
reportss on the correspondence between the distribution of genes and that of
languagess among populations. Elaborating on the transmission of genes,
languagee and culture from one generation to the other, he distinguishes
betweenn a vertical and a horizontal transmission, the first being a
transmissionn between parents and offspring, and the latter a transmission
betweenn unrelated individuals. Whereas genes can only be transmitted
vertically,, culture and language may be passed on either way. While
identifyingg the difference between "isolated populations" and populations
thatt have undergone admixture, he states:
Inn the modern world horizontal transmission is becoming increasingly
important.. But traditional societies are so called precisely because they
retainn their cultures - and usually their languages - from one generation to
thee next. Their predominantly vertical transmission of culture most
probablyy makes them more conservative.32.
Hencee language is not just an arbitrary means of distinguishing
betweenn groups of people: it is deemed to correlate with the genes. More
specificallyy this correlation is held to be even more elegant when applied to
thee Diversity Project's object of study, namely "isolated populations."
Analysingg and comparing the similarities and differences found in various of
thesee populations, geneticists aim at gaining insight into "genetically
complex"" populations, i.e. populations that are less isolated, less unique and
lesss easy to categorise and to study. It seems that those who are not
consideredd to be connected to the global traffic of humans and things,
especiallyy those in far-off places, are considered best sources for
understandingg how genetic "melting pots" must have come about." Based on
thee idea that all genetic diversity is better preserved in "isolated populations"
andd the idea that all humans belong to one "genealogical family" originating
fromm Africa, these populations are assigned the role of origin and resource.34
Theyy are thus considered to be more homogeneous and their genetic makeup
too be more conserved. But how can they then represent an overall human
diversity,, such as aimed at by the Diversity Project? In addition to their
homogeneityy and conserved genes, the genetic makeup of different "isolates"
inn different parts of the world is held to represent specific moments in the
historyy of human migration. These migration events may also be represented
inn intermixed groups but their effect on the clustering of genes tends to be
blurredd due to population admixture. This indicates that representing human
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geneticc diversity at large can only be done if different "isolated populations"
fromm different parts of the world are taken into account.
Thee emphasis placed on "isolated populations" is relevant for studies
off diversity not only in the context of human history but also in that of
geneticc diseases. In a document issued by the Diversity Project this relevance
iss phrased as follows: " Every time we ask whether a particular genetic
markerr is associated with a disease, we need to know about the normal
controll population. The need for this comparison increases with the diversity
off the population."35 Thus in order to understand the mechanisms of
inheritedd diseases in genetically diverse populations, "isolated populations"
mayy function as normal control populations. With the help of such
informationn geneticists aim at tracing where specific genes or genetic
mutationss have come from, and whether they lead to the same effects - that
is,, also cause diseases in the control population. However in cases where the
specificc genes related to a disorder are not known, the role of an "isolated
population"" might be different. For example, if such a population is
susceptiblee to a specific disease, studying that particular population and not
onee where genetic diversity is greater may be understood in terms of the
reductionistt method of the natural sciences.36 Applied to an object of
research,, this method consists in reducing complexity to a small number of
controlledd variables that can be studied in a laboratory context. In line with
this,, "isolated populations" rather than normal control groups function as
resourcee material.37 As a geneticist once explained to me: "It would be crude
too place a wall around Friesland [a province in the Netherlands], and observe
whatt happens to its "isolated" inhabitants. These populations live isolated by
naturee and can give us insight into the development of various diseases."
Althoughh geneticists would consider these populations interesting for studies
inn their own right, within the context of the Diversity Project they occupy the
positionn of reservoir and could be seen as a "natural" laboratory for the rest.
Whetherr the aim is to reconstruct the migration history of humans, to
preservee human genetic diversity or to study human genetic diseases, the
Projectt makes some populations into a more appropriate resource than
others. .
Studyingg genetic diversity within the context of a project does not only
affectt what may be considered a population, what a population is and how it
iss deemed to contribute to its research but it also affects genetics as a field.
Withinn the Diversity Project geneticists had to decide upon how to sample,
howw to store the samples and what kinds of technology will be used to study
thee samples. To create a project they simply have to work together and
standardisationn is an important condition for achieving that.
Thee Diversity Project aims at collecting 10,000 - 100,000 samples
fromm the 500 populations under study. The sampling is delegated to the
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regionall committees who should, where possible, work together with "local"
scientistss and anthropologists in the field.38 When the samples leave these
regionss they should not travel alone: they should be accompanied by
informationn about the region and about the sampled individual. Information
regardingg "sex, age (or approximate year of birth), current residence, place of
birth,, linguistic affiliation [of these individuals and] current residence, place
off birth, cultural affiliation, linguistic affiliation [of the individual's]
biologicall parents," should accompany the samples to central places of
storage.. Thus the study of the diversity of these populations involves more
thann cell material or DNA.
Fromm most individuals only a small quantity of cell material will be
collectedd - blood, hair root, or inner cheek tissue. The samples will be stored
ass DNA in DNA libraries. Thanks to copying technologies even small
quantitiess of DNA are sufficient for study purposes. But since samples will
alsoo be used to produce cell lines, more cell material is needed from 10% of
thee sampled individuals. Their white blood cells will provide the Diversity
Projectt with a permanent source of DNA.40
Inn the Diversity Project it was emphasised that the proposed research
iss not new. It is stated that:
[w]hatt is new is the possibility of extending the study of population to a
muchh more detailed level by applying some of the DNA technology (such
ass the PCR-based technology mentioned above) that has been developed
withinn the last few years in the context of the Human Genome Project.41
Yett to study DNA and thus to know a population, geneticists have
differentt tools at their disposal. Studying a population in terms of height, for
instancee by measuring from head to toe, does not make that population
comparablee to another studied in terms of weight, measured in kilograms.
Hencee one of the major efforts of the Diversity Project in this respect is to
co-ordinatee and fine tune the technologies that should be applied for all
populationss equally: the kind of DNA copying technologies, such as PCR,
thee specific fragments of variable DNA to be studied, also called markers,
andd the kind of statistical means of comparing the data.42
Ass is the case for the HGP, technology is also at the centre of the
Diversityy Project. ' It accounts for the project's potential for population
studies.. It is argued that "[a]s a result [of revolutionary technology], the
precisionn with which populations, their origins and their interrelations can be
defined,, using relatively small samples, has increased enormously."44 Still,
whereass the technology is cutting edge and allows for genetic studies even
onn the basis of small samples, geneticists find themselves confronted with a
problem.. "[T]he human species is moving towards increasingly intensive
amalgamation"" and populations are losing their identities in terms of genetic
similaritiess and differences.45 This is considered to be the "irony" of the
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Diversityy Project. An irony that makes it turn to isolated and aboriginal
populationss instead.
Inn the course of the Diversity Project there emerged yet another irony,
whichh had to do with the project's object of research. The international
projectt organised to sample and study "isolated populations" created
oppositionn to itself on an international level and met with harsh criticism
fromm the very populations under study.46 As already mentioned, Tribal
Governmentss and other organisations of peoples around the world started to
makee trouble for the project.47 Although some populations have decided to
collaboratee in order to learn more about certain diseases that prevail among
them,, or to benefit from the promised technology transfer, many more have
organisedd themselves on an international basis against the appropriation of
theirr body tissue. As well as being dubbed the "Vampire Project," the
Diversityy Project was also categorised as "bad science," a post-war category
forr racist science. The joint interest in genes and populations was
consideredd to reify biological races, and to essentialise differences.

Makingg a Book:
Ass can be seen, the Diversity Project is complex, broad and
controversial.. This increases the many different ways in which it could be
studied.. What comes to the fore is its controversial character, its blunt
"sciencee for the West and genes from the rest" kind of appearance. While
thiss is disturbingly important, I chose a different angle. Instead of contrasting
"genes"" to "science," in a kind of naturalised dichotomy between nature and
knowledge,, and instead of a geographical separation between the worlds of
thee populations studied and the words of the scientist studying them, my aim
wass to investigate how they are made into constituent parts of genetic
diversity.. Where to do my study was a matter of "choice". As I explained at
thee beginning of this chapter, I did not choose to study the public debate
aroundd the Diversity Project, but nor did I choose to study the populations
aimedd at by this project. Going out to study them seemed to me invasive,
specificallyy since until this study I did not have any specific affiliation with
indigenouss people or their organisation, something that I did have with the
sciences.. In addition, even though it was easy to side with the criticism
againstt the Diversity Project, it seemed to me that the debate was too neatly
organisedd along the lines of wrong and right or good and bad. This increased
myy curiosity about the Diversity Project and raised the questions: what is it
about,, and how does it or will it change our world? I contend that genetic
diversityy cannot simply be the end-product of knowledge applied to
populationss or their DNA:50 I had grown interested in what it involves in
scientificc practice.
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Ass is shown in the brief introduction to the Diversity Project above,
thee study of diversity requires a certain standardisation of practices. Hence
thee emphasis is placed on fine-tuning the Project's "materials and methods."
Ass pointed out, standardisation had to be arrived at in the case of
"population",, how to define populations and how to sample them, and in the
casee of technologies such as the DNA copying technology, the fragments of
DNAA to be studied, as well as the statistical models to be applied.51
Renderingg genetic diversity and data about populations comparable between
laboratories,, therefore, enhances a routinisation of scientific conduct. It is
thiss very routinised and "nothing strange going on here" kind of practice that
II examine in this book. Genetic diversity will be traced in such practices
wheree various technologies are employed routinely to produce it.
Becausee it focuses on laboratory routines this book can be placed
withinn a specific tradition in science and technology studies (STS). Since the
latee 1970s a number of studies have been published based on detailed
ethnographiess of laboratory work and daily routines.52 These studies, the socalledd laboratory studies, have in many ways redefined the field of STS and
havee suggested new methods of studying the sciences. In line with Thomas
Kuhn'ss observations on and questioning of the cumulative nature of science,
theyy have countered the idea that science is guided by rationality only.53
Theyy have suggested that science could best be understood as a
heterogeneouss process in which humans and non-humans (technology,
theories,, chemicals) are "alignments" to get the job done. In addition, in
thesee studies the scientific object as such also went out of focus. Instead,
laboratoryy ethnographers suggested that to understand scientific facts one
shouldd focus on what scientists actually do and the various technologies they
applyy in making science. For example, in their laboratory ethnography Bruno
Latourr and Steve Woolgar focus on how scientific facts are made, and show
howw in that process references to where and how these facts were produced
aree gradually removed and detached from that end-product.54 Thus instead of
end-products,, as accounted for by scientists in - for example - published
papers,, the topic was changed into the material culture in laboratories, and
howw science is done in practice.
Althoughh this book developed to occupy a place in STS, it originally
camee to life in an institute for gender and multi-cultural studies.56 Studying
genderr or racial aspects of science, feminist and anti-racist scholars have
examinedd and traced biases in the language or discourse of science, giving
insightt into hierarchies in the designation of agency to naturalised categories.
Thiss may be a hierarchy between the races, the sexes or between racialised
orr sexualised entities that do not necessarily coincide with human
individuals,, such as the wild type versus the mutant/specimen, the active
spermm versus the passive egg cell.58 Others have traced biases in the social
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groupss that do scientific work, showing a male bias and revealing the
contributionn of women and occasionally that of men and women of colour.59
Againn others have considered scientific methods and argued that these could
bee categorised as Eurocentric and masculine. Methods were shown to set a
distinctionn and a hierarchy between a (masculine) subject of research,
namelyy the scientist, and a (feminine) object of research, namely nature. But
alsoo between culture as an achievement of Western science and nature as the
naturalisedd and pre-given non-West.60
Inn line with some of the concerns of feminist and anti-racist scholars
thiss book is aimed at discussing normative aspects of genetics. It investigates
geneticc diversity and pays special attention to how genetic sex and race are
producedd in genetic research. It does not intend to study what geneticists
think,, nor how they talk about sex-difference or race. The aim is not to
unmaskk geneticists as being racist, sexist or biased in any other sense. For
thee point is not so much who is conducting genetic studies as how is it done. I
thereforee want to examine how race and sex-difference are locally
"achieved"" and the auxiliary work of technologies in producing them.
Thiss book does not stand alone in addressing normative issues
combinedd with an interest in scientific practice. A relatively new branch of
STSS also deals with the subject.61 It has produced studies that pick up and readdresss classical normative questions, such as: how does science and
technologyy change social worlds and for whose benefit? How do social
worldss get built into technologies? What kind of politics do technical objects
carryy with them? And how do they affect the ordering of the world and
processess of inclusion and exclusion?62 Especially in studies of medical
practicess and the new-reproductive technologies, scholars have paid attention
bothh to how scientific facts are assembled, made and consolidated, and to the
moralityy borne by technologies. They have raised questions concerning
normalisation,, naturalisation and standardisation, and have investigated how
personhood,, gender or the body are locally achieved.63 My studies benefit
fromm insights developed in this and other branches of STS, as well as gender
andd anti-racist studies, and want to contribute to these fields. While
laboratoryy studies have contributed to the understanding of scientific practice
andd scientific routine, little attention has been paid to the object of scientific
researchh as such. Conversely in gender and anti-racist studies little attention
iss paid to scientific practice, specifically not to the practices of laboratories.64
Studyingg the sciences, gender and anti-racist scholars have shown particular
interestt in the effect of knowledge for the object of research, and not
infrequentlyy this object was the female or coloured body. This book is a
studyy of how objects are made in scientific practice and analyses the politics
involved.. Additionally there is a tendency to treat the politics of science as
deviancies,, specifically when the issue is racism or sexism. Studying
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geneticc diversity in laboratory practice, this book examines how such politics
gett built into standardised technologies and laboratory routines.
Theree are several reasons why I studied the Diversity Project in the
laboratory.. First of all because I was inspired by the work of other scholars
whoo have conducted laboratory studies: this tied in with my general interest
inn the sciences. Secondly, because of a kind of morality that says that "you
havee no right to speak unless you know what you are talking about." And I
didd not know much about genetics. Ironically enough, I learned in the
laboratoryy that there are many ways of knowing and thus many rights and
reasonss to speak. The third and major reason had to do with the Diversity
Projectt itself. Although I was both alarmed and troubled by the initiative, I
wass hesitant to subsume the project in a general critique of "imperialism"
andd racism in science. Besides, why would this project be "bad science"
whereass others were not?66 I wanted to make my criticism specific, so I
decidedd to get closer and see how genetic diversity was done. The Forensic
LaboratoryLaboratory for DNA Research in Leiden offered me training in some of the
basicc tasks of a technician. I was there for three and a half months and
combinedd the training with a study of the laboratory itself. Together with the
headd of the Laboratory I attended a conference on the Diversity Project,
wheree I met many of the scientists participating in the project. At this
conferencee I met the head of the Laboratory for Human Genetics and
EvolutionEvolution in Munich. In 1997 I spent six months in this second laboratory
andd participated in one of the projects in the field of population genetics. The
analysess presented here are based on participant observations in both these
laboratories. .
II wrote down my observations either in the laboratory itself or in the
eveningss at home and conducted interviews with members of both labs at the
endd of each study. In gathering published papers I was struck by the
generosityy and involvement of lab members in bringing some of them to my
attentionn and for keeping me up to date, even after I left the laboratories.
Havingg been engaged in laboratory work made it easy to become "a
member."" But it also imposed some constraints upon my fieldwork. First of
all,, the temptation is to go epistemically native. A major reason for this is
thatt a laboratory environment imposes a specific type of normalisation upon
thosee who work there. The very fabric of the lab demands a kind of
subjectivityy centred around the pace of the work, the planning of
experiments,, the talks that are often about problem-solving such as machines
thatt are overbooked or not working, or about how to get the data and when to
writee down the results. Once I became familiar with the various projects it
provedd difficult to relate to them other than within the conditions of these
practicall concerns. In addition, several times during my research
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participationn stood in the way of observation. Often there was simply no time
too take proper notes or to be where the action was.68 My main focus at such
timess was to get the results, to make things work, or to establish the
conditionss for the experiments.
Yett as an observer one is also tempted to neglect these practicalities of
researchh and to develop a kind of science critique instead. In a sense, it is
temptingg to tell the strange stories back home without bringing along "the
lab".. However, my experience was that lab members were themselves aware
off the social aspects of genetics, especially of racial issues. They were selfreflexivee upon their work and the particular environment in which they carry
itt out and were capable of taking a distance in order to develop a more
scepticall view.69 In a significant sense this helped me to centre my analyses
aroundd technologies and local practices and not to impose predetermined
categoriess on the kind of work they do. Another and related point is that in
somee ways one can never really leave the lab. My experience is that both
positionss of participant and observer remain intact. This became apparent
duringg the many visits I paid to the laboratories after I had finished my field
work,, in the various personal contacts that I maintain with some of the lab
memberss and in the material objects that I brought home, such as my
(observer)) field notes and my (participant) lab journals. Hence participation
andd observation continued in parallel during the process of writing and had
too be negotiated in various drafts of the chapters. While the ties which I
developedd with the laboratories may be particular to my studies, the point
itselff is, however, more general and methodological. I will therefore expand
onn it.
Theree is a certain epistemic quality to the phenomenon of participant
observation.. It disturbs research design, time schedules and methods set out
forr gathering the material; something probably common to all research. But it
doess more. Participant observation requires the researcher to go out to study
thee other culture, yet it disturbs the very distinction between the field, there,
andd the writing, here.70 This blurring of boundaries in the end-products of
participantt observation, i.e. in written texts, has been brought to our attention
byy ethnographers such as Clifford Geertz.71 However I wish to point to
anotherr aspect of participant observation and explain the epistemic quality
mentionedd above. After I had finished my fieldwork and went home to do the
writingg I was confronted with the field once more. It was right there, on my
desk.. Not only had there been DNA samples in my refrigerator, "gel
Polaroids"" in files, but also the field notes, documents and papers appeared
too be much more than artefacts from another world. Once some of the
materiall had found its way into one of my chapters it started to do its own
work.. At some points it refused theorising, it refused even to get out of my
textss again. And so now and then it urged me to go back out there and learn
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moree about it, in the library, in MedLine or in the laboratory. It occurred to
mee that the complexity of the locales I left behind had travelled all along, not
onlyy with me, because I had been there, but especially with the material.
Thuss it is not only in the final texts of ethnographers that the boundary
betweenn the field and the writing is blurred, but also during the writing, due
too the very capacity of the field to move to other places in the world via such
ethnographicc material. It is in this sense that my statement, that one can
neverr really leave the lab/field, should be understood. It might also be for
thiss reason that ethnographers have grown to be squeamish about their
materiall since it always bears with itself a world that wants to speak, often
withh many voices.
Doess this mean, then, that the material presents itself or the world it
comess from? Does this mean that writing is without theory? " Even though
"thee field" was on my desk, it was not there by itself. There were also
theoriess in the form of texts. Books and articles from the field of STS, gender
andd anti-racist studies, but also philosophy, anthropology, cultural studies
andd genetics. They dealt with bodies, gender, technologies, gifts, cultures,
race,, hormones, double helixes, genomes and blood - among other things.
Bothh material and theory had to be negotiated in the process of writing. And
thee final text of this book is an analysis and not a description of what the
fieldd is like or how it can be found out there. At this point let me be explicit
aboutt the chapters. The narrative of each chapter evokes a distinction
betweenn ethnographic accounts and their analysis. This might be read as a
distinctionn between the reality of the field and reality of writing, i.e. the
analysingg and theorising of the material. Even though the ethnographic
accountss are faithful to the material I gathered, these too are assembled,
framedd and guided by theory. They are thoroughly theorised. As I have
stated,, the material had to negotiate its place in the final text. In addition,
evenn if the references mainly appear in the footnotes, the theories do their
workk in the body of the text and are part and parcel of my analyses.
Thee examinations conducted in the next four chapters are guided by
thee questions: What is genetic diversity, and how is it produced in
laboratories?? And how does technology enable differences and similarities in
thee "socio-naturar world of laboratories where genetic diversity is being
studied? ?
Thee four chapters are a collage. As in a collage, they show overlaps
betweenn technologies, scientists, scientific publications, laboratory practice,
andd focuses of analyses. As in a collage some pieces are cut out in order to
focuss more on others. For it is not the aim of this book to map all the
differentt ways that genetic diversity is established, or all the technologies
involvedd in achieving it, not even in the labs studied. The aim is to focus on
somee core practices, technologies and objects in studies of diversity and to
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examinee how they help to produce genetic similarities and differences. Given
thee research that is being conducted in the Diversity Project, the cases
analysedd here are therefore simultaneously narrower and broader than the
scopee of this project. Narrower because they do not take into account all the
actorss involved in producing genetic diversity. Broader because the
technologiess addressed also have relevance for other fields inside and
outsidee the field of genetics.
Eachh chapter highlights a different feature of genetic diversity by
addressingg another practice of making similarities and differences. The
chapterss can be read in any order. The order I have chosen makes my own
narrativee of genetic diversity, namely that of standardisation, naturalisation
andd diversity.
Thee following chapter, Chapter 2 deals with population. In the
Diversityy Project population is defined according to linguistic criteria. In this
chapterr I examine practices and analyse what population is made to be in
dailyy laboratory work. Chapter 3 investigates genetic markers (variable DNA
fragments)) and processes of standardisation. It examines the practicalities of
geneticc markers in laboratories in order to address issues of standardisation
ass envisioned in the Diversity Project. The case in Chapter 4 is a
mitochondriall DNA reference sequence, a piece of technology to compare
otherr sequences to. I examine the kind of work enabled by the reference
sequencee and trace what we might learn from that about naturalisation and
aboutt the normative content of technology. Chapter 5 is about genetic sex
andand genetic lineage. Here I investigate the various ways in which the sexes
aree enacted in studies of genetic lineage, and show how DNA is both treated
ass a resource of diversity and as a technology of establishing sexualised
lineage.. In Chapter 6, the concluding chapter, I take up the narratives about
standardisation,, naturalisation and diversity to reflect upon the analyses in
thee preceding chapters, and their relevance for STS, genetics, and gender and
anti-racistt studies.
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Notess to Chapter 1
1.. Luca Cavalli-Sforza, quoted in Declan Butler, "Genetic Diversity Proposal
Failss to Impress International Ethics Panel," Nature 317, no. 5 October
(1995):: 373.
2.. For a criticism of this distinction between populations and of the idea that
theree exist populations that are pure, did not migrate and mix, see Richard C.
Lewontin,, Human Diversity- (New York: Scientific American Book, 1995).
Hee states: "The notion that there are stable, pure races that only now are in
dangerr of mixing under the influence of modern industrial culture is
nonsense"" (Ibid., pi 13).
3.. Leslie Roberts, "A Genetic Survey of Vanishing Peoples," Science 252,
no.. June 21 (1991): 1614-1617, p. 1614.
4.. Luca Cavalli-Sforza, "Answers to Frequently Asked Questions About the
Humann Genome Diversity Project," (The North American Committee, 1993),
p.. 2. This paper can also be retrieved on the Internet at
http://www.stanford.edu/group/morrinst/HGDP-FAQ.. The author of the
Internett copy had become a collective, namely, "The Project's North
Americann Committee." Moreover this copy is a revised version of the copy I
receivedd in 1995 from Professor Cavalli-Sforza. Here I refer to the early
versionn of the paper.
5.. See for example, see Paul de Stefano, "Genomics 101: The X's and Y's of
Legall Rights to Genetic Material," IP-Worldwide: The magazine of Law and
PoliticyPoliticy for High Technology 101 (1996), at http://ipmag.com/destefan.html
6.. Luke Holland (producer), The Gene Hunters (Zef Productions, 1995). This
documentaryy was broadcast in June 1995 on Dutch television.
7.. See for example Cavalli-Sforza, "Frequently Asked Questions" (above, n.
4),, pp.5-6; David Dickson, "Whose Genes are they Anyway?," Nature 381,
no.. 2 May (1996): 11-14. On the debate about patents in relation to the
Diversityy Project, see Stefano, "Genomics 101" (above, n. 5).
8.. In Holland, The Gene Hunters (above, n. 6).
9.. RAFI 1993. See also Richard Tutton who analyses the fact that the
Europeann initiative has received some funding from the EC whereas the
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Northh American initiative is still having trouble in terms of their
preoccupationn with culture and race. Whereas the North American initiative
wass engaged in a discourse on racism and anti-racism, the discourse of
Europeann initiative was more about culture and cultural heritage in the gene,
seee Richard Tutton, "Culture and Identity in European Genetic Diversity"
(paperr presented at the PFGS Colloquium 2, University College London,
Decemberr 1998).
10.. See, William J. Schuil, "Correspondence," Nature 390, no. 20 November
(1997):: 221. Schuil was chairing the NRC committee and his correspondence
wass written in response to a news report on the committee's findings,
publishedd earlier in Nature; see Collin Macllain, "Diversity Project 'does not
meritt federal funding'," Nature 389, no. 23 October (1997): 774.
11.. Statement made by the population geneticist Kenneth Kidd about his
workk with Luca Cavalli-Sforza and other colleagues; Roberts, "Genetic
Survey"" (above, n. 3), p. 1616.
12.. This is the title of a book about the ideology of genetics; Steve Rose
Richardd C. Lewontin, Leon J. Kamin, Not in Our Genes (New York:
Pantheon,, 1984).
13.. In fact, different maps can be made on the basis of DNA, a genetic map
andd a physical map. Genetic mapping is technique through which the
distancee between genes and how the relate to one another can be determined.
Physicall mapping aims at determining the sequence order of the DNA. The
goalss of HGP is to determine both types of maps of the human genome.
14.. Daniel J. Kevies, "Out of Eugenics: The Historical Politics of the Human
genome,"" in The Code of Codes: Scientific and Social Issues in the Human
GenomeGenome Project, ed. Daniel J. Kevies and Leroy Hood (Cambridge,
Massachusetts:: Harvard University Press, 1992), 3-37.
15.. Walter Gilbert, "A Vision of the Grail," in Kevies and Hood, Code of
CodesCodes (above, no. 14), pp. 83-98, at p.96.
16.. Kevies, "Out of Eugenics" (above, no. 14), p. 36.
17.Cavalli-Sforza,, "Frequently Asked Questions" (above, no. 4), p. 2.
18.. Ibid., pp. 2-3.
19.. See Daniel J. Kevies, In the Name of Eugenics: Genetics and the Issue of
HumanHuman heredity (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press,
1985),, P. Menozzi L. L. Cavalli-Sforza, A. Piazza, The History and
GeographyGeography of Human Genes (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994).
20.. See for the power of myths and a critique of origin stories Donna J.
Haraway,, "A Cyborg Manifesto: Science, technology, and SocialistFeminismm in the late twentieth Century," in Simians, Cyborgs and Women:
TheThe Reinvention of Nature, ed. Donna J. Haraway (London: Free Association
Books,, 1991), 149-181.
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21.. Among these professors in genetics are Mary-Claire King at Berkeley, a
formerr student of Wilson's; Ken Kidd at Yale, who has experience with the
growingg of cell lines; Ken Weiss at Pennsylvania State University, the chair
off the North American committee.
22.. HUGO, "Human Genome Diversity (HGD) Project: Summary
Document,"" (Sardinia: 1993), p 1.
23.. At this point it is important to indicate that there exist two conflicting
ideass about human origin with consequences for the reconstruction of human
migrationn history. The most frequently stated theory is the "Out of Africa
Theory,"" the basic hypothesis of which is that all modern humans originated
inn Africa and colonised the world in one or more migration flows. A second
andd marginalised theory is the "Multiple Origin Theory," which assumes that
modernn humans sprang up in more places in the world and colonised
differentt parts of the world simultaneously. For an example of this debate,
seee Alan G. Thorne and Milford H. Wolpoff, "The Multiregional Evolution
off Humans," Scientific American , no. April (1992): 28-33, Allan C. Wilson
andd Rebecca Cann, "The Recent African Genesis of Humans," Scientific
Americann , no. April (1992): 22-27. This ongoing controversy is usually
reflectedd in scientific papers where geneticists tend to underline the fact that
thatt their results support the African origin theory. And so, now and then, a
fulll paper is dedicated to making that point, such as C. Wills, "Another Nail
inn the Coffin of the Multiple-Origins Theory?," Bioessays 18, no. 12 (1996):
1017-1020;; J. Hawks et al., "An Australasian test of the recent African origin
theoryy using the WLH-50 calvarium," Journal for Human Evolution 39
(2000):: 1-22.
24.. HUGO, "Summary Document" (above, n. 22), p. 3, see also p. 2.
25.. Ibid., pp. 28-9. For the purpose of this pilot study a proposal competition
wass launched: "Pilot Projects for a Human Genome Project - Special
Competition,"" to be found on the Internet at http://web.ortge.ufl.edu. This
announcementt welcomed proposals on: "Improving Techniques for
Collecting,, Preserving, Amplifying, and Selecting DNA Markers" and
"Researchh on Ethical and Language Issues in a Cross-Cultural Setting."
26.. See L. Luca Cavalli-Sforza, "The Human Genome Diversity Project,"
ACTES:ACTES: Proceedings 2 (1995), p. 73.
27.. See Tutton, "Culture and Identity" (above, n.9).
28.Roberts,, "Vanishing People" (above, n. 3), p. 1615.
29.. The professor of linguistics Colin Renfrew is for this reason very much
involvedd in the Diversity Project. He participated in all the workshops
organisedd by the Diversity Project, and was one of the chair-organisers of the
Project'ss most recent workshop, held in Cambridge; Human Diversity in
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EuropeEurope and Beyond: Retrospect and Prospect, Cambridge, Britain,
Septemberr 9-13, 1999.
30.. HUGO, Summary Document, (above, n. 22), p. 3; see also L. Luca
Cavalli-Sforza,, "Genes, Peoples and Languages," Scientific American
Novemberr (1991): 72-78. Defining populations on the basis of linguistic
separationn is not new. This criterion was in fact introduced in the eighteenth
centuryy by Johan Fridrich Blumenbach, see Ivan Hannaford, Race: The
HistoryHistory of an Idea (Baltimore, London: The Johns Hopkins University Press,
1996),, especially pages 202-213; see also Stephen Molnar, Races, Types, and
EthnicEthnic Groups: The Problem of Human Variation (Englewood Cliffs:
Prentice-Hall,, Inc., 1975).
31.. HUGO, "Summary Document" (above, n. 22), pp. 12-13.
32.. Cavalli-Sforza, "Genes, Peoples and Languages" (above, n. 30), p. 78.
Moreoverr the correlation between blood groups and languages has already
beenn claimed by C. D. Darlington in 1947, a claim that did not sustain
criticism;; CD. Darlington, "The Genetic Component of Language," Heredity
11 (1947): 269-286 (quoted in Molnar, Races, Types, and Ethnic Groups
[above,, n. 30], p. 6).
33.. See, Lewontin, Human Diversity (above, n. 2).
34.. Part of the rhetoric of the Diversity Project concerning the sampling of
thesee population and the urge to do this as soon as possible is connected to
preservationistt ideas. These populations are supposedly "vanishing" and
"threatenedd by extinction," in a way losing their value for the purposes of the
Diversityy Project due to admixture. See Corinne P. Hayden for an
elaborationn of this rhetoric; Corinne Hayden, "Patently Natural: The Culture
off Genealogy and the Nature of Biodiversity," (Santa Cruz: University of
California,, 1995), (also published in a slightly revised version as Corinne
Hayden,, "A Biodiversity Sampler for the Millennium," in Reproducing
Reproduction:Reproduction: Kinship, Power, and Technological Innovation, ed. Sarah
Franklinn and Helen Ragoné (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,
1998),, 173-206.
35.. HUGO, "Summary Document" (above, n. 22), p. 7.
36.11 thank Paul Wouters for bring this point to my attention.
37.. Examples of such studies are numerous, but a rather political example
presentedd in a document of the Diversity Project is the following: "One
examplee would be studying Siberian populations to determine whether they
manifestt any attributes of the susceptibilities of Native Americans to
diabetes."" (HUGO, "Summary Document" [above, n. 22], p. 13).
38.. Ibid., p. 28, Cavalli-Sforza, "Diversity Project" (above, n. 26), p. 75.
39.. HUGO, "Summary Document" (above, n. 22), p. 17.
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40.. Ibid., p. 3, 20, see also Cavalli-Sforza, "Diversity Project" (above, n. 26),
p.. 74.
41.. Ibid., p. 74, HUGO, "Summary Document" (above, n. 22), p. 22.
42.. Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) is the current cloning technology,
developedd at the end of the 1980s and well established in the early 1990s.
Aboutt the need for standardisation see: Cavalli-Sforza, "Diversity Project"
(above,, n. 26), p. 74, HUGO, "Summary Document" (above, n. 22), pp. 3-4.
43.. See on how technology is implicated in research conducted in the HGP;
Keviess and Hood, Code of Codes (above, n. 14); see also Paul Rabinow,
MakingMaking PCR: A Story of Biotechnology (Chicago, London: The University of
Chicagoo Press, 1996). Especially in the introduction Rabinow articulates this
centrall role of technology in the Human Genome Project and its implications
forr his own project.
44.. HUGO, "Summary Document" (above, n. 22), p. 3.
45.. Ibid., p. 4. For criticism of the Diversity Project's ideas of "vanishing"
andd preservation of genetic heritage, see Hayden, "Patently Natural"(above,
n.. 34), pp9-10.
46.. See also Donna Haraway. She points out how much easier it proved to
sloww down or stop the Diversity Project by opposition, compared to the much
moree
powerful
HGP;
Donna
J.
Haraway,
Modest_Witness@Second_Millennium./7emö/^Ma«@ @
_Meets_OncoMouse™_Meets_OncoMouse™ (New York, London: Routledge, 1997), p. 25
47.. For example, the so-called "Blue Mountain Declaration" of February
1995,, http./Avww.indians.org/welker/genome.html, and the WWW site of the
"Indigenouss
Peoples
Coalition
Against
Biopiracy;"
http://www.niec.net/ipcab;; see also "Worldwide Forest/ Biodiversity
Campaignn News," http://forest.lic.wisc.edu
48.. For the post-war debate on biological race and racism, see, UNESCO,
UNESCOUNESCO and its Programme 111: The Race Question (Paris: UNESCO
Publicationn 785, 1951);UNESCO, "The Race Concept: Results of an
Inquiry,"" in The Race Question in Modern Science, ed. UNESCO (Paris:
UNESCOO Publication, 1952), 36-91. For an elaboration on both statements,
howw they are intertwined with feminist politics, and for situating some of the
scientistss involved, Donna Haraway, Primate Vision: Gender, Race and
NatureNature in the World of Modern Science (London, New York: Verso, 1992
[1989]),, especially at, 197-206. On bad science as a post-war category, see in
additionn to Haraway also Kevies, In the Name of Eugenics (above, n. 19)
49.. Controversies are indeed interesting objects of research because they
generatee lots of material and documents and destabilise scientific facts.
Controversiess reveal the various networks of people, things and ideas
involvedd in scientific facts. Facts that seem hard open up both inside and
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outsidee laboratories because they become topics of debate and show their
moulded,, fabricated, decided-upon features. Thus controversies also disrupt
thee ordinary, often tedious, get-the-data kind of laboratory work; see on
controversiess in science studies, Rob Hagendijk, "Wetenschap,
Constructivismee en Cultuur" (University of Amsterdam, 1996), Brian Martin
andd Evelleen Richards, "Scientific Knowledge, Controversy, and Public
Decisionn Making," in Handbook of Science and Technology Studies, ed.
Sheilaa Jasanoff, et al. (London, New Delhi: Sage Publications, 1995), 506531,, see also Bruno Latour, Science in Action: How to follow Scientists and
EngineersEngineers Trough Society (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
1987).. For a variety in approaches towards the Diversity Project, see Joan
Fujumuraa and Richard Tutton's focuses on the concept of culture, Joan
Fujumura,, "Creating "Cultures" in Debates About Genomes, Information,
andd Diversity" (paper presented at the Postgenomics? Historical, Technoepistemicc and Cultural Aspects of Genome Projects, Berlin, 8-11 July 1998),
Tutton,, "Culture and Identity" (above, n.9); Corinne Hayden's focus on
kinshipp and diversity and Donna Haraway's focus on purity and
contamination,, Hayden, "Patently Natural"(above, n. 34), Haraway,
Modest_WitnessModest_Witness (above, n. 46), pp. 213-265.
50.. Needless to say, this notion is not my own idea. Various debates in
studiess of science and technology have been held. For example, there is a
wholee tradition within gender and anti-racist studies in which the ontological
distinctionn between the object and the subject of research has been
questioned.. Scientists do not "discover" an object (be this nature or the
femalee body) they have argued, but make it into one and "reduce" it to some
variabless or qualities that can be studied. Additionally, more recently and
fromm a different political angle, but with a similar conclusion, scholars who
havee been studying the process of scientific research have shown that objects
doo not exist by themselves, but are dependent on the very scientific practice
inn which they are studied.
51.. On standardisation of DNA technologies in order to make them work in
differentt places see, Joan Fujimura, "Crafting Science: Standardized
Packages,, Boundary Objects, and "Translation"," in Science as Practice and
Culture,Culture, ed. Andrew Pickering (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1992),, 168-211.
52.. For an overview and discussion of the early laboratory ethnographies, see
Karinn Knorr-Cetina, "The Ethnographic Study of Scientific Work: Towards a
Constructivistt Interpretation of Science," in Science Observed: Perspectives
onon the Social Study of Science, ed. Karin Knorr-Cetina and Michael Mulkay
(London:: Sage, 1983), 115-140; Karin Knorr-Cetina, "Laboratory Studies:
Thee Cultural Approach to the Study of Science," in Jasanoff et al., Handbook
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(above,, n. 49), pp. 140-166, Michael Lynch, Scientific Practice and Ordinary
Action:Action: Ethnomethodology and Social Studies of Science (New York,
Melbourne:: Cambridge University Press, 1993).
53.. Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolution (London, Chicago:
Thee University Of Chicago Press, 1970 [1962]).The laboratory is also a
theoreticall notion. A nice twist lies in the fact that a powerful site of western
culture,, deeply embedded in society, and with ever further-reaching links
betweenn domains, is made local and strange through laboratory studies.
Insteadd of science being addressed as the temple of rationality, it is addressed
ass the specific, that should be understood in terms of a local culture.
Furthermoree laboratories are not just seen as a space where the scientist
investigatess the object but as a locale with an agency in itself, ordering and
transformingg objects and scientists and making specific alignments between
them.. In the context of a laboratory neither the scientist nor the object can be
seenn as a stable entity. They are linked in specific ways so as to get the job
done;; see Knorr-Cetina, "Laboratory Studies"(above, n. 52). On the lack of
stabilityy of entities (bodies) or, better, on how the various bodies (including
thatt of the surgeon) have to be performed in specific ways in an operating
theatree see, Stephan Hirschauer, "The Manufacture of Bodies in Surgery,"
SocialSocial Studies of Science 21 (1991): 279-319.
54.. Bruno Latour and Steve Woolgar, Laboratory Life: The Social
ConstructionConstruction of Scientific Facts (Princeton: Princeton University Press:
Princeton,, 1986 [1979])
55.. See for various examples, Andrew Pickering, Science as Practice and
CultureCulture (above, n. 51).
56.. This difference between fields is both artificial and real. Despite
importantt overlaps it seems that both social studies of science and gender
studiess are living in separate spheres. For example feminist scholars have
beenn wary of laboratory studies and studies that have science as their main
focus.. They argued that now that immense energy had been spent to reveal
womenn in the history of science, especially as women objects of science,
studiess of laboratories are redirecting attention to domains populated mainly
byy men. Another reason for the separate spheres is that in the social studies
off science little effort has been made to address gender, let alone racial,
issues.. But also the other way round. For many feminist scholars "science
seemss to be in action" in a relevant sense, when it deals with women,
women'ss lives, sexuality and biology, or with female bodies. In contrast to
this,, Donna Haraway in a fascinating lecture wittily told a history of science
andd technology studies (STS) from a feminist point of view. The twist was in
thee very treatment of STS as a branch of feminist studies and not the other
wayy round. In her genealogy the beginning of STS could be located in the
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latee 1960s and early 1970s, when women started to demand reproductive
freedom.. She quoted feminist contributions, from the early pamphlets on to
thee various scholarly works being produced until the late 1990s, and the
importancee of that for the development of STS as a field; Donna Haraway,
"Feministt Science Studies: A history of STS from a Feminist Point of View"
(paperr presented at the WTMC Summer School, Enschede, September, 1-5
1997). .
57.. See for an example on sexual biases in biology, Linda Birke, Women,
FeminismFeminism and biology (Brighton, Sussex: Wheatsheaf Books, Harvester
Press,, 1983); on race see, Richard C. Lewontin, Steven Rose, and Leon J.
Kamin,, Not in Our Genes (New York: Pantheon, 1984), Linda Gordon,
Woman'sWoman's Body, Woman's Rights: A Social History of Birth Control in
AmericaAmerica (New York: Viking, 1976), idem, "De Strijd voor Vrijheid van
Reproduktie:: Drie Stadia in het Feminisme," in Socialisties Feministiese
TekstenTeksten (Nijmegen: Feministische Uitgeverij Sara, 1979), 36-72; For an
examplee of gender bias in the language of science, see Evelyn Fox Keller,
ReflectionsReflections on Gender and Science (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press,
1985),, idem, Secrets of Life, Secrets of Death: Essays on Language, Gender,
andand Science (New York: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1992).
58.. See for a good example of the eggs and the sperm Emily Martin, "The
Eggg and the Sperm: How Science Has Constructed a Romance Based on
Stereotypicall Male-Female Roles," Signs 16 (1991): 485-501; see on the
distributionn of agency to the cytoplasm/germ plasm, Evelyn Fox Keller, "The
Problemm of Locating "Maternal Effect" in a Discourse of Gene Action,"
(Amsterdam:: University of Amsterdam, 1992), (revised and published in
Evelynn Fox Keller, Refiguring Life: Metaphors of Twentieth-Century
BiologyBiology [New York: Colombia University Press, 1995).
59.. See for examples, Evelyn Fox Keller, A Feeling for the Organism: The
LifeLife and Work of Barbara McClintock (San Francisco: Freeman, 1983),
Darlenee Clark Hine, "Co-Laborers in the Work of the Lord: NineteethCenturyy Black Womanhood," Sandra Harding, The Racial Economy of
Science:Science: Towards a Democratic Future (Bloomington, Indianapolis: Indiana
Universityy Press, 1993), pp. 210-227, and a special issue ""Zy is toch wel
zeerr begaafd:"
Historische Bijdragen
over Vrouwen
in de
Bètawetenschappen,"" Gewina 4 (1997).
60.. See for some examples of these approaches, Jan Harding, ed.,
PerspectivesPerspectives on Gender and Science (London, New York: The Falmer Press,
1986),, Ruth Bleier, ed., Feminist Approach to Science (New York, Oxford:
Pergamonn Press, 1988), Harding, Racial Economy of Science (above, n. 59).
Inn most cases, however, contributions in this fields resist the methodological
distinctionss (language, sociology, and method) that I try to force on them
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here.. Consider for example Evelyn Fox Keller's work, which obviously deals
withh language and metaphors in science, but hardly ever treats this separately
fromm form methods of science.
61.. Within science and technologies studies, questions of normativity and
technologyy are most persistently articulated by Donna Haraway, John Law
Annemariee Mol, Susan Leigh Star.
62.. For a collection of studies from this angle, see Susan Leigh Star, ed.,
EcologiesEcologies of Knowledge: Work and Politics in Science and Technology
(Albany:: State University of New York Press, 1995); see also, John Law,
"Afterr ANT: Complexity, Naming, and Topology, in Actor Network Theory
andand After, ed. John Law and John Hassard (Oxford: Blackwell Publisher,
1999),, pp. 1-15.
63.. For a very elegant example that deals with normalisation and
naturalisation,, see Charis Cussins, "Producing Reproduction: Techniques of
Normalizationn in Infertility Clinics," in Reproducing Reproduction: Kinship,
PowerPower and Technological Innovation, ed. Sarah Franklin and Helena Ragoné
(Philadelphia:: Pennsylvania Press, 1998), 66-101; on standardisation and
marginalisationn see the by now classic paper of Suzan Leigh Star, "Power,
Technologyy and the phenomenology of Convention: On Being Allergic to
Onions,"" in Sociology of Monsters: Power, Technology and the modern
World,World, ed. John Law (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1991), 26-56; for an
excellentt example on personhood see, Ingunn Moser and John Law, "What
Makess a Person?" (paper presented at the EASST Conference, Lisbon,
1998),, idem, "Good Passages, Bad Passages," in Law and Hassard, Actor
NetworkNetwork (above, n. 62), pp. 196-219; on performing the sexes and its
articulationn in technologies see the clever and humorous paper of Annemarie
Moll and Stephan Hirschauer, "Shifting Sexes, Moving Stories: Feminism
Constructivismm Dialogues," Science, Technology & Human Values 20
(1995):: 368-385; on how masculinity and Euro-American concepts of
kinshipp are implicated in computer simulation see, Stephan Helmreich,
"Replicatingg Reproduction: Or, the Essence of Life in the Age of Virtual
Electronicc Reproduction," in Reproducing Reproduction: Kinship, Power
andand Technological Innovation, ed. Sarah Franklin and Helena Ragoné
(Philadelphia:: Pennsylvania Press, 1998), 207-234; on sex and gender see
alsoo Stephan Hirschauer, "Performing Sexes and Genders in Medical
Practices,"" in Differences in Medicine: Unravelling Practices, Techniques
andand Bodies, ed. Marc Berg and Annemarie Mol (Durham N.C.: Duke
Universityy Press, 1999), 13-28; on the body and its articulation in
instrumentss and technologies see, Nelly Oudshoorn, Beyond The Natural
Body:Body: An Archaeology of Sex Hormones (London, New York: Routledge,
1994);Hirschauer,, "Manufacture of Bodies" (above, n. 53), Annemarie Mol,
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TheThe Body Multiple: Ontology in Medical Practice (Durham, N.C.: Duke
Universityy Press, forthcoming).
64.. An exception to this is Sharon Traweek's study on gender and highenergyy physics, see for example Sharon Traweek, "Border Crossings:
Narrativee Strategies in Science Studies and among Physicist in Tshukuba
Sciencee City, Japan," in Science As Practice and Culture, ed. Andrew
Pickeringg (Chicago, London: The University of Chicago Press, 1992), 429465,idem,, "Pilgrim's Progress: Male Tales Told During a Life in Physics," in
TheThe Science Studies Reader, ed. Mario Biagioli (New York, London:
Routledge,, 1999), 525-542.
65.. For a similar argument, see Susan Leigh Star, "Introduction," in Star,
EcologiesEcologies (above, n. 62), pp. 1-39..
66.. Donna Haraway expresses it as follow: "It has proved easier to slow
downn or stop the HGDP [the Diversity Project, AM], a kind of oppositional
effort,, than to question the powerful HGP itself. That makes the trouble with
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disturbingg - and important" (Haraway, Modest_Witness (above, n.46), p. 250.
67.. Human Genome Variation in Europe: DNA Markers, 9-10 November
19955 in Barcelona.
68.. For an articulation of this particular fear of the researcher of science,
namelyy not to be where the action is, see John Law, Organizing Modernity
(Oxford,, Cambridge: Blackwell, 1994); pp. 45-47. idem, "After ANT:
Complexity,, naming, and Topology," in John Law and John Hassard, Actor
NetworkNetwork Theory and After (Oxford: Blackwell Publisher, 1999), p. 1-15, at
p.. .
69.. For a similar account, see Star, "Introduction" (above, n. 65).There she
statess the following: "As a group of respondents, scientists are particularly
difficultt and rewarding because they have often thought rigorously about the
issuess we are investigating, and about which we are ourselves uneasy" (ibid.,
p.. 8).
70.. On the ordering of both the ethnographic work as well as the
ethnography,, see, Law, Organizing Modernity (above, n. 68), see, also
Traweek,, "Border Crossings" (above, n.64); for an example of how to deal
withh methodology, see Annemarie Mol and Jessica Mesman, "Neonathal
Foodd and the Politics of Theory: Some Questions of Method," Social Studies
ofof Science 26 (1994): 419-444.
71.. See for a thorough and elegant treatment of this, Clifford Geertz, Works
andand Lives: The Anthropologist as Author (Cambridge: Polity Press, [1988]
1996). .
72.. For this debate in the field of anthropology, see James Clifford and
Georgee Marcus, eds., Writing Culture: The Poetics and Politics of
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EthnographyEthnography (Berkeley, Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1986);
forr examples in the field of STS see, Law, Organizing Modernity (above,
n.68),, Traweek, "Border Crossings" (above, n. 64).
73.. See also Traweek, "Border Crossings" (above, n. 64), and Law,
OrganizingOrganizing Modernity (above, n. 68). Specifically on the on the normativity
off both author and object of research, and the normativity of the method of
researchh and one's writing, see Mol and Mesman, "Politics of Theory"
(above,, n. 70)
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Chapterr 2
Technologiess of Population:
Makingg Differences and Similarities between Turkish
andd Dutch Males1
Introducingg the Argument
Thiss chapter is about population. Its aim is to answer the question,
whatt is population? Instead of defining it myself or asking geneticists what it
is,, I want to trace population in genetic practices and to examine how it is
enactedd in them. Towards this end, I analyse a forensic case. My analysis
resultss in two arguments: first, that geneticists cannot know the individual
withoutt a population; second, that in genetics neither the individual nor
populationn are inherently "biological." Both are technologically assisted
categories. .
Ass has been discussed in the introduction, population is a subject of
debatee in the Diversity Project. In order to sample, study and compare
populations,, geneticists aim at achieving a consensus definition of what
populationn is. This chapter, however, examines practices of population in
laboratoryy routines and reveals the variety of what population "is" in such
locales.. In order to "know" a population geneticists study cell material from
collectionss of individuals. In forensics, however, the vantage point is quite
different.. Forensic geneticists are interested in the individual. Their aim is to
identifyy individual A as similar to or different from individual B. Yet I have
chosenn this very practice as a site for examining population, for in order to
knoww an individual, forensic geneticists also apply a category of population.
Inn order to produce differences (between individuals), geneticists need to
presupposee similarities (within a population). I will examine practical
decisionss about individuality and population, and hence about similarities
andd differences.
Takingg population as the main focus of analysis, little attention will
bee paid to the legal aspects of forensic DNA, a highly important matter in its
ownn right. The site of study, rather than a courtroom, is a laboratory, the
Forensicc Laboratory for DNA research in Leiden, the Netherlands. But since
myy argument is organised around a forensic case, the narrative will enfold as
aa "trip" back and forth between laboratory and courtroom, viewing the
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processs of identification and examining the concepts of population embodied
inn that process of identification.

Inn Court
Wee are in a courtroom somewhere in the Netherlands. A murder case
iss in progress. Both the victim and the suspects are Turkish. The victim was
kidnappedd and killed. Evidence was found in a house next to the victim's
bodyy and also in a car belonging to one suspect. The evidence material
consistss of traces, such as bloodspots, chewing gum, and cigarette butts. The
evidencee at the scene of the crime indicates that more people were present.
Otherr circumstantial evidence made the prosecutor suspect one individual in
particular.. The main suspect, however, denied any involvement. Since the
victimm no longer has a voice, the question remains: can the suspect be
identifiedd as the perpetrator?
Inn court a relatively new type of expert witness is present to help in the
processs of identification.2 The expert witness is a geneticist called in to
presentt and clarify the DNA evidence based on the suspect's cell material
andd on the evidence: bloodspots, chewing gum and especially the cigarette
butts.. The DNA evidence consists of a DNA fingerprint with a number, 1(T7,
whichh represents the likelihood that the evidence comes from any other
personn in the population. According to the expert witness, this number
suggestss that evidence and suspect DNA coincide. The DNA evidence
supportss the findings of the prosecutor that were based on circumstantial
evidence.. The defence objects to the results of the DNA tests and questions
thee testimony based on a figure of 10" .
Inn order to trace the origin of the results presented in court, what they
meann and how they play a role, we can best enter the Forensic Laboratory.
Thiss site is of great importance to the significance of the DNA evidence
presentedd in court. We will first consider this laboratory in the context of
evidencee DNA in the Netherlands, and then take a closer look at how DNA
evidencee is produced in that laboratory.

DNAA Evidence and its Laboratories
Inn 1994 a new Dutch law on forensic DNA evidence was passed. The
neww law widened the use of this type of evidence in prosecutions and
institutedd an infrastructure of sites and regulations concerning the making of
thiss evidence.' According to this law, a suspect in a crime carrying a penalty
off eight or more years cannot object to DNA testing. If there is other
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evidencee against that particular suspect, DNA testing is compulsory. Since a
compulsoryy DNA test was considered a violation of the person's bodily
integrity,, the 1994 law also regulates that the suspect has the right to apply
forr DNA contra-expertise. In cases of DNA evidence, two laboratories may
bee involved. The tests conducted on behalf of the prosecutor are primarily
donee in the Laboratory of Criminal Justice, Rijswijk (Het Gerechtelijk
Laboratorium,, Rijswijk), whereas the counter-expertise analyses are
conductedd in the Forensic Laboratory for DNA Research, Leiden. If the
amountt of evidence material does not support two studies, the suspect may
decidee which of the two laboratories should conduct the one and only test.
Thee Forensic Laboratory, hereafter Lab F, is part of a broad network
off governmental regulations and laws, the Laboratory of Criminal Justice and
thee Board of Accreditation, the university's Department of Human Genetics
andd the Sylvius Laboratory in Leiden, pharmaceutical industries, and
(inter)nationall networks of scientists in the fields of forensics and population
genetics,, including the Diversity Project. In order to reduce the high cost of
DNAA testing (for prosecutors and suspects) and to make counter-expertise
availablee to "every-body," Lab F is entirely funded by the Dutch
government. .
Inn the next section, we encounter forensic laboratory work. We are
introducedd to Lab F's rites and rituals, its protocols and procedures, and the
particularr alignment of technology and trace, to produce DNA evidence. Lab
FF will first be introduced from the perspective of a newcomer, which will
reveall materialised institutional arrangements in that particular context and
willl familiarise us with the laboratory's culture. Then we will learn more
aboutt the lab's procedures and its organisation of work around DNA
identification.. Finally we will focus on DNA identification and how this was
accomplishedd in the forensic case introduced above.

Offf to the Forensic Laboratory
// was in Lab F. I was not merely an observer: I had asked for a short
introductionintroduction to the basics of genetic research. For three and half months I
participatedparticipated in a project concerned with typing chimpanzee DNA and
learnedlearned to perform some of the basic tasks of a technician. Since this
trainingtraining constituted my first observational study, I was also learning to
observeobserve scientists at work, to study a different culture, to take notes and hold
interviewsinterviews and to develop common ground for an understanding of what was
goinggoing on.
InIn order to participate in this laboratory I was initiated in institutional
regulations.regulations. Like all laboratory members, I had to sign a medical
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declaration,declaration, I had to be insured against laboratory risks and I had to swear
toto maintain secrecy about ongoing cases. I was expected to participate in the
weeklyweekly in-house meetings as well as the weekly joint meetings of Lab F and
thethe Diagnostics Laboratory of Human Genetics. On a more informal level,
mymy daily supervisor and the rest of the members shared with me their
accountsaccounts offorensics and experiences in the field, which enabled me to enter
thethe discourse of the laboratory.
OnOn my first day, after having been introduced to the lab members, the
headhead of Lab F appointed a supervisor for me, explained the project I was
goinggoing to work on and told me that before the end of the day I would have
donedone my first DNA extraction. In the afternoon we were indeed extracting
DNADNA from blood. During this laborious work, my supervisor, a technician,
toldtold me that he and his colleague were working on two forensic cases and
thatthat he was particularly happy that day because he had managed to do a
ratherrather difficult extraction. It was nothing like our task, he said, where the
identityidentity behind the blood spots is unambiguous and where the blood is
"clean.""clean." "His" DNA was extracted from some "dirty" blood spots on a
lampshade.lampshade. The DNA, so he told me, was still dirty, but he managed to run
thethe PCRs (DNA copying technology) necessary for identification.
II learned that the complexity of extractions and the social relevance of
identificationidentification cause all technicians, without exception, to prefer working on
forensicforensic cases rather than on the research projects of the Lab. Whereas most
ofof the technology applied by the technicians is standardised, the starting
pointpoint of the cases, the extraction of DNA, demands insight, experience, and
care.care. At the beginning of the procedure, the technicians have to assess the
evidenceevidence material and gain an idea of how many extractions can be made
fromfrom it, or whether it is possible at all to extract DNA.
ItIt is also at this stage that the cases acquire colloquial names. Since
thethe Lab members do not know the legal details of the case, (all cases are
assignedassigned a registration number once they enter the lab) they have developed
aa laboratory-specific typology. The cases could be referred to in terms of the
registrationregistration numbers. However in practice they are attributed more
communicablecommunicable names, such as the case of the lamp shade, the case of the
stamps,stamps, the case of the bracelet, the rape case, the blackmail case, the
paternitypaternity case, and even a case called number 9 gains another meaning in
thisthis context. These attributions may contain ethnographic information. Our
casecase had acquired the adjective "Turkish. " The ethnographic contents of the
adjectiveadjective Turkish will be addressed later.
TheThe Turkish case was closed before I came to the Lab. Yet it continued
toto be mentioned on various occasions and it became clear to me that the
casecase was important to this laboratory. The material for the case in this
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chapterchapter is the result of many talks during my training and is based on
interviewsinterviews I conducted towards the end of the training.

Thee Lab

Labb F is a predefined environment in terms of protocols, technology,
knowledge,, and space. Any step in the analysis is recorded on specified
formss on which the case number, the name of the technician as well as
informationn about the utilised chemicals (such as "lot numbers" and expiry
date),, kits, and technical devices appear. Also all analyses and technology
appliedd are carefully defined in the various protocols. These measures are
aimedd at the transparency and repeatability of research, even after years have
passed.. One of the major concerns in this respect is the confusion or
contaminationn of samples. Prompted by concerns about contamination, the
mostt pivotal spatial division is the division of the lab into pre-lab and postlab. .
Contaminationn is one of the major worries of all forensic laboratories.
Inn 1996 the US Committee on DNA Forensic Science produced The
EvaluationEvaluation of Forensic DNA Evidence on behalf of the National Research
Councill in Washington D.C.8 This report, which aimed at redirecting
forensicc DNA research, addressed the risk of contamination at the different
stagess of the identification. "Contamination has been used as an umbrella
termm to cover any situation in which a foreign material is mixed with an
evidencee sample. Different kinds of contamination have different
consequencess for the analysis."9 The committee recommended a number of
measuress to reduce the risk of contamination in forensic work.
InIn the lab I learned quite soon that measures against contamination
werewere taken very seriously. On the Wednesday morning of my second week, I
waswas "setting up a PCR" in the pre-lab. I had a question about the storage of
reagents,reagents, and since my supervisor was working in the post-lab, I went over
therethere to find him. In the doorway, however, I froze on hearing a chorus of
voicesvoices shouting: "Lab coat! Lab coat! Take it off!" I looked down and
realisedrealised I had forgotten to take off my pre-lab coat while planning to enter
thethe post-lab. Of course I knew rule number one: Equipment for the pre-lab
shouldshould remain there, and if it enters the post-lab it cannot be taken back
withoutwithout extra effort. The movement from pre-lab to post-lab is easy but the
otherother way around requires extra measures (sterilisation of instruments,
puttingputting on of gloves or a lab coat). My overt confusion made the lab
membersmembers laugh and, after a moment of despair, I closed the door and ran
backback to take off my coat in order to keep it free from (post-lab)
contamination.contamination. From that moment on, the risk of contamination became very
real.real. The certificate of the Board of Accreditation hanging on the wall
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becamebecame more meaningful and serious. I noticed the friendly but critical eye
ofof the quality control manager much more often. Furthermore my lab coat,
thethe rubber gloves, and the mask I occasionally wore became strict borders
betweenbetween foreign material and the DNA on which I was working. What is
foreignforeign does not have to be strange. My supervisor told me that all lab
membersmembers have typed their DNA profiles}1 This information enables the staff
toto trace the source of potential contamination and to exclude the possibility
thatthat the occasional foreign material is theirs.
Thee lab is divided into pre-lab and post-lab areas. The pre-lab is the
moree sensitive environment. This is the space where the cell material of all
casess comes in and where DNA is extracted from it. The extracted DNA
samplee remains in this lab and is used in small amounts for the different
analyses.. For each of the analyses the DNA will have to be copied using the
PCRR copying technology. With the help of a thermostable enzyme
(polymerase),, the PCR machine produces a millionfold copy of a particular
DNAA fragment, and so enables its visualisation. This copying procedure, also
calledd DNA amplification, constitutes the very division between pre-lab and
post-lab:: the names in full are pre-amplification-lab and post amplificationlab.. Thus the PCR machine sets the boundary and is placed in the post-lab,
wheree the amplification takes place. Before the DNA leaves the pre-lab for
thee purpose of copying, it is mixed with additives necessary for that step,
suchh as nucleotide (DNA building blocks), primers (synthesised DNA
fragments),, the enzyme, and other PCR-chemicals. This mix of chemicals
andd the PCR amplification are powerful, making the copying procedure
sensitivee to contamination by free-floating DNA fragments, which are more
likelyy to be found in the post-lab. Therefore the mix is prepared in the prelabb in a "flow-cabin," where such floating DNA fragments are least likely to
bee found. Before the mixture leaves the flow-cabin it is placed in lidded
cups.. As a routine check of possible contamination, with each PCR reaction
aa positive control (a DNA sample of which the information is already
known)) and a negative control (usually double distillate water, ddH 2 0) join
inn every step when typing the DNA of a case.
Oncee the technician enters the post-lab with a rack of cups containing
thee mixtures, the chemicals have run their primary course. The subsequent
experimentss are conducted carefully in order to avoid mistakes when adding
otherr chemicals to post-PCR DNA solution (the so- called PCR product), or
too avoid interchange between the cups. The results are then dependent on the
rightt tools being used and the results being read correctly.
Thee emphasis on reducing the possibility of contamination is essential
too most labs in the field of human genetics, but it is perhaps even stronger in
thee context of Lab F. This laboratory is a forensic laboratory: the results of
experimentss conducted here have decisive consequences for the
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imprisonmentt or liberty of a suspect and for the kinship or identity of an
individual.. Mistakes or ambiguities in the DNA analysis are reviewed and
shouldd not appear in the final report.12 Lab F operates predominantly on
behalff of the suspect or the accused (the alleged father, blackmailer,
murderer,, or rapist). In analysing DNA this lab studies the same tissue, hair,
orr blood studied on behalf of the prosecutor in the Laboratory of Criminal
Justice.. Reports on both studies are then submitted and presented in court.
Ass stated before, if there is not enough evidence material to support two
studies,, the suspect may choose where the only possible DNA evidence
shouldd be produced.
Noww we will follow the procedure of DNA identification. We will
learnn more about what counts as evidence and what does not, and about the
possibilityy of identifying a unique individual. Our focus will be on the case
off the Turkish suspect and, for reasons that will become clear later, at this
stagee it will be referred to as the T-case.

Thee T-Case, DNA Profile Typing
Inn the T-case there were two suspects. Although one was more suspect
thann the other, the cell material of both was supplied for DNA analysis. In
thiss case, the amount of evidence cell material did not support two studies
andd the defence requested Lab F to produce the one and only DNA evidence.
Accordingg to protocol, the evidence material did not travel alone. It
wass accompanied by a short description of the case and of the material. In
orderr to guarantee the privacy of the suspect, only the head of the lab
receivess this information. The technicians are not supposed to know the
namesnames of suspects, nor where the crime in question took place. The latter is
ann extra measure to prevent the technicians from forming a biased view in
casess where a crime becomes a public issue.
Thee T-case was treated routinely. Two technicians conducted two
parallell and independent analyses, from the extraction of DNA from cell
materiall to the typing of the DNA profiles. DNA profiles of the evidence
materiall and of the suspects were typed in order to check for a match
betweenn them. The profiles are compounds of genetic marker information. A
geneticc marker can be seen as a small fragment of DNA whose length may
varyy between individuals according to the number of nucleotides, i.e. the
numberr of DNA building blocks, it contains.13 The various lengths that can
bee found in different individuals are referred to as alleles (allelomorphs). For
examplee an individual A who carries a sequence fragment of 290 base-pairs14
mayy be said to carry a different allele from that of an individual B, whose
sequencee fragment is 294. It is this variation in sequence length, or alleles, in
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individualss that makes genetic markers useful for profile typing and for
comparingg individuals with one another on that basis.
Inn order to produce the DNA profiles, Lab F typed three groups of
markers:: five Poly-markers, one HLA (Human Leucocyte Antigen) marker,
andd one STR (Short Tandem Repeat) marker. The Poly-markers are a
standardisedd package of five markers located on five different chromosomes;
theyy show polymorfisms (i.e. variations between individuals) based on one
singlee base-pair substitution in each DNA fragment.15 HLA markers are
locatedd in several hundred genetic sites on chromosome 6 and are
responsiblee for the antibody system. The STRs consist of short sequences of
twoo to five nucleotides that repeat in tandem, such as the tandem CTAT
whichwhich may repeat eight to twelve times or ATT repeating ten to sixteen times
inn different individuals. This set of markers, Poly-markers, HLA and STRs,
iss informative for the very reason that their appearance may differ between
individuals,, either in length or in sequence composition. However there is a
fairr chance that two individuals might "look alike" for one of the markers;
usingg more markers reduces this probability and produces a more individual
profile.. By typing the whole set of markers - Poly-markers, HLA and STRs thee lab obtained individual profiles of suspects and evidence DNA.
Basedd on the DNA analyses, the profile of one of the suspects matched
thee evidence DNA. But a match based on a similarity for the set of markers
doess not guarantee identification. It does not as such contribute to the
suspect'ss identification as the perpetrator. More work is required to achieve
that.166 In order to be sure that the match between the profile of the suspect
andd that of the evidence DNA was the most likely, Lab F computed a
matchingg probability based on profiles in the control population. This step is
crucial.. Forensic work is based on the presupposition that the suspect is
innocentt and that the evidence DNA was left by somebody else at the scene
off the crime.17 Therefore the Lab has to estimate the chance of a match
betweenn evidence DNA and any other individual in the population. Since it
iss not feasible to type the profiles of all the individuals in a population, Lab F
workss with a control population based on a "random" collection of Dutch
people.. In calculating the matching likelihood, the Lab compared the profile
off the evidence DNA with those of 168 males and females that are in its
databank.. On this basis, a probability was calculated expressing the chance
thatt the marker profile of the evidence DNA could be found in the in the
populationn at large. The procedure for this is as follows:
Supposee that for three markers the specific fragments found in the
evidencee DNA, the alleles, can be found in the databank in the following
percentages:: allele for marker I is represented in the data bank by 10%, allele
forr marker II is represented by 5%, and that of marker III can be found in
2%.. To calculate the chance that the three marker fragments (alleles)
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combinedd may occur in the population, the frequencies are multiplied. In this
specificc example the chance would be: 10/100 x 5/100 x 2/100 = 100/106.
Hencee the chance is one in ten thousand. This number is also called the
matchingmatching likelihood number. The matching likelihood number is therefore
thee result of a simulated comparison between the suspect's DNA profile and
thosee of the population at large, i.e., the population of which this individual
iss considered a member.
Inn the T-case based on seven markers and the lab's control population,
aa matching likelihood of 10"7 was calculated. In other words, the chance was
onee in ten million that the profile of the suspect would match to that of any
otherr individual in the population from which the samples were drawn. This
calculatedd probability, the matching likelihood number, makes the DNA
profilee of the suspect into a DNA fingerprint. The figure 10"7 was considered
acceptablee according to the standards of the Lab and to those of the court.18
Thee figure was therefore presented in court as evidence of an exclusive
matchh between suspect and evidence DNA, and thus as the identification of
thee evidence material. One could say that 10"7 was the basis for the DNA
evidencee in this case. A higher matching likelihood would counter the
testimonyy of the DNA comparison and challenge the authority of the DNA
fingerprint. fingerprint.
Forr Lab F this chain of procedures usually ends when the information
iss sent to court. The DNA profiles, the matching likelihood number and the
methodss of analysis are recorded in a report drawn up by the secretary and,
afterr a simultaneous check of the report by a technician and the head of the
lab,, it is signed, sealed, and sent to the court. A copy of the report printed on
redd paper, signalling that the case is closed, remains in the lab. In our case
thee head of Lab F was invited to the hearing as an expert witness to present
thee results and to answer any questions.
Fromm this discussion it became clear that DNA fingerprints are
technicall products, intertwining a specific nature of individuality and of
population.. We will go back to our case and follow the technicality of both
categories.. As indicated before, the defence had problems with the results
presentedd in court. Let us now have a closer view at these objections and at
howw these relate to the T-case.

Backk in Court
Inn court, the DNA tests of Lab F supported the findings of the
prosecutor.. These tests established a link between the evidence, found in the
carr and in the house next to the victim's body, and the main suspect. But
theree appeared to be a problem. The defence did not accept the DNA
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evidencee and started to ask questions about how the matching likelihood
numberr was produced, how the comparison was done, and about the control
populationn upon which the figure 10"7 was based. Given that information, the
defencee argued that their client was not just a suspect, but a Turkish suspect.
Theirr client is, after all, of Turkish descent. Did Lab F take that into account
andd can the Lab guarantee that the control population is representative of
theirr client's DNA profile?
Whatt do these objections mean?
Inn order to calculate the matching likelihood number and to produce
thee DNA fingerprint, Lab F had compared the profile of the Turkish suspect
withh those of a Dutch control population. As stated before, the comparison
wass based on the presupposition that the suspect is not guilty and that the
perpetratorr is "out there," in the population. Thus, theoretically, any other
personn in this population has an equal chance of having committed the crime
inn question. The defence questioned whether this presupposition was still
maintained,, given the Turkishness of the case. It argued that since the victim,
thee suspect and other individuals at the scene of the crime were all
apparentlyy of Turkish descent, it is not plausible to presume an equal
probabilityy that any individual in Dutch society could have been the
perpetrator.. Questioning the control population used means doubting the
matchingg likelihood number of 10"7 and consequently, questioning the
validityy of the DNA evidence. Whereas the defence emphasised the
"Turkishness"" of this case, Lab F had not been informed beforehand about
thee descent of the individuals involved. While their names might have
suggestedd it, no special attention was paid to the possibility of non-Dutch
descent.. Lab F used its Dutch control population as usual. Thereupon the
defencee raised the question of whether one could presuppose the absence of
differencess between Dutch and Turkish genetic makeup.
Thee scepticism of the defence raised a number of problems for the
court.. Would the matching likelihood be equally low if the evidence DNA
hadd been compared with a Turkish control population? Did the Lab use the
appropriatee control population to determine the DNA fingerprint of the
suspect?? And consequently can we be sure that the match between evidence
andd suspect DNA (inclusion) means that the suspect is indeed the perpetrator
(identification)! (identification)!
Althoughh the traces of DNA based on evidence in the car and the
housee seemed to match with the profile of the suspect, the court decided that
thee matching likelihood probability contained no evidential power without
furtherr information about a more "appropriate" control population. Lab F
wass asked to take the Turkishness of the case into account, to investigate the
possibilityy of using genetic data of a Turkish population and to recalculate
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thee matching likelihood number for establishing the identification of the
suspect. .
Wee shall see below how Lab F responded to this request. Furthermore
itt will become clear that answering these questions opens up a broad field of
assumptions,, procedures and negotiations crucial to forensic work, to
populationn genetics as well as to forensic DNA evidence. To understand
whatt is at stake in our case, let us make a brief detour to another forensic
casee where the DNA evidence was challenged.

Expertt and Counter Expert
Unlikee the United States and Great Britain, in the Netherlands forensic
DNAA did not become an issue of public debate until the mid 1990's. Before
introducingg the 1994 amendment to the Dutch Criminal Code permitting
DNAA evidence in lawsuits, a committee was appointed to investigate its
impactt and assess its future use. In that very context, discussing the
reliabilityy of technology, references were made to controversies in the United
Statess and Great Britain. The committee considered technology to be no
longerr unreliable and spent most of its time regulating the rights of the
suspect. suspect.
Howeverr despite the absence of controversies in the Netherlands, the
defencee may have been informed about controversies surrounding DNA
evidencee abroad and may have intended to use these as jurisprudence. One
suchh controversial case took place in 1990 in Franklin County in Vermont,
nearr the Canadian border. This was a rape case in a caravan camp of Abenaki
Indians.. The case has been described by Richard Lewontin (1991) in The
DoctrineDoctrine of DNA. The judge in this case discarded the DNA evidence
becausee it was obvious that not all inhabitants of Franklin County had an
equall chance to access the caravan camp or, in other words, there was a
higherr probability that the perpetrator was a member of the Abenaki Indian
community.. Franklin County is ethnically very mixed and the Abenaki
Indianss make up the largest population. Although there were genetic
databankss of other populations in the county, there was none for the Abenaki
Indians.. Therefore the suggestion to compare the DNA profile of the suspect,
whoo was an Abenaki Indian, with various other ethnic groups living in the
regionn was deemed inadequate and unreasonable. The DNA evidence was
deemedd inadmissible and the court dismissed the case.
Emphasisingg the need for an appropriate control population, the
defencee in our case seems to call forth a similar dilemma. Before returning to
thee case, however, we will take a closer look, first at matching likelihood
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estimationn and DNA fingerprinting, and then at the different concepts of
populationn that have been presupposed in the case thus far. With reference to
matchingg likelihood and DNA fingerprinting, we will try to understand the
trafficc of DNA evidence between laboratory and court by applying a
theoreticall notion, that of an "immutable mobile."

M a t c h i n gg Likelihood Numbers a n d D N A
Fingerprints:: I m m u t a b l e Mobile?
"[H]oww can distant or foreign places and times be gathered in one place in
aa form that allows all the places and times to be presented at once, and
whichh allows orders to move back to where they came from?"""
BrunoBruno Latour raises this question in his "Drawing Things Together"
wherewhere he addresses inscriptions of scientific practices and "worlds" onto
objects.objects. The objects he considers can be seen as
representation
conglomeratesconglomerates in which many worlds and practices are reassembled and
"made"made presentable"
in a different setting. Hence these objects are
transportable,transportable, and unchangeable during their transportation. What "form, "
then,then, should these objects take to do this job? Latour suggests that we think
ofof graphs, models, figures, written texts, specimens or samples, which
combinecombine various practices in a specific "form " or materiality. In this fixed
conditioncondition they are immutable, and they are mobile because they are either
easiereasier to transport or to reproduce. They are thus " immutable mobiles."
ImmutableImmutable mobiles, as representational devices, allow scientific practices to
bebe transported from one laboratory to another and from one field to another.
LatourLatour argues that immutable mobiles are "things" gathered, displaced,
mademade "presentable" and convincing to those who have not been there. These
"things""things" may combine and recombine different fields, because they are
mademade flat and reproducible. ' Here I will consider matching likelihood
numbersnumbers and DNA fingerprints as immutable mobiles.
InIn forensics, a DNA fingerprint cannot exist without a convincing
matchingmatching likelihood number. Without this number the fingerprint would be
justjust another DNA profile. Although the two accompany each other on a
journeyjourney from laboratory to court, matching likelihood and DNA fingerprint
revealreveal a different reality about where they come from.
ClassifyingClassifying a DNA profile as a fingerprint suggests an analogy with
conventionalconventional fingerprints.
This analogy does not always hold. The
fingerprintfingerprint of a Drosophila or a dog does not exist, yet both may have a DNA
fingerprint.fingerprint. But the fingerprint analogy is instructive of how to understand
thethe DNA evidence.
The understanding implied is that DNA fingerprints are
easyeasy products. And the suggestion is that even in daily life anybody can
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produceproduce his or her own fingerprint, whether based on DNA or the print of a
finger.finger. Paul Rabinow describes the convenience of conventional
fingerprintingfingerprinting as follows: "Little skill was necessary to obtain fingerprints
andand not much more was demanded to classify them. No confession was
required,required, a physical impression would do. "25 Thus, understanding a DNA
fingerprintfingerprint in terms of a conventional fingerprint mobilises a previous and
successfulsuccessful individuality-determining practice in forensics. While facilitating
thisthis reading, the analogy seems to prohibit another, namely a complex view
ofof DNA fingerprinting. What knits the two practices together also seems to
setset them apart: this is the belief that ever-better technology and knowledge
areare produced to do the same job; it is the belief that DNA typing has
supersededsuperseded conventional fingerprinting and become "the ultimate
identificationidentification scheme. "26 This feature of DNA fingerprints is emphasised by
thethe matching likelihood number.
TheThe second immutable mobile, the matching likelihood number
(especially(especially an impressive number like 10'7) mobilises a scientific practice. It
mobilisesmobilises a complexity, hidden from the view of those "who haven't been
there."there." This scientific practice is a number-producing machinery that
producesproduces facts out of human tissue. A stranger does not (need to) know what
isis going on in this machinery, how DNA is acquired, "unravelled" and made
intointo a DNA fingerprint. The matching likelihood number therefore mobilises
andand establishes the complexity of these procedures as well as the scientific
prestigeprestige attached to the production of DNA evidence. The information that
comescomes out of the laboratory is a DNA fingerprint with a number.
TheThe DNA fingerprint, as an immutable mobile, transports into the
courtroomcourtroom a (scientific) world, where fingerprinting is accepted as an
individuality-determiningindividuality-determining practice. The matching likelihood numb
otherother hand, mobilises a scientific practice where numbers as facts are
producedproduced out of human cell material. Whereas the former suggests
familiarity,familiarity, the latter evokes strangeness. If we put this in the context of our
case,case, it is exactly this strangeness the defence sought to challenge. The
objectionobjection of the defence can be seen as an objection to the immutability of
bothboth the matching likelihood number and the DNA fingerprint presented.
ThusThus the defence questioned the immutability of these mobiles and opened up
thethe practices inscribed onto them and transported through them.
Howw to read the individual profile or the DNA fingerprint is now the
centrall issue, and has become a matter of comparison between an individual
andd a population. Both sides of the comparison are of great importance. As
alreadyy indicated, the main focus of this chapter is population. So let us try
too trace the different concepts implied in this part of the case. Special
attentionn will be paid to where differences and similarities are located in the
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categoryy population and how similarities and differences between Dutch and
Turkss contribute to different concepts of population.

Similaritiess Presupposed
TheThe first concept of population is indicated by the control population
off the laboratory. The control population of Lab F is based on three
populationn samples; combined, they are deemed to be representative of the
DutchDutch population in general. The sampling procedure of the control
populationn contains specific views of what counts as population.
Off the 168 samples in use in Lab F, 50 males were selected from Dutch
hereditary-diseasedd families at Department of Human Genetics in Leiden.
Thee samples come from healthy men related by marriage to the diseased
families.. These samples were selected by family name only.28 A second set
off 50 female samples was randomly drawn from a large study on
contraceptivess in Dutch women; while the samples were drawn at random,
thee collection as a whole is known from elaborate medical records. These
samples,, as well as the third set of 68 male samples, were made available by
thee TNO (Dutch Organisation for Applied Scientific Research). The 68 male
sampless were also drawn randomly from a larger number of samples: 2,018
thirty-five-year-oldd males, taking part in a large-scale TNO study of
(susceptibilityy for) heart disease in the Dutch population.29 This study was
conductedd in three regions of the Netherlands, represented by the towns of
Doetinchem,, Leiden, and Amsterdam.
Hencee the control population of the Lab as a whole was based on both
genealogicall ties (as expressed in family names) and on specific ties to the
Dutchh medical system. ° Although the medical records contain a large
amountt of information about the individual samples and about the sampling
procedures,, the medical ties are not of particular importance to this lab. In
compilingg the control population, the Lab was not so much interested in
thosee individuals as such but rather as representatives of a population as a
whole.. Yet the choice for healthy men, in the first collection mentioned
above,, is indicative of a practical consideration: the Lab aimed at compiling
aa normal control population. Not a population of individuals living in the
Netherlands,, but a normal Dutch control population was the goal. Names,
justt like health, were treated as devices to produce homogeneity in that
population.. Furthermore, since the control population consists of 168
sampless only, it was of statistical significance to know that a genetic profile
wass not doubly represented because two individuals belong to the same
family;; the way to reduce this chance was by excluding samples that come
fromm siblings sharing family names.31
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What,, in view of the above, are the practices embodied in the sampled
population,, the source of the control population in the Lab? On the one hand
thee choice of names as an overall criterion for samples guarantees the
representativityy of the samples. On the other, it also suggests that family
namesnames make populations. In this practice a population consists of individuals
linkedd by names. It indicates that Dutchness is in the name. Names function
heree as an attempt to capture an unambiguous genealogy of what Dutchness
is,, and consequently of what a population is.
AA second concept of population can be traced in the objection of the
defence,, and the emphasis placed on the Turkishness of the case. At stake is
thee matching likelihood number and the basic statistical presupposition it
expresses.. The number presented was the result of a comparison with a
Dutchh control population, and presupposed that any citizen of Dutch society
hadd an equal chance of having been at the scene of the crime. The defence
opposedd this by questioning whether this presupposition would hold if
suspectt and victim were Turkish. Lab F had not been informed about the
descentt of these individuals: the information contained their names only.
Theirr names would of course suggest a different descent, but this was not
takenn into account. Did the laboratory have a reason not to do so? Lab F
workss with the general presupposition of forensic DNA research, namely,
thatt the suspect is innocent. Comparing the evidence DNA profile with that
off the control population means looking for a possible match, other than the
matchh between the suspect and the evidence DNA. Despite the fact that more
non-Dutchh individuals were at the scene of the crime - which reduces the
chancee that any citizen might theoretically have been there - the laboratory
consideredd its control population to be representative. Does this mean that
thee Lab was ignoring the statistical proposition of forensics: the possibility
thatt any other person could have committed the crime?
Seenn from a different perspective, taking the conduct of Lab F
seriouslyy could lead to a different conclusion. The Lab did take this
propositionn into account, but failed to make a distinction between what might
countt as Dutch and what might count as non-Dutch.
Fromm this perspective, the "material" basis of the laboratory's
databankk (the samples drawn from individuals) moves to the background and
thee data come to represent a much larger population. The data seem to
representt not only a Dutch population, but a more general population. What
conceptt of population would include Dutch and non-Dutch as belonging to
onee category? Here, the laboratory practice provides some clues. For Lab F,
thee control population is the databank as usual, and the suspect is a suspect
asas usual. A T-suspect is not a common occurrence in this laboratory.32
Havingg compiled its databank with care, the Lab has grown to view it as the
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controll population full stop. The databank has thus become "a black box."
Thee stake in this black-boxing is not the content or the composition of the
databankk but the daily routine of forensic work in which it is used.
Normallyy the databank does the task of a control population quite well and is
thereforee "reflexive" of that routine practice. One could say that due to
dailyy routine, the Lab seemed to have developed a blind spot for T-cases.
Thuss the second concept of population is a product of laboratory routine and
dailyy practice in which the population becomes the control population as
usual. usual.

Proposingg Differences
Forr the benefit of its client, the defence questioned the matching
likelihoodd probability based on the control population of the laboratory. This
indicatess a third concept of population. Whereas the Lab presupposed
similaritiess between Dutch and non-Dutch, the defence considered the
possibilityy of differences. By pleading that the case should be viewed as a
Turkishh case, the defence questioned the "representativity" of the control
populationn applied. Could the identification of the Turkish suspect be
establishedd on the basis of the proposed matching likelihood number, or
wouldd the profile be more common if compared with a Turkish population?
Challengingg the claim of identification embodied in the matching likelihood
numberr calls upon the issue of genetic distance. Are Turks and Dutch
geneticallyy close enough to be situated in one population, or does a
differencee in descent indicate a genetic distance between groups of people?
Thesee objections can be viewed within the realm of population
genetics,, where it is argued that groups of people from different parts of the
worldd may differ in genetic makeup. Such differences often concern the
frequencyy with which alleles occur within specific populations. In this
respectt a matching likelihood number which is exclusive within the context
off a Dutch control population might be less convincing if comparison were
basedd on a different population. Emphasising the fact that the suspect is of
Turkishh descent, the defence pleaded that these differences should be taken
intoo account.
Thiss objection suggests a concept of population based on genetic
proximityy and distance. Individuals are members of a population when their
geneticc makeup/profile is represented in this population. Thus people from
differentt parts of the world are included in or excluded from a population on
thee basis of genetic nearness or distance.35
Fromm these analyses it became clear that in forensic practice there is
noo such thing as the population, that different practices of population may be
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inn play at the same, and the specific concept produced has consequences for
individuality.. To know the individuality of the Turkish suspect is thus
dependentt on population. We shall now go back to Lab F and view how it
respondedd to the court's request, to solve the problem of the control
populationn and to seek comparisons to a Turkish population.

Backk to the Lab
Thee Lab's control population had become a Dutch control population,
whilee the T-suspect had become a Turkish suspect. And it had become clear
thatt it is not possible to identify the Turkish suspect on the basis of routine
andd standardised laboratory practice. Matching likelihood, control population
andd DNA fingerprint had all become matters of more decisions than usual.
Studiess of Turkish populations were therefore gathered and considered. Two
publishedd papers were found to be of specific importance; I will refer to
themm as the "German study."36 The Lab tried to meet the request of the court
byy calculating a new matching likelihood number based on the Turkish data
referredd to in the German study. In an interview I held with him
retrospectively,, the head of the Forensic Laboratory stated the following
aboutt the questions of the defence:
Thee question of "representativity" raised by the defence is a relevant
question.. In Germany a study was conducted measuring the allelic
frequenciess of two different Turkish groups: Turkish migrants living in
Brusselss and Turkish groups living in the Adana region (south-eastern
Turkey).. The suspect is also from the South-East of Turkey. They are all
Caucasianss by the way, just like the Dutch. For most genetic features there is
littlee difference in the allelic frequencies among Turkish people, but if
comparedd with Dutch males, differences do occur.37
Ass a response to the defence, Lab F compared the DNA profiles of the
suspectt to the data of the German study. With the information about the
allelicc frequencies of the Turkish population contained in that study, a new
statisticall analysis was carried out for the suspect DNA. Hereupon, the
matchingg likelihood was recalculated as 10"6 instead of 10"7. This means that
thee chance that the profile of the suspect would match with any other Turkish
personn has grown to one in a million instead of one in ten million.

Backk in Court
Inn court Lab F presented the new results, which showed that
comparingg the allelic frequencies of a Turkish population with the alleles of
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evidencee and suspect DNA allowed it to calculate a new matching likelihood
probability.. The papers that provided the lab with the data were included as
scientificc evidence. Again, the defence was not convinced and stated that
evenn the matching likelihood number based on the data of the German study
mayy not have accurately represented the case at issue.
Thee objection of the defence at this point was not so much based on
thee representativity of populations, as on that of genetic markers. Whereas
thee markers used in the German study contributed to the conclusion that
theree is no difference among Turks, the defence aimed at just the opposite. It
hadd mobilised more data about the Turkish population living in Brussels and
arguedd that Turkish populations may be similar for some markers, but can
differr for others.38 Since the markers used in the Lab and those in the
Germann studies differed considerably, the defence still had doubts about the
matchingg likelihood presented. The German study, for example, was
conductedd solely on the basis of STRs, whereas the set of seven markers
usedd in the Lab included only one STR marker. Furthermore the six other
markerss used are found in so-called "coding regions" of the DNA, which
alsoo makes them sensitive for population sub-structures. The defence
suggestedd comparisons with the markers and data used in the Laboratory for
Criminall Justice, Rijswijk.
Att this stage genetic markers became an issue of debate in DNA
evidence.. In the next section we will have a closer look at this category in
orderr to understand how they came to play a key role in this case.

Toolss of Similarities, Tools of Differences: Genetic
markerss in DNA fingerprinting
Geneticc markers are key categories in population genetics. In
forensicss genetic markers are also subjects of great debate and discord, as
theyy are often matters of life and death in forensic cases.40 Likewise, in our
casee markers are important actors that keep popping up. So let us examine
themm more closely and focus on the roles attributed to them in forensic
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cases. .
Inn studies of genetic diversity as well as forensics, genetic markers are
selectedd on the basis of three criteria. First, markers in the non-coding region
off the DNA are preferred over those found in the coding region. Contrary to
non-codingg DNA, coding DNA has crucial functions in the cell because it
helpss produce proteins. Hence its pattern of change and of inheritance may
bee restricted to the functions it has in a living cell. " In forensics the
underlyingg and most important supposition concerning markers is that their
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changee is not restricted and that they are randomly inherited. As a
consequencee the supposition is that the variety of its alleles is randomly
distributedd within a population. This is based on the assumption of "random
mating,"" according to which people choose their partners at random and also
passs on their genetic material at random. In The Evaluation of Forensic DNA
EvidenceEvidence it is argued that "for some traits the population is not in randommatingg proportions. Mates are often chosen for physical and behavioural
characteristics.[..JJ For example, people often choose mates with similar
height,, but unless a forensic marker is closely linked to a possible major gene
forr heights, the forensic genotypes will still be in random-mating
proportions."433 Therefore the preference is for markers in non-coding regions
andd not linked to genes. The so called "discrete alleles" of such markers are
supposedd to meet the condition of random mating and therefore fit into the
statisticall models that bear this proposition. This does not mean, however,
thatt markers linked to coding DNA are necessarily excluded. The HLA and
somee of the Poly-markers used in our case, for instance, are linked to
functionall DNA. Taking random mating into account and choosing markers
inn coding regions, geneticists strive for markers that are not linked to each
otherr and that are inherited independently. Preferably, they look for markers
onn different chromosomes, as in the case of the five poly-markers.44
Second,, a marker should be polymorphic within a given "population."
Thiss means that it should show different alleles within the sampled
population.. The discriminating power of a marker depends on the number of
itss alleles. If the number is too low, this will enlarge the chance of a match
betweenn two genetic profiles. Therefore using markers with a low number of
alleless requires the use of a larger databank (a few hundred or more).45
Finallyy a marker should not be too polymorphic. This has to do with
otherr types of cases that one can find in forensic laboratories, as well as with
thee statistical models used. If a marker has a high number of alleles, it would
bee an interesting marker for identification: the more variation the smaller the
chancee of a match between two individuals. However forensic DNA is not
onlyy concerned with identifying possible criminals but also with paternity
testing.. For the latter type of profiling, markers with many alleles are
especiallyy problematic. Many alleles or a high variability indicate that a
particularr DNA fragment changes or mutates relatively fast. Mutations may
evenn occur between two generations, distorting the results of paternity tests,
whichh are based on similarities and differences between parents and
offspring.. For practical reasons (such as being able to use the same set of
markerr for both DNA evidence and paternity testing, not having to train
laboratoryy members to work with too many markers and for reasons of
economy),, markers are chosen that are polymorphic but not "hyper"-variable.
Thiss choice is also involved in statistical models. For example the models of
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Labb F do not take into account the occurrence of mutations. But if the Lab
weree to choose for hyper-variable markers for the purpose of identification, it
wouldd have to change its statistical models to be able to use those markers
forr paternity testing as well. Thus the practicability of markers in a specific
laboratoryy context puts constraints on which of these will be considered good
inn forensic DNA practice.
Noww that we have outlined the roles that genetic markers play in
forensicc research, let us go back to our case and have a second look at the
differentt concepts of population that have been touched upon in the previous
section. .

Arguingg for Similarities
AA fourth concept of population can be traced in the interview excerpt
quotedd above. When talking about the problems of representativity, the head
off the laboratory mentioned in passing that Turks, like the Dutch, are
Caucasian.. This notion of population seems to warrant the first and prior
approachh of the Lab not to distinguish between the two; where population
wass their "local" population as usual (the second concept of population).
Howeverr as I have indicated, the lab was not informed about the descent of
thee individuals involved. Taking their names for granted suggests that the
controll population, which was based on Dutch names, became part of a
routinee practice. Thus using "Caucasian" in this context should not be
understoodd in terms of the second concept of population. "Caucasian" is here
aa racial category, suggesting a taxonomy of population based on race. Race
iss an ambiguous but nevertheless relevant category for geneticists. The
Caucasian,, Negroid, and Mongoloid races are seen as the three main races of
thee world.48 According to this taxonomy, "races" within the three main races
aree called "population substructures" or "sub-populations." In a way this
suggestss that "population" is nothing but another term for race. Even though
geneticc technologies blur clear-cut categorisation along racial boundaries
(whateverr these may be), races are entry-points for genetic studies (sampling
proceduress and comparisons) as they are embedded in a long history of
researchh in this field.50 In this concept of population, Turkish and Dutch are
includedd in one race, namely Caucasian. In this practice of population, racial
boundariess coincide with population boundaries and suggest a classical
biologicall basis for similarities and differences."
AA fifth concept of population draws upon the German study, as it is
referredd to in this case. On the basis of the German study, Lab F could draw
thee conclusion that Turks are not Dutch when it comes to their genetic
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material.. The German study showed that allelic frequencies differ more
betweenn Germans and Turks than they do among Turkish people. Two
Turkishh groups were studied, one of which lives outside Turkey. This group
hadd migrated to Brussels in the 1960s and had been living there ever since.
Noo indication is given of the group's place of origin in Turkey. That did not
seemm to be an issue. The conclusion in one of the papers is that "neither
Turkishh subpopulation showed any significant differences for any of the
threee STRs, indicating that the time of geographical separation was too short
too have had an influence on the allele frequencies."52 Since the study answers
thee question of whether migration has had an impact on genetic
"homogeneity,"" it becomes clear that "homogeneity" is located within a
nationall context. Calling the two groups subpopulations indicates that they
aree derived from one population, an overall Turkish population. Hence what
iss Turkish is correlated with being a subject of the nation-state Turkey. The
nationall boundaries of Turkey therefore contribute to what may be seen as
Turkish.. This concept of population thus suggests that it is a matter of
nationall boundaries.
Moree generally, within the realm of population genetics, national
boundariess are seen as prohibiting conditions for "random mating" between
memberss of different populations and as enhancing random mating within
thee population. The spread of alleles is expected to be higher within national
boundaries.. The scepticism of the defence could be rephrased as addressing
exactlyy the presumption of an "easy" spread of alleles within national
boundaries. .

Arguingg for Differences
Thee defence's objection to the presumed distribution of alleles within
Turkeyy introduces the sixth concept of population. Contrary to the
presumptionn of similar allelic frequencies within state boundaries, the
defencee presented data that showed just the contrary. Therefore the idea that
thee country as a whole may have a general allele frequency representative of
Turkishh individuals at large is open to question. And since the markers used
inn Lab F differed considerably from those studied in the German paper, the
defencee asked for more comparisons. As a check, it suggested a comparison
withh the markers and data used in the Laboratory for Criminal Justice,
Rijswijk. .
Too doubt the content of 10"6 from this perspective suggests that
populationss may be tied to specific markers. Depending on which markers
aree used, population may be produced differently. Depending on markers,
alleless may be equally spread over the whole world, they may be clustered in
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specificc patterns, or they may be found in one population and not in another.
Thee matching likelihood number correlates to the frequency of alleles in a
givenn population. This means that to be able to say anything about matching
probabilitiess one needs to be sure that the specific profile is represented, in
termss of alleles, in the population. For if the suspect is a carrier of an allele
B,, and allele B happens to be common in the appropriate control population
butt absent in the one used, then the matching likelihood number will be
biasedd and will tend to show a lower figure. Therefore the defence demanded
aa clearer answer about the clustering of alleles, and how genetic makeup is
affectedd when different markers and different data about the control
populationn are being applied.54 From this it can be stated that population is a
productt of genetic markers. Depending on what type of markers are used,
populationss can be clustered anew.
Beforee going back to the Lab to see how it answered the question of
geneticc clustering in populations, let us take a second look at the matching
likelihoodd number and the DNA fingerprint as immutable mobiles. We will
focuss on the stakes in their immutability and the effect of their mobility in
thiss particular case.

Matchingg Likelihood Numbers and DNA
Fingerprints:: Immutable Mobiles

EarlierEarlier I suggested that DNA fingerprints and matching likelihood
numbersnumbers can be viewed as immutable mobiles. Numbers are immutable
mobilesmobiles par excellence and, as I suggested, analogies bear this power as
well.well. Both have the capacity to mobilise worlds, practices, and conventions,
andand to function as a convincing argument for those who have not been in the
laboratory.laboratory. I have also argued that DNA fingerprint and matching likelihood
numbernumber make an inseparable alliance in forensic cases, but that they
transporttransport different practices into court. The practice transported by the DNA
fingerprint,fingerprint, familiarity with fingerprints as tools of identification, has proved
toto be questionable. With conventional fingerprints, all material can be used
forfor identification (the whole print of all fingers, of one finger, half a finger,
oror even a vague print may do). For DNA evidence one cannot "examine" all
ofof the material." Therefore a selection is made based on variable regions on
thethe DNA, the genetic markers. Categorising DNA testing as a kind of
fingerprintingfingerprinting suggests that one can read genetic information of each and
everyevery individual separately. This can be done in
conventional
fingerprinting.fingerprinting. There a suspect can be identified if his or her fingerprint is
includedincluded in "the population" of available fingerprints. The quest is then for
thethe one and only match. In DNA fingerprinting establishing identification
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requiresrequires the ruling out of a match between the suspect's fingerprint and any
otherother member in the control population and especially in the population at
large.large. Thus whereas conventional fingerprinting includes the suspect in the
population,population, DNA fingerprinting seeks to exclude the suspect from the
population.population. The difference between looking for other matches in the
populationpopulation and excluding or reducing the chance of a match in the
populationpopulation is paramount and may be difficult to overcome in DNA
fingerprinting,fingerprinting, as the example of the Turkish case shows. Whereas the
conventionalconventional fingerprint gives a yes or no, i.e. identity or no identity, the
DNADNA fingerprint is based on frequencies and comes with a probability
number. number.
InIn his "Galton''s Regret and DNA Typing" Paul Rabinow also
addressesaddresses this analogy.5 Rabinow shows the irony in the promises made by
bothboth conventional and DNA fingerprinting. The British eugenicist and
foundingfounding father of the fingerprint, Francis Galton, studied the fingerprint in
thethe hope of developing a tool of classification between populations. In this
hehe did not succeed.59 The fingerprint showed no population structure.
InsteadInstead it established its prestige in forensics as a tool of individual
identification.identification. The DNA fingerprint has been developed and introduced into
forensicsforensics as an ultimate tool of individual identification, but as has become
clear,clear, individuality cannot be determined without situating the individual in
aa population. Galton 's regret is indeed the weak spot in DNA evidence.
InIn this case the fingerprint analogy seems to have lost ground.
ThereforeTherefore the question is: has DNA fingerprinting ceased to be an immutable
mobilemobile ? The matching likelihood number was instructive of the differences
betweenbetween both sides of the analogy. Matching likelihood computations
blurredblurred the fingerprint analogy and put the burden of proof on the markers
typed,typed, the reference population used, and the allele frequencies presupposed.
YetYet the matching likelihood number determined the fate of the DNA
fingerprint.fingerprint. As we have seen, DNA fingerprints and especially matching
likelihoodlikelihood numbers have been travelling back and forth between laboratory
andand court room. Both DNA fingerprint and matching likelihood number
provedproved to be mutable. Their inscriptions and the significance of the practices
andand information carried through them changed several times. Also neither
thethe courtroom nor the laboratory remained unchanged. Laboratory practice
hadhad been transported into court, and courtroom practices into the
laboratory.laboratory. Among other things, laboratory reports, control populations,
differentdifferent DNA profiles, and methods of computation entered the door of the
courtroom,courtroom, whereas a Turkish suspect, a Dutch control population, and
variousvarious Turkish populations found their way to the laboratory. Latour
arguesargues that the power of immutable mobiles is dependent on their ability to
"recombine"recombine " different practices. Can the matching likelihood number, the
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number-onenumber-one immutable mobile, combine all these different worlds/practices
andand present them at once? In other words, is it capable of bringing the
secondsecond immutable mobile, the DNA fingerprint, back to the courtroom?
Inn the following we will view how Lab F enabled the DNA fingerprint
too be brought back to the courtroom. We will see that in order to achieve this
thee Turkish suspect is required to become a T-suspect once again.

Backk to the Lab: Making Similarities
Givenn the objections and questions of the defence, the DNA evidence
seemedd to be at risk. In the laboratory different matching likelihood numbers
weree produced based on a set of markers of Lab F,61 on the set of markers of
thee Laboratory for Criminal Justice and on the data of the German study, all
off which produced figures around 10" . This figure did not seem to convince
Labb F. Not only was the matching likelihood number larger than 10"7, but
alsoo the set of markers in each comparison declined as a result of trying to
usee comparable markers.
Theree seemed to be no way round the problem of a suitable control
populationn until another scientific paper appeared to show a way out of this
stalematee situation and to help take the DNA evidence back to court. The
paperr suggested a method for blurring the specificity of population.62 Its
authorss had compared individual profiles with different reference
populations,, leading to the conclusion that allele frequencies may vary
betweenn populations depending on which marker is used. It was argued that
errorss that occur when determining the DNA profile of an individual from a
populationn other than the reference population can be reduced when using
thee statistical model suggested. But also, so the paper suggested, the ties
betweenn an individual and a population are loosened if more genetic markers
aree typed.
Inn the beginning of our case it was stated that the DNA fingerprint
producedd in Lab F was based on seven genetic markers. With these markers
itt was possible to produce a DNA profile and to compare it with that of
anotherr individual (as in the case of evidence and suspect DNA). But this
informationn did not lead to identification; it could not tell who these
individualss were. The DNA evidence was inhibited and the profile did not
becomee a fingerprint. For that a population was needed. Excluding a match
withh the rest of the population was not possible without having access to the
rightt control population. Consequently the individuality of the profile
remainedd obscure. One could say that the problem of Lab F seemed to be on
thee side of population: the absence of an appropriate control population. As
wee will see below, the solution was, however, sought on the side of
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individuality.. Since the problem raised by the defence was deemed plausible,
andd since the Lab itself did not have access to Turkish samples, the way out
off the impasse headed in another direction and the solution was laid in the
handss of technology. When I asked the head of the Lab to explain the
meaningg of the paper addressed, he stated the following:
Iff one compares two brothers on the basis of a single marker, the chance of
aa match is fifty percent. But when using 25 markers, the chance is 3.10"8.
Ann arbitrary comparison between any two individuals based on 25 markers
givess a matching probability equal to zero. So, generally, the more markers
onee uses the smaller the chance that two individuals will look alike.
Inn terms of our case, the solution was to make the profile more
individuall by using more genetic markers. Instead of seven markers, ten
markerss were used. In a way, this is a matter of statistics: the more variables
onee introduces, the more specific the units become. This refinement, using
moree genetic markers, made the profile of the Turkish suspect less
population-specific.. In a sense this made the Turkish suspect into a Tsuspect,, who had thus become a member of a much larger population; for the
veryy reason that all members of that population look less alike and had
becomee more individualised. Also the Dutch control population had become
representativee of a much larger population than the Dutch. The problem of
"representativity"" was resolved, because the control population of Lab F had
becomee more sensitive, since all profiles had become more individual. The
labb was now in a position to calculate the matching probability of "the
Turkishh suspect" by comparing the profile of the "Turkish suspect" to those
off the "Dutch control population." Based on this comparison, the Lab found
aa matching likelihood number of 10"10. The DNA fingerprint produced was
noo longer the fingerprint of the Turkish suspect but that of a suspect. And,
duee to the number of markers, the DNA profile of this individual could
becomee evidence, since it could be expressed in a population. The suspect
hadd thus become similar enough to be identified as different from the rest of
thee population.

Similaritiess Established
TheThe seventh concept of population is now introduced into the case.
Earlierr it was argued that forensics works under the presupposition that the
suspectt is innocent and that the perpetrator is in the population. The task is to
determinee the individuality of the suspect's profile by simulating a
comparisonn between the individual and all other members of the population.
Thus,, the suspect should be set apart in order to be sure that the specific
combinationn of alleles (which make up the DNA profile) is unique and does
nott occur in the population. But to achieve this the suspect should also be
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sufficientlyy similar to the control population that helps estimate this
probability.. Without the presupposition of "similarity," i.e., that the genetic
profilee of the suspect is represented in the population, identifying him proved
too be impossible. The very presupposition of similarities and objections to it
havee already revealed six different concepts of population. As we saw above,
populationn might be a product of family names, of laboratory practice and
routines,, or of genetic proximity and distance. But it could also be a product
off race, national boundaries or of genetic markers and their specific
clusteringg in different population. This makes clear the "problems" or the
varietyy in the practice of population. Lab F, however, sought a solution on
thee side of individuality. It used more genetic markers. By introducing more
markers,, both the profiles of the Lab's control population as well as those of
evidencee and suspect became more individualised. This introduces a new
featuree of genetic markers, namely their number. First of all, more markers
cann distinguish better between individuals. The discriminating power of a
markerr (between individuals) is dependent on how many more markers can
bee used in a specific job at the same time. Secondly, the number of markers
iss crucial in producing differences or similarities between populations. Under
thethe sixth concept of population it was shown that the set of markers used did
producee differences between what should be viewed as Turkish and what as
Dutch.. That distinction was based on fewer than five markers and, as we saw
earlier,, it was not countered either with a set of seven markers. Using ten
markers,, however, blurred that distinction and incorporated a new concept of
populationn assisted by technology. Hence ten markers produced a population
inn which both Turkish and Dutch could fit.
Thee concept of population we have here is based on genetic markers
and,, more specifically, on their number. The more markers, the larger the
populationn becomes and from the interview quoted it became clear that all
thee individuals in the world become part of one population when 25 markers
aree used.

Reportingg on Immutable Mobiles
ThisThis case has produced many confusions. It started out with making
individualityindividuality and became an issue of making population. Identification
startedstarted as a matter of DNA, to become that of technology. Meanwhile a Tsuspectsuspect became Turkish and a T-suspect once again, while a control
populationpopulation became Dutch and then a control population once more. There
waswas a laboratory practice and a law practice and two mobiles in between:
thethe matching likelihood number and the DNA fingerprint. These were the
veryvery devices that could make laboratory facts into court evidence, and could
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makemake a link between these practices. Yet when mobilising one practice to
another,another, their immutability was at stake.
WhereasWhereas the focus of the court is primarily on individuals and on their
identification,identification, that of the laboratory is on variability in the DNA. However in
thethe interfering practice of law and science, the lab's concern is to produce
individualisedindividualised DNA. To do so, DNA is not treated in isolation but is both
partpart and product of the socio-material network of DNA evidence. The very
existenceexistence of this evidence could be seen as the work of laboratories and the
handlinghandling of DNA. However without the juridical regulation of laboratory
practice,practice, or without taking into account the specificity of the case at issue, a
DNADNA profile may fail in a law practice. In the traffic between lab and
courtroomcourtroom the DNA fingerprint and the matching likelihood number are the
centrepiecescentrepieces of DNA evidence. They embody the interfering practices of law
andand science and usually express a "smooth" translation of scientific facts
intointo court evidence. This was different in the Turkish case. It began as a
routineroutine case, the suspect's profile being compared to the population as
usual.usual. Since the victim and the initial two suspects were all of Turkish
descent,descent, the defence started to question the lab's routine. And thus the
practicepractice of producing DNA evidence as also the practice of producing
individualsindividuals and populations was opened up for investigation. Whereas the
DNADNA fingerprint had to testify to the individuality of the suspect, the
matchingmatching likelihood number had to do so to the exclusion of other members
ofof the population. Various versions of population have been produced to
establishestablish the individuality of the suspect and evidence on the basis of DNA.
PopulationPopulation may be a matter offamily names, a matter of lab routine, or that
ofof genetic proximity and distance. Then again, it may be a product of racial
differencesdifferences and similarities, of national boundaries, of genetic markers, or of
thethe number of markers applied. These different versions do not add up to
produceproduce an integral picture of population. They are not pieces aiming at
completingcompleting a puzzle. One reason for this is that any version of population
embodiesembodies a specific set of techniques and materials and treatment of these
two.two. Population embodies specific kinds of practice. The transportability of
suchsuch practices (for example between laboratories) may be feasible, but it
maymay also be inhibited. For example, a version of population as national
boundaries,boundaries, such as was used in the German Study referred to in this case,
requiredrequired specific markers that were not part of Lab F's practice. On the
otherother hand a population based on family names may not be feasible in other
contexts,contexts, because the social order implied in names may vary in different
partsparts of the world or because the routine of sampling may be a product of
divergentdivergent practices. Also in a context of genetic markers population could no
longerlonger be practised as race since genetic markers structure groups of
individualsindividuals in ways that conflict with racial categorisations. The latter hints
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atat the second reason why the different versions of population identified here
dodo not add up to one another. These versions may conflict, for they require
differentdifferent technologies for producing them. Population based on national
boundariesboundaries may conflict with one based on language or on genetic proximity
andand distance, or again with a version based on a large number of markers.
ShouldShould this lead to the conclusion that since population can be made
intointo different things, this variety is a random collection consisting of
autonomousautonomous elements? The examination of the Turkish case points in a
differentdifferent direction. It shows that differences between versions of population
areare not natural or essential but matters of practice. It may be possible to
makemake two conflicting versions fit. This, however, would require a change in
laboratorylaboratory practice: it would require additional technical interventions.
IdentifyingIdentifying the Turkish suspect also involved changes in practice, some of
whichwhich were feasible, others not. For example, Lab F neither had access to
thethe samples of the German Study, which embodies a practice of national
boundaries,boundaries, nor could it link the data of that study to its own practice of
sevenseven genetic markers. However a link between a population based on family
namesnames (the Lab's control population) and an individual of Turkish descent
waswas enabled by using more than seven genetic markers. This intervention
accommodatedaccommodated a population in which Dutch and Turks could fit. Hence
populationpopulation does not exist by itself but is enabled in specific practices and
inhibitedinhibited in others.
ThisThis treatment of population and of the practices in which it emerges
suggestssuggests that (im)mutability and mobility are not issues restricted to the
traffictraffic of "things" between different domains, such as the domain of science
andand that of the law. The (im)mutability and mobility of scientific facts may
alsoalso be at stake in the exchange between laboratories. Thus their fate also
expressesexpresses the tension between similarities and differences between scientific
practices. practices.

Too conclude
Whereass geneticists claim to know an individual by his or her DNA,
thee aim of this chapter was to show that more is involved to achieve this. It
becamee evident that in the practice of genetics neither the individual nor the
populationn is a natural category. Both categories are technology- assisted
andd established in the diverse practices of laboratory routines. I have
examinedd how that is done.
Geneticistss working in the Diversity Project aim at defining population
accordingg to linguistic criteria. By way of contrast, my main concern here
wass to examine how populations are produced in the context of laboratory
routines.. Based on one particular case, I have shown that at least as many as
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sevenn different versions of population may be found in forensics and in
populationn genetics at large. Depending on the particular practice, population
mayy come to embody laboratory routines, it may be a matter of practical
reasoning,, or a product of feasibility and access to data, technology and
samples.. Thus in a laboratory setting neither the individual nor population
aree treated as matters of definition. The conduct of scientific practice is
heterogeneous,, and the handling of scientific objects requires various
differentt technologies, contributing to a diversity in what these objects "are."
Thee question prompted by this concerning population, is of course, how do
wee want to be made into population?
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Notess to Chapter 2
1.. A slightly revised version of this chapter has appeared in Configurations,
see,, Amade M'charek, "Technologies of Population: Forensic DNA Testing
Practicess and the Making of Differences and Similarities," Configurations 8
(2000):: 121-158.
2.. On expert witnessing in American lawsuits, see Sheila Jasanoff, Science at
thethe Bar: Law, Science, and Technology in America (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvardd University Press, 1995). For a comparative study on expert
witnessingg in the Netherlands and the United States, see Petra T. C. van
Kampen,, Expert Evidence Compared: Rules and Practices in the Dutch and
AmericanAmerican
Justice
System
(Antwerp,
Groningen:
Intersentia
Rechtswetenschappen,, 1998). See, for several other discussions, a special
issuee of Social Studies of Science (December 1998), edited by Sheila
Jasanofff and Michael Lynch, prompted by the well-known O. J. Simpson
trial. .
3.. The revision of 1994 is actually an addition to the Dutch Criminal Code
(articless 151a, 195a, 195b, and 195d): see het Ministerie van Justitie, A.
Kosto,, Staatsblad van het Koninkrijk der Nederlanden, 522 (1994). A short
descriptionn of forensic science in the Netherlands can be found in Livia
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Jacobs,, ed., Gerechtelijke Laboratoria in Beeld: Een Kennismaking met
BeoefendeBeoefende Deskundigen (Laboratories of criminal justice in the picture: A
firstt acquaintance with experienced experts) (Groningen: Wolters-Noordhof,
1995),, pp. 107-111.
4.. According to the Dutch Criminal Code (Wetboek van Strafvordering,
Artikell 151 aj, 195a), only laboratories assigned via "de algemene maatregel
vann bestuur," the political and judicial arrangement for forensic science, may
producee DNA evidence. In the Netherlands there are two of these: the
Laboratoryy for Criminal Justice (Rijswijk), and the Forensic Laboratory for
DNAA Research (Leiden).
5.. I learned that laboratories do not necessarily have to be the immured
sanctuaries,, the domains of no entrance for outsiders, as described by Bruno
Latour,, for example. When I started my studies I had several talks with
Professorr Gert-Jan van Ommen, head of the Department of Human Genetics
too which the forensic laboratory is linked, and vice-president of the Human
Genomee Organisation (HUGO). He advised me to visit one of the Human
Genomee Diversity conferences organised by HUGO (in Barcelona,
Novemberr 1995) to get to know that particular scientific community. Since I
wass especially interested in daily laboratory routine, he suggested that I talk
too Dr. Peter de Knijff, head of the forensic laboratory who, as he told me,
wass also working on human genetic diversity. Dr. de Knijff was enthusiastic
aboutt an outsider interested in genetic practices and was willing to arrange
trainingg for me in his laboratory. Having attended the conference in
Barcelonaa and other international meetings I learned, to my surprise, that
manyy laboratories participating in the Diversity Project were actually very
openn to outsiders. In the two where I conducted my research I combined a
"hands-on"" project (training or a small genetic research project) with
ethnographicc work. Therefore I kept two journals: one lab journal on which I
workedd in the laboratory, and an ethnographic journal, which I often had to
writee at home. At the end of my laboratory research I conducted interviews
withh laboratory members.
6.. Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) is the revolutionary cloning technology
off the late 1980s. This technology, which mimics a "natural process" that
takess place in the cell, namely DNA replication, allows geneticists to copy a
targett fragment of DNA in a short time. The enormous number of copies
producedd by PCR enables the visualisation of a DNA fragment. For an
excitingg account of the different actors involved in the making of PCR, see
Paull Rabinow, Making PCR: A Story of Biotechnology (Chicago: University
off Chicago Press, 1996). On the adaptation of PCR to fit the various needs of
scientificc worlds, see Kathleen Jordan and Michael Lynch, "The
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Dissemination,, Standardization, and Routinization of a Molecular Biological
Technique,"" Social Studies of Science 28 (1998): 773-801.
7.. For laboratory-specific typology and the ethnographic practice it may
embody,, see Annemarie Mol, "Pathology and the Clinic: An Ethnography of
Twoo Atheroscleroses," in Intersections: Living and Working with the New
MedicalMedical Technologies, ed. M. Lock, Alberto Cambrosio, and Allan Young
(Cambridge:: Cambridge University Press, forthcoming).
8.. National Research Council, The Evaluation of Forensic DNA Evidence
(Washington,, D.C.: National Academy Press, 1996). This committee was
installedd in 1989, and issued an earlier report in 1992: National Research
Council,, DNA Technology in Forensic Science (Washington, D.C.: National
Academyy Press, 1992). The 1992 report regulated the use of DNA evidence
inn forensic cases, but was also seen as highly critical of this method,
contributingg to controversies around evidence DNA. William Sessions, a
formerr director of the FBI, asked the National Research Council (NRC) to
initiatee a follow-up study in order to counter the controversial character of
DNAA evidence.
9.. NRC, Evaluation (above, n. 8), p. 82. Since in the Netherlands only
laboratoriess accredited by the Board of Accreditation are allowed to produce
DNAA evidence, elaborate protocols describing each step of the experiments
andd taking into account the risk of contamination were already operative in
1994.. For almost all other laboratories in Europe (including Germany and
Greatt Britain) as well as in the United States, such protocols did not exist at
thee time, and the NRC report became a guideline for forensic practices.
Neverthelesss in the Netherlands it also functions as a point of reference, and
itt became especially directive for the application of statistical analyses and
forr calculating matching likelihood estimates in cases of population
admixture.. For the relevance of the NRC report in the domain of statistics,
seee the article by the statistician and the head of the Laboratory of Criminal
Justicee (department of forensic DNA), Marjan Sjerps and Ate D.
Kloosterman,, "On the Consequences of DNA Profile Mismatches for Close
Relativess of an Excluded Suspect," International Journal of Legal Medicine
112(1999):: 176-180.
10.. The Board of Accreditation is the highest institution that monitors and
assessess the technological preconditions for forensic work. There are several
off these boards in the Netherlands, but both laboratories involved in
evidencee DNA are accredited by the strictest board, the so-called SterLab.
Everyy year an audit takes place and all aspects - laboratory space,
technologies,, paperwork concerning how cases are reported and stored, and
protocolss of the laboratories - are inspected. Whereas this board is an
evaluativee institution, both laboratories also have a quality-control manager
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whoo supervises the daily work - that is, the laboratory space and protocols,
andd the conduct of laboratory members within this space (which tests should
bee done in flow cabinets, which under the "hut"/fume-hood) - and who
makess sure that everyone obeys the clothing regulations (when to wear
glovess and masks, lab coats, etc.).
11.. Information about the DNA of the Lab members is source of many
practicall jokes. Specific behaviour of individuals is then jokingly linked to
theirr genetic outlook: a very strong Y-chromosome, and yet not so good a
footballl player; or a strange peak that could indicate an extra X-chromosome,
inn the case of a male member.
12.. This is different from, e.g., the United States, where reports have to
includee an error rate for the results.
13.. This is one of the possible understandings of genetic markers. Markers
cann best be seen as hybrids, being simultaneously objects of study, the
technologyy to do that, and signs; see Chapter 3 for an analysis of markers.
14.. A base-pair consists of a bond between two nucleotides, one located on
eachh of the two strands of the DNA molecule. Since the nucleotides
comprisee chemical groups, the ways they can bond with each other are
limited;; the commonest possibilities are A-T (adenine-thymine) and C-G
(cytosine-guanine). .
15.. The Poly-markers are: LDR, GYPA. HBGG, D7S8, and GC. Some of
thesee are in coding DNA; others are in introns (the flanking regions of a
gene)) and are thus far not known to be involved in vital functions of the cell.
Notee that these markers are not based on variation in fragment length but on
"molecularr weight," a substitution of a base-pair by another. Since the
differentt nucleotides consist of different chemical groups, they differ in
weight. .
16.. A significant part of this work is done with juridical means and
argumentation;; see M'charek, Hagendijk and de Vries (forthcoming).
17.. NRC, Evaluation (above, n. 8), p. 29. Although, in the case as whole,
otherr evidence may reduce the chance of this probability, the Lab is tied to
thiss working hypothesis, according to the 1994 law in the Netherlands. One
couldd say that the conduct of law and science leads to another type of
evidence,, sought in laboratory practice rather than courtroom practice. See
alsoo Sheila Jasanoff, who addresses this difference and analyses what counts
ass fact in court and in science: Jasanoff, Science at the Bar (above, n. 2), pp.
49-68. .
18.. This figure may differ depending on the judge conducting the trial: some
acceptt a higher matching likelihood number while others demand a much
lowerr matching figure.
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19.. For a clear elaboration of the difference between inclusion and
identification,identification, see Paul Rabinow, "Galton's Regret: Of Types and
Individuals,"" Culture, Medicine and Psychiatry 17 (1993): 59-65, at p. 60
(alsoo published in Paul Rabinow, Essays on the Anthropology of Reason
[Princeton,, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1996], pp. 112-129). See also
Ericc Lander, "DNA Fingerprinting: Science, Law, and the Ultimate
Identifier,"" in The Code of Codes: Scientific and Social Issues in the Human
GenomeGenome Project, ed. Daniel J. Kevies and Leroy Hood (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvardd University Press, 1992), pp. 191-210, at pp. 191-193. Lander's
contributionn gives a comprehensible overview of how DNA typing is done in
forensics,, and addresses some controversial cases in the United States and
theirr implications for future forensic work.
20.. Since I did not talk to the defence myself, I introduce this example to
showw that the case did not stand alone, but links up with many debates and
controversiess surrounding evidence DNA outside the Netherlands.
21.. Richard Lewontin, Biology as Ideology: The Doctrine of DNA (New
York:: HarperPerennial, 1993). I used the Dutch edition, DNA Doctrine:
BiologieBiologie als Ideologie (Amsterdam: Uitgeverij Bert Bakker, 1995), pp. 99,
100.. Another well-known forensic case, the "Castro Case," became a
controversyy in the United States because of sloppy conduct in the laboratory.
Seee Lander, "DNA Fingerprinting" (above, n. 19), pp. 196-201; and also
Jasanoff,, Science at the Bar (above, n. 2), pp. 55-57.
22.. Bruno Latour, "Drawing Things Together," in Representation in
ScientificScientific Practice, ed. Michael Lynch and Steve Woolgar (Cambridge,
Mass.:: Harvard University Press, 1990), pp. 19-69, at p. 56 (second emphasis
added).. See also Bruno Latour, Science in Action: How to Follow Scientists
andand Engineers Through Society (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
Press,, 1987), chap. 6.
23.. Latour, "Drawing Things Together" (above, n. 22), pp. 26, 44-47.
24.. An analogy can therefore be seen as an apparatus of signification; see
Marilynn Strathern, After Nature: English Kinship in the Late Twentieth
Century,Century, 3d ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), p. 13. For a
straightforwardd and motivated use of this analogy, see NRC, Evaluation
(above,, n. 8), p. 14. For an example of this analogy in practice, see Alec J.
Jeffreys,, Michelle Turner, and Paul Debenham, 'The Efficiency of
Multilocuss DNA Fingerprint Probes for Individualization and Establishment
off Family Relationships, Determined from Extensive Casework," American
JournalJournal for Human Genetics 48 (1991): 824-880. For a study of the use of
(conventional)) fingerprinting at the beginning of the twentieth century, see
Simonn A. Cole, "Witnessing Identification: Latent Fingerprinting Evidence
andd Expert Knowledge," Social Studies of Science 28 (1998): 687-712.
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25.. Rabinow, "Galton's Regret" (above, n. 19), p. 60.
26.. Eric Lander, "Population Genetic Considerations in the Forensic Use of
DNAA Typing," in Branbury Report 32 (1989), quoted in Rabinow "Galton's
Regret,"" (above, n. 19), p. 63.
27.. For the convenience of scientific prestige and its importance for the
credibilityy of expert witnesses in court cases, see Cole, "Witnessing
Identification"" (above, n. 24). In his elegant paper Cole argues that the
"ordinariness"" or the familiarity of the fingerprint almost jeopardised its
testimoniall power in lawsuits. Its role in court was thus based on a delicate
balancee between strangeness, attending to a scientific practice, and
familiarity,, of which the validity could be observed in the courtroom. One
couldd say that this double role in the case of DNA evidence is nicely
delegatedd to the two components: the DNA profile and the matching
likelihoodd number.
28.. Note that the Department of Human Genetics is part of the laboratory
network.. Moreover, it is the so-called pen-wielder of the Forensic
Laboratory,, through which the Lab can be treated as part of Leiden
University. .
29.. TNO (Nederlandse Organisatie voor Toegepast-Natuurwetenschappelijk
Onderzoek)) has a close tie to the TNO-Leiden, where the head of the
laboratoryy used to hold a position conducting and guiding research on heart
disease. .
30.. This type of sampling is called convenience sampling, as opposed to
simplee sampling. The latter is based on a random sampling procedure,
whereass the former is based on a random selection of already-existing
sampless (from blood banks, paternity testing, or laboratory personnel): NRC,
EvaluationEvaluation (above, n. 8), pp. 30, 186. For further information about the male
samples,, see Peter de Knijff, "Genetic Heterogeneity of Apolipoprotein E
andd Its Influence on Lipoprotein Metabolism" (Leiden University, 1992), p.
57;; L. Roewer et al., "Analysis of Molecular Variance (AMOVA) of YChromosome-Specificc Microsatellites in Two Closely Related Human
Populations,"" Human Molecular Genetics 5 (1996): 1029-1033, at p. 1032.
31.. In an article written in collaboration with the Forensic Laboratory for
DNAA Research, the following is stated: "The two groups of unrelated males
analysedd in this study (70 Germans and 89 Dutch) comprised controls
routinelyy used for the validation of forensic genetic markers. Care was taken
thatt none of the males share last names, and that all were white Caucasians"
(Roewerr et al., "Analysis of Molecular Variance" [above, n. 30], p. 1032).
32.. Whereas before 1960 most immigrants in the Netherlands came from
formerr Dutch colonies (such as Indonesia and Surinam), or from southern
Europeann countries, since the 1960s a large group of (male) immigrants have
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beenn recruited in Turkey and Morocco by government officials to counter the
tensionn on the Dutch labour market. The recruitment initiated a much bigger
migrationn wave from these countries, especially due to family unification. Of
thee two million immigrants living in the Netherlands nowadays, around
240,0000 are of Turkish descent and live in high concentrations in large cities;
seee Marcel Metze, De Staat van Nederland: Op Weg naar 2000 (The "State"
off the Netherlands: Toward the second millennium) (Nijmegen: SUN, 1996).
Despitee the fact that this group of immigrants has been part of Dutch society
forr almost four decades, they often appear to be "a special group" or "an
outgroup"" (ibid., p. 32).
33.. Compare Harold Garfinkel, where he addresses routine practices
embodiedd in the records of an outpatient psychiatric clinic. He argues that
thesee records may cause "normal, natural troubles" for a sociologist who
usess them for research, because the practices they embody are not made
explicitt and tend to escape the eye: '"Normal, natural' troubles are troubles
thatt occur because clinic persons have established ways of reporting their
activities;; because clinic persons as self-reporters comply with these
establishedd ways; and because the reporting system and reporter's selfreportingg activities are integral features of the clinic's usual ways of getting
eachh day's work done - ways that for clinic persons are right ways" (Harold
Garfinkel,, Studies in Ethnomethodology [Cambridge: Polity Press, 1967], pp.
186-207,, at p. 191; emphasis added).
34.. For this notion of reflexivity, see ibid.; Michael Lynch, Scientific
PracticePractice and Ordinary Action: Ethnomethodology and Social Studies of
ScienceScience (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993). For a
comprehensivee elaboration of the difference between reflexivity in the
approachh of ethnomethodology and self-reflexivity in other sociological
approaches,, see Lynch, Scientific Practice, pp. 34-39.
35.. On the clustering of alleles according to population, see HUGO, "The
Humann Genome Diversity (HGD) Project: Summary Document" (Sardinia:
Humann Genome Organisation, 1993), p. 24.
36.. These two publications are based on collaborations between scientists in
Turkeyy and Germany: B. Alper et al., "HumFES/FPS and HumF13B:
Turkishh and German Population Data," International Journal for Legal
MedicineMedicine 108 (July 1995): 93-95: B. Alper et al., "Frequency Profiles of 3
STRss in a Turkish Population," ibid., pp. 110-112. The third study is S.
Menevaa and Ü Ülküer, "The Distribution of the HLA-DQa Alleles and
Genotypess in the Turkish Population as Determined by the Use of DNA
Amplificationn and Allele-Specific Oligonucleotides," Science and Legal
JusticeJustice 35: 3 (1995): 259-262.
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37.. Interview with Dr. Peter de Knijff, at Forensic Laboratory, Leiden,
Januaryy 17, 1997.
38.. Dr. Peter de Knijff, personal communication.
39.. For example, in November 1995 in Barcelona at the international
conferencee Human Genome Variation in Europe: DNA Markers, a special
plenaryy session was held on genetic markers for typing genetic variation. The
mainn goal of the discussion was to develop a set of "priority markers" that
couldd be used within the realm of the Human Genome Diversity Project. As a
result,, a preliminary document was produced in which these markers were
described:: Jaume Bertranpetit, "Recommendations on the Use of Genetic
Markerss in Human Genome Variation Studies" (Barcelona, February 1996).
40.. This discord is best seen in the publications of Lewontin and Hartl on the
onee hand, and Chakraborty and Kidd on the other: Richard C. Lewontin and
Daniell L. Hartl, "Population Genetics in Forensic DNA Typing," Science
2544 (1991): 1745-1750; Rannajit Chakraborty and Kenneth Kidd, "The
Utilityy of DNA Typing in Forensic Work," ibid., pp. 1735-1739. For an
accountt of the controversy around these papers in Science, see Lewontin,
BiologyBiology as Ideology (above, n. 21), chap. 4. Furthermore, The Evaluation of
ForensicForensic DNA Evidence (above, n. 8), a co-production of the National
Researchh Council and the Commission on DNA Forensic Science, can be
seenn as a capstone in this debate. For paternity DNA studies and DNA
fingerprintingg on the basis of minisatellites, see Jeffreys, Turner, and
Debenham,, "Efficiency" (above, n. 24).
41.. My focus in this analysis is on criteria and the more "technical" features
off genetic markers as applied tools in forensics; see Chapter 3 for an
elaboration. .
42.. NRC, Evaluation (above, n. 8), p. 14.
43.. Ibid., p. 26.
44.. Personal talks with members of the Forensic Laboratory. In cases where
markerss on the same chromosome are chosen, the loci should be far apart to
alloww for independent inheritance; these loci are said to be nonhomologous.
Forr an analysis of the concept of homology in the realm of the Human
Genomee Project, see Joan H. Fujimura and Michael Fortun, "Constructing
Knowledgee across Social Worlds: The Case of DNA Sequence Databases in
Molecularr Biology," in Naked Science: Anthropological Inquiry into
Boundaries,Boundaries, Power, and Knowledge, ed. Laura Nader (New York, London:
Routledge,, 1996), pp. 160-173.
45.. See NRC, Evaluation (above, n. 8), p. 34; furthermore it is suggested
heree that markers with a number of alleles lower than five should be
rebinnedrebinned (grouped in bins containing at least five alleles). Note that for
paternityy testing the number of alleles should preferably be lower than for
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evidencee DNA profile typing - since higher variability indicates a higher
mutationn rate (in a locus); in these cases even mutations from one generation
too the other may occur. See, for example, a review article by Mark A. Jobling
andd Chris Tyler-Smith, "Fathers and Sons: The Y Chromosome and Human
Evolution,"" Trends in Genetics 11 (1995): 449-456.
46.. Also in the German study, the Turkish population in Turkey is referred to
ass Caucasian: Alper et al., "HumFES/FPS" (above, n. 36), p. 93.
47.. On Mendelian population see, for example, Helen Macbeth, "Ethnicity
andd Human Biology," in Social and Biological Aspects of Ethnicity, ed.
Malcolmm Chapman (Oxford, New York: Oxford University Press, 1993), pp.
47-91,, at pp. 51, 54ff. One striking example of how race "is done" in
geneticss can be found in Jeffreys, Turner, and Debenham, "Efficiency"
(above,, n. 24): "The only preselection of data for this study was that of
ethnicityy [Caucasian], which was determined on the basis of photographic
evidence"" (p. 825).
48.. An interesting feature of the use of racial taxonomies in population
geneticss can be found when comparing genetic discourse in the United States
withh that in Europe: in Europe the main races are Caucasian, Negroid, and
Mongoloid,, whereas taxonomies in the United States produce more races,
suchh as Caucasian, blacks, Hispanic, East Asian, and American Indian. For
ann example, see NRC, Evaluation (above, n. 8), p. 35. On the different
taxonomiess of race in genetics, see Troy Duster, "The Prism of Heredity and
thee Sociology of Knowledge," in Nader, Naked Science (above, n. 44), pp.
119-130. .
49.. See NRC, Evaluation, (above, n. 8), pp. 34ff.
50.. For a history of race, crime and the law, which takes the social
constructionn of both crime and race into account, see Troy Duster, "Genetics,
Race,, and Crime: Recurring Seduction to a False Precision,"in DNA On
Trial:Trial: Genetic Identification and Criminal Justice, ed. Paul L. Billings (New
York:: Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press, 1992), pp. 129-141. On the
intertwinedd history of race and genetics, see Daniel J. Kevies, In the Name of
Eugenics:Eugenics: Genetics and the Use of Human Heredity (New York: Knopf,
1985);; idem, "Out of Eugenics: The Historical Politics of the Human
Genome,"" in Kevies and Hood, Code of Codes (above, n. 19), pp. 3-36;
Chapman,, Social and Biological Aspects (above, n. 47). For a historical
debatee on biology and the human races after World War II, see United
Nationss Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO), The
RaceRace Concept: Results of an Inquiry (Paris: UNESCO, 1952). For an
analysiss of this document, see Donna J. Haraway, Primate Visions: Gender,
Race,Race, and Nature in the World of Modern Science (London, New York:
Routledgee 1989), pp. 197-203. A broad collection of papers on race and the
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sciencess is Sandra Harding, ed., The Racial Economy of Science: Towards a
DemocraticDemocratic Future (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1993).
51.. See, for example, L. C. Dunn, Race and Biology (Paris: UNESCO,
1951);; the collision of population and race becomes clear in the following
quotation:: "Since biologically races are populations differing in the relative
frequenciess of some of their genes, the four factors noted above [mutation,
selection,, genetic drift, and migration/mixing] as those which upset the
equilibriumm and change the frequencies of genes are the chief biological
processs responsible for race formation" (p. 24; emphasis added).
52.. Alper et al., "Frequency Profiles" (above, n. 36), p. 112 (emphasis
added). .
53.. See Helen Macbeth about national and population boundaries (the former
beingg referred to as a "conceptual boundary"). She suggests national
boundariess as one possible approach to compare populations, since these
boundariess often coincide with other "natural" boundaries: Macbeth,
"Ethnicity"" (above, n. 47), pp. 49, 78ff. The problems of this perspective are
off course clear if one looks at, for example, the map of Africa. For a
conceptionn of differences within and between populations, see, e.g.,
Chakrabortyy and Kidd, "Utility" (above, n. 40), p. 1737. Moreover the
statementt about differences within and between population is also used when
otherr than national boundaries are seen as criteria of difference between
populations.. For a critique of and an elaboration on this argument see, e.g.,
Leonn J. Kamin, Richard C. Lewontin, and Steven Rose, Not in Our Genes:
Biology,Biology, Ideology and Human Nature (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1984).
54.. On population admixture, the clustering of markers within populations
andd subpopulations, and the calculation of matching likelihood probabilities,
seee Lander, "DNA Fingerprinting" (above, n. 19), p. 205; Lewontin and
Haiti,, "Population Genetics" (above, n. 40), p. 1746.
55.. Lewontin and Haiti argue that the analogy does not hold water if one
takess into account the material that can be studied in evidence DNA (only a
fractionn of the retrieved DNA is used), and the technology (the small number
off markers that were available in the early 1990s). Their argument is that
DNAA fingerprints do not contain as much information as conventional
fingerprints:: Lewontin and Haiti, "Population Genetics" (above, n. 40), p.
1746.. Recently, in a personal communication, Richard Lewontin made clear
thatt DNA profile typing has become more powerful thanks to more and
convincingg genetic markers (5th Annual Meeting of the Society for
Molecularr Biology and Evolution, Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany, June
1-4,, 1997).
56.. Nowadays, in the late 1990s, the amount of information stored in large
databankss has grown dramatically, making it possible to look for matches
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betweenn DNA profiles, especially if suspects have a criminal record. On the
historyy of race and the incrimination of (groups of) individuals, see Duster,
"Prismm of Heredity" (above, n. 48); and esp. idem, "Genetics, Race, and
Crime"" (above, n. 50).
57.. I thank Dr. Hans Ziehier of the Laboratory for Evolution and Human
Genetics,, Munich, for having brought this point to my attention and clarified
myy thoughts about the analogy.
58.. Rabinow, "Galton's Regret" (above, n. 19).
59.. Francis Galton, Finger Prints (London: Macmillan, 1892).
60.. Latour, "Drawing Things Together" (above, n. 22), p. 45.
61.. The set of markers used at this stage is smaller and consists of STRs and
HLAA markers only.
62.. R. Chakraborty, M. R. Srinivasan, and S. P. Daiger, "Evaluation of
Standardd Error and Confidence Interval of Estimated Multilocus Genotype
Probabilities,, and Their Implications in DNA Forensics," American Journal
forfor Human Genetics 52 (1993): 60-70.
633 This argument is put forward in the following words: "[I]n general, the
profilee frequency is a decreasing function of the number of loci scored"
(ibid.,, p. 68).
64.. On the notion of versions, see Gerard de Vries, "Bewogen Bewegen:
Ironiee in het Intellectuele Bestaan," in De Rol van de Intellectueel: Een
DiscussieDiscussie over Distantie en Betrokkenheid, ed. Lolle Nauta, Gerad de Vries,
ett al., (Amsterdam: Van Gennep, 1992), pp. 111-127.
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Chapterr 3
Tenn Chimps in a Laboratory:
Orr How a Human Genetic Marker May Become a Good
Geneticc Marker for Typing Chimps.
Introducingg the Argument
Thiss chapter deals with genetic markers. Genetic markers are pivotal
categoriess in the field of population genetics. As was shown in the previous
chapter,, markers are the very object of comparison between individuals, or
populations.. The question in this chapter is, therefore, what is a genetic
marker?? To answer this I will not treat a marker as an entity or an
autonomouss category. Rather, I will "study around it," and examine the
socio-technicall network of laboratory routines in which it is enacted. The
argumentt carried out in this chapter is that genetic markers are technically
andd locally invested, and that this quality co-determines their ability to move
fromm one locale to an other.
Geneticc markers are often presented as innocent tools, as loci present
onn the DNA, which need only the keen eye of technology to make them
emerge.. Population geneticists have become increasingly aware of the lack
off universality of these tools and of the embeddedness of markers in different
populationss and different laboratory practices. Nevertheless the dream of
geneticss is to find universal markers, through trial and error or through largescalee studies. In a way the latter is a quest for the unproblematic tool that
willl make it possible to focus more on populations and less on the
technologyy at hand. One could call this dream the quest for an "unbiased
eye"" that can see without regard to populations or individual. The dream of
goodgood genetic markers is nowhere and everywhere at the same time. Yet
geneticc markers are tools in everyday laboratory practice, developed to meet
thee specific goals and needs of laboratories.
Thiss chapter takes the practicalities of markers seriously and considers
howw laboratory work is involved in them. A case involving the typing of
chimpp DNA is studied in order to show that the DNA fragment, the technical
meanss to visualise that fragment, and the goals for studying DNA all become
constituentt parts of a genetic marker. All these investments contribute to
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markerss and, hence, to what may count as a good genetic marker at the
specificc sites where markers are being crafted.

Markers:: A Round-table Discussion
Lett me take you to a round-table discussion that took place after three
dayss of conferring on human genome diversity.1 The theme was genetic
markers.. To quote some remarks made by a number of participants:
"A list of markers should be made, as an indication to newcomers in
thee field and in order to compare the different data" (Jaume
Bertranpetit). .
"Whatt are good genetic markers?" (Svante Paabo)
"Wee need to have some consent about the markers so as to compare
thee results" (Lucca Cavalli-Sforza).
"Wee need markers that are selectively neutral to different population
structures"" (Sir Walter Bodmer).
"Preferablyy markers that do not require use of radioactivity" (Svante
Paabo). .
"Criteriaa for markers should be that they show variation between
populations"" (Lucca Cavalli-Sforza).
"Whatt we need right now is a list of priority markers" (Jaume
Bertranpetit). .
"Whatt is the use of such a list if people aren't working with it
anyway?"" (Brian Sykes)
"Onee could recommend things now, but it would be preferable to
choosee a democratic procedure, such as people reacting from their
ownn experience of research" (Svante Paabo)."
Thiss discussion was part of the conference Human Genome Variation
inin Europe: DNA Markers held in Barcelona in 1995. The conference was
aimedd at fine-tuning a variety of laboratory practices, scientific goals, and
criteriaa for population genetic research, by paying special attention to an
importantt category to this field, namely genetic markers. A "list of priority
markers"" should do the job of fine-tuning.4 Particularly the last two remarks
quoted,, indicate that this is not an easy job. Moreover the round-table
discussionn revealed a tension between various local needs, interests, goals,
andd practices. The question raised by one of the participants, namely: "what
aree good genetic markers?" hints at a variety of practices and suggests that
markerss bear this tension as well.
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Inn order to understand the tension, we will consider how markers are
appliedd in daily laboratory practice and how they may become good genetic
markers.. A laboratory case will be analysed to examine the practicalities of
markerss and how they mediate the local and global goals of scientists aiming
att developing a universal approach to genetic diversity. For this purpose we
willl enter a forensic laboratory concerned with identifying human
individuals.. This case, however, is not about humans but about chimpanzees.
Lett us first take a closer look at a definition of a marker.

Markers:: A Definition
"Marker:: an identifiable physical location on a chromosome whose
inheritancee can be monitored. Markers can be expressed regions of DNA
(genes),, a sequence of bases that can be identified by restriction enzymes,
orr a segment of DNA with no known coding function but whose pattern of
inheritancee can be determined [...]." 5

AA marker may thus be understood as a specified fragment of the DNA
thatt is inherited unchanged from one individual by another. These fragments
cann be identified by their "physical location" on the DNA and can be
monitoredd by geneticists.

Nott the DNA but a Marker
Geneticistss do not study the whole DNA of an individual or a
population,, but only small fragments. Why?
Thee DNA molecule of a human being contains too much information
too be studied as a whole. Consider the fact that geneticists all over the world
havee been constructing and mapping one human genome ever since 1989 and
havee "finished" doing so by the mid of the year 2000. To make the picture
complete,, consider also the fact that what is often referred to as the genome
iss the so-called coding region and makes up only 5% of the whole DNA
molecule.77 The non-coding region is often referred to as "junk DNA" and is
hardlyy ever considered as part of the genome. Thus scientists can only study
smalll fragments of the molecule, either coding or non-coding DNA, defined
byy their interests and research questions. These fragments may be referred to
ass markers. Hence it is not the DNA but genetic markers which are objects
off monitoring.
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Monitoringg and Markers
Thee definition emphasizes the "monitoring" of markers in individuals
inn terms of inheritance. This indicates that markers are objects of
comparison.. Markers cannot be studied in one individual but are dependent
onn comparisons between individuals. Conversely one could say that in
geneticss individuals are not related by blood or even by DNA but by genetic
markers,, and that monitoring these markers means studying how markers
"behave"" in different individuals.
Moreoverr the definition seems to suggest that a genetic marker is both
thee information encoded in the DNA, a "gene" or "some segment of DNA,"
andd also its "physical location," namely a specified sequence and its location
inn the DNA molecule. Whereas the first is concerned with the functioning of
DNA,, namely how genes play a role or how DNA fragments are inherited,
thee second is concerned with where the sequence is and what it looks like in
termss of nucleotide order. The definition embodies both accounts, but there
seemss to be a primacy of the first over the second when the importance of
monitoringg is being considered. A genetic marker is defined as "a physical
locationn [...] whose inheritance can be monitored." Thus the criterion of
monitoringg seems to be a precondition for the physical location to become a
marker.. As indicated, this chapter is concerned with how genetic markers are
enactedd in routine practices, 9 and will therefore examine how "monitoring"
iss done in a laboratory context.
Inn the forensic laboratory, the site of the case investigated here, the
Labb members would rather speak of typing than of monitoring markers.10
However,, to capture the kind of work that is being done in laboratories, I
considerr monitoring instead. Since the interest of this chapter is to
understandd practices and how these practices are involved in genetic
markers,, it seems not a bad idea to analyse that in terms of monitoring.
Monitoringg not only highlights the socio-technical investments of "looking"
butt also underlines that "looking" implies changing an object, that these
changess have to be taken into account in a laboratory setting.11
Lett us now enter the Forensic Laboratory for DNA Research in Leiden
(Labb F). There we will have an encounter with how markers are monitored in
suchh a place.

Markers:: Laboratory Practice
OnOn Monday I8'h March 1996 the rail connection between Amsterdam
CentralCentral Station and Leiden Station was bad. That morning, the Amsterdam
stationstation was a scene of people running from one platform to the other while
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tryingtrying to listen to the information coming through the speakers about their
nextnext possible connection. As a result of this chaos I arrived late on my first
dayday in the laboratory. After having made my way through a labyrinth of
corridors,corridors, I was surprised to be welcomed by a group that had learned about
mymy delay by listening to the radio.
MyMy trip to Leiden was not without preparation. I had asked Lab F for
aa short training course in some of the basic tasks of a technician. After
introducingintroducing me to the lab members, the head appointed a daily supervisor
forfor me, explained the project I was going to work on and promised that
beforebefore the end of the day I would have done my first DNA extraction. Indeed,
inin the afternoon we were extracting DNA from blood. Before I knew it, blood
spotsspots that belonged to ten male chimps known as Fauzi, Carl, Yoran, Zorro
andand their mates had been changed into DNA samples marked as TN0-CH1,
TN0-CH2,TN0-CH2, TNO-CH3, TN0-CH4 and so forth.
ButBut hold on! Wasn't DNA supposed to look white? I asked my
supervisor.supervisor. I explained that I had seen Kenneth Kidd (a population
geneticist)geneticist) on TV, demonstrating a white wool-like substance to the viewer.
WhatWhat we had was a clear solution instead. He told me that we work with
smallsmall amounts of blood and could not extract that much DNA from them. But
thethe tiny bits of DNA would be sufficient because we would be able to copy
them,them, using the PCR machines. Ha, I said, Polymerase Chain Reaction, the
NobelNobel Prize-winning cloning technology I had read about. And we both tried
toto recall the name of its inventor, Kary Mullis. We placed the rack with the
labelledlabelled cups containing DNA in the refrigerator and left the so-called prelab. lab.

Thee Second Day in the Lab

OnOn my second day in the lab I had my first encounter with a genetic
marker.marker. We ran a PCR to test one of the human genetic marker on the
chimps'chimps' DNA, DYS 389 III. Even with the help of a protocol and a
supervisor,supervisor, "setting up" a PCR for the first time proved to be a complex
procedure.procedure. It required using and distinguishing between three different
pipettes,pipettes, which look the same but pipette different volumes; distinguishing
betweenbetween the different chemicals; pipetting and mixing in the right order and
addingadding different solutions to a specified volume of DNA. Undivided attention
waswas crucial here, because you had to do this for various individuals
simultaneously.simultaneously. With such small volumes, it was easy to make mistakes, suc
asas forgetting to add a chemical to a sample, or adding a chemical twice.
AfterAfter having prepared the samples and being instructed about the storage of
thethe different ingredients (DNA samples and various chemicals, also called
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"reagents"),"reagents"), we moved from the pre-lab to the post-lab to load the samples
intointo the PCR-machine.
WhileWhile the PCR was running, my supervisor and I had a talk about
whatwhat was happening to the DNA in there. He made some drawings to explain
it.it. It became clear that the copying of DNA during PCR was a mimicking of
nature.nature. A prefabricated enzyme (a thermostable DNA polymerase), which
waswas part of the solution, assisted this process. Due to a time-de signaled
processprocess of heating and cooling down (the so-called cycles), the doublestrandedstranded DNA is first straightened and pulled apart (the so-called
denaturingdenaturing of DNA) and then copied before it clings back together. The
copiescopies complement the single strands and are produced by using DNA
building-blocksbuilding-blocks (nucleotides) and elongated by the polymerase, all added t
thethe solution. Most important, not the whole DNA but only the marker
fragmentfragment is copied. This is due to the so-called primers: short synthesised
sequencessequences matching the beginning and the end of the marker fragment. By
attachingattaching themselves to the target sequence they expedite the copying of that
specificspecific part of the sequence. In a way, the primers come in between the two
pre-existingpre-existing DNA strands and prevent their clinging together. In the process
ofof becoming a double strand, the primers force the single strand to use the
DNA-buildingDNA-building blocks and to produce a copy. Thus the single strand is forced
toto cling back using a copy instead of an existing single strand of the template
DNA.DNA. The primers not only match the beginning and the end of the target
fragment:fragment: they also mark this fragment. The primers are labelled with
chemicalchemical groups (either radioactive, fluorescent, or biotin groups) which
assistassist the visualisation of the marker fragment after PCR. Moreover, the
processprocess of copying is not linear but exponential; after one PCR cycle the
doubledouble strands of such a fragment would be copied into four, after the next
cycle,cycle, four would have become sixteen, sixteen turns into two hundred and
fiftyfifty six, etc. Within less than two hours there might be a million copies. If
thethe amplification works as expected, the marker fragment is available in
prodigiousprodigious amounts at the end of the PCR run.n
WhenWhen the run was finished, I followed the instructions of my
supervisorsupervisor and loaded the PCR products (the copied template DNA) onto an
agaroseagarose gel for electrophoresis} The agarose gel was placed in a bath
containingcontaining a buffer (EDTA) and had a number of slots into which the PCR
productsproducts had to be loaded. Before this is done the PCR products are taken
upup in a blue coloured solution (the loading mix), which renders visible to the
nakednaked eye how it "migrates" over the gel, once an electric current is
applied.applied. The gel itself plays a key role in the visualisation of the DNA
fragments,fragments, which is not done with the naked eye but with the help of ultra
violetviolet rays. A chemical group (ethidium bromide) added to the solution
beforebefore it sets in the form of gel is crucial to this process. Ethidium-bromide
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bindsbinds to another additive in the PCR-product. This possibility was already
providedprovided during DNA extraction, a so called "chelex extraction." When I
askedasked my supervisor about chelex, he suggested to picture it like tiny pellets
installinginstalling themselves in between the helix shaped DNA. The presence of
thesethese pellets in the PCR products allows for a chemical binding between
chelexchelex and the ethidium bromide in the gel substance, a bond through which
thethe location of a DNA fragment, after electrophoresis, is revealed. The gel
thusthus becomes part of the visualising technology.
WhenWhen loading the gel, the first slot of the gel is usually reserved for
thethe ladder. The ladder is a synthesised compound of DNA fragments whose
sizessizes are known, such as 50bp, WObp, 150bp and so on. Because the ladder
startsstarts to "migrate" together with the rest of the samples, it helps to
determinedetermine the fragment length of those samples.
OnceOnce the samples had been loaded into the gel, the bath covered and
thethe current set to 60V, the samples indeed started to move, leaving a faint
blueblue trace behind. I was instructed to set the timer for twenty minutes.
ConsequentlyConsequently we had to wait that long to undertake the next step. I went out
ofof the lab to have a short break. On my return I found that my supervisor had
interruptedinterrupted the run. He looked surprised and a bit embarrassed when I
entered.entered. He had been unable to wait the twenty minutes wanted to have a
quickquick look at the results by exposing the gel to ultra-violet rays. At the same
timetime he looked very excited and cried out: "They did it, it worked!" Since it
waswas just my second day in the Laboratory, I did not altogether understand
whatwhat he was trying to say. Was he trying to tell me that I had done a good
pipettingpipetting job? A second technician had joined us and he started to point at
thethe orange-coloured bands that had lit up under the ultra-violet rays.]5 I
slowlyslowly understood the nature of their excitement, and only a few days later
diddid I understand the relevance of what we were looking at.
Beforee properly introducing the chimp case, let us have a brief look at
thee information contained in the previous sections. What did we learn about
thee monitoring of a marker and how is it enacted in laboratories?

Monitoringg Markers
Fromm the marker definition introduced above we have learned that
markerss are DNA fragments inherited by one individual from another and
thatt these fragments can be monitored. The encounter with markers in Lab F
illustratess the technological procedures involved in monitoring. There we
learnedd that a marker involves not only the DNA fragment but also technical
proceduress crucial for its visualisation. Monitoring was seen to be a technical
achievementt through which the marker fragment was demarcated as
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visualised.. The fragment was defined as the target fragment by labelled
primers.. The primers together with other synthetic additives expedited the
copyingg of that specific fragment and not other parts of the DNA. Hence to
bee able to monitor the fragment, the template DNA had to be made part of a
technologicall system in which chemicals and gels, the marking of DNA and
copyingg technologies, protocols and precise work are aligned.
Thuss what can be monitored is that part of the DNA which has
successfullyy become part of a technical network, facilitating its visualisation.
Inn laboratories, therefore, a DNA fragment is never by itself: in order to be a
marker,, the fragment must successfully align itself with a number of
technicall procedures.16
Noww why was the Forensic Laboratory developing an interest in
chimpanzees,, and why is it that one can find chimps in Lab F?

Tenn Chimps in the Laboratory
Labb F had received blood samples from five different primates (ten
malee samples from each primate population) from The Biomedical Primate
Researchh Centre: Dutch Primate Centre.17 This Primate Centre had asked
Labb F to explore the possibility of developing genetic passports for primates.
Thee passports would be supplied as chips and inserted into the primates'
bodies.. In 1995 the Dutch government had announced its intention to
"monitor"" the international trade in primates and to restrict their import for
scientificc research as well as for zoos. The idea was to prohibit the import of
primatess into the Netherlands and to breed them as much as possible in the
Primatee Centre, especially primates that were meant for scientific research. It
appearedd to be common practice to mix up the identities of individual
primatess for financial or research reasons. Laboratories would claim to be
experimentingg with the same primate, when actually they would be
experimentingg with a second primate because the first had died. Identifying
primatess by their genes seemed to offer a solution to these problems. A
"geneticc passport" would also be of interest to the Primate Centre as a means
off assessing the loyalty of their clients, i.e., to determine whether they would
predominantlyy buy from the Centre or also from other primate suppliers in
Europe. .
Requestingg Lab F in particular to conduct a pilot study is not that
strange.. As the name of the laboratory indicates, Lab F is a forensic
laboratoryy and has therefore developed an expertise in identifying human
individualss in forensic cases.18 Lab F supplies for the courts DNA evidence,
basedd on DNA analysis, that confirms whether or not two genetic profiles of
suspectt and evidence material coincide. This individuality-producing
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practicee suggests that Lab F might be very appropriate to answer the question
off the Primate Centre. If this lab can identify human individuals, might it not
havee the expertise to identify non-human individuals? This project was also
off interest to Lab F for at least two reasons. If the answer to the question put
byy the Primate Centre proved to be positive, Lab F would have a fair chance
off being asked to produce the genetic passports for all the primates at the
Primatee Centre. The second reason is connected to the Lab's field of
research.. As noted above, the Primate Centre sent only male samples for this
pilott study. This choice is not self-evident, given the goal of the Primate
Centre,, namely to develop genetic passports for all their primates, both male
andd female. Having just introduced a set of Y-chromosomal markers, Lab F
hadd developed an interest in testing these markers for non-human primates.19
Sincee the markers are located on the Y-chromosome, a male-specific
chromosome,, the pilot did not aim at studying male and female primates
equally,, and was provisionally reduced to a male primates project.
Too answer the question of the Primate Centre, namely whether it
wouldd be possible to identify individual primates on the basis of their genetic
makeup,, Lab F scheduled the typing of the chimpanzees first. The lab had
practicall reasons for doing this. It was not altogether clear whether these
humann genetic markers would work in primates under laboratory conditions.
Andd since chimps are considered mankind's next of kin, it made sense to
startt there, where the fewest genetic differences were to be expected.20
Withinn the context of this pilot study, the Primate Centre's question
wass whether the genetic material of Fouzi, Carl, and Zorro could indicate
withh certainty that Fouzi is neither Carl nor Zorro, and so on. Lab F set out to
testt this, using Y-chromosomal markers. In order to understand Lab F's
interestt in these markers, let us take a closer look at the markers themselves.

Y-chromosomall Markers
Inn addition to forensic work, Lab F has also developed research
projectss in the field of population genetics. After attending a forensic
meetingg in Berlin in 1995, the head of the Lab established a joint project
withh another forensic lab in the former East Berlin.21 The laboratory in
Berlinn had a set of Y-chromosomal markers and was seeking joint projects
withh other (non-German) forensic labs to test these markers further and to
evaluatee their use for population studies and forensics. A set of seven
markerss had thus made the journey from Berlin to Leiden and was primarily
beingg studied using the databases of these two labs.22 One of the results of
thee collaboration between Leiden and Berlin was a paper published in April
1996.. Under the heading "Discussion" it stated:
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Wee have demonstrated, for the first time, how sensitive PCR-based
methodss can be used to characterize highly informative haplotypes of Ychromosomall microsatellite loci. With four out of seven microsatellites
presented,, samples of Y-chromosomes could readily be differentiated with
respectt to their Dutch or German origin on the basis of allele frequency
alonee [...], and as many as 77 haplotypes have been observed for these loci
amongg the 159 males tested."
Byy comparing males in Germany and the Netherlands, two
neighbouringg populations, and detecting variation between them, these
scientistss found a strong argument in favour of Y-chromosomal markers, also
calledd microsatellites. According to the authors, Y-chromosomal markers are
goodgood genetic markers because they show differences between populations/
Furthermoree the paper also indicated that "the large within-population
diversitiess noted for haplotypes of Y-chromosomal microsatellites will
renderr them useful markers for forensic purposes."~~ Thus this set of Ychromosomall markers allows studies to be made not only of the genetic
differencess between closely related populations but also of differences within
thesee populations.
Thiss paper was in preparation when the head of Lab F was invited to
thee conference Human Genome Variation Europe: DNA Markers. There he
gavee a talk about Y-chromosomal markers and made a similar argument
presentingg results based on a comparison between Dutch and Inuit (Eskimo)
populations. 266 Many geneticists showed an interest in these markers and a
numberr of joint projects with other laboratories were initiated. The head of
Labb F was also invited to contribute to a report about genetic markers based
onn the round-table discussion introduced earlier. In this report, which I will
referr to as the "Marker Document," the head contributed a section on Ychromosomall markers. 27 Furthermore two more papers were published in
earlyy 1997, co-written by 27 geneticists, reporting a large-scale study
conductedd in various laboratories, comparing Y-chromosomal markers for a
largee number of populations. Their use in the field of population genetics
wass recommended and conditions for forensic application were indicated/
Onee could say that these Y-chromosomal markers have become good
geneticc markers. The markers meet the requirements of a number of
geneticistss since they can answer a variety of questions within different
contexts.. They have travelled from Berlin to Leiden, from Leiden to
Barcelona,, and have found their way into documents, papers, and various
laboratories/ /
Thuss Lab F has developed good genetic markers. But what happens to
theirr status if the Lab formulates a slightly different goal? What happens
whenn the Lab decides not to type humans but chimpanzees - and were to
showw particular interest in the differences between individual chimps? Even
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thoughh the markers were co-developed and tested in Lab F, and although
theyy have been shown to work in a variety of contexts, changing the goal
impliess that the markers would have to prove themselves anew, in the
contextt of chimp DNA typing. The question - whether these markers are
goodgood genetic markers - again becomes important.

Typingg Ten Chimps: How Far Can Y-Markers Go?
AfterAfter we had tested the first Y-chromosomal marker, I had a talk with
thethe head of the Lab about the results. He explained to me that the markers
wewe were testing had never been tested before on chimpanzees, and that the
allelesalleles we had already found were thus far unknown.
ContinuousContinuous experiments with these markers in chimps indicated
indeedindeed that none of the alleles we had found was of the same length as those
foundfound in human samples. We could conclude this now with more certainty
becausebecause we ran another type of gel, an acryl-amide gel using the ALF™
sequencer.sequencer. The Automated Laser Fluorescent sequencing machine detects
thethe fluorescent-labelled DNA fragments (labelled by the primers) via a laser
beambeam and gives more precise identification of the allele lengths. Also, unlike
thethe visualisation on the agarose gel, the allele information is no longer
physicallyphysically visible, but is processed via a computer and displayed on the
monitormonitor as graphs, on which peaks representing the alleles can be
depicted.depicted. It appeared that our interest in alleles was an interest in
sequencesequence lengths expressed by the distance between the primers. Our main
objectiveobjective was to compare the different allele lengths found in the different
samples.samples. Moreover visualisation of these alleles showed that they were not
asas "strong " as in humans (the bands were not as strong on agarose and the
peakspeaks were not as high on the ALF™). My supervisor explained that this
couldcould be due to differences between human and chimp DNA sequences.
AdditionalAdditional experiments, the sequencing of the loci, confirmed this
suggestion.suggestion. Differences between the sequences resulted in a reduced
alignmentalignment of the primers to the template DNA. Since the beginning and the
endingending of this region differed between humans and chimps, the primers that
werewere designed on the basis of human DNA could not attach easily and hence
diddid not show very "strong" bands. But although chimp DNA differed from
thatthat of humans, it was similar enough to be detected by the PCR-technology
andand to be visualised. This is not self-evident, and explains the exclamation
uttereduttered by my supervisor: "They did it. It worked! "
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Monitoringg V-chromosomal Markers in Chimps
Inn previous sections I have suggested that a DNA fragment is never by
itselff a marker. The monitoring of markers involves a set of technological
proceduress to which the DNA fragment must align itself in order to become a
marker.. Let us see whether we can learn more from this part of the case
aboutt monitoring and therefore about markers.
Y-chromosomall markers worked for chimpanzees. It was possible to
findd and visualise the alleles in all individuals. Even though the visualisation
off chimpanzee alleles indicated a reduced alignment (allele bands were not
ass "strong" as in humans), the technologies and methods were powerful or
"universal"" enough to type chimp DNA. Conversely, the chimp DNA
fragmentss have successfully become part of the technological procedures and
protocols.. From this perspective we could say that all Y-chromosomal
markerss we tested in Lab F could be monitored in chimps. It was possible to
visualisee all alleles. Might these markers then be considered good genetic
markers?? What was the visualisation about? And what does monitoring aim
too analyse?
Thee goal of the primate project was to identify individual primates by
theirr genetic material. For this purpose, the laboratory sought to develop
individualisedd data by tracing specific fragments of the DNA that in
combinationn produce an individual genetic profile, the basis for a genetic
passport.. The central question was whether Y-chromosomal markers could
doo the job. Do individual chimps differ enough in these marker fragments to
bee identified? Could these markers be considered good genetic markers for
typingg chimps? The Y-chromosomal markers are not just any kind of marker:
theyy are already part of the laboratory's context and routines. Lab F has
optimisedd their use in human populations, and studies of the markers for
humann forensic DNA typing were in progress.32 Furthermore the Lab as well
ass other geneticists have become enthusiastic about the potentials of this set
off markers. Thus Lab F has become interested in how far these markers can
go,, how many different goals can be reached using them and whether they
cann be used for human and non-human profile typing equally." Let us see
howw the project continued and whether the goal of chimp individualisation
couldd be attained.

Typingg Ten Chimps: Are Y-chromosomal Markers
Goodd Genetic Markers?
OnceOnce it appeared that the markers were working for chimps as well as
forfor humans, the focus of the experiments started to shift. The goal of the
PrimatePrimate Centre now came to the fore. We were interested not only in what
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thethe individual chimps looked like for these markers, but especially in how
theythey differed from each other. This applied not only in visualising the alleles,
butbut particularly in identifying the differences between the alleles. Since the
differencedifference between one allele and another is only a matter of length, our
previousprevious excitement started to wane. It became increasingly clear that for
mostmost markers the chimps have about the same allele. The high diversity, the
so-calledso-called polymorphism, reported in human individuals seemed not to be
presentpresent in chimps; they looked too much alike. Whereas four to seven
differentdifferent alleles could be detected in human populations, depending on
whichwhich marker was typed, the chimps showed only two alleles per marker,
whichwhich was not regarded as a significant variation.
OneOne of the seven markers tested in chimps, DYS 393, showed four
allelesalleles and was therefore informative. A second marker, a curious one
actually,actually, was found interesting for another reason. Since most males have
onlyonly one Y-chromosome, all marker fragments show one allele per
individual.individual. This is not the case for the DYS 389 marker. In both humans and
chimpschimps this specific marker shows two alleles per individual, one short and
oneone long. This indicates that the primer set attaches at two different
stretchesstretches of the DNA. Lab F has discovered that the primer set attached to
bothboth the marker fragment as a whole and to a smaller section in that same
fragment.fragment. Lab F has developed a more specific primer set for this marker to
identifyidentify each allele of the marker separately, indicated as: DYS 389 locus I
andand DYS 389 locus II. Beside this peculiar feature, the variation for this
markermarker was also not high. Like most other markers it showed only two
allelesalleles per locus. But why was it informative? Why was it polymorphic?
AnotherAnother criterion for polymorphism is instructive here, namely the
distributiondistribution of alleles among individuals. Unlike the other five markers for
whichwhich the chimps also carried two alleles, DYS 389 had an equal
distributiondistribution of its alleles among all chimps. To understand this, consider that
aa marker for which only one individual would have allele A, while the rest of
thethe population would have allele B, is not as informative as a marker which
showsshows allele A and B in a greater number of individuals. In the first case, the
chancechance that two individuals would look alike for this marker is
proportionallyproportionally higher than in the second case. For this reason DYS 389 was
foundfound to be informative, despite the low frequency of alleles.7,5 Since this
markermarker as a whole worked for chimps, and since it was found informative,
wewe tried to type the alleles of each locus separately (DYS 3891 and DYS
38911).38911). This was, however, not an easy task. In fact the primer set did not
workwork in chimps. After several attempts my supervisor explained that the
chimpchimp sequence may be quite different from that of humans, and that the
primerprimer set of the whole marker fragment may be strong enough to work for
chimps,chimps, whereas primers designed for each locus separately would not
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attachattach to the chimp DNA. Consequently, chimp-specific primers may have to
bebe designed in the future to separate the alleles in each individual chimp.*6
AllAll together we had one marker that proved to be informative and
readyready to use in chimps. A second marker might become a candidate for
futurefuture use, not because of a large number of alleles, but especially because
ofof a more even spread of the alleles. All other y-chromosomal markers were
notnot informative for chimp DNA typing. But the identification of each chimp,
i.e.i.e. producing a DNA profile based on an individual-specific combination of
thethe alleles found for each marker, would require more genetic markers.
WhatWhat other markers would be appropriate to identify chimps?
Beforee addressing how the project developed and how the lab set out
too answer the question about genetic passports, let us return to the
monitoringg of markers and consider how it affected the Y-chromosomal
markers. .

Monitoringg Variation in Chimps
Afterr the first excitement about the visualisation of the Ychromosomall alleles, it became clear that visualisation was not the main aim
off monitoring markers. Not the marker fragment as such was considered
informativee but, especially, its length. Having detected and determined the
allelee length, Lab F learned that they were all chimp-specific, i.e. not found
inn humans. This information could be an interesting means of differentiating
betweenn chimps and humans. But as we have seen, at least five of these
markerss were no longer considered for typing chimps. What does this mean
inn terms of monitoring? The lab and the Primate Centre wanted to learn
aboutt the possibility of differentiating each individual chimp, each individual
macaque,, or each individual baboon on the basis of its genetic makeup. This
pointss to a more specific type of monitoring. Monitoring is a goal-directed
activity,, a purposeful visualisation. This indicates that a good genetic marker
iss also goal-invested. In our case it meant that it should work for all chimps
equallyy and - most importantly - that it should show differences between
individuall chimps. Markers that bore these qualities were considered good
geneticc markers. One could say that markers that came with that specific
messagee were considered good for monitoring.37 One of the markers (DYS
389),, however, was considered a good genetic marker whereas five others
weree not. This was not because this marker suggested a higher variability,
butt because of the distribution of alleles; it was considered polymorphic,
indicatingg that polymorphism as a quality of monitoring was not only about
differencess but also about similarities within a given group. An allele that
cann be found in only one member of a group does not contribute so much to
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thee criterion of polymorphism as an allele that can be found in - say - 50%
off its members. Monitoring polymorphisms is monitoring ratios of difference
andd similarity within a specified group. As such it may contribute to the
differentiationn between individuals within this group.
Hencee a good genetic marker should, at the same time, contribute to
thee analysis of what it reveals.38 It should produce a rate of similarity and
differencee according to criteria set for specific goals. From this we learn that
monitoringg is not only a technological achievement of a marker, i.e. a
visualisedd DNA fragment; monitoring is also a methodological achievement,
i.e.. invested in terms of goals and criteria set forth in a specific practice.39
Onlyy those markers that could be visualised and that met the criteria for
similaritiess and differences were considered good genetic markers and could
thuss be monitored.
Takingg this type of monitoring into account, how can we understand
thee question of the Lab regarding the general applicability of Y-chromosomal
markers?? We can conclude that Lab F has learned that these markers can be
monitoredd in chimps as well as in humans for other purposes. The markers
wouldd enable Lab F to differentiate between humans and chimps, since the
alleless in these species do not match. At the same time it became clear to the
Labb that most of these markers could not answer other questions, such as the
questionn of chimp identification. Most markers changed a differenceproducingg practice in humans into a similarity-producing practice in chimps,
andd therefore could not contribute to the production of chimp DNA profiles.
Hencee there are limitations to the applicability of these markers depending
onn the goals in question.40 Furthermore the experiments with DYS 389
indicatee another feature of markers. Changing the primer set to separate the
alleless in that locus was not successful in chimps. This result emphasises the
technologicall components of markers. Whereas the first set of primers was
powerfull enough to type the chimp alleles, the second, more specific primer
sett no longer worked. It was not the chimps' DNA that changed, but the
technologyy to copy and visualise that fragment. This indicates that the
successs of technical procedures that assist the visualisation of a marker
fragmentt is not self-evident. To know that a marker fragment can be
monitoredd does not necessarily imply that it can be visualised under any kind
off condition or in any kind of practice.
Sincee five out of seven markers were not found informative for chimp
profilee typing, because they did not show a significant variation, and since
thiss feature of genetic markers was found particularly interesting, Lab F
decidedd to look for other genetic markers.
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Bringingg in Other Markers

InsteadInstead of testing other markers from the lab, my supervisor decided
toto select markers that have proved to be variable in chimps in other
laboratorylaboratory practices. He gave me a copy of a paper and asked me to have a
looklook at it. It presented a large-scale study comparing human and non-human
primatesprimates for 42 markers. The next day we went through the paper and he
explainedexplained which markers would be interesting for the primate project.
ProvisionallyProvisionally he suggested three: FRAXA, DRPLA, SCAI, markers of socalledcalled disease genes. ' These markers were promising because they showed
variationvariation in humans and chimps as well as in gorillas, baboons, macaques,
rhesusrhesus monkeys, orang-utangs, and marmosets. Since our study was only a
pilotpilot study and given the fact that the same procedure would also have to be
followedfollowed for other primates, choosing these markers would save a great deal
ofof work in the future.
TheThe paper gave some further information about the markers, namely
thethe primer sequences and indications for the PCR programs.
The suggested
primerprimer sequences had to be ordered from a pharmaceutical company. The
ordering,ordering, a very precise procedure, is usually done via electronic mail.
TypingTyping into the computer the exact sequence order of the nucleotides of the
primersprimers involves checking and double-checking the sequences. We ordered
thethe primers and awaited them eagerly. When they arrived we started typing
thethe chimps based on the PCR conditions indicated in the paper. None of the
markersmarkers worked! I could have made a pipetting or another mistake, so we
triedtried again, but without any success. Again no alleles. The markers worked
neitherneither for chimp nor for human DNA. After having tried different samples it
becamebecame clear that we had to change the "PCR conditions", which consist of
aa number of variables: first the primers, but these we could not change since
theythey were the most crucial piece of information in the paper; then the enzyme
andand the nucleotides,
but they were standardised,
supplied by a
pharmaceuticalpharmaceutical company, and they had worked well, as we learned from
otherother lab members who had also used them; next, "the salt solution " or the
so-calledso-called buffer should preferably not be changed since there were too many
variablesvariables in the solution itself. So the PCR programme was the only
possibilitypossibility left. My supervisor started rewriting the programmes based on
thethe primer sequences.
The markers came to be
AA long period of trial and error started.
labelledlabelled "the experimental primers" during laboratory discussions. At a
certaincertain point programmes for DRPLA and SCAI started to work - for
humans,humans, that is. Why not for chimpanzees then ? Maybe the DNA we had
extractedextracted a month earlier had already started to deteriorate. It was
suggestedsuggested that we should test this possibility with a mitochondrial DNA
marker.marker. Mitochondria
have a large number of small, circular DNA
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moleculesmolecules and their alleles are much easier to detect. The mitochondrial
markermarker showed very strong alleles. So it was not the quality of the DNA.
AgainAgain new PCR-programmes were suggested. I asked my supervisor: "Since
thethe programmes worked for humans, why not keep them and change the salt
solutionsolution instead?" Again he objected because he wanted to keep that
standardised.*standardised.*5 5
AtAt the next lab meeting we reported on the problems we had
encountered.encountered. One lab member suggested contacting the authors of the paper
andand asking them about their experiences: "They might have other lab
conditions.conditions. " A discussion about lab conditions ensued. Another lab member,
whowho was also working in a diagnostic lab, reported that they used different
saltsalt solutions for different markers (whereas our lab had a standard salt
solution)solution) and that they used standard PCR programmes (whereas we had
marker-specificmarker-specific PCR programmes). During the meeting I asked about thi
difference.difference. Laboratory practice was the key here. In a diagnostic lab,
samplessamples of individuals are kept strictly separate. Individuals are usually
screenedscreened for a number of markers, and experiments are conducted on one
individualindividual at a time. The most efficient way to do this would be to run one
PCRPCR for all the markers at the same time. The variable in this kind of lab
wouldwould be the salt solution. Our lab studied individuals and populations and
comparedcompared these for one marker at a time.46 So an efficient PCR-run consists
ofof as many samples as possible from different individuals to be typed for one
marker.marker. Therefore the lab has different PCR programmes for different
markers.markers. After this discussion I understood the lab's general motivation and
II stopped asking questions about salt solutions.
MoreMore PCR programmes were designed and tested. Making the
markersmarkers work became an obsession. One lab member suggested that we
conductconduct a search on the Genome Data Base (GDB) and look for other
markersmarkers with more marker information. This was no option. They had been
shownshown to work in the scientific paper so they should work here as well, we
reasoned.reasoned. After a while we started to have some results in DRPLA and
SCAI,SCAI, and as expected they proved to be variable for the chimps: six alleles
werewere found for DRPLA and five for SCAI. For the third marker, FRAXA, my
supervisorsupervisor contacted colleagues at the neighbouring diagnostic lab, who had
aa great deal of experience with this marker. But it turned out that their
primerprimer sets were labelled by radioactive groups, whereas we were working
withwith fluorescent groups. Consequently it did not make sense to use their
protocols.protocols. Yet another lab in the Netherlands was contacted and they sent us
differentdifferent PCR programmes, but nevertheless advised us to drop this marker
becausebecause it was too hard to type. It appeared that the problems we had with
thisthis marker were due to the sequence of the marker fragment. The intricacies
ofof the fragment prohibited its amplification.^ Specific nucleotide repeats in
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thethe sequence caused the fragment to fold in complex ways which made it
difficultdifficult for the standardised PCR technologies and chemicals to copy the
fragment*fragment*99 Their protocols suggested a special type of nucleotide to expedite
thethe amplification. With some modifications in the PCR programme suggested
andand the addition of these special nucleotides, we started to have results with
thisthis marker. Finally we were also able to detect four alleles in the chimps.
AltogetherAltogether we then had a set of five and perhaps six markers that were
readyready to use for chimp profile typing and to be tested on the rest of the
primates.primates.5050 This set proved workable for chimps and it met the criteria for
profileprofile typing because it showed a considerable variability in each marker
fragment. fragment.
InIn the meantime the highly organised lab, with clear-cut procedures
andand protocols, had changed dramatically. PCR machines as well as the ALF
sequencersequencer would be overbooked, colleagues would wish us good luck with
breedingbreeding chimps, others received presents of the (unknown) trademark
MonkeyMonkey Jewellery Inc., and the previously well-organised and well-marked
setset of PCR programmes would include programmes such as: Sky (SCAI),
TouchTouch down (SCAI), amadel (DRPLA) and Hot PCR (FRAXA).

Monitoring:: Good Genetic Markers
Typingg Y-chromosomal markers in chimps revealed monitoring
problemss for most of these markers. Although they were known as good
geneticc markers for human DNA typing, they did not meet the criteria of
similarityy and difference in chimps. To get round this problem, Lab F had
chosenn other markers. The Lab decided to look for markers that were
guaranteedd to be polymorphic in chimps and hence could contribute to their
profilee typing. The set of markers chosen could thus be termed good. But
oncee introduced into Lab F, the markers faced other problems. The
experimentss that followed made clear that markers are more than justt a DNA
fragmentt or a variability found by comparing different individuals for that
fragment.. A good genetic marker is not dependent on the DNA fragment
only.. These experiments showed that the technical constituents of markers
weree not self-evident, "universal," or problem-free. This feature had not
becomee apparent in the Y-chromosomal markers because they were already
operativee in Lab F.S1 The newly introduced markers and the technologies and
practicess they embodied proved to have decisive consequences for their
monitoringg in the Lab. Taking this into account, it could be said that what
makess a marker a marker, i.e. a DNA fragment that can be monitored, could
justt as well be a PCR programme, a salt solution (a buffer), a radioactive
labelledd primer, a fluorescent labelled primer, a complexity in the DNA
fragmentt or a specific type of synthesised nucleotide in the reagent."
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Whereass the problems with Y-chromosomal markers occurred on the DNA
level,, namely the absence of polymorphisms in chimps, the problems of the
neww markers could be located on the socio-technical level, namely in the
practicalitiess of laboratory work and how these are embodied in markers.
Consequentlyy what makes a marker a good genetic marker is dependent on
itss eventual applicability in a variety of contexts. Monitoring these markers
inn Lab F could only be done by establishing alignments and links between
thee technicalities of these markers and Lab F's practice. As has been shown,
Labb F appeared to be more flexible in changing its PCR programmes and was
reluctantt to change the buffer (the salt solution). It became clear that markers
mightt serve broader goals and become good genetic markers but to succeed
inn this they had to establish their qualities in a variety of contexts. This
featuree might be termed an "achievement" of markers which augments their
practicabilityy in various contexts.
GoodGood genetic markers for typing chimps involved both the DNA and
thee successful enactment of a socio-technical practice. Hence criteria for
similaritiess and differences should not be sought in the DNA only, but also in
thee practicalities that contribute to the monitoring of markers.
Thee chimp case made it clear that markers are "hybrids." They are
objectss of study, methods and technologies to know that object, as well as
thee signs or visualisation of them. It was argued that a good genetic marker
forr one specific job or in a specific context may well lose its usefulness when
transportedd to another practice or when the goal of the experiment changes.
Thiss might lead to the conclusion that since there are various ways of
"knowing"" DNA and genetic variation, and since different practices produce
differentt knowledge, there is no privileged view in genetics. Should this lead
too the claim that markers work and may become good genetic markers in
isolatedd practices? Practices are never merely local. In fact the round-table
discussionn introduced at the beginning of this chapter illustrates the
organisedd character of scientific work and of the traffic in markers. Let us
considerr the remarks quoted at the beginning once more, and see how the
locall and the global are negotiated and how this may affect knowledge
assistedd by genetic markers.53

AA Roundtable Discussion
"A list of markers should be made, as an indication to newcomers in
thee field and in order to compare the different data."
Thiss remark indicates that geneticists do not work alone but within a field.
Evenn more, it indicates a need to exhibit the collective nature of scientific
work,, especially to newcomers, via a list of markers. Comparison of data and
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geneticc markers that might facilitate this are, like the geneticists themselves,
cruciall to the field and contribute to its existence.
"We need to have some consent about the markers so as to compare
thee results."
Emphasisingg consent about which markers should be on the list suggests that
knowledge,, although a product of local practices, becomes meaningful only
withinn communities. This indicates that local scientific practices are
informedd by criteria that transcend local contexts. Since the comparison of
dataa is not self-evident, comparability should be built in at an early stage of
experiments.. This quality is delegated to markers. Hence the "global" aim of
scientists,, namely that of working together, is to be implemented in local
practicess to produce this possibility beforehand. A list of markers should do
thee job. But what about content? Does not a list of markers predefine what
typee of knowledge will gain pride of place? From the chimp case it became
clearr that markers are actively involved in what can be known about how
individualss and populations relate to each other. For some markers chimp
TNO-11 might as well have been chimp TNO-2 whereas for other markers
theyy were distinguishable. Let us focus on the criteria suggested for markers
andd view their impact on the content of knowledge.
"Preferably markers that do not require the use of radioactivity."
Choosingg certain markers and not others for safety reasons, such as not using
radioactivee labelled primers, has an impact on the type of knowledge that is
possible.. Again the chimp case is instructive. Lab F could not learn from the
practicee of a neighbouring lab because they used radioactively labelled
primers.. So neither comparability of data nor safety measures is external to
knowledge.. They too determine which technologies become most favoured
inn learning about genetic lineage.
"Criteria for markers should be that they show variation between
populations." "
Thiss is an important criterion for population geneticists working on human
variation.. Such geneticists are interested not only in similarities of
populationss but also and especially in the differences between them.
Somethingg that easily escapes the eye, however, is how markers work
togetherr to produce similarities and differences. To make this point clear let
uss take the example of the differences between Dutch and German males,
addressedd in the paper discussed in the chimp case. The authors of the paper
arguedd strongly in favour of Y-chromosomal markers since these markers
allowedd them to distinguish between Dutch and German males. The results
weree produced by combining marker information (alleles). These
differences,, however, were not based on combinations of alleles that
belongedd to actual individuals but on combinations of alleles, also called
"haplotypes,"" belonging to actual and virtual individuals. Testing more
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markerss at the same time allowed these geneticists to produce "genetic
profiles"" (haplotypes) of more "individuals." Hence, in studies of similarities
andd differences, comparisons become more powerful when markers "work
together"" since it becomes feasible to compare more than the sampled
individuals.. In a way, markers are like scientists: they work best and produce
moree together. Thus knowledge about genetic variation and diversity is not
onlyy framed via the choice of markers but also via the arrangement of marker
information. .
"We need markers that are selectively neutral to different population
structures." "
Thee suggestion made here is that markers should work for all populations in
thee same way and that they should provide information without respect to the
populationss studied. The problem raised is that within-population structures
mayy be "reflected" in the markers studied. Hence marker fragments may be
selectedd for and may not inherit at random. Comparing populations is then
problematicc because it is no longer clear what is being compared. However
difficultt it is for geneticists to know beforehand what they are comparing, in
studiess of diversity it is important to presuppose that marker fragments are
inheritedd independently (without social or biological constraints) within a
givenn population. This presupposition is called random mating. The markers
suggestedd here presuppose random mating for particular DNA fragments in
alll populations studied. These criteria would turn those markers into
"universal"" markers.
"What we need right now is a list of priority markers."
Prioritisingg some markers emphasises the variety in local practices and the
needd to attune these practices in order to work together and to reach certain
goals.. At the same time a list of priority markers indicates that there are
tensionss involved in doing so.
"What is the use of such a list if people aren't working with it
anyway?" "
Whosee markers will be on that list is crucial. As discussed above, a list will
nott only have consequences for the type of knowledge, i.e. the kinds of
geneticc diversity being produced, but also for the type of practice transported
fromm one lab to the other. What if a lab is working successfully with
radioactivelyy labelled primers?
"One could recommend things now, but it would be preferable to
choosee for a democratic procedure, such as people reacting from their
ownn experience of research."
Markerss involve practices and technologies and mobilise these when
travellingg from one lab to another. The comment quoted acknowledges this,
andd recognises the difficulties involved in changing existing practices. Some
practicess are more flexible than others, and introducing new markers may
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meann changing laboratory work. But to take the experience of research into
accountt indicates that both local and global aims should be negotiated in the
listt of markers itself.
"What are good genetic markers?"
Thee round-table discussion shows that it is not easy for a genetic marker to
goo unnoticed under the umbrella of a priority list. Good genetic markers
appearr to be products of collaboration and comparison of data, of technical
investmentss and safety measures, of practices and compatibility between
differentt practices, but also products of decisions about which part of the
DNAA is to be studied and how many different parts of that DNA are to be
studiedd and combined. All these criteria and qualities show that markers are
neitherr merely local nor entirely global.

Too Conclude
Geneticc lineage and diversity are dependent on markers. The concern
off this chapter was to investigate what a genetic marker is. In this
investigation,, the definition of a marker pointed in the direction of the DNA.
Laboratoryy practice, however, suggested other sites for learning about
markers.. We learned that markers are enacted as a variety of things, such as
protocols,, PCR programmes, chemical solutions, and that aligning these
turnss a marker into a good genetic marker. A marker can thus be termed a
socio-technicall network, in which humans, technical devices, chemicals,
DNAA and procedures to handle it are linked in a specific way to produce it.
Consequentlyy enacting markers in a new context is dependent on the kind of
worldd that can be introduced to a laboratory and the kind of alignments that
cancan be established there.
Thiss has implications for studies of diversity and lineage. This very
qualityy of markers not only puts constraints on what can be standardised and
howw but also on our ways of learning about genetic diversity. Various
technologiess may be at hand in the field of genetics to do this, but making
thingss work in a variety of practices equally evokes questions about which
technologiess will have pride of place in learning about diversity and lineage.
Itt could be said that rather than a universal tool, a good genetic marker is a
highlyy invested category in which genetic diversity resides.
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Notess to Chapter 3
1.. For a similar narrative strategy, analysis and style, see Annemarie Mol and
Johnn Law, "Regions, Networks and Fluids: Anaemia and Social Topology,"
SocialSocial Studies of Science 24 (1994): 641-71. Note that whereas Mol and
Law'ss elegant analysis contributes both to social theory and to an
understandingg of anaemia, the main objective of the case studied here is an
analysiss of a routine-like technology in laboratory practice.
2.. These as well as other contributions to the discussion were elaborated in a
documentt that should function as a guideline on the choice of markers, see
Jaumee Bertranpetit, "Recommendations on the Use of Genetic Markers in
Humann Genome Variation Studies" (Working document, 1996). This
documentt will be referred to as the "Marker Document." In the end the
Markerr Document was not issued but circulated, via e-mail correspondence,
amongg a number of geneticists who contributed to the document and
commentedd on it. Bertranpetit, the editor of the document, presented the
results,, in a way a list of priority markers, at a meeting of the European
HumanHuman Genome Diversity Project: Regional Committee, which took place on
25thh January 1996 in London. My references to this document are based on
thee copy that was distributed by Bertanpetit via e-mail on 3rd February 1996.
3.. In the Book of Abstracts of this conference, under the heading
"Presentation",, Bertrantpetit states: "In the program, a large amount of time
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hass been reserved for discussion as consensus will be sought on the technical
advantagess and informativeness of the various marker technologies. It is our
aimm that presentations and discussion will mainly focus on DNA markers"
{Book{Book of Abstracts Euroconference Human Genome Variation in Europe:
DNADNA Markers [Barcelona, 9-10 November 1995]), p. 1.
4.. During The International Planning Workshop held in September 1993 in
Portoo Conte, Sardinia, the fine-tuning was on the side of population, such as
thee sampling procedures (criteria for sampling, how many individuals per
populationn and how to inform the individuals about the goals of the
scientists)) and which populations should be studied first. The endeavour then
wass to produce a "priority list" for the populations, see The Human Genome
DiversityDiversity (HGD) Project: Summary Document (HUGO Publication, 1993),
pp.. 12-33. The issue of population and the sample strategy of the Diversity
Projectt was topic of a previously held workshop in October 1992 at
Pennsylvaniaa State University. Furthermore, in the Marker Document it is
arguedd that: "Other crucial issues in genome variation analysis are not
consideredd here, comprising the choice of populations, sampling strategy,
availabilityy of samples through central repositories (of DNA but plasma may
bee useful), fingerprinting of reference specimens, data bank results,
numericall analysis of results and many others", Bertranpetit, Marker
Documentt (above, n. 2), p. 2.
5.. "Glossary" in Daniel J. Kevies and Leroy Hood, eds., The Code of Codes:
ScientificScientific and social issues in the Human Genome Project (Harvard
Universityy Press, 1992),375-384, at p. 381. A similar definition can be found
inn the "Glossary of Terms" in Department of Energy, DOE Human Genome
Project:Project: Primer on Molecular Genetics, (Washington, D.C.: DOE, 1992), p.
36. .
6.. In molecular biology, a "DNA marker" was originally a synthesised DNA
fragmentt of known size, through which the molecular weight of target
fragmentss could be determined," see Daniel L. Haiti, Essential Genetics
(Sudbury:: Jones and Bartlett Publishers, 1995), p.379.
7.. The complete human genome, coding and non-coding DNA, consists of 3,
5000 million base-pairs and the percentage of coding DNA may differ
dependingg on which literature is considered. The figure of 5 % is based on,
Daniell J. Kevies, "Out of eugenics: The Historical politics of the human
genome,"" in Kevies and Hood, Code of Codes (above, n. 5), pp. 3-36, at p.
24. .
8.. The significance of this difference can be seen in the criticism voiced
aboutt the (physical) mapping of the human genome. The critiques considered
itt too time-consuming and costly and not informative as such; the so-called
large-scalee sequencing without a directed interest in specific genes was seen
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ass a waste of effort. See for example, Daniel J. Kevies and Leroy Hood,
"Reflection,"" in Kevies and Hood, Code of Codes (above, n. 5), pp. 300-328,
att pp. 300-301.
9.. For an excellent study on routine-like technologies, such as the
technologiess analysed in this paper, see Kathleen Jordan and Michael Lynch,
"Thee Sociology of a Genetic Engineering Technique: Rituals and Rationality
inn the Performance of the "Plasmid Prep"," in The Right Tool For the Job: At
WorkWork in Twentieth-Century Life Sciences, ed. Adele E. Clarke and Joan
Fujimuraa (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1992), 77-114.
II apply the notion of performativity to make clear that "objects" do not exists
inn isolation, but are dependent on humans, materials and techniques. What
thesee objects are made to be, which version of them is being performed, is
thuss dependent on practices. Moreover, this suggests that objects are not
stablee as such, and that their "existence" is dependent on the successful work
off humans and non-humans, see also chapter 5 for references and an
elaboration. .
10.. It seems that linguistic metaphors are privileged over visual metaphors in
geneticc work. The language metaphor produces, as it were, a "natural" fit
betweenn the accomplishment of the various actors in the lab. Lab members,
technologyy as well as DNA, appear to be literate, capable of reading and
writing.. On the linguistic metaphor in genetics, see Evelyn Fox Keller,
"Sensee and Syntax: Metaphors of reading in the history of genetics" (paper
presentedd at the ASCA conference Come to Your Senses, Amsterdam, 25-29
Mayy 1998), Evelyn Fox Keller, Refiguring Life: Metaphors of TwentiethCenturyCentury Biology (New York: Colombia University Press, 1995); see also
Lilyy Kay, "Ascent of the informational Gene" (paper presented at the
conferencee Postgenomics? Historical, Techno-Epistemic, and Cultural
AspectsAspects of Genetics, Max Planck Institute for the History of Science, Berlin,
Julyy 1998). See on the limits of the linguistic and visual metaphor in
genetics,, Amade M'charek, "Reply to Evelyn Fox Keller and Kaja
Silverman"" (paper presented the ASCA conference Come to Your Senses,
Amsterdam,, 25-29 May 1998).
11.. Trying to find out a little more about where the idea of monitor comes
from,, I came across some amazing, yet familiar stories. First of all, there is
thee "Monitorial System", also called the Lancaster System, after its initiator.
Introducedd in the nineteenth century, this British educational system was
basedd on the tutoring of younger or weaker pupils by older and better
scholars.. Secondly, a monitor turned out to be a special class of lizard, the
varanus.varanus. Represented by thirty species, some of them up to three metres they
aree long, fork-tongued and gluttonous, with a long neck and heavy scales. A
monitorr is also a special kind of warship, specially designed for the
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Americann Navy with many technical novelties, good for 40 basic patents.
Operativee at the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth
century,, the monitor was a heavily armoured ship with shallow draught, thus
ablee to sail in shallow waters and rivers where large vessels could not enter.
Sincee it also had a low free-board, the monitor was difficult for other ships to
hit.. But the monitor's heavy and far-reaching cannons, positioned on a
rotatingg tower, could easily damage large ships at a distance (Encyclopedia
Britannica,Britannica, 198?, 258-9). This brief history shows that monitoring, just like
otherr technologies of vision, is historically charged and technologically
invested.. Hence the technologies of vision cannot be considered innocent or
unproblematic.. Rather than looking for another metaphor or category of
analysis,, I have chosen to exmaine the category of monitoring and explore it
forr the purpose of my argument. My interest in monitoring comes close to
Haraway'ss theorisation of what she calls "the metaphor of vision." She
arguess that: "the visual metaphor allows one to go beyond fixed appearances,
whichh are only the end products. The metaphor invites us to investigate the
variedd apparatuses of visual production, including the prosthetic technologies
interfacedd with our biological eyes and brains" (Donna J. Haraway, "Situated
Knowledges:: The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial
Perspective,"" in Simians, Cyborgs, and Women: The Reinvention of Nature,
Donnaa J. Haraway [London: Free Association Books, 1991], 183-201), at p.
195. .
12.. See also Paul Rabinow, Making PCR: A Story of Biotechnology
(Chicago,, London: The University of Chicago Press, 1996), pp. 1-5.
13.. In the laboratory this is the first and most practical method of visualising
thee DNA fragment; it takes less time than the ALF sequencer and is less
expensive.. The detection of alleles via the ALF sequencer is also based on
electrophoresis;; instead of ultraviolet it requires laser light for visualisation.
Thankss to the computerised approach, the ALF sequencer produces not only
raww but also processed data. One could say that with this feature the ALF™
fusess what Amann and Knorr Cetina have "identified" as "data" and
"evidence",, which are defined by the different practices they involve; the
ALFF sequencer produces both data and evidence simultaneously; see Klaus
Amannn and Karin Knorr Cetina, "The Fixation of (Visual) Evidence," in
RepresentationRepresentation in Scientific Practice, ed. Steve Woolgar and Michael Lynch
(Cambridge,, Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 1990), 85-121.
14.. These ladders, also called sizers, serve as molecular weight "markers";
seee Haiti, Essential Genetics (above, n. 6), p.379.
15.. See Amann and Knorr Cetina for an elaboration on gatherings of
laboratoryy members around visual objects, depicting what is visualised in the
processs of talking about this. Emphasising the interconnectedness between
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thee laboratory talk and the (visual) object of research, Amann and Knorr
Cetinaa refer to "the talk" as "the machinery of seeing", Amann and KnorrCetina,, "The Fixation of (Visual) Evidence" (above, n. 13), p. 92.
16.. Analogously, Annemarie Mol argues that the "thickening of the intima"
inn cases of "atherosclerosis is not all alone" either, but is dependent on
visualisations,, chemicals and tools added to the tissue to be analysed as well
ass the skilled eye of a technician; see Annemarie Mol, "Pathology and the
Clinic:: An Ethnography of two Atheroscleroses," in Intersections: Living
andand Working with the New Medical Technologies, ed. M. Lock and Alberto
Cambrsioo (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000). Also Hans-Jörg
Rheinbergerr argues that the tools of molecular biology are involved in the
objectt of research, so that they become macromolecules themselves: "Die
Scherenn und die Nadeln, mit denen Gene geschnitten und gespleiBt werden
undd die Trager, mit denen man sie transportiert, sind selbst Makromolekiile"
(Hans-Jörg.. Rheinberger, "Von der Zelle zum Gen: Reprasentationen der
Molekularbiologie,"" in Raume des Wissens: Representation, Codierung,
Spur,Spur, ed. H-J. Rheinberger, M. Hagner, and B. Wahrig-Schmidt [Berlin:
Akademiee Verlag, 1997], 265-279), p. 275. My use of alignment is akin to
thatt of Joan Fujimura's. Whereas Fujimura takes the broader context of
laboratoryy work and social interactions into account, I focus more on
technologiess and their practicalities in this context, see Joan H. Fujimura,
"Constructingg 'Do-able' Problems in Cancer Research: Articulating
Alignment,"" Social Studies of Science 17 (1987): 257-93.
17.. This is the former TNO-Dutch Primate Centre. TNO is the Dutch
Organisationn for Applied Scientific Research (Nederlandse Organisatie voor
Toegepast-Natuurwetenschappelijkk Onderzoek). In the mid-1990s the
Primatee Centre became a semi-private organisation aiming at becoming the
world'ss largest primate centre. This endeavour may guarantee considerable
financingg from the Dutch government.
18.. Furthermore the head of the Lab used to hold a position in the Leiden
TNO,, where he conducted and guided research into heart disease.
19.. The Y-chromosome is one of the so-called sex chromosomes which are
normallyy inherited by men only. Daniel Haiti defines Polymorphism as
follows:follows: "The presence in a population of two or more relatively common
formss of a gene, chromosome, or genetically determined trait" (Haiti,
EssentialEssential Genetics [above, n. 6], p. 445; emphasis added).
20.. In June that year, when we had a meeting with the chairman of the
primatee centre, he seemed to be somewhat disappointed that we had started
withh the chimps. He would have liked us to start with the macaques instead,
forr they are the most frequently used in laboratory research and thus the most
interestingg object of trade.
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21.. This is the "Institut fiir Gerichtliche Medizin" at the Humboldt
University,, Berlin.
22.. The Y-chromosome was insufficiently studied by population geneticists,
butt interest in this chromosome has been growing. In the small amount of
publicationss during the early 1990s it was argued that the Y-chromosome did
nott show considerable polymorphism (genetic variation). It was only towards
thee middle of that decade that some work provided evidence for
polymorphismss on the Y-chromosome. At the 1995 conference Human
GenomeGenome Variation in Europe: DNA Markers in Barcelona, a group of young
populationn geneticists (Mark Jobling, Peter de Knijff, Chris Tyler-Smith and
Anttii Sajantila) working on Y-chromosome variation, was highly appreciated
forr its "pioneer work" on the Y-chromosome. They all participated in the
panell for the conference's round table discussion and were all invited to
participatee as co-writers of the report about genetic markers, Bertranpetit,
"Markerr Document" (above, n. 2).
23.. L. Roewer et al., "Analysis of Molecular Variance (AMOVA) of Ychromosome-specificc microsatellites in two closely related human
populations,"" Human Molecular Genetics 5, no. April 19 (1996): 1029-1033,
att p. 1031. An allele should here be understood as a term expressing
differentt sequence lengths, found for one marker in different individuals and
measuredd by the distance between the primers. See also footnote 31. A
MicrosatelliteMicrosatellite is an alternative name for short tandem repeats in a marker
region.. For example the nucleotide sequence ACTACTACT would be a
tandemm repeat consisting of three nucleotides ACT. The tandem may vary
betweenn two and five nucleotides, see W.S. Watkins, M. Bamshad, and L. B.
Jordee M., "Population Genetics of Trinucleotide Repeat Polymorphisms,"
HumanHuman Molecular Genetics 4, no. June 2 (1995): 1485-1491.
24.. See chapter 2 for an elaboration of the interdependence of markers and
population. .
25.. Roewer et al. "Analysis of Molecular Variance" (above, n. 23), p. 1032.
Haplotypes,, as referred to in this paper, are conceptual genetic profiles (a
combinationn of alleles of different loci for one individual) used as a
statisticallyy informative measure to compare population similarities and
differences. .
26.. P. de Knijff, M. Kayser, M. Krawczak, P. Dieltjes, K. van Leeuwen, E.
Bakker,, L. Roewer, "Y Typing Using STR's" in Book of Abstracts (above, n.
3),, p. 31.
27.. Section 8 of "The Marker Document" addresses Y-chromosomal markers
basedd on a collaboration between P. de Knijff (Leiden) and M. Jobling
(Lancaster),, see Bertranpetit, "Marker Document" (above, n. 2).
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28.. P. de Knijff and et al., "Chromosome Y Microsatellites: Population
Geneticc and Evolutionary Aspects," Int J Legal Med 110 (1997): 134-49; M.
Kayserr and et al., "Evaluation of Y Chromosomal STRs: A Multicenter
Study,"" Int J Legal Med 110 (1997): 125-33, 141-9. These papers are the
resultt of the first meetings of the Y-Users Workshop held in Berlin in 1996,
whichh was initiated after the 1995 conference Human Genome Variation in
Europe:Europe: DNA Markers held in Barcelona.
29.. One could say that these markers have become what Bruno Latour has
called,, "immutable mobiles" in the sense that they produce and are products
off a network of scientists and laboratories, technologies and tissues,
literaturee and methods, see Bruno Latour, "Drawing Things Together," in
RepresentationRepresentation in Scientific Practice, ed. Steve Woolgar and Michael Lync
(Cambridge,, Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 1990), 19-69. See on the
limitationss of "immutable mobiles" Mol and Law, "Regions, Networks, and
Fluids"" (above, n. 1), and for a critique, see Joan H. Fujimura, "Crafting
Science:: Standardized Packages, Boundary Objects, and "Translation"," in
ScienceScience as Practice and Culture, ed. Andrew Pickering (Chicago: The
Universityy of Chicago Press, 1992), pp. 168-211.
30.. Reading the information produced on the ALF™ does definitely require
training.. An unskilled viewer may see a broad range of peaks in complex
graphs,, where a trained eye would locate the actual allele-peaks within a
couplee of seconds. Also, the ALF™ comes with a software program, the ALF
manager,, which allows practitioners to determine the allele length and to
"polish"" the graphic representations by homing in on the target peaks and
amplifyingg them on monitor and printouts. In accord with Michael Lynch's
treatmentt of scientific visual object (specifically of photographic images and
diagrams),, one could term this conduct an "upgrading" of the visual object
geneticc marker; Michael Lynch, "The External Retina: Selection and
Mathematisationn in the Visual Documentation of Objects in the Life
Sciences,"" in Lynch and Woolgar, Representation in Scientific Practice
(above,, n. 29), pp. 16Iff. For an elaboration on how the visualisation of
geneticc markers assisted by the ALF can be understood in terms of Michael
Lynch'ss analyses of the photo-diagram pairs, see Amade M'charek,
"Mediation"" (above, n. 10).
31.. Hence for Lab F the difference between the one allele and the other is a
differencee in length. But an allele may mean different things in different
contexts.. For evolutionary studies an allele may refer to the sequence proper,
andd differences between alleles may be categorised according to differences
inn nucleotides, e.g. by mutations in the sequence. Hence not the length but
thee sequence order is relevant here. In disease studies the genetic code,
namelyy the triplet of nucleotides coding for an amino acid or a protein, is
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moree relevant in determining alleles. From this perspective, the difference
betweenn one allele and the other may be a difference in triplets that code for
thee same acid or protein, e.g. both GAA and GAG code for the amino acid
Glutamine.. Furthermore, a frequently used definition of an allele states the
following:: "One of several alternative forms of a gene occupying a given
locuss on the chromosome. A single allele for each locus is inherited
separatelyy from each parent, so every individual has two alleles for each
gene"" (Kevies and Hood, "Glossary" [above, n.5], p. 375). Note that this
definitionn contains a bias. First of all, alleles on the Y-chromosome are
inheritedd from the father only, so the individual does not have two. Secondly,
theree is a bias for coding DNA in this definition: the definition refers to
genes,, so the largest amount of DNA, the so-called "junk DNA," is not
includedd here. Thirdly, there is a bias for nuclear DNA: chromosomal DNA
iss exclusively nuclear DNA. Mitochondrial DNA which is outside the
nucleus,, on the mitochondria, is excluded.
32.. See, Roewer et al. "Analysis of Molecular Variance" (above, n. 23), p.
1032. .
33.. The Forensic Laboratory is in the process of having more and more of
thesee Y-chromosomal markers accredited by the Dutch Board of
Accreditation.. This will allow the Lab to apply these markers for all forensic
DNAA cases.
34.. Since males usually have only one Y-chromosome, it is strange to find
twoo alleles for a marker in an individual. For this marker it appears that the
primerr set (the synthesised sequence indicating the beginning and the end of
thee marker fragment) matches two loci on this chromosome, and therefore
showss two alleles per individual.
35.. This is because profile typing is based on a rate of difference rather than
onn absolute differences, also called matching likelihood estimations.
Combinedd with statistical analysis a rate of difference will allow the lab to
identifyy individual chimps, see chapter 2 for the individualisation of genetic
profiless and matching likelihood estimates.
36.. Provisionally, for the purpose of sequencing, we diluted the two allele
fragmentss from the agarose gel. After electrophoresis, the specific allele
fragmentss are "physically" locatable on different parts of the gel, and by
cuttingg the gel into pieces we could retrieve the fragments separately for
furtherr experiments.
37.. It is interesting to note that are there are two categories of markers,
referredd to as mini- and micro-satellites, emphasising the transmission of
informationn involved. The types of markers discussed in this chapter are also
calledd micro-satellites.
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38.. This is comparable to Lynch's argument about diagrams. Diagrams not
onlyy represent what can be seen but also what can be claimed about a
biochemicall structure; Lynch, "The External Retina" (above, n. 30), pp. 163168. .
39.. My use of "achievement" here, is akin to Harold Garfinkel's theorising
off "passing" as the work of achieving a "natural" and "normal" status within
specificc contexts; Harold Garfinkel, "Passing and the managed achievement
off sex status in an "intersexed" person part 1," in Studies of
Ethnomethodology,Ethnomethodology, Harold. Garfinkel (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1967),
185. .
40.. Also Roewer et al. indicate that these markers may work for certain
forensicc tasks but not for others, Roewer et al. "Analysis of Molecular
Variance"" (above, n. 23), p. 1032. Even though the variation found in humans
iss high, it was not possible to identify all individuals studied on the basis of
thesee markers only. Thus markers lose their usefulness when the set goals
change. .
41.. D.C. Rubinzstein and et al., "Microsatellite Evolution: Evidence for
directionalityy and variation in rate between species," Nature Genetics 10
(1995):: 337-341.
42.. Disease genes are studied extensively because they are correlated to a
specificc disease. The abbreviations stand for the diseases they are associated
with.. FRAXA stands for a type of the fragile X syndrome, SCAI is
associatedd with the spino-cerebellar ataxia type 1 and DRPLA stands for
dentatorubral-pallidoluysiann atrophy; see Watkins et al., "Population
Genetics"" (above, n. 23), p. 1485.
43.. The paper indicated only the so-called annealing temperature. On this
basiss the PCR programmes could be deduced. The PCR programmes are
basedd on different numbers of cycles expressed in time and temperature of
denaturingg and annealing. Primers attach at different temperatures to the
DNAA fragment according to their sequences. These annealing temperatures
havee to be optimal for an adequate copying of the DNA. "Denaturing" of the
DNAA means that the double-stranded and helix-shaped DNA is pulled apart
intoo two single straight strands. This optimises the possibility for the primers
too attach at the beginning and the end of the target sequence and thus the
copyingg of the DNA. "Annealing" is the movement of two single strands of
DNAA to form one double-stranded DNA. Just before doing so the primers
attachh to the single strands, preventing them from clinging to one another and
forcingg the single strands ( or better the enzyme polymerase) to use the "free
floating"" nucleotides in the solution in order to become a double strand
again. .
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44.. This indicates that genetic markers cannot entirely be understood as
immutablee mobiles, as I suggested earlier (above, n. 29); once moved to
anotherr context they prove to be mutable. See also Mol and Law, "Regions,
Networks,, and Fluids"(above, n. 1).
45.. With Jordan and Lynch, one could term this a kind of "practical
conservatism."" If things have proved to work in previous experiments,
laboratoryy members tend to be "superstitious" about changing their mode of
working;; how the number of variables work together cannot be understood in
rationall ways only; Jordan and Lynch, "The Sociology of a Genetic
Engineeringg Technique" (above, n. 9), pp. 93-4.
46.. In chapter 2 I have shown that Lab F cannot "know" an individual
withoutt a concept of population. Thus individual genetic makeup and that of
aa population are mutually dependent.
47.. Although the forensic work of Lab F can be categorised as routine work
ratherr than fundamental science, the experiments I describe here echo Karin
Knorrr Cetina's claim that laboratory action is about making things work; see
Karinn Knorr-Cetina, The Manufacture of Knowledge: An Essay on the
ConstructivistConstructivist and Contextual Nature of Science (Oxford, New York:
Pergamonn Press, 1981). Moreover the argument that the markers introduced
too Lab F should work since they have been shown to work in another and a
presumablyy similar context, underlines that scientific work may rely on a
varietyy of previous practices, as long as a kind of similarity can be
presupposedd between these practices, even at the risk of failure and the loss
off time and resources, Ibid, at 57-63. For a variety of stories about making a
routine-likee technology work - such as the plasmid prep (a cloning
technology),, see Jordan and Lynch, "The Sociology of a Genetic Engineering
Technique"" (above, n. 9).
48.. The so-called secondary structure of the DNA makes it difficult for the
fragmentt to denature. Therefore the whole PCR procedure was inhibited, the
markerr fragment could not be copied and consequently it was not possible to
detectt the alleles.
49.. FRAXA contains a CGG repeat. The nucleotides C and G also
complementt each other in the fragment, producing between the two strands
thee base-pair C-G. The large number of C-G bonds in this fragment
introducess so-called secondary structures to the DNA. The double helix
structuree of the DNA is known as the primary structure. Due to the
secondaryy structure of the sequence, the PCR method which is based on the
denaturingg (the straightening and pulling apart) of the DNA fragment is
inhibited,, since it now has a double task: the denaturing of two structures at
samee time.
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50.. This set consists of FRAXA, DRPLA, SCAI, lmtDNA marker, DYS 393
andd perhaps DYS 3891 and n.
51.. For how concepts as well as laboratory practice are involved in genetic
objectss such as "probes," see for example Jordan and Lynch, "The Sociology
off a Genetic Engineering Technique" (above, n. 9); Fujimura, "Crafting
Science"" (above, n. 29). Moreover, Fujimura argues that standardisation
increasess "the doability" of laboratory experiments and that it conversely
reducess laboratory uncertainties and time investments. In a way the newlyintroducedd primers obliged Lab F to open its "standardised packages" of
doingg PCR, see Fujimura, "Constructing 'Do-able' Problems in Cancer
Research"" (above, n. 16).
52.. See Mol, "Pathology and the Clinic" (above, n. 16); Rheinberger, "Von
derr Zelle zum Gen" (above, n. 16). I would like to emphasise that the DNA
cannott be viewed as "resource" that allows for any kind of representation: it
iss actively involved and co-determines the tools of representation as well as
thee way it is represented (as in the case of FRAXA). Representations are thus
bestt understood as configurations of traces of "the epistemic thing," the
DNA,, as well as the tools and practices of representation; see Rheinberger,
ibid.,, p. 274.
53.. For the sake of this argument I have changed the order of the statements.
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Chapterr 4
Naturalisationn of a Reference Sequence:
Andersonn or the Mitochondrial Eve of Modern Genetics
Introducingg the Argument
Technologyy is enacted in a socio-technical network. This was the topic
off the previous chapter. However both inside and outside genetics it is
treatedd as an autonomous entity; a technology once produced seems to lead a
context-independentt life. It is naturalised. The naturalisation of technology
doess not only present it as a clearly defined entity: it also obscures the
normativee content of technology. Questions about how a technology might
affectt the world thereby moves into the background. This chapter deals with
thee naturalisation of a standardised technology. It examines both its
ideologicall content and how it is made into an autonomous entity. The
argumentt is that since technology is always produced somewhere and is
madee to work in a specific context, its naturalisation also requires work.
Whatt kind of work this is and how it is carried out is the main concern of the
presentt chapter.
Thee sequencing of the human genome is "just". Yet as early as 1981
anotherr human genome was sequenced, not a sequence of nuclear DNA but
off mitochondrial DNA. Ever since its publication this sequence has become
thee reference in mitochondrial studies. It has become the "normal sequence,"
aa standardised object to which all other human sequences are aligned, and
definedd as being similar to or different from it.
Thee argument of this chapter is organised around this reference
sequence.sequence. I will first address the kind of work it enables in laboratories. How
thee sequence was produced and the kind of practices it embodies will be
takenn into account in order to examine the ways it can escape these while
beingg applied in laboratories. Focusing on biases built into the reference
sequence,, such as racial and sexual biases, it will be argued that its treatment
ass an unproblematic standard, involves the universal theory of mitochondrial
inheritancee to which it is connected.
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Neanderthal:: The Sequence

ItIt is November 14'h 1996 and we are at the Laboratory for Evolution
andand Human Genetics in Munich. Let us call this lab the P Lab. This morning
II entered the small lab, where I have my bench. I had put my coat and bag in
thethe locker down the hall, had a quick look at my lab-journal to recall the
programmeprogramme for the day and went to get myself a cup of coffee. As usual I
walkedwalked through the small writing room, situated between the small lab and
"the"the tea room." I noticed champagne glasses, empty bottles and cigarette
boxes,boxes, and full ashtrays all scattered about the long writing desk. The
cigarettescigarettes especially drew my attention. People may have dinner in the lab,
oror sleep in the lab, but smoking in the lab? That just never happens. A
colleaguecolleague came in and asked me whether I had heard about Matthias Krings.
ThereThere had been a party last night she told me, because he had sequenced the
NeanderthalNeanderthal for the second time and found the same mitochondrial DNA
sequence.sequence. I became aware of Krings' absence. Normally he would be
workingworking day and night. My colleague went on telling me about the
excitementexcitement of the event and described how he and the archaeologists, who
hadhad made the Neanderthal bones available, were looking attentively at the
computercomputer screen while the gel was run on the ALF™.2 As it became visible,
thethe sequence turned out to be the same as the previous one Krings had
found.found. Thus it proved that what they had could be called the first ever
mitochondrialmitochondrial DNA sequence of a Neanderthal. They decided to have a small
partyparty and invited other people who were working late to join them.
KringsKrings came in only the next day. I went over to congratulate him. We
startedstarted talking about the Neanderthal. He told me that the bones had been
foundfound in the west of Germany (Diisseldorf) back in the middle of the
nineteenthnineteenth century and had been supplied to him by archaeologists from the
RheinischesRheinisches Landesmuseum (Bonn). Talking about the forthcoming article, I
askedasked him whether he would publish his results in a specialised journal in
thethe field of archaeology. He made clear that Nature would be a more
appropriateappropriate place for it and told me that further (statistical) analyses would
havehave to be conducted to learn more about how the Neanderthal relates to
humans.humans. Before publication, however, the experiments had to be repeated in
anotheranother lab to ensure that the sequence was not a "local" artefact.
OnceOnce the Neanderthal DNA had been sent off to a laboratory in
Berkeley,Berkeley, California, a period of trial and error started, until finally a
sequencesequence was acquired that was similar to the one produced in the P Lab.
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Thee First Sequence:
Sequencingg DNA - in other words, unravelling the sequence order of
thee DNA building blocks - would involve many uncertainties and guesswork
iff it were not assisted by already existing sequences. As indicated above, the
topicc of this chapter is a reference sequence, a sequence that does such a job
inn the field of population genetics. The case of the Neanderthal is an example
off such a reference. It shows the work involved in producing a first
sequence;; the hard work of Krings, who had laboured day and night to
sequencee it, the availability of the samples, for which the suppliers have
travelledtravelled many times from Bonn to Munich, and the celebrations indicating
thee role it may play in genetics, not only because it is a Neanderthal
sequencee but also because it is its very first sequence. The question I raised
concerningg publication of the Neanderthal results was based on the idea that
thiss new insight may be of special interest to those working the field of
archaeologyy and palaeontology. Krings' answer, however, made clear that it
hadd a much wider relevance for geneticists interested in genetic lineage. It
hintedd at the technological achievement involved in the sequencing.4 The
sequencee has the potential of becoming a piece of technology, a reference for
otherr possible sequences to come. The relevance of such a sequence was
alreadyy indicated in the work of producing it. Since the Neanderthal had no
referencee sequence, a standard to compare it to, Krings had to acquire the
sequencee twice, and in Berkeley the whole procedure had to be repeated. All
thiss work indicated the absence of a fixed standard by which the Neanderthal
sequencee could be confirmed. Also the sequence was instantly treated as
moree than a Neanderthal sequence. It became a tool of comparison between
modern-dayy humans and Neanderthals, a tool through which genetic
proximityy and distance could be addressed. These treatments are indicative
off the reference sequence and of what it enables in laboratory work.
Justt like the Neanderthal mitochondrial DNA sequence, that of
modern-dayy humans was produced somewhere and embodies those practices.
Yett it has become a standardised tool, a text, available and practicable in
laboratoriess all over the world. In this chapter I will address how the
referencee escapes the "burden" of locality to become a naturalised tool. To
doo so I will move back and forth through time, from a contemporary
laboratoryy practice to more "historical" accounts of how DNA work was
donee in the early 1980s, and back to the 1990s to view how theories of
mitochondriall DNA inheritance are involved in the work of this reference.
Beforee doing so, let us have a closer look at mitochondrial DNA and its
particularr role in studies of populations and genetic lineage.
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Nott in the Nucleus: Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA)
Inn April 1953 James Watson and Francis Crick published the
molecularr structure of DNA in the journal Nature. The abbreviation DNA
standss for deoxyribosnucleic acid, and indicates not only the chemical and
physicall structure of the molecule but also its location in the cell, namely in
thee nucleus.5 This is not entirely true for mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA),
however,, for though mtDNA consists of basically the same building blocks
ass nuclear DNA6 it is located in the cytoplasm rather than the nucleus. More
precisely,, it is situated on the mitochondria, a mitochondrion being a kind of
organellee that provides the cell with energy. Moreover unlike the nuclear
DNAA molecule, which is stretched out over 46 chromosomes, mtDNA is a
small,, circular molecule. Whereas nuclear DNA contains about 3 billionbase-pairs,, the whole mtDNA molecule consists of 16.5 thousand base-pairs
77

only.. Since each single cell contains many mitochondria, each cell also
containss many copies of the same mtDNA, over 100,000 copies per cell in
humans,, in contrast to two copies of nuclear DNA, each stemming from one
parent.8 8
Thee location of mtDNA in the cytoplasm creates a major advantage for
studiess of genetic lineage. Why? The answer has to do with reproduction and
geneticc inheritance. All mitochondria passed on to offspring come from the
mother.. The sperm consists predominantly of a nucleus and it has only a
smalll number of mitochondria (about fifty copies) in the mid-piece; these
mitochondriaa do not enter the egg cell during fertilisation. Thus males inherit
mitochondriaa solely from their mothers and cannot pass these on to their
offspring.. Only females do so. This means that geneticists can trace back
mtDNAA inheritance through maternal lineage. Whereas nuclear DNA
recombiness during meiosis, when a great part of the genetic material coming
fromm both parents is being reshuffled, mtDNA does not, since it comes from
onee individual only. It thus allows for genetic studies that look way back into
history. .
Nott only the patterns of inheritance but also the size and the number of
mtDNAA molecule are seen as advantageous in genetic research. Whereas the
sequencee of the human nuclear genome is still "under construction" in an
internationall project, the complete human mitochondrial genome had been
sequencedd as early as 1981, by one lab. And because of the number of
moleculess per cell, it is possible to study the mtDNA of extinct as well as
livingg species. Hence the Neanderthal sequence. Bones or fossils may still
containn some intact mtDNA since there are thousands of copies, whereas the
nuclearr DNA, consisting of only two copies, is difficult to retrieve and is
usuallyy destroyed with the passage of time. This feature of mtDNA, namely
thatt it can be studied in different species and permits comparison of species
fromm an evolutionary perspective is, in a way, captured in the name of the P
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Lab,, "The Laboratory for Evolution and Human Genetics." It accounts for
thee variety in research projects that can be found in this Lab.

Thee molecule in the P Lab
Betweenn October 1996 and April 1997 I was in the P Lab to conduct a
participantt observation on human genetic diversity. After that period I visited
thee P Lab several times and kept contact with a number of lab members.
Whenn I first arrived there I was told that the Lab had grown quite popular
amongg "anthropologists." I was already the second person interested in
studyingg it.11 During my six-month stay I participated in research on
populationn genetics and worked on a project concerned with the typing of Ychromosomall markers for populations living in the Sinai desert.12
Thee P Lab is run by a distinguished geneticist, professor Svante Paabo,
andd it attracts scholars from all over the world to conduct their research
there.. The number of lab members is around twenty, including three
technicians.. The various projects are clustered in five groups: the RNA
Editingg Group (concerned with how genetic information may be edited
duringg transcription), the Genome Project Group (concerned with the largescalee sequencing of nuclear DNA and with the technologies to achieve it),
thee Ancient DNA Group (concerned with DNA studies of extinct species),
thee Theory Group (concerned with statistical models and computer programs
thatt assist the analysis of the data produced by other groups), and the
Populationn Group (concerned with genetic lineage and comparisons between
differentt human populations). All groups meet separately on a weekly basis
withh the professor, where each member presents his or her work of the
previouss week and plans further experiments. Since I was especially
interestedd in human genetic diversity, I only attended the Population Group
Meetings.. I gained insight into other projects mainly through the weekly Lab
Seminarss or other in-house meetings where all groups assemble, and through
personall conversations.
Shortlyy after I had arrived at the P Lab, all projects were evaluated.
Thiss was an ideal opportunity to get an overview of research conducted in
thee lab and to have a first glimpse of the lab members' projects. These
evaluationss happen on a yearly basis and are initiated by the professor. In the
coursee of one day each lab member apart from the technicians - has to
presentt his or her results. Two professors are invited to discuss and evaluate
thee projects. Jointly with the professor of the P Lab, the guest professors
draww up a report with recommendations. During the breaks we discussed
differencess and similarities between the projects. It appeared that apart from
threee relatively new projects, everybody else was working on mtDNA. One
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couldd say that in addition to the professor's good reputation it is mtDNA that
bindss the lab together.

AA Population-group meeting: Who is Anderson?
OnOn 15thh November we had a Population Group meeting. All members
presentedpresented their work to the professor. Michael Kaser was the last in line. His
projectproject was concerned with the IKung San. He was studying and
comparingcomparing mtDNA sequences of twenty-five IKung samples to attempt to
answeranswer the question of whether the IKung San could be seen as "a constant
population,"population," i.e., a population of constant size based on hunting and
gathering.gathering. During his presentation he referred to "Anderson " a couple of
times.times. He would state at which position of "Anderson " the IKung would look
differentdifferent from other populations. For one part of the sequence he had studied
(about(about 400 base-pairs) he referred to more than ten mutations from
Anderson.^Anderson.^4,4, Towards the end of the meeting 1 asked him: "What exactly is
Anderson?"Anderson?" He explained that Anderson refers to the first publication of a
humanhuman mtDNA sequence. Because it was the first sequence published, it
becamebecame the reference. Kaser had aligned to Anderson all the sequences he
waswas studying to learn about the positions of mutation. When, for example, he
referredreferred to position 311 of the sequences, he was referring to that position in
thethe Anderson sequence. Paabo, the professor of the P Lab, added to this that
AndersonAnderson was based on European DNA and that one could therefore say that
itit was biased. Because if one compared the IKung to Anderson, one would
findfind more mutations than if a European population were compared. A
discussiondiscussion evolved about this bias in the reference sequence. Paabo
continuedcontinued that it would not be possible to avoid bias. You would always be
closercloser to one population or the other. It might be an idea, he added jokingly,
toto take the Neanderthal as the new reference, since it is equally far away
fromfrom all humans. We started theorising, first about the reference sequence,
thenthen about the Neanderthals as a species. About how they succeeded in
colonisingcolonising parts of Europe over a period of 2 million years while leaving so
littlelittle trace of themselves and of the tools they used, and about the possibility
thatthat humans and Neanderthals had co-existed.

Anderson:: The Reference
Inn an interview with Paabo I asked him some more questions about the
referencee sequence and about his idea that the Neanderthal would be more
neutrall than Anderson.15 In response to my request to tell me a little bit more
aboutt Anderson and how it was proposed, he started laughing and said:
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Itt wasn't proposed. It was determined. Now, that's a difference between
constructionistss and geneticists, [laughter]. I mean to say it was the
sequencee that was sequenced, right, [laughter]. It was the first complete
humann sequence that was ever determined. It was done in Cambridge. And
thee first author's name on that paper is Anderson, [laughter]. This was in
1981.. It is a composite though, because different parts of that 16.5 Kb
[kiloo base-pair] count for different individuals. It's not even from one
person!! But the control region is from one person. It had come to be the
reference.. Because when people determined sequence number two, they
hadd of course compared that to the first one; since it was already there.
Andd now four thousand sequences later, we still compare to that [first] one.
Itt is of course totally arbitrary. We could take any other sequence as the
reference.. Anderson is just a convenient convention. Because everybody
knowss the sequence that you're referring to. But it is of course a British
sequence.. Or, certainly European, but probably British, because it was
donee in England.
Whenn we came to talk about the implications of its Britishness, Paabo
explainedd that:
Onee should of course keep in mind that Anderson is not a golden standard.
Butt if we were to take the Neanderthal sequence, now that would be the
perfectt reference. It is not a Eurocentric one. And from the analysis we are
doingg now, it is equally far away from all humans. But it would also be a
kindd of political correctness, I guess. Kind of purist. Because one avoids
thee "optical bias" of Anderson. But it wouldn't be practical. In comparison
too the Neanderthal, all people would have many shared mutations. These
sharedd mutations are not informative, they would just tell you that people
aree different from the Neanderthal. They don't tell you how people relate
too each other. So one would have to take notice of all those mutations
whichh are common among humans before starting to compare humans.
Whenn I asked other lab members about Anderson, they tended to focus more
onn what it allowed them to do in practice: "Anderson is just used to align
otherr sequences. From there you compare your sequences and do your
analysis."" So for them Anderson is a kind of orientation map, a tool to locate
thee parts of sequences that they are studying.
InIn this first encounter with Anderson, the reference, we have touched
uponn its practicalities in daily laboratory work as well as the issue of
naturalisation.. Before addressing the latter, we will take a closer at what is
meantt by aligning other sequences to the reference and how this implies
specificc goals in comparing sequences to the reference.
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Anderson:: Differences and Similarities
Fromm the previous section it is clear that Anderson became the
referencee for population geneticists because it was the first human sequence
published.. As the reference it allows them to identify the locus of other
sequencess they are studying. Based on the idea that humans are basically
similarr in their genetic material, aligning another sequence to Anderson
meanss to specify the sequence fragment of interest in terms of beginning and
end,, by positioning that fragment on the human mtDNA map. Since
geneticistss are usually interested in small fragments only, this procedure
involvess tracing the highest matches between the nucleotides (building
blocks)) of both sequences.
Anderson,, as Paabo put it, "is a convenient convention." Since
geneticistss are committed to using it and since it is publicly known and
accessible,, it allows them to specify the results of comparisons, as either
similarsimilar to or different from Anderson, to other colleagues in the field. From
thiss perspective it could be said that Anderson is a piece of "communication
technology,"" providing geneticists with a protocol of how to refer to the
resultss of their studies. But media always come with a message. While
facilitatingg communication, technologies also structure the nature of that
communicationn at the same time.
Thee talk about the Neanderthal sequence pointed to this quality in
Anderson.. From the interview it became clear that as a potential reference
sequencee the Neanderthal would probably be less biased and maybe less
Eurocentric,, but it would be less convenient. Humans would look too similar
inn the comparisons to the Neanderthal, "obscuring" the differences between
thee humans. Hence, Anderson is not just a positioning tool: it also codeterminess the comparison, namely a comparison in terms of differences. As
itt appeared, geneticists could take any sequence as the reference. It doesn't
matterr to them whether the reference is European or African as long as it
optimisess the detection of differences between the sequences aligned to it.
Thesee sequences can then be labelled in terms of mutations from the
reference,, mutations from Anderson. Hence Anderson is a "convenient
convention"" not only because it provides population geneticists with a
nomenclaturee but also because it allows them to focus more on the
differencess and less on the similarities between humans. In communication
betweenn scientists, similarities between human sequences move to the
backgroundd and the differences become the pieces of information
transmitted.18 8
Inn practice, however, Anderson assists in the production not only of
differencess but also of similarities. Neither similarities nor differences are
self-evident.. Why is this? Sequencing DNA is not always straightforward. In
practicee the end result of sequencing may contain some ambiguities. In
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additionn to the familiar letters A, C, G, and T, which stand for the DNA
buildingg blocks, the sequence may contain other letters, such as N or M.19
Thesee letters indicate that the visualising technology could not decide upon
whichwhich nucleotide it should be: the signals may have been too weak or there
mightt have been more than one signal at the same time. There may be some
hints,, such as N may be either G, T or A but not C, or M can be C, A or T
butt not G. From there onwards the decision is in the hands of those
conductingg the experiments. Aligning such a sequence to Anderson,
geneticistss may decide to leave the ambiguities open, usually by inserting a
questionn mark in the sequence, or they may come to a conclusion based on
thee clues provided by the sequencing technology, the reference sequence and
theirr expectations. In a conversation about Anderson, Sonja Meyer, a lab
memberr who, as a statistician, is involved with the compilation of a
mitochondriall DNA databank, raised this issue with me. She stated: "I
alwayss wonder whether people correct their sequences to Anderson, but then
II don't know anything about sequencing."20 In answer to my question as to
whyy she actually wondered about that, she said: "I was wondering, because it
seemedd to me as if the Anderson sequence [i.e. similarities to the Anderson
sequence]] is found more often than other sequences, and I can imagine no
reasonn why this should be the case. But of course, I first of all have to
quantifyy this guesswork by simply counting the occurrence of the Anderson
sequence."" This account brings to the fore the practicalities of Anderson and
itss contribution to the "making" of similarities. Such contributions usually
disappearr in written sources. Ironically enough the Anderson paper itself,
thatt is the paper in which the sequence was published, refers to this. The
paperr states that: "Nucleotides 10, 934-5, 14,272 and 14,365 were
ambiguouss and their identity assumed to be the same as in the bovine
mtDNAA sequence." Thus when determining the Anderson sequence the
geneticistss corrected parts of that sequence to an already existing sequence,
namelyy that of a bovine.
Ass a tool for making sense of ambiguous sequences, therefore,
Andersonn assists the production not only of differences but also of
similarities.. It can thus be seen as the "normal" sequence contributing to both
similaritiess and differences.22

Andersonn in the P Lab:
Whenn other sequences are aligned to it, Anderson is performed as a
normall sequence contributing to similarities and differences, and as a
communicationn technology within a scientific community.
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Butt what about theory? How does this involve theories about genetic
inheritancee and the understanding of genetic proximity and distance? And
doess this come after alignment?
Inn the interview, when talking about Anderson as a composite made of
tissuee from different individuals, Paabo was explicit about one part of it in
particular,, namely the control region. He was quick to state that this part
camee from one person. Why is it important for the P Lab to know this and
whatt kind of information is conveyed by it?
Thee control region of mtDNA comprises about nine hundred of the
sixteenn and a half thousand base-pairs of the genome, and consists mainly of
non-codingg DNA.23 The bulk of this DNA does not code for proteins and
doess not play a role in the energy-yielding metabolism of the cell. So it is
consideredd "free-to-mutate" (at random), at a much higher rate than the rest
off the genome.24 This feature is important in comparisons between
individualss and, consequently, in studies of genetic lineage. The interest of
geneticistss in differences is theoretically motivated. Mutations are treated as
sourcess of information about genetic lineage. The higher the mutation rate
thee greater the amount of information generated. Shared mutations and nonsharedd mutations and the specific ways in which they are distributed within a
populationn suggest the presence or absence of genetic lineage.
Thee presumption of random mutations in the control region leads to
anotherr presumption, namely that their accumulation in different populations
takess place at the same rate. This randomised and synchronised occurrence
off mutations is an important tool in population comparisons and is
metaphoricallyy referred to as the molecular clock. This clock is assumed to
tickk equally fast in all populations.25 Conversely this means that the number
off mutations helps to reconstruct not only lineage but also descent: a higher
numberr of mutations suggests an older population, a lower number a younger
population.. Thus shared mutations between populations suggest (common)
lineage,, and a population with less mutation, i.e. changes from Anderson, is
saidd to be descended from a population with a higher number of mutations.
Byy estimating the mutation rate, i.e. the time between two mutations,
geneticistss can date historical events, such as the moment of population
divergence. .
Thuss random mutation and equal mutation rate contribute to an
understandingg of differences in terms of proximity and distance between
populations.. These joint features of the control region make it interesting for
populationn genetics and, in consequence, for the P Lab, whose interest is
predominantlyy in genetic lineage and population history. It is therefore
importantt for this particular laboratory to know how this specific part of the
referencee sequence was constructed. As indicated, the very means for
establishingg lineage are mutations. But mutations are not an individual
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phenomenon.. They only exist as such in comparisons. In a mtDNA-based
geneticss mutations are mutations from Anderson. Given the interest of
populationn genetics in the control region, it is this specific part of Anderson
thatt is performed as the "normal" sequence: while establishing similarities
andd differences it provides the very information for studies of lineage,
namelyy mutations.
Geneticists'' interest in the control region materialised in a photocopy
off the Anderson paper that I obtained from one of the lab members. In the
sectionn of the paper containing the sequence, only the non-coding region had
beenn highlighted by a previous reader. This specific interest has implications
forr what Anderson is to the P Lab. When lab members refer to Anderson, or
talkk about aligning their sequences to it, they are referring in particular to
thiss non-coding part. Similarly when lab members talked about "the
Neanderthall sequence," they did not mean, as it became clear to me later, the
entiree sequence. Matthias Krings did not sequence the whole genome of the
Neanderthal.. He sequenced only one part of the control region, also called
"hyper-variablee region I." From the perspective of the P Lab it is obvious to
referr to that part of the Neanderthal sequence as the mtDNA sequence?b The
interestt of the P Lab is evidently in that part of the sequence, so that the
hyper-variablee region requires no further specification.27
Fromm this we can conclude that alignments are theoretically invested.
Whenn other sequences are aligned to it, Anderson helps simultaneously to
identifyy other sequences and to produce the very information, i.e. mutations,
forr comparing them. Given the special interest paid in mutations in studies
off populations and genetic lineage, aligning sequences to Anderson does not
onlyy mean reference, but especially difference from it. As has been shown,
thee non-coding mtDNA in particular enables comparison based on
differences,, indicating that in the P Lab Anderson is especially enacted as the
controll region.
Noww that we have considered the enabling work and the practicalities
off Anderson in laboratory practice, let us start to examine its naturalisation.
Couldd we locate naturalisation and where would it become a problem? These
willl be our main questions.29

Anderson:: The British Sequence
Accordingg to geneticists and to the members of the P Lab, Anderson is
aa convention. It is the first sequence and it works for their purposes. The fact
thatt it is British does not affect how they construct genetic lineage. So one
couldd say that Anderson is not a problem for geneticists. Yet during various
talkss and during the interview the professor of the P Lab articulated a
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problemm with Anderson's Britishness. Its "optical bias" and "ethnocentric ity"
weree mentioned as being among its attributes. On another occasion Paabo
stated:: "It's a shame that people forget about the origin of the sequence.
Theyy tend to naturalise it. They would speak of mutations from Anderson,
butt one could also reason the other way round." This demonstrates that
Paaboo is pleading for situating the sequence in the context in which it was
produced.. He would like geneticists to be aware of the genetic or racial bias
off the sequence, i.e. its Britishness and Eurocentrism which results in a bias.
Hee furthermore argues against its naturalisation in genetics.
II suggest we have a closer look at the sequence as a piece of
technology.. The sequence is a text which with little effort appears on the
computerr screen. However this text was made in a particular time, a
particularr place and a particular practice. As a text it can be seen as a "frozen
moment"" of these constituent parts. 1 To investigate the bias and
naturalisationn of Anderson, let us consider two sides of the coin called
naturalisation.. First I want to have a look at the kind of nature "brought
home"" in the sequence." What kinds of practices, technologies and tissues,
andd what kinds of alignments between these, enabled its sequencing and
havee made it a text? And what can we learn from that about the bias in the
sequence?? Second I will address the question of how it is that this locally
craftedd object can travel so smoothly between laboratories to become a
naturalisednaturalised tool. The fact that the sequence is a text that can be downloaded
fromm a database does not, as such, explain the naturalisation." I will
thereforee examine the practice of theory as a possible site, and investigate
howw that assists the naturalisation of the reference. To be sure, naturalisation
iss first examined as a homing in of nature, as a way of producing a fit
betweenn an object of research and the fabric of the laboratory, and then as
thee rendering natural of a locally produced object by its future users. To do
so,, I will take you back to the early 1980s, to the era in which Anderson was
produced. .

Anderson:: The Sequencing
Onn 9th April 1981 Nature published a key article on mitochondrial
DNAA (mtDNA). This paper, entitled "Sequence and Organization of the
Humann Mitochondrial Genome," was accompanied by two other articles
givingg some further analyses of mitochondrial RNA and it was introduced by
aa review article entitled: "Small is Beautiful: Portrait of a Mitochondrial
Genome."344 The key article opens with the following sentence: "The
completee sequence of the 16,569-base-pair human mitochondrial genome is
presented."355 Fourteen scientists presented the complete sequence of human
mitochondriall DNA for the first time. The map of this genome soon became
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thee reference genome, idiomatically referred to as Anderson. Moreover in the
articlee it was stated: "The DNA sequence was derived mainly from a single
humann placenta mtDNA preparation, but some regions were determined on
HeLaa mtDNA."36
Ass we learned above, the sequence is a composite. The article stated
thatt it is a composite of two cell materials; mainly placental tissue from one
individuall and another source called HeLa. With hindsight and from the
perspectivee of genetics, 1981 was a pre-PCR era. PCR, Polymerase Chain
Reaction,, is the revolutionary copying technology of the late 1980s. And
onlyy in the 1990s has PCR become a routine-like technology that assists the
multiplicationn of DNA, even when only tiny amounts of tissue are
involved.377 What does it mean then, to sequence a 16,569-base-pair molecule
inn a pre-PCR era?
Ann account by a population geneticist. Mark Stoneking
conductedd research on mtDNA in the early 1980s. At that time he was
workingg together with Allan Wilson and Rebecca Cann. Together they
publishedd another key paper in the field, in which the first common
ancestorr of humans was dated as having lived in Africa 200,000 years
ago.. This is also called the mitochondrial Eve theory (mtEve).38
Duringg 1997 Mark Stoneking was on sabbatical leave and
decidedd to spend a year in the P Lab. He especially engaged in the
Populationn Group meetings of the lab and contributed to the
discussionss and work conducted by the group. I interviewed him about
mtEvee and about working with mtDNA in the 1980s in general.
Referringg to his Ph.D. project in the Wilson Lab he stated:
Initiallyy I wanted to do Australia, because earlier work indicated that
Australiann mtDNA is somewhat divergent. But it proved to be impossible
too get the samples that we needed from Australia back in the United States.
Youu know in the 1980s, just before PCR, so to do mitochondrial DNA
studiess we had to purify the mtDNA to its homogeneity.39 And to do that,
wee couldn't do that from a blood sample, because you don't get enough
mtDNAA from blood. So, we have these tissue samples, sort of a placental
tissue.. So that puts a lot of constraint on what sorts of population you want
too get samples from. And it was just impossible to get Australian
Aboriginall placentas. But our contact in Australia was a trained student
whoo got to New Guinea to do field work. He ended to be an extremely
valuablee colleague. Because even though he was in the Highlands of New
Guinea,, he was able, over the course of two or three years, to arrange a
collectionn of almost a hundred and fifty placentas from different parts of
Neww Guinea; to ship them out to us in California and keep them frozen. So
theyy arrived in excellent condition.40
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Race:: Homing In Nature
Too sequence DNA in the 1980s was not an easy task. Geneticists'
workk had been under a number of constraints. Before the introduction of
PCR-basedd methods, retrieving enough DNA from blood so as to study it
appearedd to be difficult.41 Although cloning technologies, such as the
recombinantt DNA technology which enabled the cloning of the DNA, were
alreadyy established in the 1970s, the tissue was crucial to the success of
sequencing.422 Large amounts of DNA were needed. Unlike blood, placenta is
richh in DNA and was considered most convenient for (a DNA-based) human
genetics.433 To relate this back to Anderson and the tissue used for its
sequencing,, given the technical possibilities for cloning DNA, the tissue was
alsoo indispensable for its success. Despite the large amounts of mtDNA
moleculess in any human cell in contrast to nuclear DNA, DNA-rich tissue
wass crucial and placental tissue provided such a rich source.
Moreoverr Mark Stoneking's account highlights problems in retrieving
placentas.. In particular the retrieval of placentas of populations from "other"
partss of the world was not an easy job. It was a matter of having the
appropriatee networks. People from New Guinea, for example, may prefer the
rituall of burying placentas to other rituals, such as rituals of doing science.
Inn addition, as his remark indicates, to "bring home" the placenta in such a
conditionn as to be able to work with it, was not as self-evident. It involved
puttingg the tissue on ice within a limited amount of time and keeping it
frozenn until it reached the laboratory for preparation. This also means that
thee placentas had to be shipped quickly before the ice melted. It could
thereforee be said that the crucial role of placentas in DNA studies in the
1980ss and the difficulties involved in collecting placentas from all over the
worldd are also involved in Anderson. Whereas placentas from other parts of
thee world were difficult to collect and ship, collecting British placentas
mightt be simply a matter of going to the next hospital. Children are born
andd placentas are at scientists' disposal, so to speak. From this perspective it
couldd be said that the sequencing of Anderson was itself based on "a
convenientt convention," namely the convention of working with placentas
becausee they are DNA-rich, and the convenience of using the tissue at hand,
i.e.. easy to retrieve.
Whatt does an emphasis on technology and tissue mean for the
questionss raised above about the bias and "Eurocentricity" of Anderson?
Sequencingg DNA and the nature homed in for Anderson involved a
particularr handling of DNA in the eighties. We have seen that cloning DNA
inn order to study it co-determined which tissue could be considered for
sequencing.. While the organisation of scientific work, such as knowing
somebodyy who does fieldwork in other parts of the world or having access to
hospitalss and clinics to collect the placentas, puts constraints on and opens
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upp possibilities for whose tissue is to be studied. To go back to the
"Eurocentrism"" of Anderson, we could say that this bias may be more an
effectt of laboratory practice than of ideology. It involves the practices of
sequencingg DNA in a pre-PCR era, such that DNA cloning technologies and
aa DNA-rich human tissue were aligned for that purpose. Hence race or
"ethnocentricity"" does not come after the sequence but is implicated in the
sequencee itself. Not so much, however, as a motivated ideology of inclusion
andd exclusion but as a contemporary technology of cloning DNA. Thus
biasess that result from comparisons to Anderson can be considered an effect
off the very practices that helped produce it in the 1980s. In this particular
case,, race is not so much practiced as an ideology but rather in the form of
howw to handle DNA.
Havingg considered the homing in of nature into laboratory practice for
thee purpose of Anderson we have learnt that the kind of nature that could be
homedd in and the bias implicated in the sequence were both a question of
technology.. Let us now have a closer look at the tissue used for Anderson
andd examine which nature was being homed in and which practices this
involves. .

Anderson:: The Tissue
InIn the 1981 publication of Anderson it was mentioned that the
sequencesequence was based not only on placental tissue but also on HeLa mtDNA.
Whatt is HeLa? A search in Medline gave me 27,390 references,46 all
paperss from 1952 onwards dealing with HeLa. HeLa appeared to be broadly
usedd even in papers that were published throughout the 1990s. It also seemed
too be so obvious as not to warrant further elaboration. The abstracts available
fromm Medline held no more promise of information than the Anderson paper.
Thee papers all stated that HeLa was used, but not where it could be found
norr what it was. Where was it possible to find information about what HeLa
was?? And is it a biological category or yet another convention? Without any
expectationss of a positive result, I decided to look it up in my Penguin
Dictionaryy of Biology. Very simple. There it was. "HeLa cell: Cell from
humann cell line widely used in study of cancer. Original source was Helen
Lane,, a carcinoma patient, in 1952."47 So HeLa is an acronym for Helen
Lanee and it refers to her immortalised cells, the HeLa cell line. Some cancers
aree known to reproduce at a high rate, facilitating access to a large amount of
celll material. Just like the placenta, HeLa is a convenient source of DNA.
Butt the specific combination of cell materials, namely placental and HeLa
cells,, indicates that Anderson is not just a composite. It is not just based on
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twoo persons' cell material, but on two females' cell material. How, then,
shouldd we understand this specific combination of tissue?

Sex:: Practicalities of Homing In
Inn the interview with Mark Stoneking I asked him about the problems
off retrieving DNA from blood.
AM:: "Does this mean that before PCR you could only look at tissue from
women?" "
MS:: "Right. We did only placental tissue. It turns out that the placenta, I
mean,, strictly speaking the placenta is a foetal organ. If the foetus is a
male,, strictly speaking, it's a male tissue. But right, if I'm looking at the
mtDNA,, it's the mtDNA of the mother."
Fromm this we learn that placentas may be male, but mtDNA not.
mtDNAA is female, namely the mother's. Consequently the mitochondria of a
malee foetus and its mother are interchangeable and similar. Hence the sex of
thee tissue is not an issue for geneticists studying mtDNA; males as well as
femaless inherit and thus have mtDNA. Which makes the combination of
tissuee in Anderson - placenta and HeLa - seem even more striking, so let us
takee a look at what kind of information it may contain.
Whatt does it mean to state that: "if I'm looking at mtDNA, it's the
mtDNAA of the mother," even if the tissue is masculine? This hints at the
theoreticall understanding of mitochondrial inheritance. As stated above,
mtDNAA is inherited via the mother only. Males do inherit mtDNA, but
cannott pass it on to their offspring. mtDNA is a particle of "woman made,"
revealingg maternal lineages. Based on this one could say that the
combinationn of tissue in Anderson seems to suggest a fit between mtDNA
andd the tissue, as both are derived from women
Howeverr Mark Stoneking's "sexing" of the placenta seems to point to
aa different reading. His statement that the placenta is a foetal organ, its sex
dependentt on that of the foetus, emphasises the triviality of sex for mtDNA
studies.. Considering this and the technological possibilities for cloning DNA
inn the 1980s, the tissue in Anderson could just as well have come from a
liverr (which is also known to be a DNA-rich tissue), and its source might just
ass well have been a male. Organs of humans, however, tend to be difficult to
retrieve,, whereas a cell line and a placenta are institutionalised in scientific
andd medical practices and may literally function as a resource for scientific
studies. 48 8
Thee authors of the Anderson paper in fact thanked another colleague
forr "a gift of HeLa cell mtDNA." 49 The placenta used for the sequencing of
Andersonn was already available in the lab. It was cloned and studied for
anotherr purpose by Jacques Drouin, a colleague and co-author of the
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Andersonn paper, who was based in the same laboratory. The placenta was
"described"" in a paper written by Drouin, and although the paper does not
includee details about the "origin" of this placenta, it is clear that it was
retrievedd from a hospital or a clinic. In the paper it is stated that: "Human
placentaee were obtained at term from normal or caesarean section deliveries
andd put on ice within 30 min." And it is also indicated that one of these
placentaee had been the source for Anderson. "A collection of recombinant
cloness has thus been obtained using mtDNA isolated from a single placenta
andd is now being used to obtain a complete nucleotide sequence of human
mtDNA."500 Hence the placenta for Anderson was already available in the lab
ass mtDNA clones and the HeLa cells were received as mtDNA from a
colleague. .
Takingg this information into account, we see that the specific tissue in
Andersonn can be regarded as convenient in terms of its availability within an
organisedd scientific practice. Within such a context the combination of tissue
couldd be understood in terms of practical reasoning rather than as a
purposefull action to produce a fit between mtDNA and "female" tissue.
Fromm the above analysis we learn that "naturalisation" is not only a
processs involving technology, i.e. how to clone DNA, but also a practice of
howw scientific work is organised. As stated earlier, the availability of tissue
withinn this practice co-determines whose tissue was used for Anderson. The
naturee brought home in Anderson entails a way of organising scientific work
inn which certain samples were practical to use because they were easy to
retrieve,, namely the placenta-based mtDNA clones and HeLa mtDNA.
Thus,, in addition to race, sex is also involved in the sequence, i.e. in
thee combination of tissue studied. But once again this bias is not primarily
ideological,, rooted in the realm of ideas and giving way to scientific
interventionss in female bodies, but is a result of organised scientific work
andd of practical reasoning, such as using technologies and tissues at hand.
Thereforee the nature brought home in laboratories is dependent on
materialisedd gift structures and on the practical organisation of scientific
work.51 1
Wee will now shift focus and direct our attention to the second
understandingg of naturalisation, namely the rendering natural of a locally
investedd object such as Anderson. How Anderson became naturalised,
detachedd from the localities and practices it involved, and enabled to
circulatee between labs, will be issues of concern. To address this we will
takee a second look at HeLa.
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Locatingg Helen Lane
MyMy search for information about HeLa did not stop at the Penguin
DictionaryDictionary of Biology. From a colleague, Ruud Hendriks, I received an emailmail message in which he suggested that Helen Lane was black." He had
seenseen a television documentary about a black woman whose cell material had
beenbeen immortalised in the early 1950s. Didn 't this have implications for my
analysisanalysis of race and Britishness? he asked me. This prompted me to start
askingasking various geneticists who HeLa was, but without success. And during a
telephonetelephone conversation with Allan Bankier, the second author of the
AndersonAnderson paper, he told me that he did not exactly recall either the origin of
thethe placenta nor of HeLa. But he did remember that they had materials of
"black''"black'' individuals in their lab and stated: "At that time these issues were
notnot so much addressed and we were not after an individualised sequence.
OurOur aim was a consensus sequence that everybody could work with. "~
II received some information about HeLa from the Dutch Cancer
InstituteInstitute in Amsterdam, indicating that "Helen Lane" may be one of the
manymany synonyms for the woman whose cell material became the cell line.'
ThisThis information included a paper by Howard Jones, a physician who
examinedexamined Helen Lane alias Henrietta Lacks. The paper, entitled "Record of
thethe first physician to see Henrietta Lacks at the Johns Hopkins Hospital:
HistoryHistory of the beginning of the HeLa cell line, " indicates how difficult it was
toto grow a cell line successfully in the early 1950s. "The project [of making a
cellcell line] appeared to be a failure until Henrietta Lacks walked onto the
stage.stage. " " She had a specific cancer of the cervix which grew so fast as to
facilitatefacilitate the cell line, as Jones explains. Although the paper gives
informationinformation about the age of "Helen Lane, " the number of children she had
andand a clinical diagnosis, there is no reference to her colour. She died six
monthsmonths after diagnosis and "[i]n terms of Mrs. Lack's birth date, the tumor
isis some 75 years of age and probably immortal, " it is stated.
ItIt was in a paper dealing with population genetics that I found the
HeLaHeLa cell line addressed in terms of colour and origin. The paper, written by
RebeccaRebecca Cann, Mark Stoneking and Allan Wilson on the subject of
mitochondrialmitochondrial Eve, describes the HeLa cell line as "derived from a Black
American.American. " In this study one hundred and forty-eight samples from different
geographicalgeographical regions were compared and Anderson was used as one of the
comparedcompared sequences. Whereas Anderson remains indeterminate in terms of
descent,descent, "Helen Lane" and seventeen other black Americans were not only
qualifiedqualified as black Americans but were also regarded as "a reliable source of
AfricanAfrican mtDNA. "56
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Thee Ir/relevance of Race: or Technologies of
Naturalisation n
Thiss story about HeLa suggests that the answers to Ruud Hendriks'
questionss about race and Britishness in Anderson are not straightforward.
Thee HeLa mtDNA sequenced in Anderson travelled from the Johns
Hopkinss Hospital in the United States to Cambridge, where Anderson was
sequenced.. Although it is not clear where the placenta came from, a part of
thee sequence was based on HeLa which points to Anderson's multiple origin
inn the DNA. Therefore the Britishness of Anderson is not in the DNA, but
ratherr in where and how it was produced. The Britishness of Anderson is a
productt of scientific practice. It is a product of organised scientific work and
technologyy that assisted its sequencing.
Inn the attempts to localise HeLa the simultaneous presence and
absencee of "Helen Lane's" colour comes to the fore, indicating the relevance
andd irrelevance of race in genetics. As had become clear, the source for the
HeLaa cells was a black American woman. "Helen Lane's" cell material has
travelledd from the Johns Hopkins Hospital to various laboratories around the
world,, and so it did to Cambridge for the purpose of Anderson. For most
geneticistss "Helen Lane" has lost her racial identity through becoming a cell
line.. Her value for genetic research lies in her rapidly reproducing cancer
cells.577 Also the producers of Anderson did not mention her racial identity in
theirr paper, testifying to its irrelevance for the reference sequence. And as
onee of the authors, Alan Bankier, has stated, the makers of Anderson were
nott after an individualised sequence. Instead their aim was to present the
scientificc community with a "consensus sequence," a standard technology.
Howeverr in other contexts, as was the case in the population study by Cann
etet al, "Helen Lane's" colour was seen as highly significant, allowing
geneticistss to regard her mtDNA as African. Her racial identity is therefore
importantt for some scientists and irrelevant to others. But as part of
Andersonn she lost this identity, not only for the producers of Anderson but
alsoo in the localising work of Cann et al. In the latter the Anderson sequence
was,, without any further specification, taken to be an individual sequence
andd was considered as originating in Europe. The difference in treatment of
HeLaa and Anderson portrayed in this paper provides hints about the
naturalisationn of Anderson - in other words, how it has become a natural
objectt in studies of genetic lineage. In its capacity as a technology, a
referencee sequence, Anderson, just like HeLa or any other individual
sequence,, is treated as if derived from one individual. This suggests a
proceduree through which local practices, technologies and homed in nature
aree ironed out once Anderson starts to move from place to place.
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Whatt kind of work enables the naturalisation of Anderson? How
iss it handled while moving between labs? For this purpose we will
movee back to the 1990s, to the P Lab, and take a closer look at the
practicee of theory. As indicated above, theories about mtDNA
inheritancee allow geneticists to reconstruct lineage between humans
andd trace back the origin of their genetic material. The way the mtDNA
off "Helen Lane" was treated as African is an example of this in action.
Thee next part aims at locating naturalisation by examining how both
theoryy and practice of genetic lineage are involved in Anderson.

Whosee Mitochondrial DNA?
ReadingReading publications of the P Lab about mitochondrial DNA, I noticed
thatthat the inheritance of this genome was addressed with a certain degree of
caution.caution. mtDNA would be described as transmitted "almost exclusively from
mothermother to child. "' Putting it in these terms suggests that mtDNA could also
bebe inherited from the father. Alerted by this, I started to ask around the lab.
TheThe P Lab is predominantly a mitochondrial lab, so I assumed that most of
thethe lab members had to deal with this phenomenon in one way or another. It
turnedturned out that most of them considered mitochondrial DNA to be exclusively
maternallymaternally inherited. Thus paternal contribution was not taken into
consideration.consideration. But why, then, was it put like that in papers ?
OneOne day I raised this question again. A number of us were in the lab
teatea room. One of the lab members, Hans Zitchler, started to explain that biparentalparental inheritance had indeed been demonstrated in mussels' and that this
hadhad raised questions about whether it could also be the case for mammals.
TheThe major question in mammals is whether the mid-piece of the sperm enters
thethe egg cell during fertilisation. If so, it would give rise to paternal coinheritanceinheritance of mtDNA. Some experiments, he continued, had been conducted
onon mice. But one major problem was that male mtDNA is not easy to detect
inin embryos, since there are not many of them compared to those contributed
byby the mother. The mid-piece of the sperm contains only 50 mtDNA
molecules,molecules, whereas the female cell may contain 100,000 copies. The solution
theythey found was to back-cross the mice, a special technology that increases
thethe amount of any DNA contributed paternally. Whereas the first study
arguedargued that paternally inherited mtDNA could be detected?® a second study
camecame to a different conclusion. Zitchler was especially convinced by the
resultsresults of the second study. He recalled a talk he had had with the author of
thethe (second) paper, Kaneda. It was during a conference, late at night in a
hotelhotel room, where Kaneda explained to him how they had performed their
experimentsexperiments and what the results were. Zitchler reconstructed some of the
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stepssteps of those experiments for us on the blackboard, and stated that after
havinghaving talked with Kaneda, whom he considered to be very intelligent as
wellwell as humorous, he could no longer be convinced that inheritance was biparental. parental.
AA couple of months later in the course of a get-together, another lab
member,member, Valentin Bomer, gave a talk about the paper written by Kaneda et
al.al. This get-together, dubbed The Journal Club, is an in-house meeting
wherewhere the lab members take turns reviewing a paper which she or he thinks
maymay be of interest to colleagues and so helps to bring it to their attention. At
thethe time Borner was preparing a review paper concerned with bi-parental
inheritance,inheritance, and he was also convinced by the experiments. Not so much
becausebecause of a lack of paternal mtDNA contribution. It appeared that
paternallypaternally contributed mtDNA in (back-crossed) mice could be detected after
fertilisation,fertilisation, but that it was eliminated at a later stage. The fact that paternal
mtDNAmtDNA could be detected at an early stage was found convincing because it
meantmeant that the absence of this contribution in the later development of an
embryoembryo was not due to the insensitivity of the technology used.
HoweverHowever during the discussion the paper started to raise questions.
PaaboPaabo especially found the results "alarming." If paternal mtDNA
participatesparticipates during fertilisation, he stated, this might have implications for
whatwhat we are doing here in the population group. He made clear that what
puzzledpuzzled him was whether recombination in human mtDNA should be taken
intointo account. That would affect estimations of genetic lineage. As a result of
thethe meeting the P Lab turned its attention to its mtDNA databank to trace
possiblepossible indications of recombination.

Thee Practice of Theory:
Thee previous section has shown that the theory of mtDNA inheritance
didd not remain stable following the sequencing of Anderson in 1981. A
numberr of scientists became interested in reassessing mtDNA inheritance.63
Althoughh most members of the P Lab were not convinced of paternal
contribution,, the professor expressed his concern about this, specifically for
populationn genetics. How should it be understood? And why should it be of
speciall concern to the P Lab?
Thee whole discussion about whether the mid-piece of the sperm
participatess during fertilisation is of specific importance to population
geneticistss working on mtDNA. Should there be paternal contribution, the
majorr advantage of mtDNA would be jeopardised, the advantage being that
sincee it comes from one parent only it does not recombine: the sequence is
nott reshuffled in the offspring. Because mtDNA is assumed to come from the
motherr only, it is considered most appropriate for human population studies
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sincee it allows for these studies using "simple" statistical models. Hence
lackk of recombination and rather simple models assist in estimations of
geneticc lineage. This combined advantage provides an easy system through
whichh similarities and differences between humans can be interpreted as
proximityy and distance, producing a (mtDNA) track back into history, and
leadingg to the ultimate and mundane parental figure Mitochondrial Eve. The
stakess in this ancestor are articulated in the conclusion of one of the papers
inn which paternal mtDNA contribution was "confirmed" in mice. There it is
statedd that: "Paternal inheritance of mtDNA also means that mtDNA
phylogeniess " are not exclusively matriarchal. [...] In humans, estimates of
thee most recent common ancestor of all contemporary maternal lineages
couldd thus be younger than a previous estimate of 200,000 years old, which
iss based on mtDNA comparisons." Bi-parental inheritance of mtDNA thus
hass implications for estimations of ancestries and for how lineages are
established.. Even a small percentage of recombination (e.g. 0.1 - 1 %) would
havee a profound mixing effect over a period of 100,000 years, which may be
55 - 6,000 generations. In terms of ancestors, the concept of mtEve itself
wouldd become problematical. It would be more appropriate to speak of
EveAdamm or AdamEve. Moreover what is at stake is how to interpret
similaritiess and differences between sequences. As stated above, mutations
aree seen as pieces of information. To interpret this information, however, the
timee needed for a mutation to occur has to be estimated. It is only under the
conditionn of the molecular clock, at a random and equal mutation rate in all
populations,, that the estimates hold and can be used to establish genetic
lineage.. The occurrence of recombination would introduce a second
difference-producingg system, and would render the link between the
occurrencee of change in sequences and time more complex. The major
problemm introduced by recombination is that differences between sequences
aree not detectable as being either mutations or recombinations. Geneticists
wouldd then know that both occur and that they have to be treated by different
interpretativee models, but they cannot be distinguished as being either of the
two.. Recombination would then introduce an individualised system of
similaritiess and differences. Thus occurrence of both difference-producing
systemss would jeopardise the concept of the molecular clock, blurring
understandingg of how humans relate to each other via mtDNA.
Thee P Lab's interest is primarily in the control region. This part of the
mtDNAA sequence is highly variable between individuals and is thus an
interestingg site for population studies. A case of bi-parental inheritance
wouldd have the largest impact on this specific part of the sequence. Whereas
aa gene in the coding part of the mtDNA sequence would be transmitted as a
"package"" unchanged, it would either come from the father or the mother.
Wheree parts of the non-coding region came from would be more difficult to
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trace.. Recombination cannot be detected: it simply occurs and has
implicationss for analyses. Since geneticists have failed to find a case of
humann bi-parental inheritance in humans, models for interpreting genetic
differencess have not changed and human mtDNA comes from one parent,
namelyy the mother. But due to this debate, the P Lab leaves the possibility
openn as expressed in its publications. For as Paabo put it to me: "But then,
youu can never know for sure, can you?"68
Thee controversy over mtDNA inheritance is, however, relevant for my
analysiss of naturalisation. I therefore suggest we have a brief look at how
Andersonn and more specifically at how the control region of the reference
sequencee is compiled.

Anderson:: Whose Mitochondrial DNA?
InIn the Anderson paper the ''control region" category does not exist.
TheThe paper is primarily concerned with locating and interpreting genes, the
replicationreplication of the DNA strings and the transcription of the mtDNA genome,
ratherrather than with non-coding DNA. But what is the control region exactly?
WhereWhere does it begin and end in any mtDNA sequence ? When I asked for
clarificationclarification in the P Lab, I was told that to question where it begins and
endsends would be kind of "academic." "It would be a debate about definitions.
InIn practice you just make sure that you are looking in the control region. "69
ThoughThough this may be the case in laboratory work, it did not help me align the
categoriescategories applied in Anderson to that of population genetics, that is to the
controlcontrol region. So I went back to the Anderson paper.
ReadingReading the paper while drawing the different gene positions and
calculatingcalculating the distance between them, I tried to get an overview of what
couldcould be called the control region in Anderson. My aim was to find which
tissuetissue was used for sequencing that particular part. Although the paper is
notnot very explicit about which tissue was used for the different parts, it is
explicitexplicit about two fragments. They both involve the control region. It
indicatesindicates that HeLa mtDNA was used to sequence the D-loop, a 680 basepairpair fragment. The D-loop contains so-called "promotors" that initiate the
replicationreplication of the mtDNA strings.70 Another fragment, say to the right of the
D-loop,D-loop, was sequenced based on placental mtDNA. This fragment was also
ofof interest to the makers of Anderson because it contains "control signals"
forfor the transcription of the mtDNA genome.11 Both these parts of the genome
makemake up a 1,100 base-pairs fragment situated between two genes, tRNAPro
andand tRNA e. The makers of Anderson state that except for the "promotors"
andand the "control signals," two rather small blocks, this fragment consists
basicallybasically of non-coding DNA. The fragment as a whole is thus based on both
tissuestissues employed for the sequencing of Anderson. The fragment that was
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basedbased on He La mtDNA, the D-loop, is between position 16,080 and 191. The
secondsecond fragment, based on placental mtDNA is immediately to the right of
thethe D-loop, between 191 and 580.
WithoutWithout defining the control region, population geneticists look at
sequencesequence fragments somewhere between position 16,000 and 450. This
wouldwould then mean that the control region is a composite. However earlier we
learntlearnt that the control region in Anderson was based on one individual. How
shouldshould we understand this and what kind of information does it contain
aboutabout the naturalisation of Anderson?

Andersonn Made Natural:
Andersonn is a composite and so is the control region. The fact that the
controll region as a category was absent in the Anderson paper hints at the
existencee of different practices, the practice of population geneticists and
thatt of the makers of Anderson. This difference can be expressed as a
differencee between coding and non-coding DNA. The makers of Anderson
soughtt to understand the functioning of the genome and the contribution of
itss genes, whereas population geneticists seek to understand differences in
thee non-coding DNA in terms of population history and genetic lineage.
Whilee population geneticists treat the non-coding DNA as one category,
namelyy the control region, for the makers of Anderson this fragment consists
off more categories, the D-loop and a second locus where control signals for
transcriptionn were identified. It has been seen that these categories were
definedd by different positions on the genome and were sequenced on the
basiss of different tissue. But then how should we understand the practice of
populationn geneticists, where the control region of Anderson is treated as
comingg from one person? Or, better, what can we learn from that about the
naturalisationn of Anderson?
Thee debate about mtDNA inheritance addressed above made clear the
stakess in maternal inheritance. The current theory supports the single origin
off mtDNA. mtDNA is inherited from the mother and ultimately from the "all
humann mother," mtEve. This theory of inheritance makes all individuals
comparablee in their DNA based on established models of the mutation rate in
thee control region. The productivity of a theory of mtDNA as inherited from
onee parent is the very convenience by which the control region in Anderson
iss taken to be one and produced as one, i.e. based on the mtDNAs of one
individual.. This suggests that population geneticists may take their objects
tooo seriously and their practices too much for granted. They take their
practicess for granted in the sense that they tend to forget about them and
aboutt how they are involved in objects. And they take their objects too
seriouslyy in the sense that they forget about their fabricated nature and their
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dependencee on the practices that helped produce them. Objects are thus
takenn to be autonomous and coherent entities.
Bothh Anderson and mtEve are products of theory and practice. Unlike
Anderson,, the sequence of mtEve does not exist. The "concept" of mtEve is
dependentt on a theory of inheritance, a practice of comparing sequences and
off analysing the differences between them.73 It is dependent on the
standardisationn of comparisons and the universalisation of results, such that
differencess help to establish lineage that leads back to that single ancestor.
Thee universal approach to difference that enables an origin in mtEve, enables
thee very naturalisation of Anderson. In the absence of an original sequence to
determinee differences (mutations), Anderson is performed as both the tool to
establishh mutations and the original sequence from which all others diverted.
Thee way the practices of the makers of Anderson were taken for granted and
thee control region was considered to have one single source underlines
Anderson'ss investedness in, or should we say infestedness by, the concept of
aa single origin. Furthermore the treatment of Anderson as an individual
(sequence)) was also hinted at above in the paper of Cann et al.: in addition to
beingg a technology, it appeared as an individual among others in their genetic
tree. .
Fromm this we can conclude that the naturalisation of Anderson is
broughtt about by the theory of mtDNA inheritance and that it can be
locatedd in procedures where differences are universalised. Conversely
thee universal treatment of genetic differences that are enabled by
Anderson,, a fixed measure, have helped it to rise from the burdens of
localityy to become a natural tool of comparison and to be performed as
thee materialisation of a sequence that has gone missing. Given these
theoreticall and practical investments of the reference sequence, one
couldd say that Anderson has become "the mitochondrial Eve of modern
genetics." "

Too Conclude
Thiss chapter has dealt with the issue of naturalisation. Since
naturalisationn obfuscates the "ideological" content of technology, my
concernss were to analyse what naturalisation is and where it could be
located.. The object of analysis was a reference sequence, the Anderson
sequence.. I have examined the practices, technologies, and tissues embodied
inn that sequence for the purpose of highlighting the biases it carried along
withh it. However rather than ideological, the racial and sexual biases
involvedd in Anderson were shown to be effects of technologies, the handling
off DNA, and of the organisation of scientific work. Thus, because they
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escapee clear-cut distinctions between good and bad science, biases such as
thee racial and sexual ones traced here make the questions about
naturalisationn even more urgent.
Inn the case of Anderson I have shown that its naturalisation is
dependentt on another object, namely the universal theory of mtDNA
inheritance.. While universalising differences to establish lineage, this theory
facilitatess a treatment of Anderson as being both a technology for
establishingg differences and the source from which all sequences have
derived.. My analyses suggest that the problem of naturalisation is not so
muchh due to a quality built into a technology itself. Technology can never be
neutrall and is always produced somewhere. The problem should rather be
soughtt in its enhanced alignments. It is an assemblage that helps technology
too be treated as unmarked, and helps it to rise to the universal.

Appendix: :
InIn June 1999 I started working in the Forensic Laboratory for DNA
ResearchResearch in Leiden. My identity had shifted and my task was no longer a
studystudy of laboratory practice. My contract stated: junior researcher
molecularmolecular genetics; and I was working on a project concerned with mtDNA
diversitydiversity among the Dutch. My work consisted primarily of the sequencing of
aa fragment of the control region for 168 Dutch samples. Peter de Knijff,
headhead of the laboratory and therefore my boss, had read my analyses of
AndersonAnderson and knew of my interest in the control region. One day in October
II told him that I would be interested in sequencing HeLa mtDNA. Half an
hourhour later, over lunch, he let me know that a cell line had been arranged
fromfrom a scientist working in the same building.
OnceOnce the cell line had arrived I extracted the DNA and sequenced a
420420 base-pair fragment. Aligned to Anderson I found two mutations. Since
thethe cell line reproduces so rapidly, we were expecting mutations. The
mtDNAmtDNA we had, while still from the HeLa cell but now 20 years later, was no
longerlonger the same as the one used for Anderson. For Peter de Knijff finding
onlyonly two mutations was an indication that the site was rather conservative.
JustJust about in the same week that we had that information an
interestinginteresting article was published in Nature Genetics: "Preanalysis and
revisionrevision of the Cambridge reference sequence for human mitochondrial
DNA.DNA. "74 Four scientists had sequenced the placental DNA originally used
forfor Anderson as well as HeLa DNA. They had found mistakes in vital genes
andand suggested that the correct sequence would be three base-pairs longer. In
theirtheir article they referred to a debate in the early 1990s among geneticists
studyingstudying genetic diseases related to mtDNA. In one of these articles it was
statedstated "this sequence is a composite sequence of a human placental and
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HeLaHeLa cell mtDNA and therefore is not an appropriate reference standard for
suchsuch [medical] studies. " 75
II contacted one of the authors of the recent publication,
professor
DougDoug Turnbull, and asked him fur further information. In one of his e-mail
repliesreplies he wrote the following:
WhenWhen we sequenced the HeLa we just used available HeLa cells and thus
notnot the same DNA that Sanger et al. used. Neil Howell recently presented
thisthis data at a meeting at which Guiseppe Attardi was present. Attardi
apparentlyapparently sent the HeLa DNA to Sanger for the original paper and we
areare hoping to get some of this DNA and then sequence. A further
comparisoncomparison will then be possible. Do you want to wait until we have this
sequencesequence before I send you the Sequence?76
SoSo the original placental DNA has been sequenced anew and the same
isis going to happen for the original HeLa DNA. The now corrected sequence
ofof Andrews and others has found its way to the databank and it has replaced
thethe Anderson for those working in the field of medical genetics. This
indicatesindicates that a reference sequence may go unnoticed in some practices but
notnot in others, and that naturalisation is very much a product of the kind of
practicespractices to which technology is aligned.
ButBut there is another point to this story. Bruno Latour has argued that
thethe questioning of stable scientific facts requires the building of "counter
laboratories.laboratories. " It seems that in the era of the Human Genome Project and
ofof post-genomics, technologies are enabling in this respect. The sequencing
ofof Anderson was an achievement in the 1980s and is made light work
nowadays.nowadays. Hence the development of technology may change the stability
andand status of standards more rapidly than it had before. Moreover this
exampleexample also shows that the questioning of standards does not necessarily
havehave to be the work of- let us say - social scientists. Specific practices and
specificspecific localities within the life sciences may also call for revisions of
standards. standards.
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Andd my friends Valentin and Maris I thank here also for reading and
commentingg on my work. I thank Annemarie Mol for being my most inspired
supervisor,, always pushing me further yet making me appreciate what has
alreadyy been achieved. Gert-Jan van Ommen is thanked for very carefully
readingg this chapter, for thinking along with the argument, yet keeping a
sharpp eye on the overall aim of the text. This chapter has very much
benefitedbenefited from the insight and comments of Hans-Jörg Rheinberger, Ruud
Hendriks,, Frans Willem Korsten and Paul Wouters. Marianne Dijkstra,
Sybillee Lammes and Olaf Posselt I thank for willingness to discuss
"Anderson"" with me, again and again, and for listening to the various
problemss that kept coming up. This chapter has also benefited from
commentss and suggestions made by Rob Hagendijk, Francis Gouda, Selma
Leydesdorff,, Judith Metz, Ruth Oldenziel and Gerard de Vries, and all
memberss of the Belle van Zuylen Institute as well as the participants at the
PFGSS meeting in London (December 1998). Finally I thank the Deutscher
Akademischerr Austauschdienst (DAAD) and the Netherlands Organization
forr Scientific Research (NWO) who kindly supported my research in Munich.

Notess to Chapter 4
1.. Matthias Krings et al., "Neanderthal DNA sequences and the Origin of
Modernn Humans," Cell 90 (1997): 19-30.
2.. The ALF™ is the Automated Laser Fluorescent sequencing technology; it
helpss to visualise DNA fragments and to process the data, see chapter 3.
3.. The results were eventually published in the journal Cell, see (above, n.
1). .
4.. It should be noted that the "sequencing" of so-called ancient DNA, i.e.
DNAA of extinct species, is very much indebted to other parts of the
experiments,, such as DNA extraction and purification. Since geneticists do
nott know what they are looking for nor what it should look like and since
theree is no other sequences to compare it to, they have to conduct many
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experimentss in order to purify the target DNA from other genetic material
thatt may have become part of the cell tissue.
5.. The location of chromosomal DNA in the nucleus was in fact already
knownn in late 19th century, see Daniel J. Kevies, In the Name of Eugenics:
GeneticsGenetics and the Use of Human Heredity (New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
1985). .
6.. In mtDNA, TGA instead of UGG codes for triptophane (Trp), ATA
insteadd of AUG codes for methionine (Met) and AGA and AGG signify
terminationn codons instead of arginine in nuclear DNA.
7.. The numbers are rough and difficult to estimate for nuclear DNA, but that
doess not have implications for the point I am trying to make here.
8.. James D. Watson et al., eds., Recombinant DNA, second edition ed. (New
York:: Scientific American Books, 1991), pp. 446-7).
9.. For this feature of the mitochondrial DNA genome, see; Arnd van
Haeseler,, Antti Sajantilla, and Svante Paabo, "The Genetical Archaeology of
thee Human Genome," Nature Genetics 14, no. October (1996): 135-140, at
p.. 135. In chapter 5 I compare mtDNA to the Y-chromosome because the Ychromosomee also has this quality, i.e. absence of recombination which
makesmakes it useful for historical/evolutionary genetic studies.
10.. For the Human Genome Project, see Daniel J. Kevies and Leroy Hood,
eds.,, The Code of Codes: Scientific and Social Issues in the Human Genome
ProjectProject (Harvard: Harvard University Press, 1992).
11.. It seems that not only laboratories have come of age, as Karin KnorrCetinaa had put it, but also laboratory studies themselves, see Karin KnorrCetina,, "Laboratory Studies: The Cultural Approach to the Study of
Science,"" in Handbook of Science and Technology Studies, ed. Sheila
Jasanoff,, et al. (Thousand Oaks, London, New Delhi: Sage, 1995), 140-166.
Afterr the initial problems that scholars of science and technology
encounteredd in conducting laboratory anthropology, it is proving ever easier
too find support among scientists for this type of study. The story goes that it
iss quite fashionable among scientists to have an ethnographer studying their
labs.. Similar to commercial ads and the artistic efforts put into adevrtising by
biotechh companies, it seems that ethnographers contribute to the prestige of
(non-commercial)) laboratories. On the procedures of acquiring access to
laboratoriess in the late 1970s and early 1980s; see Bruno Latour and Steve
Woolgar,, Laboratory Life: The Social Construction of Scientific Facts
(Beverlyy Hills, CA: Sage, 1979), John Law, Organizing Modernity (Oxford,
Cambridge:: Blackwell, 1994); on the key role of commercial ads in science
andd analyses of the work ads do within and outside the sciences, see
Harawayy
Donna
J,
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Modest_Witness@Second_Millennium_Fema\eM?Ln©_Meets_OncoMouseModest_Witness@
(Neww York, London: Routledge, 1997).
12.. This project will be elaborated in chapter 5.
13.. The exclamation mark in the name of the !Kung San refers to the specific
languagee of this "population," namely the click language.
14.. Positions 93, 129, 153, 167, 172, 209, 212, 214, 223, 230, 234, 239, 243,
260,, 266, 278, 291, 294, 311. I thank Sonja Meyer for forwarding this
informationn to me.
15.. The interviews conducted were put on tape. For the sake of clarity and
readability,, the transcripts presented here do not contain utterances such as
"ehh"" or information about pauses. Also half sentences or sentences
stretchedd out are rephrased in the transcript to make them more
comprehensible.. For the purposes of the analyses I conduct here, this extra
informationn is not considered of importance. The interview with Prof. Svante
Paaboo was conducted on 4th February 1997 in the Laboratory for Evolution
andd Human Genetics in Munich.
16.. On the use of the human (nuclear DNA) genome which is being
sequencedd in the Human Genome Project, see Joan Fujimura and Michael
Fortun,, "Constructing Knowledge across Social Wolds: The Case of DNA
Sequencingg Databases in Molecular Biology," in Naked Science:
AnthropologicalAnthropological Inquiry into Boundaries, Power, and Knowledge, ed. Lau
Naderr (New York, London: Routledge, 1996), 160-173. They analyse the
differencee between genetic similarity and "homology" and argue that in
contrastt to similarity, homology is theoretically invested by theory about
humann evolution (ibid., pp. 164-165).
17.. For this notion of technology technologies, see Donna Haraway. She
arguess that: "Technologies and scientific discourses can be partially
understoodd as formalizations, i.e., as frozen moments, of the fluid social
interactionss constituting them, but they should also be viewed as instruments
forr enforcing meanings" (Donna J. Haraway, "A Cyborg Manifesto: Science,
Technology,, and Socialist-Feminism in the Late Twentieth Century," in
Simians,Simians, Cyborgs, and Women: The Reinvention of Nature, Donna J
Harawayy [London: Free Association Books, 1991], 149-181); on the
ideologicall content of computer technologies and of formal representation,
seee Susan Leigh Star, "The Politics of Formal Representations: Wizards,
Gurus,, and Organizational Complexity," in Ecologies of Knowledge: Work
andand Politics in Science and Technology, ed. Susan Leigh Star (Albany, N.Y.:
Universityy of New York Press, 1995), 88-118.
18.. For a good example, see Antti Sajantila et al., "Genes and Languages in
Europe:: An Analysis of mitochondrial Lineages," Genome Research 5
(1995):: 42- 52; see also A. Torroni and D. C. Wallace, "mtDNA
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Haplogroupss in Native Americans," Am. J. Hum. Genet. 56 (1995): 12341236. .
19.. In a report of mtDNA analysis in forensics, Kevin Sullivan and others
statee that some of the sequences "are less clear cut," and that some of sites
"weree scored as "N's" by the automated software," (Kevin M. Sullivan et al.,
"Solid-Phasee Sequencing of Mitochondrial DNA: Towards a Fully
Automatedd Forensic DNA Test," (?), 135-148, on p. 146). In another paper
Romellee Hopgood, Kevin Sullivan and Peter Gill report about how they got
ridrid of ambiguities in their sequences as follows: "Resultant sequences were
initiallyy compared using DNASTAR "COMPARE" computer program that
enabledd most sequence ambiguities to be resolved," (Romella Hopgood,
Kevinn M. Sullivan, and Peter Gill, "Strategies for Automated Sequencing of
Humann Mitochondrial DNA Directly from PCR Products," Biotechniques 13,
no.. 1(1992): 82-92. , a t p . 89).
20.. Sonja Meyer's concern with this may be understood in the context of her
work,, namely compiling an mtDNA databank. The published and
unpublishedd sequences she collected for this purpose consist of complete
sequencess as well as sequences containing many ambiguities. For this
databankk see, Olivia Handt, Sonja Meyer, and Aradt von Heaseler,
"Compilationn of Human mtDNA Control Region Sequences," Nucleic Acids
ResearchResearch 26, no. 1 (1998): 126-129, Florian Burckhardt, Arndt von Haeseler,
andd Sonja Meyer, "HvrBase: Compilation of mtDNA Control Region
Sequencess from Primates," Nucleic Acids Research check (1999).
21.. Anderson et al., "Sequence and Organization of the Human
Mitochondriall Genome," Nature 290 (1981): 457-465, at p. 458. Also, in a
paperr by Gyllensten et al., in which they report on a study of mice mtDNA, it
iss stated that: "The C57BL sequence has been corrected relative to Bibb et
al.al. [the mtDNA reference for mice, AM] at positions 15,823 and 16,119" (
Ulff Gyllensten et al., "Paternal inheritance of mitochondrial DNA in mice,"
NatureNature 353 [1991]: 255-257; at p. 255).
22.. Charis Cussins describes normalisation "as a means through which new
dataa [...] is incorporated into pre-existing procedures and already preexistingg objects" (Charis Cussins, "Producing Reproduction: Techniques of
Normalizationn and Standardization in Infertility Clinics," in Reproducing
Reproduction:Reproduction: Kinship, Power and Technological Innovation, ed. Sarah
Franklinn and Helena Ragoné [Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania
Press,, 1998], 66-101, at p. 67)
23.. The control region consists of non-coding DNA, also called
hypervariablee regions I and II, as well as two small "conserved blocks" of the
sequencee that control and initiate the replication of the molecule and the
transcriptionn of the genetic information it compounds. In Anderson et al. a
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largerr part is identified as containing little "open reading frames" (genes)
namelyy a fragment of 1,100 base-pairs; Anderson et al., "Sequence and
Organization"(above,, n. 21), p. 458.
24.. It is not clear how much higher the mutation rate of the non-coding DNA
iss in relation to coding mitochondrial DNA. Early studies suggested a ten
timess higher mutation rate; see Allan C. Wilson et al., "Mitochondrial DNA
andd Two Perspectives on Evolutionary Genetics," Biological Journal of the
LinneanLinnean Society 26 (1985): 375-400, p. 387. More recent studies suggest a
variablee mutation rate between fifteen and twenty times higher; see Svante
Paabo,, "Mutation Hot Spots in the Mitochondrial Microcosm," Am. J. Hum.
Genet.Genet. 59 (1996): 493-496, p. 494.
25.. In a handbook of genetics it is stated: "The concept of a molecular clock
iss based on certain assumptions. One assumption is that sequence differences
betweenn the same genes and proteins in two species have accumulated since
thee species diverged from a common ancestor. Furthermore, the rates at
whichwhich the differences accumulate are assumed to be equal. If this were not
thee case the clock would run at different speeds in two species," (Watson, et
al.. Recombinant DNA [above, n. 8], p. 444). For a more cautious approach to
thee concept of the "molecular clock," see Wilson et. al, "Mitochondrial
DNA"" (above, n, 24), p. 388.
26.. See Krings et al., "Neanderthal DNA Sequences" (above, n. 1), p. 23.
277 One could say that in the context of the P Lab, Anderson is both a
synecdochee and a metonym. Anderson, the name of a geneticist, comes to
standd for the sequence, its accomplishment and application as the reference
(aa synecdoche). The control region, however, is a part of that sequence that
standss for the whole, namely mtDNA in general (a metonym). I thank
Catherinee Lord for many long interesting discussions on literature, films and
genetics,, where she helped me to take a look into the kitchen of literature
studiess and linguistic; see on these and other linguistic categories Catherine
Lord,, "The Intimacy of Influence" (University of Amsterdam, 1999).
28.. On this double quality of scientific objects, see Michael Lynch, "The
Externall retina: Selection and Mathematization in the Visual Documentation
off Objects in the Life Sciences," in Representation in Scientific Practice, ed.
Michaell Lynch and Steve Woolgar (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT
Press,, 1990), 153-186; on the politics of standards, see Susan Leigh Star,
"Power,, Technologyand the Phenomenology of Conventions: On Being
Allergicc to Onions," in A Sociology of Monsters: Power, Technology and the
ModernModern World, ed. John Law (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1991), 26-56, Star,
"Thee Politics of Formal Representation" (above, n. 17).
29.. In par with Annemarie Mol I want to apply the notion of locating as a
strategyy to situate the problem of naturalisation somewhere in scientific
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conduct;; see Annemarie Mol, "Sekse, Rijkdom en Bloedarmoede: Over
Lokaliserenn als Strategie," Tijdschrift voor Vrouwenstudies 42 (1990): 142157;; idem, "Wie Weet Wat een Vrouw Is...Over de Verschillen en de
Verhoudingenn Tussen de Disciplines," Tijdschrift voor Vrouwenstudies 21
(1985):: 10-22; idem, "Topografie als Methode van Kennisonderzoek: Over
hett Naast Elkaar Bestaan van Enkele Bloedarmoedes," Kennis & Methode 4
(1991):: 314-329.
30.. This was at a conference we both attended in Berlin; Postgenomics?
Historical,Historical, Techno-Epistemic and Cultural Aspects of Genome Projects
(Maxx Planck Institute for the History of Science, 8-11 July 1998, Berlin).
Thee "optical bias" refers to how genetic trees are assembled. In the
genealogicall tree of Rebecca Cann and her colleagues, this "optical bias" is
mostt visible. There Anderson takes a place among almost exclusively
Europeann "individuals," whereas Africans, for example, are placed on the
otherr end of that tree; see Rebecca L. Cann, Mark Stoneking, and Allan C.
Wilson,, "Mitochondrial DNA and Human Evolution," Nature 325, no. 1
Januaryy (1987): 31-36, p. 34.
31.. Haraway, "A Cyborg Manifesto" (above, n. 17), 164. The notion of
frozenn moment is akin to Latour's immutable mobiles, which was applied in
chapterr 2, Bruno Latour, "Drawing Things Together," in Representation in
ScientificScientific Practice, ed. Michael Lynch and Steve Woolgar (Cambridge,
Massachusetts:: The MIT Press, 1990), 85-121.
32.. See Karin Knorr-Cetina for an elaboration on this feature of laboratory
science,, Knorr-Cetina, "Laboratory Studies" (above, n. 11). She argues that
"laboratoriess allow for some kind of "homing in" of natural processes; the
processess are "brought home" and made subject only to local conditions of
thee social order" (ibid., p. 146). See also Bruno Latour, Science in Action:
HowHow to Follow Scientists and Engineers Through Society (Cambridge, MA:
Harvardd University Press, 1987).
33.. See for an example of this argument in the context of DNA
fingerprinting,, chapter 2.
34.. Piet Borst and Leslie A. Grivell, " Small is Beautiful: Portrait of a
Mitochondriall Genome," Nature 290, no. 9 April (1981): 443-444.
35.. Anderson et al., "Sequence and Organization" (above, n. 21), p. 457.
36.. Ibid., p. 458.
37.. See Paul Rabinow, Making PCR: A Story of Biotechnology (Chicago,
London:: The University of Chicago Press, 1996); for an elaboration on PCR
andd how it is handled in laboratory practices, see chapter 3.
38.. Cann et al., "Mitochondrial DNA and Human Evolution" (above, n. 30).
Markk Stoneking came to work in Wilson's lab in 1981.
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39.. The determination of the presence, constancy (stability) and frequency of
DNA. .
40.. Interview held on 11th March 1997 in The Laboratory for Evolution and
Humann Genetics in Munich.
41.. Blood was at that time collected on a global basis for determining blood
typess and protein variations. "By the mid-1960s, a large number of clear cut
biochemicall variations were known, including more than a dozen inborn
errorss of metabolism arising from probable enzyme deficiencies, and so were
numerouss haemoglobin and blood-serum protein variants" (Daniel J. Kevies,
"Outt of Eugenics: The Historical Politics of the Human Genome," in Kevies
andd Hood, Code of Codes (above, n. 10), pp. 3-36, at p. 15)
42.. Anderson was sequenced according to such a technology. It was cloned
withh the help of the bacteria Escherichia coli (E. coli); see Jacques Drouin,
"Cloningg of Human Mitochondrial DNA in Escherichia coli,''' J. Mol. Biol.
1400 (1980): 15-34, p. 15. Moreover Drouin conducted the work for this paper
inn the laboratory of F. Sanger (at Cambridge), a co-author of the Anderson
paperr and whose name is especially connected to the development of
sequencingg techniques but also to the development of recombinant DNA in
thee early 1970s; see F. Sanger and A. R. Coulson, "A Rapid Method for
determeningg Sequences in DNA by Primed Synthesis with DNA
Polymerase,"" J. Mol. Biol. 94 (1975): 441-448; F. Sanger et al., "DNA
sequencingg with chain-terminating inhibitors," Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 74, no.
Decemberr (1977): 5463-5467.
43.. The so-called blood type genetics, i.e. looking at blood groups in studies
off genetic diversity, admixture and migration history was already introduced
duringg the First World War by the Polish couple Hirszfeld. Blood was
widelyy researched throughout this century not only for reconstructing genetic
lineagess but also in the context of family diseases; see Kevies, In the Name
ofof Eugenics (above, n. 5), pp. 202-4. A nice representation of the enormous
impactt that PCR has had on the number of mtDNA sequences (i.e. of parts of
thee control region) that were determined, is offered in a paper of the P Lab;
Handtt et al., "Compilation" (above, n. 20). In this paper, a diagram entitled
"Accumulationn of HVRI and HVRII (Hypervariable region I and II)
sequencess during the last 15 years," shows that until 1990, thus until PCR,
approximatelyy a hundred sequences had been determined, and that from that
yearr on more than 4,000 sequences became available for HVRI. In this paper
aa map of the world is also given, indicating from which parts of the world the
currentt collection of sequences come, i.e. which populations are represented;
ibid.,, p. 126, 127.
44.. About rituals of burying placentas in new Guinea, see Marilyn Strathern,
ReproducingReproducing the Future: Anthropology, Kinship and the New Reproductive
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TechnologiesTechnologies (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1991), p. 128. On
ritualss in science, see Kathleen Jordan and Michael Lynch, "The Sociology
off a Genetic Engineering Technique: Rituals and Rationality in the
Performancee of the "Plasmid Prep"," in The Right Tool For the Job: At Work
inin Twentieth-Century Life Sciences, ed. Adele E. Clarke and Joan Fujimura
(Princeton,, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1992), 77-114. For an
examplee of how geneticists got around the problem of collecting placentas in
"farr out places," the study of Cann and others where placentas of "black
Americans"" were used as a source for mtDNA representative of Africans,
Cannn et al., "Mitochondrial DNA and Human Evolution" (above, n. 30), p.
32. .
45.. For an example, see Cann et al., "Mitochondrial DNA and Human
Evolution"" (above, n. 30). For their study Cann and her colleagues received
988 placentas from US hospitals,, ibid., p.32.
46.. Medline is a database for scientific publications. This database is
compiledd by the National Library of Medicine, Bethesda, Maryland (USA).
47.. M. Thain and M. Hickman, eds., Penguin Dictionary of Biology
(London,, New York: Penguin Books, 1996).
48.. In a study of bovines, for example, liver and brain tissue where used as a
sourcee for mtDNA; Paul D. Olivo et al., "Nucleotide Sequence Evidence for
Rapidd Genotypic Shift in the Bovine Mitochondrial DNA D-Loop," Nature
3066 (1983): 400-402, p. 401. And to yield large amounts of mtDNA, liver,
heartt and kidney were studied on the basis of PCR in mice, in Ulf Gyllensten
ett al., "The C57BL sequence" (above, n. 21), p. 256. In both studies the
paternall inheritance of mtDNA was studied.
49.. Anderson et al., "Sequence and Organization" (above, n. 21), p. 464.
Organss of animals, such as rat liver and beef heart, were studied by Anderson
andd his colleagues, ibid., p. 458.
50.. Drouin, "Cloning" (above, n. 42), p. 16, 15. I thank the second author of
thee Anderson paper, Dr Allan Bankier (at the MRC Laboratory of Molecular
Biology,, Cambridge), for pointing out to me that they had received the
mtDNAA clones from Dr Jacques Drouin, and for providing other information
aboutt the sequencing of Anderson.
51.. Of course one could argue that the availability of the tissue is based on a
medicalisationn of the female body and of birth in western medical practice;
forr some examples of this vast literature, see Linda Gordon, Women's
Bodies,Bodies, Women's Rights: A Social History of Birth Control In America (New
York:: Viking, 1976), Thomas Laqueur, Making Sex: Body and Gender from
thethe Greeks to Freud (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press,
1990),, Emily Martin, The Woman in the Body: A Cultural Analysis of
ReproductionReproduction (Boston: Beacon Press, 1987). However the point I want to
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makee here is another, namely about scientists as practical reasoners, aiming
att practical solutions rather than ideological ones.
52.. I thank Ruud Hendriks for his attentive reading of a previous version of
thiss article and for bringing the point to my attention. I also thank his
studentss in the tutorial "Oorsprong: De Natuur als Spiegel" (held end of
19988 at the University of Maastricht) for their comments on an earlier
versionn of this chapter.
53.. Dr. Allan Bankier, telephone conversation on November 17 1998.
54.. I thank professor professor Piet Borst and Suzanne Bakker of The Dutch
Cancerr Institute (Antoni van Leeuwenhoek Ziekenhuis) for providing me
withh this information.
55.. Howard W. Jones, Jr., "Record of the first physician to see Henrietta
Lackss at the Johns Hopkins Hospital: History of the beginning of the HeLa
celll line," Am. J. Obstet. Gynecol 176 (1997): 227-228, p. 227.
56.. Cann et al., "Mitochondrial DNA and Human Evolution" (above, n. 30),
p.. 32.
57.. On how this quality had become a problem, see the elegant article by
Hannahh Landecker, " Immortality, In Vitro: A History of The HeLa Cell
Line,"" in Biotechnology, Culture, and the Body, ed. Paul Brodwin
(Bloomington,, Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, forthcoming). The
HeLaa cells are apparently growing sufficiently fast as to contaminate other
celll cultures and in fact complete laboratory spaces. I thank Richard Tutton
(Lancasterr University) for forwarding this paper to me.
58.. In Paabo, "Mutational Hot Spots" (above, n. 24) p.493. For a similar way
off putting it, see for example, Sajantila et al., "Genes and Language" (above,
n.. 18), pp. 42-52, Abdel Halim Salem et al., "The Genetics of Traditional
Living:: Y-Chromosomal and Mitochondrial Lineages in the Sinai
Peninsula,"" Am. J. Hum. Genet. 59 (1996): 741-743, Svante Paabo, "The Ychromosomee and the Origin of All Men," Science 268 (1995): 1141-1142.
59.. In this study it was shown that both maternal and paternal mtDNA is
transmittedd to male offspring, but only maternal mtDNA to female offspring.
Thiss led to the concluding working hypothesis, that "[...] sex is controlled by
thee mother's genotype, which also controls, pleiotropically, the fate of the
sperm'ss mtDNA. Eggs determined to be females also become able to prevent
thee entrance of the sperm mitochondria, destroy them after entrance, or
suppresss the replicative advantage of the male mtDNA. Alternatively this
advantagee may be present only in eggs determined to become males" (E.
Zouros,, "An Unusual Type of Mitochondrial DNA Inheritance in the Blue
Mussell Mytilus," Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. 91 [1994]: 7463-7467, p. 7466). On
bi-paternall inheritance in the blue mussel, see also D. Laurence and R. F.
Hoekstra,, "Shellfish Genes Kept in Line," Nature 368, no. 28 April (1994):
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811-812,, D. F. Skibinski et al., "Mitochondrial DNA Inheritance," Nature
368,, no. 28 April 1994 (1994): 817-818; see also under the same heading, E.
Zouross et al., Nature 368 (1994): 818.
60.. Gyllensten, et al., "Paternal Inheritance" (above, n. 21). The first study
byy Gyllenstein in the 1980s on paternal inheritance in mice did not show
evidencee of paternal DNA. This was explained in terms of technology. The
technologyy was not considered sensitive enough to detect possible
contribution,, see Ulf Gyllesten, Dan Warton, and Allan Wilson, "Maternal
Inheritancee of Mitochondrial DNA during backcrossing of two species of
mice,"" Journal of Heredity 76 (1985): 321-324.
61.. Hideki Kaneda, "Elimination of Paternal Mitochondrial DNA in
Intraspecificc Crosses During Early Mouce Embriogenesis," Proc. Natl. Acad.
Sci.Sci. 92 (1995): 4542-4546.
62.. G. Valentin Börner et al., "RNA Editing in Metazoan Mitochondria:
Stayingg Fit Without Sex," FEBS Utters 409 (1997): 320-324.
63.. For a literature review of this debate, see Frideruni Ankel-Simons and
Jimm M. Cummins, "Misconceptions About Mitochondria and Mammalian
Fertilization:: Implications for Theories on Human Evolution," Proc. Natl
Acad.Acad. Sci. 93 (1996): 1359-1363. This article is, as the title indicates, on the
sidee of bi-parental inheritance, and provides a large corpus of literature from
differentt fields, such as anatomy, genetics, embryology and popular science.
64.. Handt et al., "Compilation" (above, n. 20), p. 126.
65.. The objective of phylogenetic studies is: to reconstruct genealogical ties
betweenn organisms, and to estimate the time of divergence between
organismss since the last shared a common ancestor.
66.. Gyllensten, et al., "Paternal Inheritance" (above, n. 21)., p.257. Soon
afterr this publication this conclusion found its way into a handbook of
genetics,, where the results were presented as an achievement of technology,
i.e.. PCR cloning possibilities, see Watson et al., Recombinant DNA (above,
n.. 8), pp. 446-7.
67.. Wilson et al., "Mitochondrial DNA" (above, n. 24), p. 384. There it is
statedd that "[t]he consensus at present is that recombination does not happen
inn animal mtDNA except perhaps in the displacement loop [major part of the
controll region.], (ibid. p. 384)." This is not so strange given the fact that the
codingg region of the mtDNA genome contains only very small fragments of
non-codingg DNA, see Anderson et al., "Sequence and Organization" (above,
n.. 21), p. 457.
68.. Recently the debate over bi-parental inheritance has been reopened
(Marchh 1999).
69.. Dr. Matthias Krings, personal communication in December 1998. The
wordd "academic" is generally applied by scientists in a pejorative sense, as a
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contrastt to analysis, based on data, and empirical work, based on
experiments. .
70.. Replication is the DNA copying process necessary during cell division.
Inn the genome the D-loop is situated between position 16,080 and 191, see
Andersonn et al., "Sequence and Organization" (above, n. 21).
71.. Transcription is the process of producing RNA (ribonucleic acid) from
codingg DNA, as part of producing proteins.
72.. For the purpose of the mtDNA databank, compiled in P Lab, it was
decidedd to take fragments between positions 16,001-16,408 and between 1
andd 408. This decision was based on available sequences; see Handt et al.,
"Compilation"" (above, n. 20).
73.. Note that what theory means or how it is performed in practice does not
necessarilyy have to be the same everywhere. Just like a technology, just like
Anderson,, it might mean different things to different users and still function
ass a homogenising tool. The theory of mtDNA inheritance can best be seen
ass a boundary object, a concept of Susan Leigh Star's. Star argues that
boundaryy objects, such as scientific theories, have two qualities, namely
plasticityy and coherence. These qualities enable them to meet different local
needss and to incorporate these localities, producing a recognisable identity. I
wouldd like to add to this that objects too can be seen as boundary objects.
Thee primacy I give to mtDNA theory over Anderson is contextual and serves
too explain the blind spot in genetics for this piece of technology and for the
tissuee involved in it. On boundary objects, see Susan Leigh Star and James
Griesemer,, "Institutional Ecology, "Translations" and Boundary Objects:
Amateurss and Professionals in Berkeley's Museum of Vertebrate Zoology,
1907-1939,"" Social Studies of Science 19 (1989): 387-420; Susan Leigh Star,
"Thee Structure of Ill-structured Solutions: Boundary Objects and
Heterogeneouss Distributed Problem Solving," in Distributed Artificial
Intelligence,Intelligence, ed. M. Huhns and L. Gasser (Menlo Park, CA: Morgan
Kauffman,, 1988), 37-57.
74.. R.M. Andrews et al., "Reanalysis and Revision of the Cambridge
Referencee Sequence for Human Mitochondrial DNA," Nature Genetics 2
(1999):: 147.
75.. Quoted in Sangkot Marzuki et al., "Reply to Howell et al.: The Need for
aa Joint Effort in the Construction of a Reference Data Base for Normal
Sequencee Variants of Human mtDNA," American Journal for Human
GeneticsGenetics 50 (1992): 1337-1340, p.1338. See also Neil Howell et al., 'The
Sequencee of Human mtDNA: The Question of Errors versus
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Chapterr 5
Thee Traffic in Males
andd Other Stories on the Enactment of the Sexes in
Studiess of Genetic Lineage
Introducingg the Argument
Whatt is genetic sex, and how is it enacted in studies of genetic
lineage?? These are the main questions put in this chapter. Genetic sex is
hardlyy an issue in population studies interested in human histories. However
inn the laboratories one may find samples indicating male or female, and
publishedd papers contain accounts of women's migration history and that of
men.. This suggests that sex does matter. But where can it be located? It will
bee argued that rather than a stated message in the DNA, in laboratory
practicess the sexes are performed as various things. However, this diversity
tendss to be subsumed and differences tend to be naturalised. I will examine
howw that is done in the context of mitochondrial DNA and Y-chromosomal
research,, and show that this requires a specific treatment of DNA, namely as
aa technology for studying the history of populations.
Humann geneticists know the sexes as: XX and XY. Critics of this
binaryy scheme, especially feminists, have argued that to state XX and XY is
too fail to pay any attention to culture. My aim in this chapter is to show that
neitherr of these approaches takes into account the practices of genetics.
Differencee between the sexes is neither a natural quality embodied in
individualss nor a cultural additive, but is rather an affect of interfering
practicess where the sexes are deemed relevant. Thus rather than taking
culturee as the fact after the biology, I view culture as part and parcel of
biology,, and examine sex differences in the practices of genetics. I will view
thee relevance and irrelevance of the sexes in a laboratory context where
experimentss are conducted, and in published papers where the data is
analysedd and put in the context of population history and genealogy.

Howw 153 male samples lost their sex
OnOn 18th January 1997 I took the night train from Amsterdam to
MunichMunich to continue my participant observation in the Laboratory for
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MolecularMolecular Evolution and Human Genetics. I will refer to this lab as the P
Lab.Lab. Among other things my luggage contained 153 blood samples. All the
samplessamples had been taken from males during a large-scale survey on heart
diseasedisease in the 1980s. All males were 35 years of age and were living in the
smallsmall Dutch town of Doetichem. 1 picked the samples up at the Forensic
LaboratoryLaboratory for DNA Research in Leiden, hereafter referred to as Lab F.
II was taking the samples along at the request of Maris Laan, a
membermember of the P Lab. Laan is working on a project in the field of population
geneticsgenetics concerned with population history and the spread of agriculture in
Europe.Europe. She studies this by looking at "linkage disequilibrium"' on the Xchromosome.chromosome. To avoid complexities induced by recombination she decided
toto look at male DNA only, since males carry only one X-chromosome and not
twotwo as females do.
WhenWhen she visited me in Amsterdam in July that year she brought along
halfhalf of the DNA extracted from the blood samples. We placed the two boxes
inin my refrigerator and the accompanying forms on my desk. The forms
referredreferred to the samples as Du208, Du209, etc., and indicated the DNA
concentrationconcentration of each sample. The latter was determined through
mitochondrialmitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) PCR products, and visualised on agarose gels
ofof which an infra-red picture was included. The samples were to be delivered
toto Lab F as a return favour for making the blood available.
Butt something strange had happened to the Dutch male blood samples
whichh had travelled to Munich earlier that year. Not only because they had
comee back as DNA samples, but also because they had lost one of their
qualitiess along the way, one of the qualities that made them move from
Leidenn to Munich in the first place. Their sex. In the forms they were
referredd to as "Dutch blood samples" and the DNA concentration was not
determinedd on the basis of the X-chromosome, but on that of mtDNA
amplification.. The samples were still qualified as Dutch, but no longer as
males.. So why did these samples lose their sex or how could it be enacted?
Sexx and sexual differences are not stable. As Stephan Hirshauer and
Annemariee Mol have argued, they have to be performed actively. This
indicatess that they may become irrelevant altogether. To consider the
relevancee and irrelevance of the sexes, let us first have a look at feminist
studiess of science and then at the account introduced above.

Onn the Relevance and Irrelevance of the Sexes
Feministt scholars have put a great deal of effort into showing that
sciencee is, just like any other practice, sexualised. They set out to show that
itt was sexualised in terms of who does the research, revealing a male bias
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andd bringing to the surface the contributions of women in science. Others
examinedd the language of science, providing insight into hierarchies in the
designationn of agency, and about biases between objects categorised as
masculinee and others as feminine. Again others considered scientific
methodss and have argued that these could be categorised as masculine.
Methodss were shown to establish a distinction and a hierarchy between a
(masculine)) subject of research, namely the scientist, and a (feminine) object
off research, namely nature.5 These approaches lead to one basic feminist
claimm concerning sexual differences. "Sex" can be found everywhere.6 "You
justt have to put on gender glasses to see it," as one scholar once put it to me.
Oncee I had been in the laboratories, however, the sexual distinction I found
seemedd banal, the kind of distinctions that I could have learned about in any
otherr environment. And nothing specific to genetic sex in laboratory
practices.. Yet population geneticists' accounts of human history talk about
menn and women and their different migration histories. But where can it be
locatedd in laboratory practice and more precisely in my observations of it?
Thee strategy I propose and will follow here, is not that of putting on
"genderr glasses." For the focus is usually set somewhere else and could
makee oblique what is to be looked at. Moreover putting such glasses on
metaphoricallyy exposes the wearer to the danger not only of predefining - if
nott essentialising - the sexes and what counts as sex differences, but also of
developingg a blind spot for the irrelevance of the sexes. Instead I follow a
strategyy proposed by Annemarie Mol, a strategy of locating objects in
practices.. From this perspective, a universal claim, such as sexual differences
aree relevant in any kind of practice and thus also in genetics, gives rise to the
questionn "where is genetic sex and how is it performed?"7 Another strategy
suggestedd by Evelyn Fox Keller is that of counting, "counting past two."
Kellerr uses this approach to draw attention to the diversity in science as well
ass that in "gender." This numerical and tantalising practice has an advantage
thatt I would like to emphasise here. Not only does a commitment to
counting,, especially when the sum is more than two, prevent us from taking
thee binary scheme of biology for granted but the practice of counting also
involvess a risk, namely that of not finding even one.8 This other side of the
coinn of counting, "added to" the strategy of locating as suggested by
Annemariee Mol, enables both the the making specific of a universal claim in
localess and the revelation of practices where such a claim does not hold - in
thiss case, practices where sex is irrelevant.
Lett us now consider some of the information embodied in the story
aboutt the Dutch male samples.
Ass we saw in the Dutch example, samples do not travel without
additionall information. This does not mean, however, that all information is
deemedd important or is even stored in the files. The Dutch samples from
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Doetinchem,, taken from 35-year-old males in the context of a large-scale
studyy of heart disease, lost many of their features in the written forms that
accompaniedd them back to the Netherlands. The very reason why these
sampless travelled to Munich was because according to the genetic matrix
XX-XY,, males carry only one X-chromosome. Those carrying one X and not
twoo were judged appropriate for Maris Laan's project, in which male
sampless were preferred to female. Once the Doetinchem samples had
establishedd their Dutchness and maleness through the accompanying
information,, they became simply Dutch. And as such they were referred to in
thee accompanying list on their trip back to Leiden. It is remarkable that the
sexx of the Dutch that entered the P Lab as samples was deemed pivotal but
thatt it no longer mattered, i.e. it lost any material reference, once these
sampless had left the lab.9 It indicates that sex may be a temporality
performedd in locales, and that it is not an essential feature of samples.
Takingg the temporality of genetic sex into account, the aim of this
chapterr is to examine if and how the sexes are enacted in studies of genetic
lineage.. To do this we will consider three sites in studies of lineage. These
sitess will be referred to as the practices of establishing genetic lineage, of
workingg with DNA in the laboratory, and of reconstructing genealogy. In a
wayy these are the sites of theory, raw data and analysed data. It is, however,
importantt to emphasis that differences between these sites are analytical
ratherr than ontological. The differences do not correspond to the classic
divisionn between "hand labour" and "mental labour." They rather point to a
gradientt of technologies, spaces, and problem-solving procedures that are
moree or less important in these three practices. Since studies of genetic
lineagee are dependent on lineages themselves, namely lineages between
laboratoriess and scientific groups, let us first take a look at how that is done.

Thee Traffic in Males7 ' and other Gifts in Genetics
11 J

InIn November 1996, at a weekly Population Group Meeting of the P
Lab,Lab, Maris Laan reported that she did not have enough European samples
necessarynecessary for her project. Laan is in charge of all samples that enter or
leaveleave the lab and she had noted that although the Lab has many samples of
populationspopulations from all over the world, there were hardly any Europeans
amongamong them. All she had found were samples of Swedes, Finns, Estonians
andand Samis. Confronted with this problem, especially since her project aimed
atat studying European population history, she raised the point during the
meeting.meeting. We started to brainstorm about where the lab could ask for
samples.samples. A large amount of German DNA samples would soon be available,
asas a result of collaboration with a Dutch medical research group.1 Another
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possibility,possibility, I suggested, would be to ask Lab F in Leiden for Dutch male
samples.samples. Having spent some months in this lab myself and knowing that they
workwork with a Dutch control population for forensic purposes, I reasoned that
theythey probably had plenty of DNA.
AfterAfter the meeting I called the head of Lab F, Peter de Knijjf, and it
turnedturned out that they did indeed have a large collection of Dutch male
samplessamples and were willing to share part of it with the P Lab. The arrangement
waswas that they would give the P Lab blood samples and get back half of the
DNADNA extracted from them.
WhenWhen I visited Lab F in January to pick up the samples, de Knijjf gave
meme some further information about them. Each sample consisted of two
aliquotsaliquots of blood placed in plastic tubes which together make up 10
millilitresmillilitres of liquid blood per sample. This blood was "taken up " in a buffer
(EDTA)(EDTA) to preserve its quality. They were placed in a box and put on dry ice
forfor the forthcoming journey. De Knijjf asked me to assure Padbo and Laan
thatthat the sampled population is a good representation of the Dutch population
atat large, because Doetinchem shows neither a founder effect, i.e. that a
limitedlimited number of individuals would account for the genetic profiles of its
inhabitants,inhabitants, nor recent admixture, which would be reflected in the genes and
distortdistort their representativity of the Dutch.
FromFrom February onwards Maris and I started to extract DNA from
thesethese samples. She would refer to our laborious work as "our large-scaleextraction.extraction. " Due to the large amount of blood that we had from each sample,
extractingextracting DNA from a series of thirty samples would take us two days, in
whichwhich there was hardly any time left for any other work. A considerable part
ofof this time was spent in planning the work, making sure that all the
chemicalchemical solutions and equipment we needed were at hand, including
enoughenough pipettes and tubes, plastic bags for disposals, good pencils to mark
thethe tubes according to individuals, different colours according to which step
ofof the extraction had been performed and deciding which extraction protocol
wouldwould be the most efficient. We first worked with a "phenol-chloroform"
DNADNA extraction protocol. But Andreas Kindmark, a colleague lab member,
suggestedsuggested another protocol, a "sucrose gradient-high salt" extraction
method.method. He had used the latter in a medical lab in Sweden and told us that it
waswas not only user-friendly compared to the phenol-chloroform method but it
alsoalso required fewer steps before retrieving DNA. If we were interested, he
wouldwould contact his lab in Sweden and ask for the exact descriptions. Once
AndreasAndreas received the protocol via e-mail Maris tried it out for three samples
andand found that it also yielded an amount of DNA similar to that yielded by
ourour original method, so we changed protocol. Part of this organisational
workwork was the booking of machines such as the centrifuge, deciding upon who
doesdoes what and making sure that we protected ourselves well because we
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werewere working with so much blood. During the first steps of the extraction,
usingusing gloves, masks and appropriate chemicals to clean our working
environmentenvironment was not so much to avoid contamination of the samples but of
ourselves,ourselves, namely to protect ourselves and others in the lab (who make use
ofof the same environment) against contagious viruses, especially Hepatitis B.
WhereasWhereas the "laminar flow cabinet" were we conducted the extractions
wouldwould be packed with rather large pieces of equipment in the first stages of
thethe extraction - bigger pipettes to pipette the clotted blood into the buffer
placedplaced in 20 millilitre tubes — towards the end of the procedure once the cell
materialmaterial had been separated from the DNA-containing supernatant, the
equipmentequipment became smaller, the pipetting more precise, the treatment of the
tubestubes more careful, so as not to mix the centrifuged DNA at the bottom with
thethe soap solution at the top of a tube. Thus the logistics of doing DNA
extraction,extraction, which makes up the bulk of the work, is reflected in the treatment
ofof the samples from blood to DNA.

Makingg Lineages in Genetics: An Economy of
Exchange e
Fromm the above account it is clear that doing population genetics is
dependentt on an economy of exchange. The exchange of samples is as
valuablee as the exchange of (unpublished) data, extraction protocols, or
researchh methods.1' I will first consider the samples.
Theree are many reasons why collections of samples can be found in
thiss particular laboratory. Samples may be there because they are considered
valuable,, i.e. rare or difficult to retrieve. They may be there because the Lab
happenss to know the people who have them or, in many cases, because they
aree simply offered to the Lab. As Laan's account showed, these gifts show a
biass towards "exotic" populations or populations from regions of the world
otherr than Europe. Other samples, as in the case of the European and some of
thee non-European samples, may be in the lab because geneticists who came
too conduct their research in the P Lab had brought them along. In a sense, the
sampless just happen to be there for anybody interested in doing a project in
populationn genetics. Samples may also enter the lab because of an express
demand,, originating in an ongoing project, as in the example of the Dutch
malee samples. The design of Laan's project prescribed that the samples
shouldd be European and male. Consequently the samples received were
selectedd according to sex, and their Euro-Dutch origin was assured since they
weree from the small town of Doetinchem and not - for example - from
Amsterdam,, whose population is, given its complex demographic history,
muchh more problematic to categorise as Dutch or even European.I6
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Thee traffic in samples is very much dependent on a "gift economy." It
iss dependent on lineages between labs or scientific groups. And at the same
time,, once samples start to move they establish and help to strengthen
lineages.. In the case of the Dutch samples a recently initiated collaboration
facilitatedd the gift and the exchange of blood for DNA. The P Lab had just
startedd to work with Y-chromosomal markers using the protocols of Lab F.
Accordingg to conventions Lab F will be acknowledged in papers for the gift
off samples as well as for the marker information, either in terms of a coauthorshipp or under the section "Acknowledgements." Also in line with this
reciprocall gifting, the head of Lab F, Peter de Knijff, was invited to the P
Labb to give a seminar on Y-chromosomal research in April 1997. Moreover
Labb F was able to add 153 DNA samples, instead of blood samples, to its
collection.. From the description above of the amount of work involved in
suchh extraction, it is easy to see why DNA samples are preferred to blood
samples.. The procedure of extracting DNA also benefited from gifting
protocols:: the unexpected gift of an alternative extraction method from one
off the lab members expedited the laborious work and proved to be friendlier
too those carrying it out. The unexpected appearance of this protocol from a
Swedishh medical lab hints at another type of exchange between laboratories.
Lineagess are not only related to the traffic in samples, technologies or
scientificc data, but also to the traffic in people. In addition to the exchange of
sampless and markers, Lab F and the P Lab have also exchanged their "inhousee anthropologist," a person who knows both labs quite well, and who
contributedd to a more informal traffic in Dutch samples, to information about
thee samples and to communication between the laboratories.17 Hence
exchangingg "in-house anthropologists" makes lineage as well. This position
iss not exceptional but applies also to other visiting researchers in the P Lab.
Hencee the protocol from the Swedish lab. Also other lab members establish
lineagee and are part of kinship relations between labs, scientific groups and
countries.. These lineages may be temporary, lasting mainly for the period the
researcherr is in the lab, or of a more durable kind. Thus genetics does not
onlyy study lineages, it is also a product of lineages, established through an
exchangee of people, samples, technologies and methods.
Soo this is how geneticists do lineage between themselves. But, how do
theyy do genetic lineage? This is the topic dealt with in the next section,
wheree we will be focusing on the relevance of the sexes in these studies. It
willl become clear that, in the practice of genetic lineage, DNA is not just the
resourcee but is also handled as a technology, involving different systems for
doingg genealogy.
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Archaeologyy of the Human Genome or How to do
Geneticc Lineage
"Archaeologyy of the Human Genome" is part of the title of a paper by
Arndtt von Haeseler, Antti Sajantila and Svante Paabo. This paper - let us
calll it the Archaeology paper - provides a literature review and argues for
thee potentials of genetic data in reconstructing human history, especially
whenn the two-sexed model of mitochondrial DNA and Y-chromosomal DNA
aree considered. The paper opens as follows:
Manyy of us, especially in our youth, are interested in the lives of our
parentss and immediate family; then again, as members of a particular
groupp or population, we like to know about the life of our ancestors;
finally,, as members of the human race, we are fascinated with the question
off human origins. [...] However, early humans left traces of their activities
nott only in the form of their bones and artefacts. They also passed on to us
theirr genomes. Every genome is made up of about three billion base-pairs,
severall of which experience mutations in each generation, and, as the way
inn which these mutations accumulate in populations are influenced by how
populationss expand, contract, split and merge, the study of genetic
variationn has the potential to yield a great deal of information regarding
ourr history.
Underr the heading "A bit of theory" it goes on:
Alll individuals have parents, and some individuals have the same
parent(s).. The consequence of these trivial facts is that as genealogical
lineagess in a population trace back over generations, they will occasionally
coalescee to common ancestors. There will be fewer and fewer ancestors as
onee goes back. Eventually, all female lineages will trace back through a
seriess of consecutive mothers to one single mother and all male lineages
willl similarly trace back to a single father, that is, the most recent common
ancestorss (MRCAs) on the maternal and paternal side. [...] If the
demographicc history of a population is unknown, it can be reconstructed
fromm the patterns of nucleotide substitution in the genome. DNA sequences
fromm mitochondrial (mt) genome and those from the majority of the Ychromosomee are particularly useful as they are passed on without
recombinationn from mother to daughter and from father to son.
Consequentlyy these sequences can be traced back directly to the
genealogicall maternal or paternal MRCAs. Autosomal DNA sequences,
whichh are inherited through both males and females and occur in two
copiescopies per individual, trace back to "biparental" MRCAs that are on the
averagee four time as old as maternal and paternal MRCAs.18
Underr "The Age of the human gene pool," the Archaeology paper indicates
thatt these maternal and paternal MRCAs are expected to be found around
200,0000 years ago. However it is not clear to geneticists and to the authors of
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thiss paper whether our species, i.e. modern humans, originated at a time
closee to these MRCAs.19

Genealogy,, Genetic Lineages and Technologies of the
Sexes s
Fromm this account about population genetics and about what it can
contributee to knowledge of human history, it becomes clear that sex is
relevantt in studies of genetic lineages. Let us take a closer look at how
exactlyy it is that sex matters in these studies.
Populationn genetics is interested in lineage and aims at reconstructing
genealogicall patterns. It does this by looking at similarities and differences,
ass a specific distribution of - for example - mutations, within and between
populations.. The choice for the term archaeology in the title of the paper
quotedd indicates that specific distributions of similarities and differences
comee with a story about the past.20 A story about populations. Similar to the
treatmentt of archaeological artefacts as records of human history, mutations
inn the DNA and the way these are distributed among populations, are treated
ass records of population histories. Under the assumption that all populations
havee one origin, the differences in particular can be read as events in the
past,, contributing to stories about when and how populations diverged or
merged,, reduced in size or grew. As the quote indicates, mtDNA and major
partss of the Y-chromosome are considered very useful for studying these
events.. Especially because neither recombines, i.e. they are inherited
unchangedd from mother or father, these DNA systems represent the maternal
andd the paternal line of inheritance, which can be traced back to one
ancestrall mother and one ancestral father. Before addressing these two
systems,, let us take a closer look at a how genealogy is practiced in studies
off genetic lineage and at the relevance of sex in these studies.
Thee trivial fact of genealogy mentioned in the Archaeology paper,
namelyy the fact that all individuals have parents,21 demarcates an involved
relationn between genealogy and genetic lineage. From a genealogical
perspectivee going back in time means to unfold a greater complexity in
biologicall kinship.22 It makes more and more individuals appear as part of
"thee family," as ancestors of a specific individual. From the perspective of an
individual,, this amelioration of ancestors can be represented by the form of a
V.. While the intersection between the two arms of this letter indicate a
contemporaryy moment in time where there is one individual, their divergence
pointss deeper and deeper into history where progressively more ancestors
cann be located in the space between the two arms. However, the quote
contendss that there "will be fewer and fewer ancestors as one goes back."
Thiss suggests that from the perspective of genetic lineage, the genealogical V
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shouldd rather be turned upside down, to become a A instead. At issue here is
nott an ever-growing family but an ever-shrinking family the further one goes
backk in time. But how should we understand this type of genealogy, how
shouldd we understand the occurrence of a A?
Althoughh the opening sentence of the Archaeology paper evokes the
ideaa that population genetics is interested in individuals and in where they
comee from, its main focus is rather groups of individuals or populations.
Populationn genetics studies how individuals relate to each other and
reconstructss the development of these relations through history. Thus the
objectt of study, many individuals and not one, explains the A. The space at
thee bottom (the largest divergence between the two arms) stands for a group
off individuals and a contemporary moment in time. But how is this possible?
Whatt is the relevance of A and why does not each of these individuals have
hiss or her own V-shaped genealogy? The answer lies in how geneticists study
individualss and for what purpose. Let us first look at the how question and
thenn address the why of these studies.
Geneticistss do not study all genetic material, but focus on a very
limitedd amount of information. V is hardly ever a topic in population
genetics.Thee purpose of reducing genetic complexity and of studying limited
amountss of genetic material is to learn about the presence or absence of
lineagee between populations. In doing so, the further geneticists go back in
time,, the fewer ancestors and the more lineage they presuppose, i.e. for a
specificc amount of genetic information.23 Ultimately, so the quote indicates,
thiss genetic information coalesces in two ancestors, a mother and a father.
Thiss suggests that lineage is a product of a genealogical V placed upsidedown,, through which genetic material is distributed in specific ways. If V
standss for the genealogy of an individual, then A stands for a specific type of
genealogy,, one that helps establish genetic lineage. Whereas V is about how
thee individual is connected to predecessors, the A is about how individuals
aree connected to-each-other via predecessors. From this perspective,
however,, the fact that all individuals have parents gains importance in
studiess of lineage, and attributes a specific meaning to that very fact. Turned
around,, this fact means that all individuals are parental products. From a
geneticc perspective individuals are first and foremost products of sexual
reproduction.. All parents pass on their genetic material via sexual
reproductionn to individuals. But whereas in the V-type genealogy, parents
themselvess are seen as individuals with parents and grandparents, thus
permittingg the V-shape, this is not the case in the A-type. Parents or
ancestorss whose genetic material is not represented in present generations,
i.e.. the specific type of genetic information under consideration, are left out
off the picture. This means that although sexual reproduction and
"parenthood"" are pivotal for studies of genetic lineages, focusing on a
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limitedd amount of genetic information and being interested in comparing it
betweenn individuals, parents become a necessary passage point of genetic
information.. The passing on of genetic material indicates that presence or
absencee of lineage between individuals or populations is a product of sexual
reproduction.. However, parents are not important as individual males and
femaless reproducing sexually but as the means of producing lineage. Genetic
lineagee can therefore be seen as products of a specific genealogy (A) in
whichh a limited amount of DNA is at stake and which is based on sexual
reproduction.. From this we learn that in studies of genetic lineage the sexes
aree not relevant as male and female parents but as source of reproduction and
therewithh as passage points, through which genetic lineage is established.
Givenn this central role of sexual reproduction, it is interesting that the
Archaeologyy paper states that mtDNA and the greater part of the Ychromosomall DNA are especially appreciated for studying genetic lineage,
becausee they escape recombination. From a genetic perspective
recombinationn and sexual reproduction are interchangeable. The case of
mtDNAA and Y-chromosome shows that geneticists study effects of sexual
reproduction,, namely genetic lineage, through particles that are excluded
fromm sexual reproduction. Thus mtDNA and Y-chromosome are deemed
valuablee because they are conveyed by a reproductive system through which
lineagee can be established. Let us briefly ponder these two systems.
Unlikee the Y-chromosome, mtDNA is to be found in the cytoplasm
andd not in the nucleus. Situated in the cytoplasm, mtDNA is passed on via
thee mother only. Males and females inherit their cytoplasm and so too their
mtDNAss via their mothers, i.e. via the egg cell. Males have mtDNA but do
nott pass it onto their offspring: only females can do that. ~ This system of
inheritancee accounts for a maternal lineage. The Y-chromosome, however,
showss a different pattern. Fathers do not pass on their Y-chromosomes to
femalee offspring, but solely to male offspring. Only males carry Ychromosomess and pass them on to males. As was seen in passage quoted
above,, here also it is the system of inheritance that accounts for a paternal
lineage.. Thus the Y-chromosome accounts for a male line of inheritance and
thee mtDNA for a female line. Hence the compatibility of these sexualised
systemss of lineage for genetics.
Fromm the perspective of the individual, however, there are other
differencess between the two systems. Viewed from the mtDNA approach
theree is no difference between males and females. They both have mtDNA.
Sexx emerges only in the pattern of inheritance: males cannot pass on their
mtDNAss whereas females can. But from the perspective of the Ychromosomee male and female individuals differ. Only males carry this
chromosomee and they pass it on solely to male progeny. Hence in the Ychromosomall system sex is not only performed as a pattern of inheritance
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butt can also be located in the individual's DNA. What does this difference
betweenn the two DNA systems tell us about the relevance of sex in studies of
geneticc lineage? The story of mtDNA in particular indicates that geneticists
aree not interested in the sex of the individual. Even though males do have
them,, their mtDNAs are considered to be part of the female line of
inheritance.. Interestingly enough, the Archaeology paper even excludes
maless from that system. It is stated there that mtDNA is passed on "from
motherr to daughter." This suggests that fathers are analogously not
acknowledgedd for the fact that they carry a Y-chromosome, but for the fact
thatt they pass it on to their sons. Thus in practices of genetic lineage sex is
performedd not so much as a quality of an individual but rather as a pattern of
inheritance.. Hence sex is not located in the individual but in genetic
kinship.26 6
Thiss specific relevance of sex can be viewed further if we take the
mostt recent common ancestors (MRCAs) into account. The paper mentions
threee categories of MRCAs, one single mtDNA mother, one single Ychromosomall father, and a third type of MRCAs consisting of many single
autosomall "biparents," autosomal referring to the forty-four chromosomes
locatedd in the nucleus and inherited from both parents.27 Both maternal
(mtDNA)) MRCA and paternal (Y-chromosome) MRCA are estimated to
havee occurred about 200,000 years ago;28 the "biparental" MRCAs, however,
mayy be four times older, so the Archaeology paper suggests. This implies
thatt from a genetic perspective our MRCAs do not necessarily have to
coincidee with individuals or with actual parents. From this perspective
MRCAss can best be seen as partial products of genetic lineage. In line with
this,, DNA is handled as a variety of technologies which, together with a Atypee genealogy, assist in producing those lineages. Moreover as I have
arguedd in the case of genetic lineage, genetic sex is not performed as a
qualityy of individuals but as a pattern of inheritance or - better - a
technologyy of lineage. Similarly DNA is not so much treated as an essential
featuree of individuals but as a technology "embodying" different systems for
producingg lineage leading to different MRCAs.29 Taking the mtDNA and Ychromosomall systems into account, this treatment of DNA can therefore be
seenn as a technology for producing sexualised genetic lineages.

Thee Ir/relevance of Sex in Laboratory Practice
InIn the course of my participant observation in the P Lab I was working
onon a project which aimed at comparing two "bottlenecks," one in the Sinai
DesertDesert and one in Finland, by studying the Y-chromosome.^ For this
purposepurpose the Finnish population was compared to that of Sweden and the
SinaiSinai populations to those living along the Nile and in the Nile Valley in
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Egypt.Egypt. Mitochondrial DNA studies have shown a reduced diversity in Finns
whenwhen compared to the Swedish, and the same has also been found for three
Y-chromosomalY-chromosomal markers tested. ' The case of the Sinai Desert looked slight
different.different. There mtDNA showed a great a diversity as in the rest of Egypt,
whereaswhereas the three Y-chromosomal markers showed reduced diversity. The P
LabLab was interested in testing more Y-chromosomal markers to explain this
differencedifference and to see whether that difference still holds when more Ychromosomalchromosomal markers are used. Abdel-Halim Salem, who was working on
bothboth the Finnish population and those living in the Sinai, familiarised me
withwith the project and with the lab and gave me a brief period of training
particularlyparticularly in working with large numbers of samples and in preparing the
reagentsreagents for the PCRs.32 As I arrived at the P Lab, Salem was about to finish
hishis work there to go back to Ismaelia (Sinai). In the meantime he was
travellingtravelling back and forth between Munich and Innsbruck where he was
learninglearning more about clinical genetics and diagnostics.
BeforeBefore we started working with the markers, Salem drew a map of
EgyptEgypt to show me where the populations along the Nile and from the Sinai
areare living. Discussing the faith of the populations of the Sinai, he explained
toto me that most of the samples we had in the lab, except for the samples he (a
medicalmedical doctor) had collected himself were assembled in the sixties by an
IsraeliIsraeli population geneticist, Professor Batsheva Bonne-Tamir.33 These were
serumserum samples and since they were so old, their quality was not always that
good.good. The set of Y-chromosomal markers we were about to use for the
FinlandFinland - Sinai project were sent to the P Lab by Lab F. Salem showed me
thethe set of primers, the" ladder" for each marker, some control samples
(tested(tested in Leiden) and the protocol that I was already so accustomed to.35 I
neverthelessnevertheless brought in my own copy containing notes and remarks I had
mademade earlier when I was in Leiden. We went through the protocol and talked
aboutabout how to establish the PCR condition; writing the programs, making the
reagents,reagents, measuring the concentration of the primers produced in the P Lab
basedbased on the Leiden primer, and testing the markers for a small number of
samplessamples from a population called Sawarka (Sinai). Once the markers
appearedappeared to work we extended our work of typing them to more individuals
fromfrom that population. The strategy Salem proposed was to do one population
atat a time for all markers and then move on to the next.
AfterAfter I had finished typing one marker (DYS 390) for all the Sawarka
samples,samples, I found only two alleles, i.e. two fragment lengths.36 Instead of
goinggoing on to the next marker, I decided first to compare these results to
anotheranother population, Jabalya. Jabalya was an exception in the Sinai.
PreviousPrevious studies had shown that contrary to other populations in this region,
itit showed no reduction in diversity on the Y-chromosome311 was of course
curiouscurious as to whether that would hold for this marker as well. I was unable
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toto discuss the change in method with Salem since he was in Innsbruck, so I
tooktook the samples from the "minus 4 " (the refrigerator) and started running
thethe PCRs.™ From the 36 samples that I tested none of them showed a band
onon the agarose gel. I then thought: well, it may be that the bands were not
veryvery strong and that they could nevertheless be detected by the ALF™, which
isis a more precise visualising technology. So I booked one ALF™for the next
day.day. But the end result was not positive either. When Salem came back, I
toldtold him about the "Jabalya-problem." Although he was at first a little
annoyedannoyed that I had changed the plans, when I showed him the collection of
samplessamples that I was typing he started to laugh and stated "now we can tell
SvanteSvante that we know for sure that the samples are females. " It appeared that
II had been trying to type the Y-chromosomes offemales. Although there were
sixsix male samples in the box (he pointed them out to me) they were, of course,
amongamong the ten samples I had not used. We walked over to another part of the
lablab where he showed me a file in which I could find information about Lab
P'sP's samples. It contained different kinds of information, in many cases
informationinformation about sex, about when and where the samples had been
collectedcollected and by whom they had been supplied to the lab. He told me that if
thisthis file did not contain information about the sex of the samples I could have
aa look at his personal file on the Sun computer, where he had stored his raw
data,data, including data about the three Y-chromosomal markers that he had
typedtyped earlier. He explained that with some of the samples it was unclear
whetherwhether they were male or female, and then he stated "I don't even know if
allall non-males are females." This is especially a problem of serum samples,
becausebecause if they fail to work for nuclear DNA, you cannot determine whether
thisthis is due to deterioration of the DNA or because they are females and do
notnot have a Y-chromosome.
FollowingFollowing this episode we started reorganising the samples according
toto sex. We first took a second collection of the Jabalya samples and
separatedseparated the two sexes in the boxes and then did the same for the other
populations.populations. Then I made a list of all the Sinai samples that are known to be
malesmales and wrote this information down in my lab journal.

Technologiess of DNA/Technologies of Sex
Inn the analyses of practices of genetic lineage sex mattered as a pattern
off inheritance. It mattered in the way it helped to establish genetic lineage.
Howeverr in a DNA practice, as a procedure of producing data at the bench,
thee sex of the individual became a significant part of studying DNA.
Comparedd to mtDNA, studies of the Y-chromosome are rather new in
thee field of population genetics. MtDNA ha been used extensively ever since
thee 1970s.41 The first population studies on the Y-chromosome, however,
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appearedd in the early 1990s, and it was only in 1995 that a number of Ychromosomall markers were talked about as being informative for the purpose
off population studies.43 In the P Lab the first Y-chromosomal markers were
introducedd in late 1995 and the lab's first paper reporting work carried out
usingg these markers appeared in 1996.44 This information reflects the
organisationn of daily work in the P Lab and the relevance of sex in doing
DNA. .
Inn daily lab work, mtDNAs and Y-chromosomes were considered not
onlyy in the way they are passed on from individual to individual, but
especiallyespecially in how they were distributed to individuals. Working on the Ychromosome,, it became apparent that some individuals have a Ychromosome,, namely males, and others do not. Are these then females? Just
ass in the Jabalya case, the absence of Y-chromosomal alleles was read by
Salemm as extra information about the female sex of those samples. This
allelicc information contributes to a "practice of chromosomes," i.e. a practice
off XX-XY. In this practice the sexes are performed as presence or absence of
thee Y-chromosome. Since interest centred on how Y-chromosomal
informationn is distributed among individuals, only individuals carrying a Ychromosomee were relevant for the work and were considered males.
Howeverr working with rather old samples showed that this distinction is not
"natural."" Absence of a Y-chromosomal allele does not necessarily mean that
thee individual from which the sample was taken was a female. In this case
thee sex of the sample is an effect of good or deteriorating DNA. In this
practicee the sexes are not performed as presence or absence of a Ychromosome,, but that of an allele (a DNA fragment). The visualisation of a
Y-chromosomall allele in a sample would make that sample into a male
sample.. What is performed as sex is therefore a local and contextual
laboratoryy product, invested by the relevance of an individual sample for a
particularr experiment with a particular marker.45 Hence in a practice of
deterioratingg DNA, sex is performed not as a quality of a sampled individual
butt as that of an individual sample. But how is this reflected in the
organisationn of lab work?
Labss reflect the activities carried out in such space, and the
organisationn of the space is often centred around such activities.46 For
example,, in the lab there are cupboards above each bench containing most of
thee chemical solutions needed for the specific work conducted at that
specificc bench and there is always a set of pipettes, pipette tips and latex
glovess within easy reach. The samples are also subject to this type of
organisation.. There is a spatial division between individuals according to
populationn and they are preferably stored in separate boxes, unless the
numberr of samples is very small and then they would be pooled in one box,
butt stored with some space between individuals belonging to different
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populations.. This was so in the case of the Sinai, with new and old samples,
i.e.. serum and blood samples, initially being stored in separate boxes. Sex,
however,, did not bring about such a spatial division. Males and females were
mingledd and placed in the same boxes. So how should we understand this
mutuall relevance and irrelevance of sex differences? How should we
understandd the pivotal role of sex for doing Y-chromosomal DNA, and the
virtuall absence of sex in the organisation of work?
Whereass I had problems seeing any system in the numbers assigned to
thee samples (some series would have unsystematic numbers, such as "101,"
"7125"" or "77&78," others would have a number and a letter referring to the
namee of the population such as "B9," "B31," or "B91," still others would
havee a number and two letters such as "FB25" or "MB29," indicating males
orr females of that same population)47, Salem seemed to have the relevant
informationn at hand. Simply by looking at the containers of DNA he would
indicatee to me which samples were gathered when, which of the samples
weree male or female - and, so he told me, he even knew personally some of
thee people represented by the samples he had collected himself. This
informationn was neither absent nor irrelevant, even though it was not visible
too a newcomer. This also applied to information about the sexes. Having
workedd much longer with the samples, Salem could be said to have
embodiedd that information. My knowledge of the samples was limited, so I
hadd to mobilise other practices of knowing the sexes by consulting the
writtenn records, the "Sample-file" and raw data in the "Sun computer." For
Salemm these practices were already part of the letters and numbers that were
writtenn on the cups. Moreover since he had been engaged in collecting some
off the samples, other repertoires of enacting the sexes were at his disposal.
Thesee repertoires consisted not only of written records and previous
experiencee in the lab but also of an anatomical way of knowing the sexes. In
suchh a way, for example, that the presence or absence of breasts makes sex,
andd enters the form as such. Also his remark about knowing some of the
individualss of whom we had samples indicated yet another repertoire and
anotherr practice of performing the sexes.48 This is a practice in which the
sexess are performed as social differences between men and women and
wheree individuals can be referred to as Mr A or Mrs B, the brother of so-andsoo or the mother of this or that person, also making it easier to personalise
andd sexualise a DNA sample. Salem's knowledge regarding the samples in
thee lab was thus based on an interference between different repertoires and
differentt practices where the sexes were performed. I had to introduce
anotherr way of establishing the sexes, namely that of creating a visual
distancee between male and female samples. By making a spatial division in
thee boxes and drawing up a list of all the male samples in my lab journal I
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createdd means of transforming these different ways of knowing the sexes
whichh became pivotal parts of doing DNA.
Whatt other information does the initial way of organising the samples
contain?? What does it tell us about the work involved and the relevance or
irrelevancee of the sexes, using those samples? As indicated above, work
conductedd on the Y-chromosome is rather new in population studies as well
ass in the P Lab. The populations we were typing for the Y-chromosome were
firstt studied using mtDNA. Unlike the Y-chromosome, both males and
femaless carry mtDNA. From the perspective of mtDNA the sex of the
individuall is not relevant. Any human sample will do, even those whose sex
cann no longer be determined.50 Thus the storage of samples according to
population,, or even according to the DNA quality of the samples, can be seen
ass reflecting a former practice, a practice of doing mtDNA, for which the sex
off the sample was irrelevant. Although the lab was moving away from
mtDNA511 and although Salem as well as other lab members had already
conductedd Y-chromosomal research for which sex did matter, the samples
occupiedd "the same place" as before. The changed practice was not reflected
inn how the samples were organised spatially. Rather it was operative as a
managementt of different repertoires of performing the sexes. Managing these
repertoiress revealed an organisation of different practices. Whereas
anatomicall and social practices of performing the sexes, to which Salem had
access,, were dominant over a practice of written records, where sexual
differencee did not always appear, the practice of records was dominant over
myy lack of knowledge about samples, but a practice of DNA deterioration as
inn the case of the old samples was again dominant over the very practice of
recordss and eventually over that of anatomy and sociology, if this repertoire
weree no longer to hand. Hence while the sexes were absent in the
organisationn of the samples in the lab, the sex of the samples could be
performedd as an effect of interfering practices and as the management of
differentt repertoires.
Thee analysis of laboratory work has shown the relevance and
irrelevancee of the sexes. Whereas sex was irrelevant in a mtDNA practice, in
aa Y-chromosomal DNA practice it was enacted as a quality of the individual
samples.. Before addressing practices of genealogy, let us take a second look
att the organisation of samples in the lab. This will make clear how much the
mtDNAA approach was involved in the P Lab's collections of samples and
howw it has affected the gifting of samples.
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Thee Relevance of the Sexes: Sexing the Gift
TheThe Y-chromosome typing project was proceeding slowly. I had
problemsproblems establishing standard PCR conditions that would work for each
samplesample and for each "run" equally: In the meantime many new samples
werewere coming into the P Lab: from Russia, Estonia, the Middle East, Nigeria.
OneOne set of samples that came in was destined specifically for the Ychromosomechromosome typing project. At one point I walked into the lab and found a
boxbox of DNA samples on my bench. Along with it there was a note from
SvanteSvante Paabo saying that the Bosnian samples had arrived and asking
whetherwhether I could see to it that they were stored properly. I was expecting the
samplessamples since we had talked about them previously during a Population
GroupGroup Meeting. There Paabo had mentioned that we could obtain Bosnian
samplessamples from Finland and that I might want to compare these to Jabalya. As
II opened the box I first checked whether all the samples that were listed were
therethere and then started to separate the males from the females. I immediately
noticednoticed the small number of male samples among them and reasoned that
thisthis bias had to do with the origin of the samples: I remarked on this
differencedifference to Maris Laan, who was just loading an ALF™ situated next to my
bench.bench. Not aware that I was referring to the Bosnian samples, she answered
thatthat she was not surprised. "It's always the case. There are always fewer
malesmales than females." She stated further that because samples are often
collectedcollected in collaboration with medical teams, women tend to participate
moremore often than males.
TheThe P Lab tried to tackle the bias towards female samples by asking
explicitlyexplicitly for male samples, as in the case of the Dutch samples. The newly
delivereddelivered samples from the Middle East were all male samples, and when the
lablab asked for the Russian sample they stated clearly their special interest in
males. males.

Changingg Practices, Making Sexes
Laan'ss account of the contribution of cell material by women and men
whenn samples are collected shows a sexual bias in the availability of samples
forr population studies. The joint work of geneticists and medical teams may
clarifyy the variety in the sampled populations. However it does not
necessarilyy explain the bias in the P Lab collection. So let us take a look at
howw this bias may be viewed within the context of that lab.
Ass I have pointed out, samples may enter the lab without a specific
researchh objective simply by being offered to the lab or because the lab
knowss someone who has rare samples difficult to obtain otherwise. These
sampless just sit there until a project comes up in which they could become
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important.. Such samples may reflect the specific variety produced in
fieldwork.. Other samples, however, are requested because there is already a
projectt in which they are deemed significant. Such was the case for the
largestt part of the samples that arrived when I was in the P Lab. And in
almostt all cases these were male samples. This indicates that under specific
conditionss it was possible for the Lab to turn around the sampling bias
producedd in fieldwork. Thus the ratio of male and female samples in the P
Labb does not necessarily have to represent the ratio that occurs in fieldwork
wheree samples are collected. After all, the virtual absence of European
sampless in the lab cannot be said to represent fieldwork either, if one
considerss the long-standing history of medical studies which have made
availablee large amounts of human blood or tissue.56
Thiss shows that the scarcity in male samples had not previously been
perceivedd as a problem.57 It hints at a practice in which the sexes are not
activelyy being performed and the samples do not differ in terms of sex. And
ass I pointed out above, this is a mtDNA practice.58 Whereas male samples
becamee important in the new projects - the Y-chromosome project and
Laan'ss linkage disequilibrium project which, for practical reasons, took only
malee samples into account - from a mtDNA point of view there is no
differencee between males and females. Both males and females have mtDNA
andd can equally be studied. The samples are simply samples and do not have
aa sex. The apparent scarcity in male samples hints at a changing practice. A
changee from a practice where there was no sex to one where the sexes are
performedd as males and non-males.
Too relate this back to the traffic in samples as gifts between
laboratoriess and scientific groups, one could say that the sex of the gift
emergess in scientific practices in which the sexes are made relevant. The gift
iss not male or female by nature, but acquires this quality through ongoing
projectss and through the nature of experiments conducted in laboratories.59
Inn practices of genetic lineage the sexes were enacted as patterns of
inheritance.. A DNA practice, however, showed a more complex picture. The
sexess were either absent, as in the case of mtDNA and in the spatial
organisationn of the samples,60 or they were enacted as a variety of things, as
wass the case for Y-chromosomal DNA. What sex is, appeared to be a
productt of interfering practices such as written records, anatomy, social
roles,, quality of a DNA sample and laboratory practice where specific
markerss had already been previously applied. In the final part of this chapter
lett us examine a third site, concerned with making lineage and genealogy,
andd see how sex matters in a practice where DNA is treated as a technology
too produce accounts about the past of populations.
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Genealogy:: Technologies of Lineage/Technology of
DNA A
Ass has been shown above there are differences between mtDNA and
Y-chromosomall DNA. These differences involve not only their pattern of
inheritancee or the way they contribute to the production of sexualised
lineagess or sexualised samples but also their locus in the cell. Whereas the
Y-chromosomee can be found in the nucleus, the mtDNA is located in the
cytoplasmm that surrounds the nucleus. But there are many more. The number
off Y-chromosomes and mtDNA differ per human cell. While carrying one Ychromosomee in males, a human cell may contain up to a 100,000 copies of
mtDNAs.. This is the reason why, compared to Y-chromosomal DNA,
mtDNAA is convenient to work with using old samples. Then they differ in
shapee and size: mtDNA is a circular genome consisting of 16.5 kilo basepairss whereas the Y-chromosome is linear and consists of 60 million basepairs.. And more important for studies of genetic lineage is that they differ
alsoo in their mutation rate. The non-coding part of mtDNA, and this is the
regionn of interest in these studies, mutates twenty times faster than the noncodingg part of the Y-chromosome. This results in a much higher diversity in
mtDNA.611 As stated above, mutations are read as historical events in studies
off genetic lineages. They contain information not only about genetic lineage,
butt also about events in the history of humans or that of a population.
II will explore this through the example of scientific papers. Two P Lab
publicationss comparing both systems will be discussed. These papers study
thee above-mentioned "bottlenecks" in Finnish and Sinai populations. By so
doingg we will see how in studies of genetic lineage DNA is handled not only
ass a (standardised) technology to produce sexualised lineages but also as yet
anotherr locus of sex-difference.
Thee papers report a reduction in Y-chromosomal diversity in the Finns
andd in two populations in El Sawarka and El Bayadia (north of the Sinai). "
Thee mtDNA data, however, was found to be just as diverse as in the
surroundingg populations of both Finland and the Sinai. The reduced diversity
onn the Y suggested a bottleneck, due either to a reduction in population size
orr to a founder effect, which means that a small number of individuals
contributedd to the contemporary genetic variation. The question of course
wass how to understand these differences in diversity. In the case of Finland it
wass wondered whether the reproductive success of some Finnish males over
otherss could explain this phenomena, in the sense that a small number of
maless had succeeded in passing on their genetic material whereas others had
failedd to do so. Or should we conclude that the "colonisation" of Finland was
thee work of a great number of women and only a small number of men? In
thee case of the Sinai the results seemed to confirm notions about marriage
patternss in the populations studied. It was stated that male polygamy and
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cousinn marriages are frequent in this part of the world and that women
marryingg outside would leave their groups to live in that of their husbands.
Hencee "the traffic in women" here is suggested to be the main source of
diversityy in the Sinai populations.
Too analyse the difference between the high diversity on the mtDNA
andd the low diversity on the Y-chromosome further, the difference in
mutationn rate was considered in both papers. It was argued that the noncodingg mtDNA, also called the "control region," is not only known to mutate
twentyy times faster than the non-coding Y-chromosomal DNA, but that this
ratee also varies within the control region and that certain positions within this
regionn would mutate up to fifteen times faster than others.64 Thus in
comparisonn to Y-chromosomal non-coding DNA some positions of the
controll region may mutate thirty five times faster. The control region
thereforee consists of "slowly evolving (nucleotide) positions" and "fast
evolvingg (nucleotide) positions." Variation in the first would indicate events
thatt had occurred earlier in time and the variation in the latter class of
positionss is considered to be more recent. Taking this information into
accountt and by focusing on slowly evolving positions it was found that the
mtDNAA diversity in Finns would fall back to match the reduction found in
Y-chromosomall DNA,65 whereas the mtDNA diversity in the Sinai would
remainn higher than that found on the Y-chromosome, and just as high as the
diversityy found in surrounding populations (along the Nile and in the Nile
Valley).. Thus for the Finnish case it was concluded that the bottleneck was a
reductionn in population size and that it had affected males as well as females.
Forr the Sinai, however, the reduced diversity on the Y-chromosome could be
viewedd as a founder effect and confirmed that marriage patterns explain the
discrepancyy between Y-chromosomal and mtDNA diversity. Moreover in the
Finnishh case the diversity found in rapidly mutating positions of the control
regionn was used to date the bottleneck. By assuming that those mutations
occurredd after the (bottleneck) event and that such mutations take place once
inn a thousand years, the bottleneck was estimated to have occurred 3,900
yearss ago. Also the results in the Sinai case indicated that "the patterns of
marriagee must have been upheld over substantial time"66 and that future
researchh should make it possible to study the age of these patterns.

Doingg Genealogy: Making Sexes
II have argued above that mtDNA and Y-chromosomal DNA provide
geneticistss with a two-sexed model for studying genetic lineage. Sex was
consideredd to be especially interesting as a pattern of inheritance, namely as
thee way in which information on the mtDNA and on the Y-chromosome is
passedd on. The Sinai and Finnish papers show how DNA is handled as both
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dataa and technology to do exactly that. And they show more. But let us first
takee a look at how DNA is treated as a technology.
Puttingg genetic data in the context of lineage is not straightforward.
Becausee they lack recombination, both the Y-chromosome and mtDNA are
viewedd as "molecular clocks."67 This "clock" notion implies that mutations
foundd in mtDNA are assumed to occur at the same rate in each individual
andd the same is assumed for the Y-chromosome. Consequently the number of
mutationss in each of these systems is assumed to correlate to an historical
time.. The more mutations, the more time they took to occur. Determining the
timee between two mutations is a crucial part of establishing genetic lineage.
Ass stated earlier, mtDNA in general mutates at a much higher rate than the
Y-chromosome.. The mtDNA clock ticks faster than the Y-chromosomal
clock.. Yet both types of information are treated as complementary,
indicatingg a parallel historical event. Thus these clocks have to be calibrated
inn order to discern a comparable historical time. To do this, it is not enough
too know about patterns of inheritance, i.e. that the Y-chromosome shows the
paternall line of inheritance and the mtDNA the maternal line. Specifically
thee Finnish case showed that the high diversity in mtDNAs in the Finns was
nott taken at "face value." The control region of the mtDNA was treated as a
systemm consisting of different clocks indicating different time calendars. By
takingg into account only the slowly evolving sites of the control region (as
historicall records), both that information and the one found in the Ychromosomee became standardised and compatible, contributing to an
accountt of an historical event. When the event was identified as one
affectingg males and females equally, the information found in the rapidly
evolvingg sites of the control region could be applied to date that event as a
pointt in history. So the time on the clocks had to be discerned. By
presupposingg the time between two mutations in the rapidly evolving sites,
thee time of the events of interest could be set on the complementary clocks of
bothh mtDNA and Y-chromosome. This shows that the mtDNA system
becomess a technology contributing to accounts produced about the past of a
population.. Hence mtDNA is handled as both a technology, i.e. a calibrating
devicee for setting molecular clocks, and a resource containing information
comparablee to that found on the Y-chromosome.68
Howeverr DNA is not alone in producing accounts. From the reduction
inn diversity in the Y-chromosomes of the Finns it was suggested that a small
numberr of males have contributed to contemporary genetic variation. This
biass in the number of males and females was the very reason for considering
thee slowly evolving sites of the mtDNA.69 This indicates that the Ychromosomee came to stand for men and the mtDNA for women, both living
inn the same period of time. Therefore although the two systems of
inheritancee point back to partial ancestors that do not necessarily have to
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coincidee with individuals or parents (MRCAs), the presupposition of
individualss and parents is necessary for studies of genetic lineage. The
Finnishh Y-chromosomal data was read as men and a reduction in diversity as
aa reduction in the number of men, raising the question of whether the same
wass the case for women. Hence further analyses of mtDNAs. Similarly the
Sinaii reduction in diversity on the Y-chromosome was placed in the context
off social relations of marriage patterns, which should explain the lower
diversityy in men as compared to women. Hence in studies of genetic lineage
sexx is not only performed as a pattern of inheritance. To be able to make
sensee of various types of information based on mtDNA and Y-chromosomal
dataa and to produce an account of human history, these particles have to
standd for woman and man who pass on their genetic material in a sociohistoricall context.
Despitee all the differences between mtDNA and Y-chromosome, in the
contextt of genealogy the two systems are considered comparable because
bothh are passed on without recombination. They are also deemed compatible
becausee they point back to human ancestors in both mtDNA and Ychromosomee who are supposed to have lived at the same historical time. And
thenn they are also considered to be complementary because they tell two
parallell human histories, that of men and women. They are considered to be
"molecularr clocks," each ticking, i.e. mutating, equally rapidly in human
individuals.. From the Sinai-Finnish example it became clear that these clocks
cann be set in such ways as to give the same time whenever you look back
intoo history, revealing men and women.

Too Conclude
Inn genetics XX and XY are just two of the various way of knowing the
sexes.. Throughout this chapter I have located the sexes in practices of
geneticc lineage, I have traced the relevance and irrelevance of the sexes and
havee examined how the sexes are enacted in such practices. The analyses
makee clear that genetic sex is a doing, and that the various ways of
performingg the sexes, the various ways of doing genetic sex in practices,
goess well beyond an identity that can be located in the individual - or the
DNAA for that matter. Sex is just one form of doing genetic lineage, and in
itselff it consists of many things. To be sure, genetic sex is not a list of
referencess to an individual. Such a list would rather point to practices of
doingg genetic lineage. Thus to study the sexes and the differences between
themm is to study the practices in which they are performed.
Inn studies of genetic lineage geneticists aim at giving an account of
humann history based on the DNA. In these studies DNA is treated both as a
resourcee for learning about similarities and differences and as a technology
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too establish lineage. I have shown that in a practice of mtDNA and of Ychromosomall DNA, the handling of DNA as a technology helps to establish
sexualisedd lineages. This, in its turn, affects the treatment of DNA as
resource.. DNA samples, as in the case of the P Lab, were no longer just
populationn samples but were enacted as male and female samples. Moreover
givenn the aim of studying the history of populations, the handling of DNA as
aa technology assisted the naturalisation of sexual differences. Differences
andd similarities in the DNA could thus be read back onto the history of
populations,, producing men and women. This indicates that studying the
historyy of humans via the DNA subsumes the diversity in practice of doing
geneticc lineage and the various ways of performing the sexes in laboratories.
Mightt this then lead to the conclusion that in the end genetics does the
samee old thing: that it makes "biological" categories, and that feminists
shouldd keep an eye on how men and women are done outside this field? The
aimm of this chapter, however, was to show that genetic sex and sexual
differencess do not exist by themselves but are enabled by technologies.
Thesee very technologies affect not only our ways of knowing genealogy,
lineage,, parenthood and individuality but they also affect the practice of
geneticss itself. They thus affect what the sexes are made to be. The
heterogeneityheterogeneity of scientific practice examined here may give hints about how
too do biology according to the nature of scientific practice.
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Krella,, and the other lab members. The Lab also had many visiting scientists
fromm whom I learned a great deal, and among them I would like especially to
thankk Batsheva Bonne-Tamir for an exceptional seminar and for the very
goodd time we had during her visit to Munich and mine to Tel Aviv. I thank
Annemariee Mol for both moral and intellectual support and for
characteristicallyy pointed comments and practical solutions. Ruth Benschop,
Brendaa Diergaarden, Olaf Posselt, Hans-Jörg Rheinberger, and Frans Willem
Korstenn are thanked for generous comments full of insight. This chapter has
alsoo benefited from comments and suggestions made by members of the
Bellee van Zuylen Institute and the participants at the ASCA course
"Presentationn Skills" (1999) given by Frans Willem Korsten. Finally I thank
thee Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst (DAAD) and the Netherlands
Organizationn for Scientific Research (NWO) who kindly supported my
researchh in Munich.

Notess to Chapter 5
1.. In colloquial speech between geneticists the laboratories are usually
addressedd as the Paabo Lab and the Forensic Lab, hence my choice to refer
too them as the P Lab and Lab F.
2.. Linkage disequilibrium is the non-random association of alleles on
chromosomes,, i.e. the phenomenon that different alleles or genes are linked
inn their pattern of inheritance. A popular example of this is that of hair and
eyee colour and the specific combinations in which they are inherited. It
shouldd be noted that Maris Laan's project did not aim such phenotypic traits
butt at what she calls "anonymous loci" and their frequencies in different
populations;; see Maris Laan and Svante Paabo, "Demographic History and
Linkagee Disequilibrium in Human Populations," Nature Genetics 17 (1997):
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435-438.. Note that the X-chromosome does not escape recombination in
general,, because it may just as well stem from a female individual, but Maris
Laann looked at markers in the isomers where the chances of recombination
aree the lowest.
3.. On registrations of viruses and their translations once they start to travel,
seee Antoinette de Bont, "Registraties Maken de Wereld: Hoe een Virus een
Genn werd en Disciplinaire Verhoudingen Veranderden," in Antoinette de
Bont,, "De Organisatie van een Virus: Hoe een Technocratische WHO
Transnationalee Kennispolitiek Bedrijft" (University of Maastricht, 2000),
chapterr 3, presented at WTMC Winterschool 1998.
4.. See, Stephan Hirschauer and Annemarie Mol, "Shifting Sexes, Moving
Stories:: Feminist, Constructivist Dialogues" Science, Technology, & Human
ValueValue 20, no. 3 (1995): 368-385.
5.. Both feminisms and feminist studies of the sciences constitute a large and
contestedd terrain. I can hardly do justice to the diversity within these
domainss nor acknowledge the many inspiring work of different kinds, such
ass that of Evelyn Fox Keller or that of Sally Hacker, Donna Haraway, Judith
Butlerr and Annemarie Mol, by talking simply, as if it were that, about
feministfeminist scholars. Nor can I do justice to the elaborate studies contributed to
thee field of science studies by feminist scholars and feminists in general. For
earlyy contributions to the latter see, for example, two edited issues; Ruth
Bleier,, ed., Feminist Approaches to Science (New York, Oxford: Pergamon
Press,, 1988), Jan Harding, ed., Perspectives on gender and Science (London,
Neww York: The Falmer Press, 1986). For an insightful study on feminisms
(liberal,, Marxist, radical and socialist feminism), see Alison M. Jaggar,
FeministFeminist Politics and Human Nature (Sussex, New Jersey: The Harvester
Press,, Rowman & Allanheld Publishers, 1983). My interest in genetics is
veryy much indebted to and inspired by the work of Evelyn Fox Keller. Sally
Hackerr taught me that one should engage in science and technology to make
aa political difference, Donna Haraway's work gave me the promise of
combiningg socialist, feminist and anti-racist politics with academic work and
doingg science studies, Annemarie Mol's and Judith Butler's works showed
thatt there were other ways of theorising sex or gender, making it possible for
mee to relate to it. Moreover from Annemarie Mol's work I learned to focus
onn processes of doing science and their normative involvement in scientific
objects.. Sally Hacker, Pleasure, Power, and Technology: Some Tales of
Gender,Gender, Engineering and the Cooperative Workplace (London, Sydney:
Unwinn Hyman, 1989), Evelyn Fox Keller, Reflections on Gender and
ScienceScience (New haven: Yale University Press, 1986), idem, Secrets of Life,
SecretsSecrets of Death: Essays on Language, Gender and Science (New York:
Routledge,, 1992), idem, "Nature, Nurture, and the Human Genome Project,"
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inn The Code of Codes: Scientific and Social Issues in the Human Genome
Project,Project, ed. Daniel J. Kevies and Leroy Hood (Cambridge: Harvard
Universityy Press, 1992), 281-300, idem, 'The Problem of Locating "Maternal
Effects"" in a Discourse of Gene Action" (Amsterdam, 1992), idem,
RefiguringRefiguring Life: Metaphors of Twentieth Century Biology (New York:
Colombiaa University Press, 1995), idem, "The Origin, History, and Politics
off the Subject Called "Gender and Science": A First Person Account," in
HandbookHandbook of Science and Technology Studies, ed. Sheila Jasanoff, et al.
(Thousandd Oaks, London: Sage Publications, 1995), 95-110., idem, "Sense
andd Syntax: Metaphors of Reading in the History of Genetics" (paper
presentedd at the Come to Your Senses (ASCA), Amsterdam, 1998).; Donna J
Haraway,, Primate Vision: Gender, Race, Nature in the World of Modern
ScienceScience (London, New York: Verso, 1989), idem, "A Cyborg manifesto:
Science,, Technology, and Socialist-Feminism in the Late Twentieth
Century,"" in Simians, Cyborgs, and Women: The Reinvention of Nature
(London:: Free Association Books, 1991), 149-181; Annemarie Mol, "Wie
Weett Wat een Vrouw Is? Over de Verschillen en de Verhoudingen Tussen
dee Disciplines," Tijdschrift voor Vrouwenstudies 21 (1985): 10-22; Stephan
Hirschauerr and Annemarie Mol, "Shifting Sexes, Moving Stories," (above,
n.. 4), Judith Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of
IdentityIdentity (London: Routledge, 1990). On sex and race, see Annemarie Mol,
"Wombs,, Pygmentation and Pyramids: Should anti-Racists and Feminists
Tryy to Confine 'Biology' to its Proper Place?," in Sharing the Difference, ed.
A.. van Lenning and J. Hermsen (London: 1991), 149-163, Nancy Leys
Stepan,, "Race and Gender: The Role of Analogy in Science," Isis 77 (1986):
261-277,, and Donna J Haraway, Primate Vision: Gender, Race, Nature in
thethe World of Modern Science (London, New York: Verso, 1989).
6.. My use of "sex" and not "gender" is motivated. Even though the English
languagee puts some constraints on its use. I apply it not only to destabilise
thee seemingly neat distinction between sex (as being biology) and gender (as
beingg culture), but also in accord with my claim that culture is part and
parcell of genetic practices. In her study on primatology, Donna Haraway
statess the following with regard to the distinction between sex and gender:
"Thee boundary between sex and gender is the boundary between animal and
human,, a very potent optical illusion and technical achievement"(Donna J.
Haraway,, "Primatology Is Politics by Other Means," in Feminist Approach
toto Science, ed. Ruth Bleir [New York, Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1988], 77118,, at pp. 95). For an elaboration on sex and gender and especially on its
usee in Dutch feminist studies, see Annemarie Mol, "Dit Geslacht Dat Zoveel
Is:: Een Conversatie Tussen een Onbekend Aantal Onbekenden van Wie
Slechtss ÉÉn zich Bekend Zal Maken," Tijdschrift voor Genderstudies 1
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(1998):: 13-5. On the traffic of gender, as a category/term, between
languages,, and on distinctions between sex and gender, see Donna J.
Haraway,, "Gender for a Marxist Dictionary: The Sexual Politics of a Word,"
inn Simians, Cyborgs, and Women: The Reinvention of Nature (London: Free
Associationn Books,, 1991), 127-148.
7.. In the case she discusses, Annemarie Mol argues that anaemia means
differentt things and she shows various different ways in which it is
performedd in different sites - in the general practitioner's surgery or in
statisticall records, in the Netherlands or in the tropics, in the body or in
technologies.. This chapter is in various ways akin to the work of Annemarie
Mol,, especially to the method she proposes; Annemarie Mol, "Sekse,
Rijkdomm en Bloedarmoede: Over Lokaliseren als Strategie," Tijdschrift voor
VrouwenstudiesVrouwenstudies 42 (1990): 142-157, idem, "Wie Weet Wat een Vrouw I
Overr de Verschillen en de Verhoudingen Tussen de Disciplines," Tijdschrift
voorvoor Vrouwenstudies 21 (1985): 10-22, idem, "Topografie als Methode van
Kennisonderzoek:: Over het Naast Elkaar Bestaan van Enkele
Bloedarmoedes,"" Kennis & Methode 4 (1991): 314-329, Annemarie Mol and
Ruudd Hendriks, "De Hele Wereld één HB? Universaliteit, Lokaliteit en
Bloedarmoede,"" Krisis 58 (1995): 56-73.
8.. Keller's elegant paper on the issue of gender and science tries to go
beyond,, or to find diversity between, the feminine-masculine-dichotomy. It
shouldd be noted that Keller does not elaborate on this aspect of counting,
namelyy that there might as well not be anything there to count. In her paper
Kellerr engages in a discussion about biological discourse, but along with
manyy feminist scholars she does not address the issue of biological sex. The
latterr is taken as the unproblematic and not so relevant fact in the complex
configurationn of cultural sex determination, namely gender; Evelyn Fox
Keller,, "How Gender Matters, or, Why It's so Hard for Us to Count Past
Two,"" in Perspectives on Gender and Science, ed. Jan Harding (East Sussex,
Philadelphia:: The Falmer Press, 1986), 168-183. For work that does take the
matterr of biology seriously, see the work of Donna Haraway and that of
Annemariee Mol quoted (above, n. 5 & 6); on the materiality of sexdifference,, see also Nelly Oudshoorn, Beyond the Natural Body: An
ArchaeologyArchaeology of Sex Hormones (London, New York: Routledge, 1994); for
criticismm of the stability of biological sex, see also Judith Butler, Bodies that
matter:matter: On the discursive Limits of "Sex" (London, New York: Routlegde,
1993),, Stephan Hirshauer, "Performing Sexes and Genders in Medical
Practices,"" in Differences in Medicine: Unraveling Practices, Techniques,
andand Bodies, ed. Marc Berg, and Annemarie Mol (Durham, London: Duke
Universityy Press, 1998), 13-27.
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9.. Judith Butler proposes the notion of "matter" as an alternative to notions
off construction. I follow this notion, which she defines it as "a process of
materializationmaterialization that stabilizes over time to produce the effect of boundarie
fixing,fixing, and surface we call matter," Judith Butler, Bodies That Matter
(above,, n. 8), pp. 9 (italic in original). The notion of "matter" is akin to that
off "performance" which I am more inclined to use, specifically because the
latterr focuses more on the process of performing an object rather than the
end-product.. Moreover, I hesitate to apply "matter" because of the
understandingg it conveys. Although for Butler it means both, matter is
commonlyy understood as "to matter," i.e. to be important rather than "to
becomee matter," i.e. to become material. Haraway would call this effect
crustedd language, see Amade M'charek and Els Rommes, "Herkouwende
Bewegingen:: Een Verslag van een Zomerschool met Donna Haraway,"
TijdschriftTijdschrift voor Genderstudies, Vol. 3 (1998), 61-66. On performativity, see
below,, n. 10.
10.. I use "temporality"to indicate temporary nature. In this chapter I use
performancee and enactment interchangeably. The notion of performance or
enactmentt was introduced by the sociologist Erving Goffman to examine
howw people stage identities or social roles. The philosopher J. L. Austin has
theorisedd the performativity of language - "the performativity of utterance" ,, namely the effect of content and context of words in a specific setting. In
thee social studies of science, and especially in ethnographic studies, this
notionn is applied to indicate that objects emerge in networks consisting of
people,, technologies, language and other things, and to show objects are
"staged"" in scientific practice. Moreover, the concept of performance
emphasisess the non-stable character of such objects as well as their
dependencee on locales in which they are actively performed. On the notion
off performativity in the social studies of science, see for example Annemarie
Mol,, "Pathology and the Clinic: An Ethnography of Two Atheroscleroses,"
inn Intersections: Living and Working with the New Medical Technology, ed.
M.. Lock, Alberto Cambrisio, and Allan Young (Cambridge: Cambridge
Universityy Press, 2000), John Law, "On the Subject of the Object: Narrative,
Technology,, and Interpellation," Configurations 8 (2000): 1-29; Erwin
Goffman,, Encounters: Two Studies in the Sociology of Interaction
(Harmondsworth:: Penguin University Books, 1961), pp. 71-134, J. L. Austin,
HowHow to do Things with Words (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard
Universityy Press, 1962). On performativity of sex, see Stephan Hirschauer
andd Annemarie Mol, "Shifting Sexes, Moving Stories" (above, n. 4),
Hirschauer,, "Sexes and Genders" (above, n. 8), Butler, Gender Trouble
(above,, n. 5), idem, Bodies that Matter (above, n. 8). On (inter)sex(uality) as
ann achievement and passing, i.e. an active performance and a management of
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complexx rules, rights and regulation to live in the elected sex status; see
Haroldd Garfinkel, "Passing and the Managed Achievement of Sex Status in
ann "Intersexed" Person," in idem, Studies in Ethnomethodology, (Cambridge,
Oxford:: Blackwell Publishers Ltd, 1996 [1967]), pp. 116-185 and 285-288.
11.. This title plays with those of two famous works in the history of women
studies,, namely Emma Goldman's political essay on women and prostitution
andd Gayle Rubin's essay on gender and kinship. Goldman's essay was first
publishedd towards the beginning of the twentieth century in the periodical
MotherMother Earth, Rubin's in the mid-1970s. Whereas Goldman views sex as a
commodityy in an economy of exchange, namely prostitution, where men and
womenn are assigned agency, Rubin focuses on the exchange in kinship
relationss where men have more rights over women due to the nature of the
exchange,, namely an exchange between men of the "object" women, the
latterr being deprived of those or equal rights and selfhood. Emma Goldman,
"Thee Traffic in Women," in idem "The Traffic in Women," in The Traffic in
WomenWomen and Other Essays on Feminism (New York: Time Change Press,
1970),, 19-32, Gayle Rubin, 'The Traffic in Women: Notes on the Political
Economyy of Sex," in Toward an Anthropology of Women, ed. Rayna Rapp
Reiterr (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1975), 157-210. For an elegant
commentt on Rubin, especially on the issue of agency in exchange relations,
seee Marilyn Strathern, The Gender of the Gift: Problems with Women and
ProblemsProblems with Society in Melinesia (Berkleley, London: University of
Californiaa Press, 1988), especially pp. 328-334.
12.. The various projects conducted in the P Lab are subdivided into five
groups.. For example the different projects concerned with human population
historiess are part of the Population Group. All groups meet on a weekly basis
withh the professor of the P Lab to discuss the individual projects and how
theyy are progressing.
13.. This large amount of samples was in fact available as blood samples in
thee P Lab. But as the HIV research group of professor Jaap Goudsmit
(Academicc Medical Centre, Department of Human Retrovirology) in
Amsterdamm became interested in these samples for family studies and since
thee samples consisted of so called trios, i.e. father, mother and child, the HIV
labb offered to do the extraction and share the DNA with the P Lab, which
savedd an enormous amount of work.
14.. On spatiality, organisation of lab work and the carrying out of
experiments,, see Michael Lynch, Eric Livingston, and Harold Garfinkel,
"Temporall Order in Laboratory Work," in Science Observed: Perspectives
onon the Social Study of Science, ed. Karin Knorr-Cetina and Michael Mulkay
(London,, New Delhi: Sage Publications, 1983), 205-238. Lynch et al. discuss
aa study of Friedrich Schrecker, who in 1980 had conducted a laboratory
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studyy in a chemistry lab/class where students carried out their experiments.
Schreckerr assisted a disabled student (partially paralysed) in this class. This
studyy shows that laboratory work is embodied and circumstantially
contingent,, and that experiments are conducted "in the spatiality and
arrangementt of the lab-table's display."
15.. The importance of this "gift economy" becomes apparent at conference
meetings.. Especially during coffee or lunch breaks or during dinners
scientistss would establish collaboration of various kinds. Furthermore the
acknowledgementt section in published papers could also be read as a tribute
too the various gifts, in the form either of samples or other material, comment
andd feedback comments, statistical analyses and various forms of assistance
andd so on.
16.. For different versions of population in laboratory practice, including
Dutchness,, see chapter 2.
17.. The exchange economy between the P Lab and Lab F was initiated
duringg the conference Genetic Variation Europe: Genetic Markers
(Barcelonaa November 1995). Peter de Knijff, the head of Lab F, and myself
attendedd this conference and met Svante Paabo, the head of the P Lab, and
Anttii Sajantila. There collaborations on the Y-chromosome as well as on my
ownn research project were discussed and established; for elaboration on
collaborationss amongst geneticists, specifically with reference to Ychromosomall markers, see chapter 3.
18.. Arndt von Haeseler, Antti Sajantila, and Svante Paabo, "The Genetic
Archaeologyy of the Human Genome," Nature Genetics 14 (1996): 135-140,
p.. at 135.
19.. Ibid., p. 137
20.. The reference to archaeology points to a heated debate between
disciplines,, namely between genetics and palaeontology. The battle is about
humann origin, and about which discipline has the best access to it. An
examplee of such a debate is that between the paleontologists Alan Thorne
andd Milford Wolpoff on the one hand, and Alan Wilson and Rebecca Cann
onn the other. The issue is not only which sources provide the best entry into
humann history and origin but also how the spread of humans around the
worldd came about; the multiregional theory versus the African origin theory;
seee Alan G. Thorne and Milford H. Wolpoff, "The Multiregional Evolution
off Humans," Scientific American , no. April (1992): 28-33; Allan C. Wilson
andd Rebecca Cann, "The Recent African Genesis of Humans," Scientific
American,American, April (1992): 22-27. Also, in an interview Mark Stoneking, a
populationn geneticist talked about this ongoing debate and made clear the
privilegedd view of genetics as follows: "We geneticists know that our genes
mustt have had ancestors, but palaeontologists can only hope that their fossils
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hadd descendants" (Interview with Prof. Mark Stoneking, at The Laboratory
forr Evolution and Human Genetics in Munich, March 11, 1997).
21.. Note that I do not wish to discuss different ideas about parenthood or
practicess of parenthood as such, but rather how parenthood contributes to
versionss of the sexes in studies of genetic lineage. Anthropologists of
differentt kinds have addressed the issue of kinship and reproduction.
Traditionallyy anthropologists have taken kinship to be that which comes
"afterr the fact of nature." "It is important to realize at the outset that, while
thee biologist studies kinship in the physical sense, for the social
anthropologistss kinship is not biology, but a particular social or cultural
interpretationn of the biological universals just mentioned," (Robert Parkin,
Kinship:Kinship: An Introduction to the Basic Concepts [Oxford: Blackwell
Publisherss Ltd, 1997], pp. 3). Marilyn Strathern, more attune with the
approachh on kinship I wish to explore here, looks at similarities and
dissimilaritiess between nature and culture. She takes kinship as a hybrid
connectingg these technically assisted domains and as a product of
individualityy and diversity, see Marilyn Strathern, Reproducing The Future:
Anthropology,Anthropology, Kinship and the New Reproductive Technologies
(Manchester:: Manchester University Press, 1992), idem, After Nature:
EnglishEnglish Kinship in the Late Twentieth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge
Universityy Press, 1992).
22.. See also Strathern, After Nature (above, n. 21), especially pp. 83-4.
23.. It should be mentioned that genetic lineage in a population refers to
frequenciess and to the distributions of variation (in alleles), where a Gauss
curvee stands for lineage and a skewed curve indicates the absence of lineage.
Itt goes beyond the scope of my argument here to address these statistical
technicalitiess of genetic lineage.
24.. See for an elaborate examination of different types of genealogical trees,
Maryy Bouquet, "Exhibiting Knowledge: The Tree of Dubois, Haeckel, Jesse
andd Rivers at the Pithecanthropus Centennial Exhibition," in Shifting
Contexts:Contexts: Transformations in Anthropological Knowledge, ed. Marilyn
Strathernn (London, New York: Routlegde, 1995), 31-55; see also Claudia
Castafieda'ss treatment of genealogical trees in medicines as technologies,
Claudiaa Castafieda, "Heridity in Science and Medicine" (paper presented at
thee EASST Annual Meeting, Lisbon, Portugal, 1998).
25.. See Chapter 4 for a discussion of the controversy over bi-parental
inheritancee of mtDNA.
26.. Similarly Annemarie Mol argues that certain strands of the life sciences
doo not sex the individual body but its characteristics. The sexed body
emerges,, for example in anatomy, only in relation to other bodies assisted by
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statistics,, as being feminine or masculine; Mol, "Wie Weet Wat een Vrouw
Is"" (above, n. 5), p. 20.
27.. Note that another category of MRCAs is not considered, namely the Xchromosomall MRCA. The X-chromosome is not an autosomal but a sex
chromosome,, and it is bi-parentally inherited in females in contrast to its
patternn of inheritance in males.
28.. Geneticists would always point out that these estimates are rough.
Modernn humans are estimated to have emerged in Africa about 100,000 200,0000 years ago. Whereas this dating would coincide with estimates for
mtDNA,, and this is not surprising because the emergence of modern humans
wass based on mtDNA data, the dating of Y-chromosomal DNA seems to be a
littlee older, namely 270,000 years ago; see for mtDNA estimations, Arndt
vonn Haeseler, Sajantila, and Paabo, "The Genetic Archaeology" (above, n.
18),, p. 135, for both estimates, see Svante Paabo, "The Y-chromosome and
thee Origin of All of Us (Men)," Science 268, no. 26 May (1995): 1141-1142,
andd for Y-chromosomal DNA estimates, see Robert L. Dorit, Hiroshi Akashi,
andd Walter Gilbert, "Absence of Polymorphism at the ZFY Locus on the
Humann Y-chromosome," Science 268, no. 26 May (1995): 1183-1185.
29.. For an analysis of how both DNA and the cell are treated as technologies,
seee Hans-Jorg Rheinberger, "Von der Zelle zum Gen: Reprasentationen der
Molekularbiologie,"" in Raume des Wissens: Representation, Codierung,
Spur,Spur, ed. Hans-Jörg Reinberger, Michael Hagner, and Betina WahringSchmidtt (Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1997), 265-279. In this paper
Rheinbergerr states the following: "Diese Enzyme und sonstigen gereinigten
Molekülee stellen eine Art 'weicher' Technologie dar, eine molekulare
Technologie,, die der LebensprozefJ selbst über eine Periode von Milliarden
Jahrenn entwickelt hat" (ibid., p. 275).
30.. A bottleneck refers to a reduction in genetic diversity explained, for
example,, by a reduction in population size.
31.. See Antti Sajantila et al., "Paternal and Maternal DNA Lineages Reveals
aa Bottleneck in the Founding of the Finnish Population," Proc. Natl. Acad.
Sci.Sci. 93, no. October (1996): 12035-12039.
32.. Whereas Lab F, where I was trained to conduct these experiments, works
withh standardised reagents, primers, and PCR programmes, in the P Lab
theree are no standard protocols and all ingredients needed for a PCR reaction
aree prepared in the lab. In Lab F reagents, the polymerase enzyme and
primerss are ordered by default at pharmaceutical companies. Also in this lab
II was used to working with a small number of samples, which has an impact
onn the procedure of "setting up" a PCR and reduces the risk of making
mistakes. .
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33.. Professor Bonne-Tamir visited the P Lab when I was there. She gave a
seminarr in which she addressed the issue of sampling, how it was conducted
inn 1967 and showed slides of some of the populations as well as the
scientists. .
34.. Blood serum is the fluid which precipitates when blood clots.
35.. Primers are necessary for the copying or cloning of DNA fragments using
PCR.. They make up the beginning and end of such a fragment and are
syntheticallyy produced. The ladder could be seen as an extra sample which
workss as reference because it contains all possible variations that could
occurr in such a DNA fragment and therefore helps to estimate the size of the
fragmentss in the samples under study. Some ladders are called universal.
Theyy do not contain the fragment sizes that can be found for a specific
marker,, but standard ones, such as 50 bp, 100 bp, 150 bp, etc. These ladders,
alsoo called sizers, serve as molecular weight "markers1' for the latter, see
Daniell L. Haiti, Essential Genetics (Sudbury: Jones and Bartlett Publishers,
1995),, p. 379; see also chapter 3, where I describe PCR and the ingredients
necessaryy for it more extensively.
36.. For allele, see Chapter 3.
37.. The origin story of Jabalya states that it was founded in the 17th century
ass a monastery by Christian monks. Its population became intermixed both
duee to pilgrimages and due to the fact that Jabalya was traditionally a
passagee point for those wishing to cross the desert.
38.. PCR, Polymerase Chain Reaction, is a DNA fragment copying
technologyy using a thermostable enzyme. This procedure not only produces
moree DNA, making it easier to study, but a chemical group (such as a
fluorescentt group) is also attached to the copies in order to visualise them
usingg ultra violet or laser beams, see Chapter 3.
39.. ALF™ and agarose gel assist the visualisation of DNA. They render
visiblee the marker fragments of interest. Both are based on electrophoresis.
Whenn an electromagnetic field is applied to the DNA fragment, which has a
pluss and a minus pole, it is enabled to "migrate" over the gel. The time a
fragmentt needs to migrate is related to the "molecular weight," the length of
suchh a fragment. Typically the visualised alleles via agarose are referred to
ass "bands" and on ALP M as "peaks," indicating what can be seen or - better
-- how the alleles are represented.
40.. Again I would like to emphasise that the distinction between doing
geneticc lineage and doing DNA is not ontological. Genetic lineage is
involvedd in daily lab work, hence my move from Sawarka to Jabalya. More
inn general, analysing the data may include doing more DNA, looking at more
samples,, consulting the data of colleague labs, etc.
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41.. Anderson et al., "Sequence and Organization of the Human
Mitochondriall Genome," Nature 290 (1981): 457-465, Allan C. Wilson et
al.,, "Mitochondrial DNA and Two Perspectives on Evolutionary Genetics,"
BiologicalBiological Journal of the Linnean Society 26 (1985): 375-400, Rebecca L.
Cann,, Mark Stoneking, and Allan C. Wilson, "Mitochondrial DNA and
Humann Evolution," Nature 325 (1987): 31-36.
42.. L. Roewer et al., "Simple repeat sequences on the human Y chromosome
aree equally polymorphic as their autosomal counterparts," Human Genetics
89,, no. June (1992): 389-394, Robert L. Dorit, Hiroshi Akashi, and Walter
Gilbert,, "Absence of Polymorphism at the ZFY Locus on the Human Ychromosome,"" Science 268 (1995): 1183-1185.
43.. The viability of these markers was acknowledged in a round-table
discussionn at the conference Human Genome Variation in Europe: DNA
MarkersMarkers (Barcelona, November 1995); see for an elaboration Chapter 3.
44.. See Sajantila et al., "Paternal and Maternal DNA Lineages" (above, n.
31),, A. Salem et al., "The Genetics of Traditional Living: Y-chromosomal
andd Mitochondrial Lineages in the Sinai Peninsula," American Journal of
HumanHuman Genetics 59, no. September (1996): 741-743.
45.. On the locally invested nature of genetic markers and an elaboration on
howw they are involved in producing similarities and differences, see chapter
3. .
46.. See; Garfinkel, Ethnomethodology, (above, n. 10), especially chapters 1
andd 7; see also Michael Lynch, Scientific Practice and Ordinary Action:
EthnomethodologyEthnomethodology and Social Studies of Science, (Cambridge: Cambr
Universityy Press, 1997[ 19931), especially chapter one.
47.. The P Lab does not assign new numbers to samples that come into the
lab.. Whatever number the samples have, this is how they are stored. It is a
practicall method because most of the samples are collected by other
laboratoriess or scientific groups. Keeping records of who supplied the
sampless and when, and adopting their nomenclature offers a way of
communicatingg what is and is not already in the lab when new deliveries
comee in.
48.. For such interferences, see Mol, "Wie weet wat een Vrouw is" (above, n.
5). .
49.. Interference is a Donna Haraway term. For an elaboration on interfering
practices,, see Law, "the Subject of the Object" (above, n. 10). On the
relevancee of breasts in medical practices of trans-sexuality, see Hirschauer,
"Sexess and Genders" (above, n.8).
50.. Old samples work better for mtDNA than for nuclear DNA. The reason
forr this is that each human cell contains about 100,000 copies of the same
mtDNAA and only one copy of nuclear DNA, the latter being divided over the
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466 chromosomes. If DNA starts to deteriorate there is a fair chance that there
aree still some mtDNAs left useful for study, which cannot be said to be the
casee for nuclear DNA.
51.. Prof. Svante Paabo, interview held at The Laboratory for Evolution and
Humann Genetics in Munich, February 4, 1997.
52.. On lack of stability of a person's sex and the need for it to be actively
performedd to keep it, see Hirschauer and Mol, "Shifting Sexes, Moving
Stories"" (above, n. 4). On how performing atherosclerosis needs to be
revitalisedd again and again in order not to disappear, see Mol, "Pathology
andd the Clinic" (above, n. 10).
53.. On problems and frustrations of beginners working with routine
technologies;; see Kathleen Jordan and Michael Lynch, "The Sociology of a
Geneticc Engineering Technique: Rituals and Rationality in the Performance
off the "Plasmid Prep"," in The Right Tool For the Job: At Work in TwentiethCenturyCentury Life Sciences, ed. Adele E. Clarke and Joan Fujimura (Princeton,
Neww Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1992), 77-114. Also when I was
talkingg about these PCR problems with a lab member, Valentin Börner, I
explainedd that my PCRs seemed to work at random. Valentin helped me to
changee the protocols for some markers, and told me that sometimes there
seemss to be more to experiments than rationalised approaches. Although one
cann cut experiments into distinctive parts, written down step by step in a lab
journal,, one sometimes simply does not succeed in repeating them.
Experimentss at times appear to him as unique achievements in which
"somethingg else" is very much involved. He referred in this context to the
"Thee Puppet Theatre" in which rationalisation of body movements and
gesturess as singular achievements are portrayed, see Heinrich von Kleist,
"Überr Das Marionettentheater," in Samtliche Werke und Briefe, Band II, ed.
Heinrichh von Kleist (Darmstadt: ?, 1993), 338-345.
54.. The Bosnian samples were collected for a forensic study aiming at
identifyingg the victims of the war massacre, i.e. the corpses found in the
masss graves. It was not clear whether the samples we received in the lab
weree from the dead victims or their relatives.
55.. For example when professor Bonne-Tamir gave a presentation about how
shee and her team collected the samples in the Sinai Desert, she explained that
theyy would first have a long talk or negotiation with representatives of these
tribess who would then give them a list of individuals they could sample.
56.. On the gifting of blood to blood banks in a number of countries,
especiallyy in Great Britain and the United States, see Richard M. Titmuss,
TheThe Gift Relationship: From Human Blood to Social Policy (London: LSE
Books,, 1997[1970]). On medical trials see also, Daniel J. Kevies, In the
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NameName of Eugenics: Genetics and the Use of Human Heredity (New York:
Alfredd A. Knopf, 1985).
57.. For example, the geneticists Mark Jobling and Chris Tyler-Smith, both
conductingg work on the Y-chromosomes, urge geneticist engaged in
collectingg samples within the context of the Human Genome Diversity
Projectt to take notice of this bias and to include adequate numbers of male
samples;; Mark A. Jobling and Chris Tyler-Smith, "Fathers and Sons: The Y
Chromosomee and Human Evolution," TIG 11, no. November (1995): 449456,, p. 455.
58.. See; Annti Sajantila et al., "Genes and Languages in Europe: An
Analysiss of Mitochondrial Lineages," Genome Research 5 (1995): 42-52.
Matthiass Krings has been studying ancient mtDNA in samples from Egypt
(unpublishedd data) and Abdel-Halim Salem studied contemporary
populationss in the Nile Valley and in the Sinai; data partially unpublished,
partiallyy published in Salem et al, "Genetics of Traditional Living" (above, n.
44). .
59.. Similarly Marilyn Strathern has argued the following on the gender of the
gift:: " However, one cannot read such gender ascriptions off in advance, not
evenn when women appear to be the very items gifted. It does not follow that
"women"" only carry with them a "female" identity. The basis for
classificationn does not inhere in the objects themselves but in how they are
transactedd and to what ends. The action is the gendered activity" (Strathern,
TheThe Gender of the Gift [above, n. 11], p. xi).
60.. The absence of the sexes is not exceptional. This would also hold for the
twenty-twoo autosomal, i.e. non-sex, chromosomes. Since all human
individualss carry a set of two for each of these chromosomes, sex does not
matterr there either.
61.. This is one of the reasons why the Y-chromosome had been insufficiently
studied.. It proved to be difficult to find "polymorphisms" on the Ychromosomess and those found were not deemed suitable for studies of
lineagee and evolution. For a good and comprehensive review of Ychromosomall studies; see Jobling and Tyler-Smith, "Fathers and Sons"
(above,, n. 57).
62.. Salem et al., "The Genetics of Traditional Living" (above, n. 44),
Sajantilaa et al., "Paternal and Maternal DNA Lineages" (above, n. 31).
63.. In this respect Luca Cavalli-Sforza stated the following in a lecture: "the
Y-chromosomee is highly geographically clustered, compared to mtDNA.
MtDNAA is far less clustered. There are two reasons for that. One is that there
aree so many mutations on mtDNA and two that women tend to migrate more
thann men." He added jokingly: "La Donna e Mobile," referring to the opera
off Giuseppe Verdi, Rigoletto (1851). The lecture was given at the 5th Annual
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Meetingg of the Society for Molecular Biology and Evolution, GarmischPartenkirchen,, Germany, 1 - 4 of June 1997.
64.. This phenomenon is also known to be the case for Y-chromosomal noncodingg DNA, but is not addressed in these P Lab publications. On various
differentt mutation rates on the Y, see Jobling and Tyler-Smith, " Fathers and
Sons"" (above, n. 57), p. 450. For different mutation rates in the control
regionn (mtDNA) see, John Wakely, "Substitution Rate Variation Among
Sitess in Hypervariable Region I of Human Mitochondrial DNA," Journal of
MolecularMolecular Evolution 37 (1993): 613-623, Masami Hasegawa et al.,
"Towardss a More Accurate Time Scale for the Human Mitochondrial DNA
Tree,"" Journal of Molecular Evolution 37 (1993): 347-354, especially 350.
65.. This is the case if only positions that change once in 13,000 years are
considered,, Sajantila et al., "Paternal and Maternal DNA Lineages" (above,
n.. 31).
66.. Salem et al., "The Genetics of Traditional Living" (above, n. 44), p. 742.
67.. For an elaboration of the concept of the molecular clock, see chapter 4.
68.. This hybrid feature of mtDNA, being technology and resource, is not
exceptional.. I have shown this to be the case for genetic markers and for the
Andersonn sequence, see chapter 3 and chapter 4.
69.. Svante Paabo, personal communication, Munich 1997.
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Chapterr 6
Technologiess of Similarities and Difference,
Orr How to Do Politics With DNA
Thiss book has dealt with the socio- materiality of genetic diversity in
thee era of the Human Genome Diversity Project (the Diversity Project). It
startedd off by asking what population is, did the same for technology, then
wentt on to consider the autonomous nature of technology and finally that of
DNA.. Four cases and a few more practices have been examined. The
localitiess investigated were laboratories. Both scientists and DNA were
deliberatelyy kept out of focus. Many other aspects were placed centre-stage.
Technologies,, individuals, populations, lineage, gifts, races, sexes and blood
-- among others things - have been passed in review. They were integral parts
off the fabric of the laboratories studied. The analyses made examine a
heterogeneityy of technologies and practices and how these affect the object
off geneticists' research. Now it is time to make some links that go beyond
eachh individual case and to narrate stories that reach beyond the Diversity
Project.. I would like to tell three stories, each of which aims at embedding
thee results of my research in other academic fields: science and technology
studiess (STS), population genetics as related to the Diversity Project, and
genderr and anti-racist studies.

Naturalisation:: Tracing the Politics of Nature and
Technology y
StoryStory 1: talking back to STS
Thiss book is a laboratory study. Such studies are not new in STS.
Laboratoryy studies have been part of the scene ever since the late 1970s.
Havingg studied the Diversity Project in laboratories I would not want to
arguee that these are privileged sites for studying genetics. Laboratories were
ratherr chosen as a point of contrast to the global discourse of the Project.1
Whereass the goal of the Diversity Project is to map what is out there, namely
thee diversity of the world's populations, my aim was to investigate the
locally-achievedd character of genetic diversity in the process of laboratory
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conduct.. These localities did, indeed, allow me to show that neither DNA nor
scientistss work by themselves. In addition, the localities showed that
laboratoriess are not isolates, producing exotic kinds of knowledge, nor are
theyy easily taken up in a global endeavour, to become dislocated spaces.
Laboratoriess do not meet the classic distinction between local and global".
Theyy are best seen as sites of interference, of discourses, practices and
technologiess of various kinds. Thus rather than a unified and a well-ordered
process,, the work of laboratories can be understood as the management of
contingencies.33 The heterogeneity of such practices is in itself enabling: it
allowss for the making of new links, the solving of practical problems and the
establishingg of lineages between labs.
Soo far, so good. At least for an STS audience there is nothing strange
goingg on here. However my goal was not to map out the work of the
laboratoriess or the organisation of science in the Diversity Project as such.
Myy interest lay in analysing the very topic of the Project, namely genetic
diversity.. How is genetic diversity practised? What have we learned about it
fromm the daily work in the laboratory? And what kinds of story did the
analysess in the different chapters together produce about that work? One of
thee stories narrated in this book is that of naturalisation. Let us take it up
againn here.
••
Is there such a thing as a natural object - say, population?
Populationn is not just any odd category. It is crucial to population genetics,
itss major object of study. In the introduction we saw that population was a
matterr of debate, also within the confines of the Diversity Project. Thus I
wentt into what population "is." The first thing I hit upon was how geneticists
definedefine it, namely on the basis of linguistic separations. The second was how
itt is practised in laboratories. That was something I examined specifically. In
analysingg a forensic case I showed that population is not one unified
category.. In this case at least seven different versions of populations were
practisedd and were shown to be dependent on technologies and practices. In
thee laboratory, population may be the box of samples that happens to be in
thee freezer, or a post-war racial distinction that is part of scientific discourse,
orr the number of genetic markers being used. This does not, however, imply
thatt different technologies produce different insights about a pre-existing
object.. Population is neither a matter of nature, one that can be discovered,
norr a matter of definition, which more or less represents a detached object.
Whatt population is depends very much on the practices in which it is studied
andd the technologies applied to it. Moreover the different versions of
populationn that may be enacted in a laboratory do not necessarily add up to
producee a better "re-presentation" of population. As was shown in this
particularr case, the different versions practised might even conflict. This
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veryy fact underscores the heterogeneity of laboratory practice, because the
versionss of population just might as well not exist in such practices. Since
versionss of objects, such as population, do not exist by themselves, it is in
thiss heterogeneity that different and even conflicting versions may be
activelyy performed. This suggests that rather than a matter of a unified
approachh to population, the latter is a matter of laboratory practice. In
laboratories,, technologies are at the centre of DNA research. Thus, rather
thann a "natural" object, population is a technology-enabled object.
••
If genetic objects are matters of technology, what then is technology?
Laboratoriess are full of technologies. To answer the question of what
technologyy is, I focused on genetic markers and examined how they were
appliedd in laboratory practice. In a DNA-based genetics, markers are the
toolss of comparisons between individuals or population. They allow for
comparisonss based on differences. As I argued, in such practice people are
nott so much related by blood or by DNA but by genetic markers. But what is
aa genetic marker? The definitions describe markers as DNA fragments
containingg specific information; a marker is thus an object of comparison
basedd on information in the DNA. In the laboratory, however, a marker is
performedd as a protocol, informing the technician how to go about an
experiment.. At the workbench it is practised as chemicals added to a
solution,, as a PCR program to copy a specific DNA fragment, as
particularitiess of such a fragment or as a technology to visualise it. These
practicess all contribute to or inhibit possibilities of applying it as an object of
comparison.. At the workdesk a marker is performed as data and, depending
onn specific goals, as information about population. These various ways of
practisingg markers indicate that the markers are not only objects of research
butt also technologies for studying diversity. Moreover my analyses suggest
thatt in laboratory practice a marker is best understood as a socio-technical
networkk in which humans, technical devices, chemicals, texts and DNA are
aligned,, and which together constitute what a marker is. Specifically, when a
markerr starts to travel between labs the significance and the mutual effects of
alll these components becomes apparent. Thus the answer to what a marker is
pointss in the direction of scientific work and how it is organised. Rather than
ann entity, a genetic marker is a technical network in a scientific practice. This
networkk may become more or less solid, contributing to the standardisation
off a marker, or it may remain more or less fluid, allowing for its flexibility
andd alignment to other practices.5
••

If technologies are socio-technical networks, why do they appear
autonomous? ?
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Thee answer to this question is related to the issue of naturalisation. In this
studyy I have investigated a technical device and its naturalisation. This
standardisedd device is a DNA reference sequence, the so-called Anderson
sequence.. Just like genetic markers, it is a particular piece of technology. At
thee same time as being a technology that appears on a computer screen as a
text,, it is also an object, produced in 1981 on the basis of human tissue.6 In
itss capacity of reference sequence it is applied as a means of comparing
individuall sequences and as the terms in which these sequences are
expressed.. Being a text, which consists of 16,569 characters/letters
representingg the nucleotides, it moves smoothly and is virtually available to
anyy laboratory in the world. This does not, however, explain its success or its
naturalisation.. Looking at the kind of work it enables in laboratories, I have
shownn that its functioning as the standard is dependent on the reification of a
specificc DNA practice, that of sequencing DNA and comparing the
sequences.. Thus its usefulness as a technical device depends on how DNA is
handledd in laboratories. Yet in these practices it is applied as more than a
technicall device to produce and compare sequences: it is also treated as the
sourcee from which any other sequence has evolved, since DNA sequences
aree said to contain mutations from the Anderson sequence. One could say
thatt it is treated as the reference sequence not only by convention but also by
nature.nature. Investigating how this object of comparison was produced, I have
shownn the kind of practices, technologies and tissues it embodies, and how it
carriess them along while travelling between laboratories. My analyses show
thatt its ongoing success in various laboratories is not only indebted to the
organisationn of DNA research in such practices but also to the theory of
DNAA inheritance, the theory which treats all individuals as part of one
genealogicall family. It is with the help of this theoretical device that the
Andersonn sequence occupies the place of a natural object, and in a very
practicall sense comes to stand for the sequence from which all other
sequencess evolved. Hence the practicability of Anderson and its treatment as
ann autonomous object in the laboratory is due not only to how DNA is
handledd but also to how sequences are analysed, i.e. which theory is being
appliedd to accomplish this. Thus naturalisation of technologies is a matter
nott only of standardisation but also of a unified "world view" in a scientific
field. .
Thee traffic in things is common practice in laboratory work and the
alignmentt of humans, objects, technical devices and theories is part of
makingg things work. Where, then, lies the problem of naturalisation? This
problemm is not so much in the fact that technologies are locally produced and
thatt they embody specific practices. Rather the problem lies in the treatment
off the results enabled by them. What is naturalised in the case of Anderson is
nott only the reference sequence itself, as a kind of original sequence, but also
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alll the similarities and the differences produced through comparison to it. In
whatt follows I will address why this is a problem.
••

So technologies are socio-technical networks which, with the help of
unifyingg theories, may be treated as "natural".
Butt might this also hold for the objects of genetics, such as population or
DNA?? After all, both genetic markers and the Anderson sequence are objects
ass well as technologies. This question is addressed in my examination of
geneticc sex in studies of genetic lineage. Just as in the case of population, in
geneticc practice there are various different ways of enacting the sexes. The
relevancee of sex difference and the way the sexes are performed depends on
technologiess and also has consequences for population. One could say that in
laboratoryy practice both the sexes and population are denaturalised and their
heterogeneityy is appreciated. The open-endedness of research requires that
differentt versions of such objects are enacted in the process of study. It
enabless new links, in terms of analyses or research strategies. However
placedd in the context of genetic lineage and studies of population history the
differentt versions of the sexes are subordinated and data based on sex
differencee come to stand for people: men, women and populations. This
indicatess that in the process of making universal claims about genetic
lineage,, not only technology but also genetic objects and the similarities and
differencess between them are naturalised. Thus naturalisation of technology
iss indeed a matter of concern because it helps essentialise similarities and
differencess produced by such technologies.
Shouldd this lead to the conclusion that geneticists in the Diversity
Projectt tell an old story with new means? I think the answer should be both
yess and no, and this is exactly the trouble with genetics. It depends on which
storyy is being told, that of human-migration history or that of populations.
Whereass in the first case population is treated as a passage point of specific
geneticc information (the vehicles for the spread of genes), in the second it is
treatedd as the embodiment of similarities and differences. Ironically enough,
populationn tends to be naturalised in the former and heterogeneously
configuredd in the latter. This has to do with the difference between studies of
genealogyy and human evolution and studies of populations. I will elaborate
onn this below.
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Standardisation:: Tracing the Normativity of
Practices s
StoryStory 2: talking back to Genetics
Thee fate of scientific results is in the hands of their future users.7
Geneticistss will be the first to subscribe to this statement. Ever since the
Secondd World War population geneticists have become sensitised to the
consequencess of science. In the face of looming technological potential,
questionss about "effects" of genetics are being raised, even in laboratories.
Thesee questions may not only concern racial issues but also the possible
psycho-sociall effects of paternity testing or genetic diagnostics.8 Here I want
too pick up on these moral issues not by taking the questions a stage further
butt rather by setting them back a step in the trajectory of scientific conduct.
Inn fact the question here is: what would happen if we decided not to make a
separationn between the worlds of producers and those of users? What would
happenn if we took the producers of scientific results to be their very users?9
Insteadd of following the facts outside the labs, I turned my attention towards
whatt happens in those locales. It was there that I wanted to learn about the
stuffstuffthatthat genetic diversity was made of. What it entails and how it is enabled
byy technology were my leading concerns. But what moral issues did my
analysess uncover and what can we learn from these in debates about the
Diversityy Project?
Workingg together requires common ground. Geneticists are aware of
that.. They are also aware that the work to achieve common ground is not
onlyy done by people but also by technologies. This is even more so if the aim
iss an international project. Hence the topic of two conferences, organised
withinn the Diversity Project in the early 1990s.10 Geneticists participating in
thee project agreed on the terms of reference concerning technologies to be
usedd and the concept of population to be applied. The aim was to standardise
bothh genetic markers and population so as to facilitate the exchange of
resultss and their comparability. However standards are by no means neutral
andd their effects may well go beyond the convenient." Therefore the second
storyy that I want to narrate is about standardisation. I want to focus on that,
alsoo to redistribute some of the moral/normative questions that have been
raisedd within the Diversity Project.
••

Given the aim of making a genetic map of the world, one of the first
issuess raised within the Diversity Project was that of population.
Ass indicated above, geneticists decided to define it on the basis of linguistic
differences.. However my analyses of how population was practised showed
thatt what population was made to be in laboratories varies. I suggested that
thee various ways in which population was enacted had advantages in such
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localess because of the heterogeneous nature of laboratory work. In
laboratoriess geneticists are not working on mapping the world but on various
differentt and more specific questions. In addition the organisation of science
iss based on problem-directed collaborations, rather than general aims, a fact
whichh may contribute to how population is practised. For example, the traffic
inn samples between laboratories establishes lineages between these
laboratories,, and these lineages in their own right have implications for
whichh version of population might enter the laboratory.
Doess this mean that what population is made to be is a local matter
andd cannot be standardised? The answer to this depends on where the action
iss located. If one considers the process of experiments, at the workbench,
thenn the answer to whether practices of population are standardised is
negative.. However various versions of population that may be found there do
nott exist in isolation. For example, population on the basis of family names
mayy be a product of collaboration between laboratories, and may thus be
foundd in Leiden, Berlin and/or Vienna. Standardisation is thus established as
aa result of the organisation of scientific work and is a product of interfering
scientificc networks. This also indicates that such a standardised approach to
populationn does not necessarily prevent the occurrence of other versions of
it. .
Inn addition to this, standardisation is also established in how the
resultss leave the laboratories, in the form of evidence in a scientific paper or
ass information to be stored in the databanks. My examination of scientific
paperss shows how data are analysed and how results from different
populationn studies are made comparable, suggesting that standardising and
comparingg populations is achieved in retrospect. Given the aim of the
Diversityy Project to standardise what population "is," one could say that the
processs of standardisation is not so much achieved through the collection of
sampless or through the practice of studying these at the bench. It is rather
achievedd in the practice of making populations comparable, whether this be
thee practice of modelling population data (in papers) or that of data retrieval
(inn databanks).
••

If standardising what population is, is a matter of interference between
networks,, how does this affect technology?
Thee availability of technologies such as PCR and genetic markers is
adjudgedd to smooth the path for diversity research. Markers are a new
phenomenonn of post-PCR genetics. Not that markers were not there before
thee 1980s, but they have only been available in large numbers since the
adventt of PCR, a fact which contributes to the various different ways of
studyingg genetic diversity. Especially since their number is growing almost
daily,, geneticists have agreed on a list of markers for the Diversity Project.
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Thiss list prioritises the use of specific kinds of markers over others, and in
factt aims at standardising their daily use in laboratories. Taking into account
howw markers are applied in practice, I showed that they are dependent on the
alignmentt of various constituents. A marker might just as well be a DNA
fragmentt and the variability it might contain, various chemicals and a
polymerasee enzyme, a copying technology and the PCR program to run it,
visualisingg technologies, a protocol or a routine way of doing things in the
laboratory.. Establishing these alignments in one routine practice does not
guaranteee the success of a marker in other places. The analysis of a case of
chimpp DNA typing showed that genetic markers carry such practices along
withh themselves while travelling between laboratories. The question of
whetherr a marker could be applied for a diversity study of chimpanzees was
shownn to depend on both the reification of the practices embodied in a
geneticc marker and on the specific goals of the studies. This indicates that
technologyy may be to hand and may be standardised by convention, but to
makee such a technology work in a local setting requires a great deal of work,
investmentt and time. It is the success of such collective socio-technical work
thatt makes a technology into a standard.
Thiss is the kind of socio-technical work that biotechnology companies
aree trying to make less of a burden. In a way such companies aim at
solidifyingg the socio-technical network that makes up a marker by providing
markerr kits for genetic research. These kits usually consist of a cluster of
markers,, and the various experimental steps necessary for their visualisation
aree usually reduced in number. They are therefore considered time-saving.
Howeverr a complaint frequently heard from practitioners is that not only are
commerciall kits very expensive, putting constraints on which laboratories
cann afford to use them, but also the protocols that come with the kits hardly
economisee on the reagents. Laboratories, therefore, find themselves investing
timee both in making the kit fit their laboratory conditions and in optimising
andd changing the protocols in order to save on the reagents. " The example of
commerciall kits indicates that the locally achieved character of technology
andd the fact that it does not travel so easily does not mean that its fluidity
cannott be "captured" into a more stable form. It does not mean that
technologyy cannot be solidified. Laboratories are overpopulated by frozen
momentsmoments of collective socio-technical work, in the form of chemicals,
equipment,, machines and texts.13 Yet any kind of technology does not only
co-determinee who may or may not become its future users: it also has to be
establishedd in a specific local setting. In addition the various different tasks
carriedd out in a laboratory and their specific configurations of practices also
determinee the applicability of markers in such a context. For example,
studyingg genetic diversity in a forensic DNA practice or in a combined
practicee of forensic DNA and paternity testing may co-determine the sets of
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markerss applied in a laboratory. Placing this back in the context of the
Diversityy Project and its aim of standardisation suggests that local settings
andd laboratory practices for making markers work might put constraints on
whichh markers will become part of its "priority list," and thus on what will
becomee a standard.
••

The Diversity Project has encountered much criticism and has been
accusedd of being racist because of its special interest in indigenous
peopless and isolated populations.
Thiss criticism has been rejected by leading scientists in the project who see
thee project as a potential means of fighting racism by "proving" that there is
noo such thing as biological human races. Moreover the Diversity Project was
initiatedd as a response to the Human Genome Project, which aims at mapping
andd sequencing one human genome. This sequence genome, based on the
DNAA of four to five individuals, was deemed to be Eurocentric by population
geneticists.. They therefore suggested a project to map human genetic
diversityy on a worldwide basis. Hence the Diversity Project. In the debate
aboutt race and racism in the Diversity Project, on which I elaborated in the
introductoryy chapter, my aims have been to take the examinations beyond the
discoursee of good and bad scientists or good and bad "genes." Race and
racism,, in fact, do not only matter in terms of good or bad intentions, but
especiallyy and most disquietingly in various practices, objects and
technologiess which escape the notice of their daily users and which seem so
convenientt and benign. Here lies the puzzling matter-reality of race and
racism.. As I pointed out in the introductory chapter, the politics of science,
justt like the politics of racism and science, is either treated as an anathema or
debatedd in terms of good versus bad science, the latter being a way of saying
thatt whether science is good or bad depends on the ditto intentions of the
scientist.. In tune with this approach to the politics of science, race and racism
wouldd be merely excesses that could be removed surgically to obtain a
"neutral"" field. One of the problems with this idea of politics is that it fails to
takee into account how - in this case - race materialises in the interactions
betweenn humans and things. Additionally it would take away the opportunity
too investigate how race or racism are produced in routine practices, in
practicess where "nothing strange seems to be going on." Throughout this
bookk I have focused on routines, on how technologies act on practices and
helpp produce specific versions of objects. Race is no exception in that
respect.. Any object is enabled, not only by the work of scientists but also by
thatt of technologies, language and other practicalities. Given these
considerationss I find it important to bring technology, and especially routine
andd standardised technology, into the debates about race and racism.
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Thee blunt and obvious nature of standards has interested many social
scientistss and philosophers, particularly because of the question of whom or
whatt they might include or exclude. In my examination of the Anderson
sequencee I focused on inclusion and exclusion and showed how racial bias
comess to be built into such a standard technology. Taking into account the
kindd of tissue and technologies that were applied to sequence Anderson, I
havee shown that this bias was not so much the effect of ideology but
especiallyy that of technology. In addition my examination of the different
sourcess of DNA used for Anderson showed how race was made relevant in
specificc practices of genetics and not in others. The same tissue used for the
referencee sequence was racialised in other practices, but not in that of
Anderson.. However by taking into account the way Anderson was made it
wass possible to show its investedness by technologies and its normativity in
termss of race, qualities that it did not lose by becoming a text. Yet in
laboratoryy practices this normative content seemed to be absent and, as a
localityy of racial biases, obscured. My point here is this. The endeavour of
thee Diversity Project is dependent on standardisation and a great deal of
effortt is put into achieving that for technology. Anderson is a case of a
standardisedd technology. Yet the thrust of my analysis is not that
technologiess would or could be free of any biases. Technologies are always
producedd somewhere and can never be neutral. The point is rather that
Andersonn provides an example of how standardisation obscures the
normativityy of technologies and the "ideological" content of the practices
thatt helped produce them. This working of standards has implications for the
objectss that they help produce.
••
The statement that "there is no such thing as race," is not enough. "
Thee Diversity Project cannot escape a world where race and racism are
realitiess experienced by the majority of people. Nor can scientific facts by
themselvess transform practices, especially those practices outside the scope
off the Project. This indicates that, rather than a universal claim that refers
backk to the diversity in the "genes," we need answers about the diversity of
"genes,"" that is about the various different ways in which genes and genetic
differencee can be established. What is needed is a bringing to the surface of
thee diversity of scientific practice. And, given the heterogeneity in scientific
practice,, genetics may indeed contribute to the denaturalisation of
differences. .
Thee analyses offered in this book show that genetic objects are
productss of the practices in which they are studied, and reveal how that takes
place.. Nevertheless, as I have shown, results of diversity research tend to be
naturalised.. In that process, the discourse of the Diversity Project oscillates
betweenn the practice of genealogy and gene pools and that of populations.
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Whereass in the first case populations are treated as resource and passage
pointss of genetic information, in the latter case populations are treated as
collectionss of individuals providing insight into the diversity in such groups.
II stated above that population tends to be naturalised in the practice of
genealogy.. How does that take place? In a practice of genealogy geneticists
aimm at studying the migration history of humans and estimate moments in
historyy when contemporary "populations" diverged or coalesced. The
analysiss of specific clustering of genetic similarities and differences between
"populations"" for that purpose requires that geneticists estimate the mutation
ratee in the DNA, i.e. how differences have evolved through time. In order to
doo this, DNA - or, better, specific parts of the DNA - are said to be
molecularmolecular clocks. This clock ticking equally fast in all individuals suggests
thatt DNA changes equally fast. Specific parts of the DNA are thus treated as
standardisedd technologies which help geneticists to read genetic similarities
andd differences and establish the history of "populations." Hence, in the
practicepractice of genealogy, similarities and differences in the DNA become part
off a master narrative about population. The very treatment of DNA both as a
standardisedd technology and as a natural resource accounts for the quasimonitoringg of diversity through history and for the naturalisation of
populationn and population lineages. In a practice of population, however,
differentt DNA systems or technologies are taken into account. Such studies
attendd to various different ways of clustering population and question it as a
homogeneouss object. Moreover such studies tend to pose questions about the
pastt of a population rather than fitting the data into pre-existing accounts of
historyy and lineage. Comparing two population studies, I have shown that a
focuss on the populations being studied leads scientists to question a
standardisedd mutation rate, as well as pre-given clustering of these
populations.. Hence in the process of studying various DNA systems in the
practicepractice of population, the very concept of population is denatured. However
duee to the preoccupation of geneticists with human-migration history, the
heterogeneityy tends to be subordinated and population tends to be naturalised
andd practiced as "race." And this should concern geneticists in the Diversity
Project,, especially those engaged in debates about race and racism. In fact
thee standardisation of technologies, such as a molecular clock, obscures not
onlyy the practices embodied in a technology itself but also the normative
contentt of the objects enabled by it. And this is the very reason why stating
thatt there is no such thing as race is not enough. For race is neither fact nor
fiction,, but rather a matter of doing.
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Diversity:: The Nice Thing About DNA Is That
Everybodyy Has It 17
StoryStory 3: talking back to Gender and Anti-racist

Studies

Thee statement about DNA, namely that "the nice thing about it is that
everybodyy has it'1 may bring about both egalitarianism and diversity:
egalitarianismm by making a universal claim about DNA - we are all equal
becausee we all have DNA - and diversity in the sense of making everybody
specificc - we are all different in our DNA. Both readings, however, point to
somethingg essentially there, (in) the DNA. And that is not my purpose in
usingg this statement. The reason I introduce it here is to argue that DNA is
neitherr a commodity that can be appropriated or expropriated nor a fixed
measuree on which to base similarities and differences. Moreover I have
introducedd this statement to challenge a tendency within gender and antiracistt studies to side with "culture" rather than "nature." An emphasis on
geness and DNA is thus viewed with mistrust. Throughout this book I have
arguedd that neither nature nor DNA are ever by themselves and I have shown
thatt culture is part and parcel of genetic differences and similarities. Once
moree I want to knit the stories together and explore how we might think in a
differentt way about the statement introduced above.
Egalitarianismm and diversity are crucial categories in gender and antiracistt studies, as also in feminist and anti-racist movements. In brief one
couldd say that the history of these academic fields and social movements has
shownn a change of focus during the last century, from a politics of
egalitarianismm to one of diversity. Demanding social equality between men
andd women and between the different "races," albeit fruitful and important,
alsoo raised questions. Equal to what or to whom? Who or what is the
universall standard of modernity and emancipation? And what about the
differencess between people's lives and the appreciation of those differences?
Everr since the late 1980s pluralism, multi-culturalism, and nowadays
diversityy have become the answer to bypass universal claims. Here I want
too argue that neither egalitarianism nor diversity provide in themselves stable
groundd for feminist and anti-racist politics and I will consider what can be
learnedd from my analyses of genetics, especially for a politics of diversity.
Lett us therefore turn to the narrative on diversity.
••

Within gender studies it has been shown that the gender or manwomann category is discursive and heterogeneous.
Everr since the nature-culture debates in the 1970s and the appreciation of the
sex-genderr distinction as such in the 1980s, however, little attention has been
paidd to "biological" sex. Differences between men and women were best
understoodd as cultural, and gender became the field of studies, debates and
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interventions.. Some scholars have, however, suggested that the issue of
"biological"" sex is much too important to be left in the realm of scientific
discoursee only, and much too complex to be treated as a stable reference.20
Theyy have put forward the argument that there is no reason to apply a special
treatmentt of the biological as being different from the cultural,21 or to
presumee a given sex - gender distinction, even if the very distinction
performss itself. " Rather than what is essentially there in biology, the angle
theyy suggest is an examination of practices in which sex materialises, is
enactedd and made to matter.
Inn this study I have investigated practices of sex difference in studies
off genetic lineage. More specifically, I have compared two kinds of DNA
research,, one of which focuses on maternally inherited DNA (the
mitochondriall DNA), and the other on paternally inherited DNA (the Ychromosome).. The leading questions in this comparison were: where can
geneticc sex be located? and how is it performed? To answer these questions a
distinctionn was made between three different practices in studies of genetic
lineage:: the practice of genealogy, the practice of DNA and the practice of
geneticc lineage. These could cautiously be seen as the practice of theory, the
practicee of experiment, and the practice of analysis. Where sex difference is
locatedd and how the sexes were performed differed in a significant way
betweenn these practices. It was shown that in the practice of genealogy the
sexx of individuals is irrelevant to genetics, and that genetic sex is performed
ass a pattern of inheritance, i.e. whether a specific DNA fragment is passed on
too the individual by the mother or the father. In a practice of DNA, genetic
sexx may be irrelevant altogether, such as in the case of mitochondrial DNA,
becausee both males and females carry this type of DNA. But it may also be
activelyy performed, as in Y-chromosomal DNA research. There the
differencee between males and females becomes important because, unlike
males,, females do not carry a Y-chromosome. However in such a practice
geneticistss were not so much interested in the individual as such but in
collectionss of samples or of populations. They therefore aimed at studying
thee samples which were to hand and which work - given the availability of
techniquess and time. Hence, in the handling of DNA, genetic sex was not so
muchh performed as a quality of a sampled individual but rather as that of an
individualindividual sample. In addition, in a DNA practice, sex difference was also
enactedd in various other ways. It may be performed as the spatial division
betweenn samples, as the information contained in forms about the samples or
ass repertoires from other practices that had entered the laboratory and had
becomee part of the routine. Thus both during experiments and in theories
aboutt DNA inheritance sex was hardly ever performed as a quality of an
individual.. Rather sex difference materialised in various technologies of
studyingg similarities and differences. Does this then mean that genetic sex is
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neverr enacted as an individual quality? In my examination of the practice of
geneticc lineage, the practice in which the data is analysed and put in the
contextt of population history, I have argued that the various different
versionss of the sexes that could be found in the laboratory were subsumed. In
thee cases of mitochondrial and Y-chromosomal DNA research it was shown
thatt the data, put in the context of population history, were made to stand for
womenn and men. One could say that in addition to the standardisation of
DNAA as a technology, the naturalisation of sex-difference also enables the
naturalisationn of population and differences between populations.
Soo what can be learned form this investigation? A focus on routine
practicess and on what scientists do showed how sex difference materialised
inn technologies, and that different versions of the sexes might circulate in
laboratories.. As well as sex difference in terms of man and woman,
geneticistss had many other technologies to hand in which it can be
performed.. Moreover the sexes might be performed and made relevant, but
suchh was not always the case. And performing them, no matter how it was
done,, was temporary to the point of being unstable." Hence in laboratories
geneticc sex is not so much an essential quality of an individual but rather the
effectt of technologies and practices. However to state that technologies and
practicess are heterogeneous and that various different versions of the sexes
cann be found in laboratories is not to suggest that sex is a list of endless
referencess to something essentially there in the DNA. Rather my analyses
showw that genetic sex itself is a matter of technology and that specific
versionss of the sexes can be performed in certain practices but not in others.
Thiss indicates that scientific practice itself questions the very distinction
betweenn sex and gender, opening the way to a rethinking of the natural and
thee cultural.
••

In debates about race and racism the distinction between nature and
culturee took on an aspect different from that in the debates on sex and
gender. .
Ass a way of coming to terms with racism after the Second World War, race
wass put on the agenda of a UNESCO meeting (December 1949), resulting in
twoo statements. The first, presented mainly by sociologists, psychologists
andd cultural anthropologists, suggested that there was no scientific basis for
humann biological races and that race was being mistaken for population.^4
Thee second, which was a consequence of geneticists' and physical
anthropologists'' discontent with the first, especially on the issue of presumed
innatee intelligence, turned the argument of scientific evidence around. The
veryy lack of evidence was used to propose further research on race. A
groupp of ninety-six scientists were consulted before the second statement
wass released, and a number of them suggested on-going studies and debates
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ratherr than a final consensus. Nevertheless as a spin-off to these debates
populationn became the preferred category of biological research and race was
confinedd to the realm of ideology and bad science.
Ass has been pointed out, the discourse of the Diversity Project is
centredd around "population." The brief post-war history of race suggests that
theree are stakes in studying practices of population. As was argued,
populationn tends to be naturalised and practised as "race." But what impact
doo current technologies have on how race is performed and how is it done?
Specifically,, since population is an effect of technologies rather than
somethingg essentially in the DNA, and since it comes in various versions, the
naturalisationn of population suggests that something is also happening to
race.. The ever-growing number of genetic markers applied in the field of
populationn genetics increases the ways in which population can be enacted.
Forr example the boundary between one population and the other may be very
different,, depending on whether populations are studied on the basis of
nuclearr DNA or on mitochondrial DNA or whether the clustering is based on
aa small or a large number of genetic markers. This indicates that neither
populationn nor race is pre-given, and suggests that race does not necessarily
mapp on pre-existing biological classifications.27 This practice of race is not
basedd on a pre-flxed category into which individuals are fitted. Rather it
workss the other way round. The starting point is an individual with an
endlesss amount of genetic information through which race can be performed
againn and again as something different. One could say that, for better or
worse,, this side of the practice in new genetics is producing populations,
races,, and sexes in excess.
••

Confining race to the realm of ideology and bad science has produced
problems,, and not only for scientists interested in biological
classification,, I would like to suggest.28
Thee treacherous, hotly-debated and slippery field of race also seems to have
becomee a "no-go" area for scholars of science and technology, in view of the
virtuall absence of research on the materiality of race in techno-scientific
practice.. There might be various reasons for this, varying from simple lack
off interest to problems of addressing the materiality of race without fixing
it.300 Could it be that in addition to such reasons, the very absence of a natureculturee divide vis a vis race, like the one attributed to sex and gender, has
contributed?? Whereas the field of gender and technology has become
establishedd in STS, studies of race and technology are virtually absent. It
seemss that the impossibility of referring to race, just like sex, without
referringg to something fixed in "biology" has contributed to the omission.
Genderr appeared to be productive for those who wanted to avoid the
materialityy of biology; race, however, lacked such a cultural counterpart to
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doo a similar job. * Race remained captive in the realm of scientific ideology.
Ratherr than an issue of investigation it was treated as an issue of debate. In
manyy cases it was the latter for very good reasons.32 However, as many
feministt scholars have argued, the very distinction that confined sex to
biologyy has led to problems in thinking the body and its materiality in
technologies.. Hence there is an urge to start to take race into account in
studiess of science and technologies and how it materialises in such practices.
Inn addition there is an urge to remove race from the domain of taboo and
devianciess in order to investigate how it is practised on a routine basis. For
racee does not only matter in terms of hierarchical distinctions, not only in
termss of inferiority and superiority,33 but in many other ways. Among many
others,, race might "matter" as a difference between the isolated population
andd the genetic melting pot, or as a difference between what is genetically
proximatee or distant, or again in terms of geographical clusters of variability.
Inn my studies I have focused on technologies of making such distinctions and
tracedd how race is embodied in them. Taking routine practices into account it
wass shown that similarities and differences are neither vested messages in
thee DNA nor ideological additives of scientists. Rather racial distinctions
materialisedd in technologies which, in the case of a reference sequence
(Anderson),, for example, were integral parts of both laboratory practice and
thee objects of genetics. This indicates that the materiality of race should not
bee located in the DNA or the body but rather in the technologies that help
producee similarities and differences.
Hencee neither race nor sex can ever be simply biology, nor simply
ideology,, just as they can never be simply nature or simply culture. They
referr by "nature" to the socio-material density of that what we call biology.
Andd here lies the point in stating that the "nice thing about DNA is that
everybodyy has it." What anybody may "have" is indeed a matter of practice
andd technologies. Now that biology has taken the shape of DNA, genes, and
genomes,, testifying to the contaminated object called nature-culture, race
andd sex force us to take account of how biology is done. But the stakes for
feministt and anti-racist politics lie in denaturalising both DNA and
technologyy simultaneously.
••

Throughout this book I have traced the multiplicity of population, sex
andd race in genetic practices and have focused on the interdependence
off technology and nature in such practices.
Myy analyses centred around technologies, which enabled me to account for
thee fluidity of practices and the performed quality of objects. At various
placess I have suggested that the multiplicity in nature should not be taken for
aa list of references to something essentially there. This also has
consequencess for a politics of diversity.
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Diversityy has taken on a normative aspect in the last decade: it carries
aa positive meaning, so it seems.35 It does that in the very sense that it
mobilisess a critique of homogeneity or easy classifications (such as self and
other,, working class, middle class and upper class, man and woman, and the
like).. But it does not self-evidently prevent the foundational power of more
refinedd categorisations. Indeed, it does not prevent such powers without the
mediatedd and thus temporary nature of categories being in focus. Here lies
thee importance of what Donna Haraway calls embodied vision.36 Her
metaphorr of vision does not imply that seeing is directed by minds, nor does
itt suggest that some bodies are better equipped and generate better sight.
Rather,, the focus is on the dependent nature of both seeing and that which is
seen.. It aims at technologies in practices. Hence both viewer and viewed are
effectss of technologies located in time and space. From this we learn that
theree is no one stable ground, not even many, for opting for a politics of
diversityy or an egalitarian politics. Even if there might be still very good
reasons,, for specific people, in specific places and at specific moments in
time,, to choose either of the two. Thus introducing diversity into feminist
andd anti-racist politics does not, as such, yield better politics. It does not
challengee the idea that there is an allegedly stable reference point for
identifyingg similarities and differences. From practices of genetics we can
learnn that the ground for politics is crafted by technologies of similarities and
differences.. The core issue in such politics is: how are people performed as
similarr or different? Which technologies have pride of place in producing
diversity?? And to what effect? Meanwhile politics involves knowing that
similaritiess and differences are neither the beginning nor the end, but that
theyy are the fluid space of technology, blood and DNA in between.

Talkingg Forwards to Politics:
Too conclude, let me return briefly to the Diversity Project and its
mappingg capacity. Making maps is making links. The spatiality of geography
producedd in maps transforms relations and determines what is near and what
iss far away on a map.37 Maps are therefore political objects, not only because
off the boundary work they do but also because they produce visual centres
andd visual margins. A genetic map of the world embodies these politics as
well.. In the discourse of the Diversity Project, DNA is placed in the realm of
nature.. Among many other things, this discourse is about conserved genes
andd isolated populations versus mangled genes and the Western melting pot.
Thosee who are not considered to be connected to the global traffic of humans
andd things, especially those in far-away places, carry DNA that is considered
aa source for understanding how the melting pot must have come about. This
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iss the kind of mapping that is familiar to us by the virtues and vices of
history. .
Inn this concluding chapter I have spent time mapping out the practices
investigatedd in my study, and the different insights gained about genetic
diversity.. I have traced three narratives, three ways of talking about how to
doo politics with DNA. Talking about naturalisation I have argued that in
geneticc practice there is no such thing as a natural object: rather, the objects
off genetics are enabled by technologies. However the naturalisation of
technologiess has the naturalisation of genetic objects as its effect. My point
withh naturalisation is that both objects and technologies appear autonomous
andd detached from the practices in which they are produced. Indeed
naturalisationn reifies the distance between the "isolates" out there and the
"technology"" here. Hence to do politics with DNA is to take into account the
practicess in which it is studied. In the narrative about standardisation the
focuss shifted from the how to the content of practices. My aim with this is
thatt standards obscure the normative content they embody, and thereby
obscuree the normative content of objects enabled by them. Geneticists show
speciall interest in differences in the DNA. However the process of
standardisationn makes inaccessible which technologies will be made into
standardss and, thereby, what kinds of practices are preferred for making
differences.. Genetic differences thus seem neutral and facts of nature.
Obviouslyy the politics of such differences is the real matter of concern in the
Diversityy Project. In my narrative of diversity I focused on sex and race and
arguedd that similarities and differences are not inscribed in the DNA but in
thee technologies that help produce them. Addressing sexual and racial
differencess in genetics, I did not aim at unmasking geneticists as being
sexistss or racists. Rather my argument was that both sex and race are matters
off routine technologies. Given its crucial role in the Diversity Project, I have
specificallyy put forward the argument that race should be taken out of the
realmm of ideology and deviancy, and that further investigation is needed to
learnn more about how it is practised in scientific routines. For taking account
off routines of making similarities and differences and the normativities they
involvee may sensitise STS scholars, geneticists, as well as gender and antiracistt scholars to the kinds of links and lineages which go to constitute the
mapp of the Diversity Project.
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Notess to Chapter 6

1.. On the notion of contrast as a methodology of research, see Annemarie
Mol,, "Topografie als Methode van Kennisonderzoek: Over het Naast Elkaar
Bestaann van Enkele Bloedarmoedes," Kennis & Methode 4 (1991): 314-329.
2.. Questioning the ontological difference between micro and macro, or local
andd global phenomena or mechanisms, is in fact one of the major
achievementss of the Actor Network Theory, see for example John Law and
Johnn Hassard, eds., Actor Network Theory and After (Oxford: Blackwell
Publisher,, 1999). For an elegant elaboration on the relation between the local
andd the global, and how the local and the global together localise, i.e.
specify,, the limits of a field, see Marilyn Strathern, "The Nice thing about
Culturee is that Everybody has it," in Shifting Contexts: Transformations in
AnthropologicalAnthropological Knowledge, ed. Marilyn Strathern (London, New Yor
Routledge,, 1995), 153-177, p. 167.
3.. Although not very satisfied about it himself, John Law has termed this
kindd of work: a kind of juggling while trying to keep all the balls in the air,
Johnn Law, Organizing Modernity (Oxford, Cambridge: Blackwell, 1994), p.
188. .
4.. On the necessity to actively perform versions of objects, see Stephan
Hirschauerr and Annemarie Mol, "Shifting Sexes, Moving Stories: Feminist,
Constructivistt Dialogues,," Science, Technology, & Human Value 20, no. 3
(1995):: 368-385.
5.. For a similar observation about research devices, see Hans-Jörg
Rheinberger,, "Experimental Systems: Historiality, Narration, and
Deconstruction,"" in The Science Studies Reader, ed. Mario Biagioli (New
York,, London: Routledge, 1999), 417-429, p.420.
6.. This phenomenon may be particular or exceptional within the field of
technologyy studies. In genetics however, and maybe in various other
branchess of the life sciences, it is rather the rule than the exception. For the
samee can be claimed for various other kinds of objects or technologies, see
Hans-Jörgg Rheinberger, "Von der Zelle zum Gen: Reprasentationen der
Molekularbiologie,"" in Raume des Wissens: Representation, Codierung,
Spur,Spur, ed. Hans-Jörg Reinberger, Michael Hagner, and Betina WahringSchmidtt (Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1997), 265-279.
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7.. This is a slight modification of Latour's/ïm methodological principle.
See,, Bruno Latour, Science in Action: How to Follow Scientists and
EngineersEngineers through Society (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
1987). .
8.. For some examples, see Daniel J. Kevies and Leroy Hood eds., The Code
ofof Codes: Scientific and Social Issues in the Human Genome Project
(Cambridge,, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1992), Gerard H. de
Vries,, Klasien Horstman, and O. Haveman, Politiek van Preventie:
NormatieveNormatieve Aspecten van Voorspellende Geneeskunde (Den Haag: Rathenau
Instituut,, 1997), Annemiek Nelis, DN A-diagnostiek in Nederland (Enschede:
Twentee University Press, 1998).
9.. I wish to emphasise that this is a common notion within STS. It might
seemm to contradict ideas of Bruno Latour about scientific facts and their
futuree users. However in the citation above he is making a different
argument,, namely that scientific facts can never be end products.
10.. The first conference was "The International Planning Workshop," held in
Portoo Conto, Sardinia in September 1993, the second "Human Genome
Variationn in Europe: DNA Markers," which took place in Barcelona, Spain
inn November 1995.
11.. See for example, Susan Leigh Star, "Power, Technology and the
Phenomenologyy of Conventions: On being allergic to onions," in A
SociologySociology of Monsters: Essays on Power, Technology and Domination, ed.
Johnn Law (London: Routledge, 1991), 26-57.
12.. After I had finished my research I worked in a laboratory where such kits
weree validated and optimised for routine use. For some of the technicians it
wass a kind of "sport" to experiment with the kits mainly by diluting the
reagents,, aiming at finding their breaking point.
13.. "Frozen moments" is a term of Haraway's. See Donna J. Haraway, "A
Cyborgg Manifesto: Science, technology, and Socialist-Feminism in the late
twentiethh Century," in Simians, Cyborgs and Women: The Reinvention of
Nature,Nature, ed. Donna J. Haraway (London: Free Association Books, 1991),
149-181,, p. 164.
14.. For an example on exclusion, see Star, "Allergic to Onions" (above, n.
11);; on inclusion, see Joan Fujimura, "Crafting Science: Standardized
Packages,, Boundary Objects, and "Translation"," in Science as Practice and
Culture,Culture, ed. Andrew Pickering (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1992),, 168-211; on models in a variety of practices, see Adrienne van den
Bogaard,, "Configuring the Economy: The Emergence of Modeling Practices
inn the Netherlands, 1920-1955" (University of Amsterdam, 1998), Bruno
Latour,, "Drawing Things Together," in Representation in Scientific Practice,
ed.. Michael Lynch and Steve Wollgar (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard
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Universityy Press, 1990), 19-69, Michael Lynch, "The External Retina:
Selectionn and Mathematisation in the Visual Documentation of Objects in
thee Life Sciences," in Representation in Scientific Practice, ed. Steve
Woolgarr and Michael Lynch (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press,
1990),, 153-186.
15.. At this point it serves well to repeat a quotation (from the introductory
chapter)) about the contribution aimed at by the Diversity Project vis a vis
race.. Diversity research will be "leading to a greater understanding of the
naturee of differences between individuals and between human populations,
[...]] and will make a significant contribution to the elimination of
racism"(HUGO,, "Human Genome Diversity (HGD) Project: Summary
Document,"" [Sardinia: 1993], p. 1).
16.. See, for example, Cory Hayden, Joan Fujimura who argue that genetics
neverr served as a means to fight against racism and who take the statement
aboutt race to be merely rhetoric by the Diversity Project, Corinne Hayden,
"Patentlyy Natural: The Culture of Genealogy and the Nature of
Biodiversity,"" (Santa Cruz: University of California, 1995), Joan Fujumura,
"Creatingg "Cultures" in Debates About Genomes, Information, and
Diversity"" (paper presented at the Postgenomics? Historical, Technoepistemicc and Cultural Aspects of Genome Projects, Berlin, 8-11 July 1998).
Too state that genetics never served as a means to fight against racism,
however,however, would underestimate the impact and the effect of - for example thee UNESCO Statement on Race, or that of the mitochondrial DNA theory of
Alann Wilson (the so-called Out of Africa Theory). Both Wilson's theory of
commonn origin and the UNESCO Statement of the have contributed to broad
debatess about race and scientific racism. On the lived-in reality of race and
racism,, see Malcolm Cross and Michael Keith, eds., Racism, the City, and
thethe State (New York, London: Routledge, 1993), see especially Susan J.
Smith,, "Residential Segregation and the Politics of Racialization," in Cross
andd Keith, Racism, the City and the State, pp. 128-143.
17.. This heading is borrowed and modified from Strathern, 'The Nice thing
aboutt Culture" (above, n. 2).
18.. See, for examples, Alison M. Jaggar, Feminist Politics and Human
NatureNature (Sussex, New Jersey: The Harvester Press, Rowman & Allanheld
Publishers,, 1983).
19.. Expressing the wish to focus more on diversity, this change has been
expressedd in the name of the Centre For Gender and Diversity at the
Maastrichtt university.
20.. See, for examples, Donna J. Haraway, "Gender for a Marxist Dictionary:
Thee Sexual Politics of a Word," in Simians, Cyborgs, and Women: The
ReinventionReinvention of Nature (London: Free Association Books,, 1991), 127-48,
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idem,, "Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the
Privilegee of Partial Perspective," in Simians, Cyborgs, and Women: The
ReinventionReinvention of Nature, ed. Donna J. Haraway (London: Free Association
Books,, 1991), 183-201, Annemarie Mol, "Wie Weet Wat een Vrouw Is?
Overr de Verschillen en de Verhoudingen Tussen de Disciplines," Tijdschrift
voorvoor Vrouwenstudies 21 (1985): 10-22, Nelly Oudshoorn, Beyond the
NaturalNatural Body: An Archaeology of Sex Hormones (London, New York:
Routledge,, 1994), Stephan Hirschauer and Annemarie Mol, "Shifting Sexes,
Movingg Stories: Feminist, Constructivist Dialogues,," Science, Technology,
&& Human Value 20, no. 3 (1995): 368-385.
21.. Moreover Donna Haraway, Annemarie Mol as well as Judith Butler have
arguedd that in a 'colonising move' the cultural of gender has become
parasiticc of the biological/material of sex. They plead for a refiguration
(Haraway)) of the materiality of sex. See, Donna J. Haraway,
Modest_Witness s
@Second_Millennium.FemaleMan©_Meets_OncoMouse™:: Feminism and
TechnoscienceTechnoscience (New York, London: Routledge, 1997), idem, "Marxis
Dictionary"" (above, n. 20), Annemarie Mol, "Wombs, Pygmentation and
Pyramids:: Should anti-Racists and Feminists Try to Confine 'Biology' to its
Properr Place?," in Sharing the Difference, ed. A. van Lenning and J.
Hermsenn (London: 1991), 149-163, Judith Butler, Gender Trouble:
FeminismFeminism and the Subversion of Identity (New Jork, London: Routledge,
1990),, idem, Bodies that matter: On the discursive Limits of "Sex" (London,
Neww York: Routlegde, 1993).
22.. See especially Hirshauer and Mol, "Moving Stories" (above, n. 21), see
alsoo Judith Butler, Gender Trouble (above, n. 21), chapter 1.
23.. See, Marilyn Strathern, The Gender of the Gift: Problems with Women
andand Problems with Society in Melinesia (Berkleley, L. A., London:
Universityy of California Press, 1988), pp. 311-339.
24.. UNESCO, UNESCO and its Programme 111: The Race Question (Paris:
UNESCOO Publication 785, 1951). The issue of debate in this document was
nott so much physiological differences between races/populations: rather it
aimedd at questioning the distribution of presumed innate intelligence
accordingg to biologically defined clusters of people.
25.. UNESCO, "The Race Concept: Results of an Inquiry," in The Race
QuestionQuestion in Modern Science, ed. UNESCO (Paris: UNESCO Publication,
1952),, 36-91.
26.. Ibid. For an elaboration on both statements, how they are intertwined
withh feminist politics, and for situating some of the scientists involved, see
Donnaa Haraway, Primate Vision: Gender, Race and Nature in the World of
ModernModern Science (London, New York: Verso, [1989] 1992), especially pp.
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197-206.. For an overview of ongoing scientific studies on race in the 1950s
andd 1960s, see Frank B. Livingstone, "On the Nonexistance of Human
Races,"" in The "Racial" Economy of Science: Towards a Democratic Future,
ed.. Sandar Harding (Bloomington, Indianapolis: Indiana University Press,
1993),, 133-142
27.. For eighteenth and nineteenth century classifications of the races by, for
example,, Linnaus, Blumenbach, Lamarck and Cuvier, see Ivan Hannaford,
Race:Race: The History of an Idea (Baltimore, London: The Johns Hopkins
Universityy Press, 1996), Stephan Jay Gould, "America Polygeny and
Craniometryy Before Darwin: Blacks and Indian as Separate, Inferior
Species,"" in Harding, The "Racial" Economy of Science (above, n. 26), pp.
84-116,, Stephen Molnar, Races, Types, and Ethnic Groups: The Problem of
HumanHuman Variation (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1975).,
Livingstone,, "Nonexistence of Human Races" (above, n. 26).
28.. For the kind of troubles produced for scientists, see Donna Haraway,
Modest_WitnessModest_Witness (above, n. 21), p. 239; idem, Primate Vision (above, n. 2
pp.. 197-203.
29.. See, for examples, Helen Watson-Verran and David Turnbull, "Science
andd Other Indigenous Knowledge Systems," in Handbook of Science and
TechnologyTechnology Studies, ed. Sheila Jasanoff, et al. (Thousand Oaks, London,
Neww Delhi: Sage, 1995), 115-140, Lisa Bloom, "Constructing Whiteness:
Popularr Science and National Geographic in the Age of Multiculturalism,"
ConfigurationsConfigurations 2 (1994): 15-33, Nancy Leys Stepan, "Race and Gender: Th
Rolee of Analogy in Science," Isis 11 (1986): 261-277, Nancy Leys Stepan,
"Racee and Gender: The Role of Analogy in Science," Isis 11 (1986): 261277. .
30.. A similar argument is developed by Rebecca Herzig, "Producing
"Race"inn Early Twentieth-Century America" (paper presented at the IISG
conference,, Amsterdam, 2000). See for exceptions on the materiality of race,
Mol,, "Wombs, Pigmentation, and Pyramids "(above, n. 21), Annemarie Mol
andd Ruud Hendriks, "De Hele Wereld één HB? Universaliteit, Lokaliteit en
Bloedarmoede,"" Krisis 58 (1995): 56-73.
31.. This does not mean however, that cultural arguments have not been
embracedd in racist politics and that cultural differences were not
essentialised.. For examples of how this has been done in recent British
politics,, see Martin Barker, The New Racism (London: Junction Books,
1982),, see also Mol, "Wombs, Pigmentation, and Pyramids" (above, n. 21).
Similarlyy gender differences were at places essentialised by feminist
scholars,, see for various examples Haraway, "Gender for a Marxist
Dictionary"" (above, n. 20).
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32.. See, for examples, Richard Lewontin, Steven Rose, and Leon Kamin,
"IQ:: The Rank Ordering of the World," in Harding, The "Racial" Economy
ofof Science (above, n. 27), pp. 142-161, Troy Duster, "The Prism of Heredity
andd the Sociology of Knowledge," in Naked Science: Anthropological
InquiryInquiry into Boundaries, Power, and Knowledge, ed. Laura Nader (New
York,, London: Routledge, 1996), 119-130, idem, "Genetics, Race, and
Crime:: Recurring Seduction to a False Precision," in DNA On Trial: Genetic
IdentificationIdentification and Criminal Justice, ed. Paul L. Billings (New York: Cold
Springg Harbor Laboratory Press, 1992), 129-141.
33.. For this argument, see Barker, The New Racism (above, n. 31), Mol,
"Wombs,, Pigmentation, and Pyramids"(above, n. 21).
34.. I am aware that I am neglecting the possessive claim in the term
"having".. But let me state this. "To have" based on the possessive right in
thee self that C.B. Macpherson has wonderfully discerned in western
modernity,, enables the agency of the subject. The question is, however,
wheree to locate the action? Now that the subject has been decentred, agency
goess well beyond the power of those who have by "nature" or law, and well
beyondd the intentionality of delegation. Macpherson describes liberaldemocraticc theory as follows: "Its possessive quality is found in its
conceptionn of the individual as essentially the proprietor of his own person
orr capacities, owing nothing to society for them" (C. B. Macpherson, The
PoliticalPolitical Theory of Possessive Individualism: Hobbes to Locke [Oxford,
Neww York: Oxford University Press, 1990[1962]], p. 3). The redistribution
off power as in the case of DNA leaves little to the expectation and may well
questionn our very concept of possession in capitalist societies. On the latter,
seee Karl Marx, Das Kapital: Kritik der politischen Ökonomie (Berlin: Dietz
Verlag,, 1974 [1890]).
35.. See for a critique of diversity, Hayden, "Patently Natural" (above, n. 16).
36.. For an elegant working through with Haraway's metaphor of vision, see
Johnn Law, "On the Subject of the Object: Narrative, Technology, and
Interpellation,"" Configurations 8 (2000): 1-29.
37.. On maps and the worlds they make mobile, see Bruno Latour, "Drawing
Thingss Together," in Representation in Scientific Practice, ed. Michael
Lynchh and Steve Woolgar (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University
Press,, 1990), 19-69.
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Dutchh Summary/Samenvatting
Techniekenn van gelijkheid en verschil:
Overr het samengaan van natuur en technologie in het
Humann Genome Diversity Project
Ditt onderzoek gaat over de genetica, meer specifiek gaat het over
humanee genetische diversiteit. Wetenschappelijk is genetische diversiteit
geïnstitutionaliseerdd in het Human Genome Diversity Project (HGDP). Wat
genetischee diversiteit is en hoe het in een laboratorium tot stand komt, wordt
inn mijn onderzoek gedetailleerd behandeld. De nadruk ligt daarbij op de
relatiee tussen wetenschappelijke praktijken, de gebruikte technieken en
objectenn van onderzoek.
Hett HGDP beoogt alle genetische diversiteit, dat wil zeggen alle
genetischee overeenkomsten en verschillen tussen bevolkingsgroepen, in kaart
tee brengen. Het doel van genetici is om zo de migratiegeschiedenis van de
mensheid,, of van diverse bevolkingsgroepen te reconstrueren. Het HGDP
werdd al vrij snel een controversieel project omdat het aanvankelijk vooral
geïnteresseerdd was in de genetische diversiteit van inheemse
bevolkingsgroepenn en geïsoleerde populaties. Tegelijkertijd heeft het project
vanaff het begin hoge verwachtingen gewekt omdat het inzicht kan bieden in
dee ontwikkeling van verscheidene ziektes en het forensisch DNA bewijs.
Vanuitt een interesse voor de wijze waarop de genetica "sociale"
verhoudingenn verandert, wordt in dit interdisciplinaire onderzoek stilgestaan
bijj de normativiteit van genetische objecten en bij de wijzen waarop die tot
standd worden gebracht. Het betreft een etnografische studie naar
routinepraktijkenn in laboratoria waar genetische diversiteit wordt onderzocht.
Routinepraktijkenn kenmerken zich door standaardisatie van zowel
technologiee als aanpak. Door die routinepraktijken uit te pakken beoogt dit
onderzoekk de normativiteit van genetische objecten en technieken zichtbaar
tee maken.
Inn het boek wordt de lezer via vier casussen meegenomen in het
dagelijkss werk van genetici. Tegelijkertijd worden er momenten ingelast
voorr analyse van dat werk en voor reflectie over wat dat werk betekent.
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Hiermeee wordt aangetoond dat genetische kennis onlosmakelijk verbonden is
mett de technologie waarmee die geproduceerd wordt.
Dee eerste casus, hoofdstuk twee, behandelt een forensisch DNA zaak.
Inn deze zaak gaat het om de genetische identificatie van een dader in een
misdrijf.. Hiertoe dienen genetici het DNA profiel van de verdachte met die
vann een populatie te vergelijken. In mijn analyse van deze zaak volg ik het
DNAA bewijs tussen wetenschappelijke en juridische praktijk. Uit deze
analysee blijkt dat het identificeren van de dader sterk afhangt van welk
conceptt van populatie er gehanteerd wordt. Dit hoofdstuk toont aan dat
geneticigenetici geen vaste definitie hebben van populatie. Populatie is veeleer een
productt van de gebruikte technieken en kan gegeven de heterogeniteit van
laboratoriumpraktijkenn op verschillende wijzen tot stand worden gebracht.
Eenn sleuteltechnologie in de hedendaagse genetica is de genetische
marker.. In het derde hoofdstuk wordt onderzocht wat een genetische marker
is,, hoe die werkt en hoe die in verschillende contexten aangewend wordt.
Centraall staat het werken met genetische markers in internationaal verband,
dee samenwerking tussen de wetenschappers zelf, en daarmee de vraag naar
dee standaardisatie van technieken. Wetenschappelijke standaardisatie heeft
eenn belangrijke sociale relevantie, in de zin dat het insluiting en uitsluiting
tott gevolg heeft. Uit dit hoofdstuk wordt duidelijk dat standaardisatie vooral
hett gevolg is van alledaagse routines en van het zoeken naar technieken die
makkelijkk te hanteren zijn in verschillende contexten.
Inn het
vierde
hoofdstuk
wordt
een
reeds
bestaande
standaardtechnologie,, een referentie sequentie, onderzocht. Wetenschappers
behandelenn technieken als een "zwarte doos": de referentiesequentie lijkt
autonoomm en neutraal en geen implicaties te hebben voor de
onderzoeksresultaten.. Door een analyse van het ontstaan van deze sequentie
enn van de manier waarop deze in hedendaagse laboratoriumpraktijken wordt
aangewend,, wordt de sociale, wetenschappelijke en technische praktijk
zichtbaarr en wordt aangetoond dat sekse en ras ingebouwde onderdelen zijn
gewordenn van deze standaard technologie. In dit hoofdstuk wordt
beargumenteerdd dat sekse, ras en racisme niet zozeer een produkt zijn van
watt wetenschappers vinden of denken, maar vooral een effect zijn van
genaturaliseerdegenaturaliseerde technieken.
Hoofdstukk vijf behandelt een casus over sekse en genetische
verwantschap.. Biologische sekse lijkt in laboratoria nauwelijks een rol te
spelen.. DNA wordt bijvoorbeeld niet in eerste instantie naar mannen en
vrouwenn onderverdeeld. Als een technologie om de geschiedenis op te
sporenn van populaties speelt het echter een centrale rol. Populatie genetici
gaann ervan uit dat de mensheid 200.000 jaar geleden in Afrika is ontstaan. In
dezee laatste casus wordt onderzocht op welke wijze dit soort historische
reconstructiess wordt gemaakt en hoe DNA hiervoor als een geseksualiseerde
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technologiee wordt gebruikt. De geschiedenis van de mensheid ziet er echter
verschillendd uit afhankelijk van of genetici naar de genetische Adam of naar
dee genetische Eva zoeken.
Inn het concluderend hoofdstuk worden de casussen met elkaar in
verbandd gebracht. De drie thema's naturalisatie, standaardisatie en diversiteit
staann hierbij centraal. De casussen tonen aan dat er in genetische praktijken
niett zoiets bestaat als een natuurlijk object, maar dat deze alleen in
samenhangg met technologieën kan bestaan. Genaturaliseerde technieken
hebbenn de naturalisatie van genetische objecten als effect. Zowel natuur als
technologiee lijken zo een onafhankelijk en autonoom bestaan te leiden. Het
themaa standaardisatie stelt de inhoud van zowel technologieën als genetische
objectenn aan de orde. Er wordt beargumenteerd dat standaardisatie die
inhoudd onzichtbaar maakt. Gestandaardiseerde technieken en hun werking
neigenn naar de achtergrond te verdwijnen. Dit heeft ook als gevolg dat
genetischee diversiteit een neutraal en natuurlijk feit lijkt te zijn. Terwijl
genetischee gelijkheid en verschil produkten zijn van technieken en praktijken
wordtt de normatieve inhoud daarvan ontoegankelijk als gevolg van
standaardisatie.. Wanneer genetische diversiteit in een laboratoriumpraktijk
wordtt onderzocht, kan gezien worden dat categorieën als sekse, ras en
populatiee ter discussie worden gesteld en in veelvoud worden geproduceerd.
Desondankss is in de uiteindelijke resultaten van het gedane onderzoek niets
vann deze heterogeniteit terug te vinden en lijken bekende gelijkheden en
verschillenn gereïficeerd en genaturaliseerd te worden. Met het onderzoeken
van400 ras en sekse in de genetica wil het boek niet zozeer genetici
ontmaskerenn als racistisch en seksistisch, maar aannemelijk maken dat deze
categorieënn inherent zijn aan de technieken en routines van het
wetenschappelijkk werk.
Gegevenn de centrale plaats die ras en racisme binnen het HGDP
innemen,, wordt in het concluderend hoofdstuk beargumenteerd dat ras en
racismee uit de ideologische en de taboe sfeer moeten worden gehaald.
Hierdoorr ontstaan mogelijkheden voor kritisch onderzoek naar
wetenschappelijkee praktijken waarin ras en racisme op een alledaagse en
routinematigee wijze worden geproduceerd.
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Thee H u m a n Genome Diversify Project (HGDP) aims at
mappingg genetic diversity of world's populations. Doing so,
geneticistss a r e not only interested in the genetic differences
betweenn these populations, but also in learning via the
geness about their migration history. The HGDP became
controversial.. It w a s debated w h e t h e r the initiative w o u l d
reifyy racial categorisations based on genetic differences a n d
w o u l dd put fuel to debates about race a n d racism. This book
offerss a study of this project. However, rather than a n
e x a m i n a t i o nn of the controversy as such, it investigates w h a t
geneticc diversity is.
Basedd on a n ethnography of laboratories w h e r e genetic
diversityy is being studied, a number of core practices a n d
technologiess a r e a n a l y s e d . Genetic diversity, as these
ee sage in the D N A ,
norr a construct of geneticists. It is rather a n effect of scientific
practices,, w h e r e the w o r k of geneticists, DNA a n d
technologiess a r e aligned to produce it. While giving insight
inn the daily w o r k of geneticist, this book addresses the
normativityy of that w o r k a n d shows h o w objects a n d
technologiess gain politics. It makes clear h o w race a n d sex
gett built into technologies a n d h o w these become part of a
"nothingg strange going on" kind of practice. Given the
centrall role of genetics in our society this book calls for a n
approachh w h e r e normative issues, such as race a n d
sex-differences,, a r e not only traced in human action a n d
agency,, but especially in scientific routines a n d technologies.
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